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Spanish Translation and Feasibility Study

Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine

ABSTRACT

The present study represented the interests of the National Science

Foundation, The National Wildlife Federation and Educational Testing Service

in instructional materials for students of Hispanic background with limited

English language proficiency. The study was designed to (a) evaluate the

acceptance, appropriateness, and use of an experimental Spanish edition of

Ranger_Hick!s Nature- Magazine; (b) identify similarities and differences is

reaction by diverse groups within the Hispanic population; and (c) collect and

analyze recommendations from the field test sample for the Spanish edition

program materials and services. The findings were based on a large nationwide

sample of students that varied on the following characteristics: Hispanic

origin (Mexican American, Puerto Rican, and Cuban), type of community (urban,

suburban, and rural), family socioeconomic status, grade level (four through

eight), and level of Spanish and English proficiency. Information also was

provided by school administrative and teaching staff. Data were collected by

mailed questionnaires and by both interviews and observation at a sample of the

study sites. The results indicated that the approach represented by the Spanish

edition of Ranger Rick has merit, well serves a variety of pressing educational

needs and should be pursued further. Acceptance of the magazine was high for

the various ethnic groups represented. Variability within sites, however,

reflected differences in students' Spanish competencies, teachers' attitudes

and skills, and the particular sociocultural context.
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PREFACE

The National Wildlife Federation (NWF), founded in 1936, is the largest

nongovernmental organization devoted to conservation education, with 53

affiliate organizations and over four and a half million members. Its

commitment is to a balanced ecology and prudent use of natural resources. To

that end, it numbers among its educational programs a monthly publication for

children, Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine, and the companion Activity Guid-e.

The quality of the magazine, both in content and in appearance, has earned for

NWF a devoted clientele of parents and educators as well as young readers.

The National Science Foundation (NSF) supports developmental projects

that are designed to increase the quality and diversity of science'education.1

With notable awareness of the importance of attracting the interest of students

to the sciences early, NSF fosters the development of an appreciation for and

adoption of scientific principles as a personal lifestyle as well as the ex

ploration of careers in the sciences.

In the interest of making sure that young people with no or limited

English language proficiency are able to share these opportunities in personal

development and career options, the Federation conceived a project to issue

the Ranger Rick magazines in languages other than English; The first was to

be in Spanish since that is the primary language of the fastest growing

minority student group; A request to NSF for support and to Educational

Testing Service (ETS) for a fieldbased evaluation resulted in the project

described here. On behalf of ETS and the children who may benefit from the

findings and recommendations emerging from this study, our sincerest thanks

the Federation and the Foundation for this opportunity.

1From Development of science education: _Guide to the preparation of proposal.
SE 80-50 Washington, D.C.: National Science Foundation, October 1979.
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acknowledge with gratitude the contribution of administrators; teachers;
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outcomes of this project have earned our sincerest admiration and appreciation.
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INTRODUCTION

The numbers of school-age children who lack mastery of the English

language, one of the major educational problems, continue to increase dramat-

ically. It is unfortunate, therefore, that good instructional material for

students who are not English-dominant is still so scarce.

There are several major philosophies about best solutions with the most

prominent of these the advocacy, on the one hand; of using native language

instruction to foster academic growth in substantive courses with development

of English proficiency as a separate but concurrent program; and on the other

hand; of using intensive immersion in English for formal education. A third

approach views concurrent maintenance of the first language capability as a fu-

ture b:anefit to self and society; Regardless of which philosophy one advocates;

however; 'the need for diverse instructional material remains. The interest of

the National WiIdlift. Federation in developing materials for students with no

or limited English ability is, therefore; particularly laudable; and Educational

Testing Service (ETS) is pleased to have been a part of the project.

The project had as its purpose a limited field tryout of a translation of

a single issue of the Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine to test the acceptance

and educational potential as judged by students and school personnel. The

magazine includes a diverse array of stories of fact and fantasy, discussion

questions, games; and numerous colored photographs and illustrations to dissem-

inate knowledge about science and an appreciation of nature; Because the largest

group of non-English speakers is Hispanic; Spanish was chosen for this field test.

The proposed project received favorable review and financial support from the

National Science Foundation.

The project had three major components: translation and production of the

Spanish issue, marketing survey, and field test in selected schools with large

Hispanic student populations. For the first, ETS assisted with review of the



translation by professional staff who are native Puerto Rican and 14eitah American

making recommendations related to readability with attention to the use of terms

and expressions that are universally understood rather than only in the local

idiom. ETS took no part in the market survey.

The field test was deSigned to achieve the educational purposes of the

project:

to evaluate the acceptance and use of an experimental Spanish edition
-I--of Ranger Rick s Nature Magazine and the companion Activity eufde in

English.

- to identify the degree to which diverse groups within the Hispanic

community react differently to the edition.

- to assess and analyze the extent to which the edition's content;_
teadihg level, format; and so on are appropriate for the intended

audiences.

- to collect and analyze recommendations from the field-test popula-

tions for the Spanish edition program materials and services:

For this field testi ETS conducted a survey by mail in selected school

districts that were representative of the geographical regions; the three

major Hispanic population§ (Mexican American, Puerto Rican, and Cuban), and types

of locality (urban, suburban, small town; and rural). Students varied in grade

level (four through eight), level of Spanish and English proficiency, and family

socioeconomic status: Questionnaires were developed to collect information about

relevant demographic characteristics of the respondent, school, and class; prior

use and/or familiarity with the magazine; the study experience; perceptions of

the magazine's value; and recommendations for change. School staff were in-

strutted to use the magazine for one class period and to complete the question-

naires a week later. We deliberately left the derision about which parts of the

magazine to use to the teacher's discretion, feeling that the choice of which

part(s) of the magazine and which teaching methodology were used would provide

useful information. A sample of schools within these districts was visited for

9



classroom observations and interviews with students, teachers, and administra-

tive staff to gain insights beyond what could be learned by mail and phone.

Since this was a pilot study, emphasis was placed on a qualitative or case

study approach to accommodate the richness and variety of student, school, and

site characteristics and permit better understanding of the realities of edu-

cation for students with limited English language ability. Given the interest

and cooperation of the schools, it has been rossibIe to identify issues that are

common and those that vary from situation to situation. The result is a firm

conviction that the approach represented by the Spanish edition of Ranger Rick

has merit, will serve a variety of pressing educational needs, and ought to be

pursued further.

In the next two chapters which follow there is a description of the pro-

cedures used for the ETS-directed activities and a detailed presentation of

the findings. The report closes with a statement of conclusions and recommen-

dations based on the field experience. Appendices are included to provide

samples of documents used in correspondence and to collect data, and other

information that could prove useful in the design of similar studies as well

as in understanding this report.



PROCEDURES

The procedures designed to achieve the educational purposes as described

above were organized into several major activities. The original plans are

described below along with comments on adjustments needed to accommodate partic

ular school district realities and to derive maximum benefit from field input.

I. TramslatiOn

ETS' role in translating the Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine was primarily

consultation based on experience in education for the student population of

concern and in linguistics: The reviewers included both men and women whose

native language is Spanish and who represent the two largest groups of Hispanics

in this country; Mexican American and Puerto Rican.

At issue is the question of appropriateness; Of course, to be most appeal

ing, the text would come from the local idiom; but this can vary by part of the

country, by urban/suburb/rural location, by socioeconomic status, and so on

not very feasible for a national undertaking. The National Wildlife Federation

chose very wisely, therefore; to start with a competent translator who produced

a technically correct text; This was then reviewed by native Hispanic speakers

to make recommendations to simplify the language within the limits of universal

acceptance.

Another issue was reading difficulty level. Here the problem is more

complex because the level had to accommodate within the study constraints of

the use of a single Spanish version issue both the student who is literate in

Spanish; even though lacking English language mastery; and the student who is

not functionally literate in any language.

Another consideration was whether or not to include in the magazine

a glossary of especially difficult or foreign words or even to include a

parallel Ehgliah text. The decision was to do neither, and the issue is

revisited later in the chapters on Results and Conclusions.
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As a result, the Spanish version of _Ran-g-tR-i-c-k.- was used muCI as English

material is; viz, it was expected that the teacher would provide whatever

classroom assistance was necessary for the students to better understand the

material; and that the student would seek help as necessary to carry on

additional activities outside of school;

The Activity_eufdr. was translated without ETS review since it was intended

for use by the teacher for whom the vocabulary and reading level were not

expected to pose problems.

The Ranger Rick Student Questionnaire was translated with appropriate

reviews so that school staff could provide the students with the version--

English or Spanish--they felt the students would be more comfortable using.

.

Most students used the Spanish version and responded in Spanish. A copy of

the questionnaire can be found in Appendix A.

The permission letter for parents included a brief description of the

project and the option to approve or exclude their child's participation in

the study. It also contained a detachable form to be returned to the school.

This letter was printed in English on one side and in Spanish on the other

assure, as nearly as possible, informed consent. A copy of this form can

found in Appendix C.

II. Sample

The primary consideration in identifying the field-study sample was

representativeness, rather t'..an stratification for a precise match to the

characteristics of the national Hispanic student population. The major factors

considered were: school achievement levels or socioeconomic status, Hispanic

origin, and community characteristics. We were looking, of course, for com-

parisons of response patterns by site and student characteristics.
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Within the-Se general guidelines ETS staff at the Princeton and regional

offices identified sc-ool districts with large numbers of Spanish language

dominant students, that have programs in bilingual education and/or English as

a second language (ESL); and where personal contacts could facilitate entry to

the schools.

The following describes the characteristiCa Of the sample as originally

defined End AS represented in the study:

A. Population saitipl:e

1. National -- rigin; The largest groups are Puerto Rican

And Mexican American (or Chicane)). These two groups were; there-

fore; included from the Start, and Cuban students were added in

recognition of the large influx of Cuban refugees for whom

language fluency and prior academic preparation posed particular

problems for adjusting to the American educatienal system.

The percentage of Hispanics in the school was thought to be

a factor of interest. However; programs for non-English speakers

are found almost exclusively in sChoOla With large concentrations

Of students in need of the program and with only a very few excep-

tions the study is limited to Such schools;

2; Conununity. The original categorization of inner city; suburban;

small town, and rural was maintained; As planned; we also included

sites that varied in the extent to which they experienced large

numbers of annual Hispanic immigrants. Plans to include classes

Where Spanish language students were but One Of the non-English

groups were dropped as inappropriate for this study.

3. School. The sample includes a spread of academic levels as

judged by performance on standardiied reading tests and/or

13
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headofhousehold employment category. In Selecting the Sample we

requested some schools that are at or above the national norm

on standardized tests and some that are below. Actual information
_

was collected with the Ranger Rick School Sample Description form

(see Appendix A). This form also provided information on the school

composition as to grades, size of student enrollment, and percentage

of Hispanics.

4. AgeGrade. Originally the plan was to examine three grade clus

ters: primary or kindergarten through grade 3; middle school

grades 4 through 6, and upper elementary /junior high school grades

7 and 8. We were persuaded, however, by the advice of reviewers

that little would be gained by inclusion of K-3 students since the

content and reading level of the magazine are not geared to this

age group. That grade cluster was not, therefore, included in the

study.

The schools usually designated bilingual; ESL, or transi

tional inclasses to participate n the study. In some schools

these followed traditional grade patterns; e.g.; grade 4, grade

5, and so on. However, in quite a few cases there were combina

tions such as 5 and 6, 7 and 8. Where the combination spanned the

categories for aggregating data (e.g., 6 and 7; or 5 through 7);

the results are reported in the higher grade category.

5. Geographic Area. As noted above, we were looking for sites with

high density populations of students of the three major Hispanic

groups, within diverse community type and geographic area. The

selection of sites in Bethlehem (Pennsylvania), California,

14
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mitago, Florida, New Jersey, New York City, and TeXAS provided

the concentration and diversity of studenta we were seeking.

The original plan had confined the sample to the mainland.

However, during a visit with several membera of the commission of

education in Puerto Rico who were at ETS on other matters, a brief

description of the Ranger Rick project generated so much mutual

interest that the island was included in the sample.

As originally planned, the sample size was to number 450

classes and 15,000 students in five Sites. When the grade K-3

cluster was dropped from the study, the sample was reduced to

426 classes, 14,000 students, and four sites. However, even with

persistent effort, it was not possible to obtain the numbers

planned. Among the reasons were scheduling conflicta, political

considerations, bureaucratic barriers, re-evaluation of the appro-

priateness of the vocabulary level for the Students, mail failures,

And so on. Thus, most of the nonparticipants were interested and

encouraging but unable to participate at the present time. Only a

very few of the schools contacted were not interested because so

few, if any, of their 4th- to 8th-grade students required a special

bilingual program, or they thought that the use of Spanish materials

would interfere with their emphasis on English instruction.

Along with fewer schools than hoped for, there were fewer

classes and students within schools than we would have expected.

Two major reasons are that some school personnel Signed up all

classes at the grade levels included in the study (though only

some were actually appropriate) and/or participation was by stu-

dents drawn from several classes rather than by all students in

1.5



the registered classes. This is due also to the effectiveness

of programs at early grades that reduce the numbers of students

needing special language programs at grades 4 and above, as well

as available bilingual staff. This suggests other uses of a mag-

azine as discussed later in the section on Conclusions. One

area where needs for Spanish language materials will continue to

be great is in communities that experience continual immigration

of non-English speakers.

As indicated earlier, we originally planned to include only

five sites, but the reduced number of classes and students than

anticipated led to our expanding the number of sites represented.

Chance informal discussions at professional meetings led to expres-

sions of interest in participating from educators in Chicago and

Bethlehem (Pennsylvania) which we were able to grant. Referrals

from participating school administrators to other districts proved

to be another valuable referral source.

We were very pleased when staff from the education department

in Puerto Rico requested to participate; however, time constraints

led to our restricting the present report to the originally planned

mainland sample.

Table 1 provides a description of the resulting sample by

locality, community type, Hispanic origin; and grade level. A

more detailed table is provided in Appendix B. As indicated, the

total registered sample comprised seven states, 17 sites, 119

classes, and 2,734 students. The numbers do not include several

participating classes whose questionnaires were received too late

16
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TABLE 1

Sample Description According to Site, Community Type, Hispanic Origin, and Grade Level

Hispanic Origin_ Nb; of Students
Site Urban RutAI No. of NO. of

Suburban Small Town MA. P.R. Cuban Schools Classes 4-6 7-8 Total_

California
Aznsa X X

_2 27 27

Calexico X X
4 14 359 359

Chula Vista X X
1(1)a 2(3) 56 56

El Centro X X 3 6 89 63 152

Long Beach X X 2 4 '44 44

Los Angeles X X 1(2) 2(5) 43 43

San Francisco X X 2 4 25 71 96

San Gabriel X X 2 2 19 21 40

Florida __ _ _

Miami/Hialeah X X 4 14 435 435

Illinois
Chicago X X 8 30 572 164 .736

New Jersey
Union City X X 3 8 85 56 141

Vineland X X 2 5 61 16 77

New York
New York City X X 5 7 146 146

Pennsylvania
Bethlehem X X 3 3 41 41

Texas
Ben Bolt X X 1 2 7 3 15

San Antonio X X 7 II 212 17 229

Weslaco X X 3 97 97

Total
51 119 2291 443 2734

Notes: a. Number in parentheses inditatts additional
classes and/or schools for which site visit data

are available.
b. several additional classes and schools participated but no questionnaires were received.

be included and those where students and/or teachers were inter

viewed but whose questionnaires were never received.

B. Content. The other important aspect of the sample is, of course, the

magazind'S substance or content. The Ranger Rick issue chosen for this



study was the one of April 1980. There had been some discussion on

using an issue featuring Mexico, but it was felt that some of the

study respondents would be attracted to the content because of prior

experience that was not shared by large numbers of others in the

sample; We expected that the results; therefore, would be biased and

less useful in making decisions about the magazine's general appeal.

The content in the April 1980 issue, as in all issues of Ranger Rick's

Nature Magazine, included a diverse array of stories of fact and

fantasy, paper and pencil games and puzzles, suggested projects, dis-

cussion questions, and numerous colored photographs and illustrations

disseminate scientific knowledge and appreciation for nature.

We deliberately left the decision abobt which parts of the maga-

zine to use to the teacher's discretion, feeling that the choice of

which part(s) of the magazine and which teaching methodology were used

would provide useful information. Tables 2 and 3 show the variety in

frequency and extent of use of the various articles; the methodology

used is discussed in the chapter on Results.

III. Instruments for Data Collection

Instruments were developed to collect information on the classeoom use of

the Ranger Rick magazine from three major sources: the school, the teacher, and

the student. The topics covered fall into five major categories: relevant demo-

graphic information about the respondent, school, and class; prior use and/or

familiarity with the magazine; the study experience--factual and respondent

perceptions/reactions; perceptions of value of the magazine including interest in

continued use; and recommendations for changes. Table 4 lists the items as they

relate to these five categories and the three data sources. Copies of the instru-

ments can be found in Appendix A.
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TABLE 2

Frequencya of Articles Used and Read to Students
by Grade Level and Total Group

Article

trades_ -I to 6 Grades 7 to 8c Total

(N= 84)
Used Read

(N= 15) ]

Used Read
(N= 99

Used
)

React

a. April Fbblet 30 11 9 2 39 13

b. Search for Supersaurus 70 36 15 5 85 41

c. Backyard Dinosaurs? 57 29 13 4 70 33

d. Build a Boxosaurus 38 14 9 1 47 15

e. Wise Old Owl 29 15 9 1 38 16

f.

g.

011ie Otter's Fun Pages

Sense and Nonsense

29 13 10 3 39 16

about Hedgehogs 38 21 11 3 49 24

i.

Sea POeMS

Ranger_Rick & His

50 26 8 2 58 28

Friends 44 18 11 3 55 21

J. Happy Bee 41 13 11 4 52 17

k. Nature Club NEW 20 5 7 3 27 8

1. Green Velvet Princess 32 13 7 1 39 14

m. Nature Did It First 21 7 7 1 28

n.

o.

Dear Ranger Rtck

Ranger Rick's Rare

20 7 6 2 26

Wonders 28 10 7 1 35 11

P- Diatoms 23 11 7 2 30 13

q- Piper Grows Up 20 6 9 3 29 9

Notes: a; information is incomplete since Teacher Questionnaires were not received

for all participating classes and in some cases, the item was omitted;

(This occurred for eleven claSad6 in the 4th- to 6th-grade group and for

three in the 7th- and 8th -grade grotp0
b; In a few instances* articleS vete read to the class by students who were

more advanced Spanish readers rather than by the teacher;

c; Totals for grades 7 and 8 include those for any combined group that

included students in these grades (e;g;* a combined 6th-, 7th-* and

8th-grade ClaSS).

19
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TABLE 3

Number
a of Articles Class Used by Grade Level and Total Group

Grade Level

Number of
Articles

4 to 6

(N=84 )

7 to 8b

(N=15 )

Total

(J =99 )

1 9 2 11

2 5 - 5

3 7 1 8

4 9 1 10

5 11 .. 11

6 3 2 8

7 2 = 2

8 II - 11

9 3 - 3

10 3 1 4

11 7 - 7

12 - 1 1

13 1 - 1

14 - 2 2

15 - 1 1

16 2 1 3

17 8 3 11

Notes: a; Information is incomplete since Teach Questionnaires were
not received for all participating classes and in some cases,
the item was omitted. (This occurred for eleven classes in
the 4th- to 6th-grade group and for three in the 7th- and
8th-grade group.)

b. Totals for grades 7 and 8 include those for any combined group
that included students in these grades (e.g., a combined 6th-,
7th-, and 8th-grade class).
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Questionnaire
Type

Source:

of Information

School

TABLE 4

Items Categorized by

and Source

Teacher Student

Information Type

Respondent/school/ k; 9 X, 1, 3, 4 x; 3; 14

class/characteristics
_6

7, 8, 9, 25, 27

Prior familiarity 1, 2 0,31

This experience:
a) factual
b) reaction 4; 5; 6

2;

15;

10, 12; 13, 14, 18,
16, 20, 21, 22, 23

26 4; 5;_6;_7; 8;
10, 11, 12, 13

Value perception 3; 10; 11 11; 24, 28, 29 15

Recommendations 7, x 17, 19, x 16, 17; x

Note: x indicates an unnumbered item.

ETS requires review of all data collection instruments and procedures to

assure protection of the rights of study participants. These instruments were

approved for use by the ETS Committee on Prior Review; In addition; at various

sites the magazine and questionnaires were reviewed for appropriateness prior

participation: Site reviewers included the area board of education; district

superintendents; bilingual education offices; and school staff such as principals,

teachers; and bilingual coordinators;

IV. Arrangements for Data Collection

With the sample selected and the instruments developed, arrangements were

made to collect data from all sites by mail survey and from a subsample through

on-site observation and interview.

2j
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The author, senior research psychologist for the project, called the

appropriate contact person at each site to explain the purpose and parameters

of the study and request participation. The response and appropriate next steps

typically followed one of three patterns:

o Participation was promised and the signup form (Ranpr Rick School_
Sample Description) was sent with a letter confirming the conversation.

Participation was promised contingent upon faculty review and approval.
A supply of background materials was sent along with a signup form and
a letter confirming the arrangement.

The required process of formal review and approval was described, appro
priate information_ was processed and approval was granted. This procedure
was required by Chicago; MiamiDade County -in Florida, and New York City.

(Unfortunately; in the latter case permission was received so late that
that site was used primarily for pilot testing of the study's materials
and methods.)

For each participating site a supply of materials was shipped to the designated

contact person, in the quantity specified; with directions for return of the

completed questionnaires. (Copy of the confirming letter; the Class Transmittal

form, and other correspondence used in arranging data collection can be found

in Appendix C.) When these were not received by the date agreed to, or a rea

sonable period thereafter; phone calls were made to request return. In some

cases there had been a delay in the scheduled use of Ranger Rick, or there

had been an oversight and the materials were mailed promptly. In other cases;

return was promised but not carried out. In addition, in a few instances when

the material was received school staff judged it inappropriate for all or some

classes although the premailing of samples had passed a review that led to

their agreement to participate;

Through her communication with site personnel, the author was able

identify a pool of sites that seemed especially fruitful for personal interview

and observation. It was gratifying to have every site contacted agree to such a
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visit and be most cooperative in making classes, faculty, and staff available;

Visits to 23 classrooms at four sites were planned originally; 25 classrooms

in 16 schools at eight sites were visited. Also, 16 participating teachers

were interviewed Aldhe in Addition to principals, bilingual coordinators;

and resource teachers.

V. Site Visits

Site visits were included in this pilot study in order to obtain first-hand

knowledge of how the RAnger Rirk magazine was used and to explore in greater

depth student and staff reactions; Also; visits would enable us to assess the

physical and social context in which these responses were given. Such infOr=

mation would provide greater insight into the questionnaire responses obtained;

SinCe Only A small sample of schools could be visited, particular attention

was given to the representativeness of this subsample. Selection criteria

included the Major design factors Hispanic origin; geographical region; popula-

tion density, and grade level. The sites chosen were in California (Calexico;

Chula ViSta, El Centrb; and Lips Angeles), New York City; New Jersey (Union City

and Vineland)) and Texas (San Antonio).

After preparing a tentative list of schools in the sites that met theSe

criteria; the author contacted appropriate school administrators to request their

cooperation; such cooperation was readily obtained. A schedule for visits was

then prepared that would be convenient for students and staff as well as manageable

given the distances between schools. Table 5 provides a description of the site

visit sample by locality, community type, Hispanic origin, and grade level;

23
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TABLE 5

Description of Site Visit Sample

Hispanic
Urban Rural Origin

Suburban Small Town M.A. P.R. Cuban
# of Schools Grade Levels

Visited Represented

California:

Calexico X 2 4, 5, 6

Chula Vista X X 2 4, 5, 6

El Centro X X 1 7, 8

Los Angeles X X 3 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

New Jersey:

Union City X x 1 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Vineland X X 1 5, 6, 7, 8

New York:

New York 2 6; 7

Texas:

San Antonio 4 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Note: Although the Union City visit occurred in one of the three participating
schools, teachers from all three schools were present;

Site visits occurred in early December and from mid-January through the

first week in February. The time just before and after Christmas vacation was

avoided because of the disruptions in schedules and students that often occur

during this period. Examination periods were also avoided. The California

and Texas visits were coordinated to minimize travel costs.

The author participated in all site visits in order to assure the compara-

bility of procedures and interpretation of the resulting information. In a
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few instances she was accompanied by a member of the Princeton office staff

(New York. City and Vineland; New Jersey) or the Southwest Regional Office

in Austin (San Antonio);

The actual procedure during each visit differed depending on school staff

desires.and space or time constraints. In most cases conversations were held

separately with the school principal and with individual participating teachers

in their classrooms. In some cases, discussions were held with a group of

teachers in the teachers' lounge. Where there was a separate bilingual coordi

nator; an attempt was made to interview chat person also. When talking with

students, he interviewer usually met with the entire class. In open classrooms,

with several simultaneous activities, she sat with one group of students or with

several groups successively. In some classrooms the teacher actively took part,

expanding on the interviewer's questions and/or the students' responses, but

in most schools the teacher turned the classroom over to the interviewer.

After introductions, the interviewer usually began by describing the purpose of

the study and the visit and showed a copy of the magazine if one was not readily

evident. After requesting general comments, questions from the questionnaire

that had not been covered were asked. In all classes students were asked for

suggested changes and whether they preferred the magazine in English or Spanish;

Emphasis was placed on encouraging studenti to participate in discussions

concerning curriculum. In a few instances; it was possible to observe the

classroom session when the Spanish Ranger Rick magazine was being used. In

-;
these particular classrooms; the presence of an observer seented to have little

impact on the behavior of the teacher or the students.
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Following each visit a site visit report was prepared. Although shared

with the client, insure confidentiality they are not included in this report.

A summary of the information obtained during these visits, however, is presented

later in the chapter describing study findings.

VI: _Data processing and Analysis

Both quantitative and qualitative methods were used to analyze the data

collected. As might be expected in a pilot study of this nature, particular

emphasis was placed on qualitative methOds to capitalize on'the open-ended

nature of many of the questionnaire items and the considerable informal informa-

tion collected during site visits and phone conversations.

Data collection instruments were logged in and assigned appropriate identi-

fication numbers as they were received.2 The number of protocols for each site

was checked against the number expected from the sign-up sheets and follow-up

inquiries were made after a brief interval to resolve any discrepancies noted.

Meanwhile, coding proceeded as each class package arrived. Since students could

respond in the language in which they felt most comfortable, the protocols

in Spanish were given to persons experienced in reading Spanish to translate.

(These translators were first briefed on the nature of the study and both the

English and Spanish versions of the magazine and the questionnaire.) Tallies

were then obtained by class for all objective questions. For the open-ended

questions, coding categories were prepared both _a_pzi_ot1 and on the basis of

a random sample of responses. An attempt was made to use categories that were

sufficiently specific to avoid losing information since responses could be

2
To help insure confidentiality of the data obtained, no respondent's name
was requested on the individual questionnaires.
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grouped at a later time. (A copy of the code lists for the Student Question-

naire are given in Appendix D.) A list of free response comments (translated

if necessary) was appended to these summary claSS data. Data from the School

Questionnaires and Teacher Questionnaires were SUmmatited in a more informal

descriptive manner by the author.

Site summary statistics for responses to the Student Questionnaires (both

raw frequencies and percentages) were then prepared by grade within schools and

by grade category (i.e., 4 through 6 and 7 and 8) as well as by overall totals

across schools; When there were fewer than 25 students included in the 4 through

6 or 7 and 8 subtotal; no percentages were obtained in order to avoid highly

questionable contrasts. Initially after these site summary statistics were ob-

tained, the totals and subtotals were recorded by site within an Hispanic origin

and populatiOn dehSity cross classification (e.g., MeXitanAterican urban;

Puerto RiCan rural ) to facilitate the noting of any Sitilatities and differences

by these major sampling parameters; As the variation in responses within sites

becate increasingly evident; we decided to abandon the process of summing by

thiS cross classification since it was unlikely to produce meaningful results.

Several coding and recording formatS Were tried and evaluated before

operational procedures were established. One primary coder was used folloWing

training and practice on several samples. Coding was monitored daily, and

frequent spot - checks for accuracy were performed. Th addition, as site

statistics became available; these were checked for consistency and complete-

ness and the coding of various items spot-checked. As a final check to

insure coding consistency since coding specifications had undergone several

revisions and because it was discovered that translations often were not

verbatim, the author independently rescored and coded all the protocols and

resolved discrepancies before analyzing the resulting findings;



RESULTS

In this chapter are described the quantitative and qualitative findings

from the responses from students and staff to the various questionnaires and

interviews. To facilitate interpretation, the data are presented in the same

order in which they were analyzed--that is, by site and then by major sampling

parameters. The sites are presented alphabetically by state. Findings are

presented for the total sample within a site except when the variability across

schools and/or grade levels warrants special attention. At such times the

nature of the variability is noted. Specific individual and/or class responses

are included when they may be useful to clarify or elaborate a finding. For

each site, data are presented first for the participating students and then

for teachers and other school staff. In those instances where sites had been

visited, pertinent information from the site visit reports also is included;

A description of the composite findings for the total sample by the cross-

classification of Hispanic origin and population density was originally

planned to follow next; but analysis of the site data indicated that this

would not be fruitful given the considerable variability evidenced. A brief

summary describing the major findings and issues being addressed follows each

of the site descriptions and) for those states represented by more than one

site, similarities and differences across the region are noted. For an

overall summary of findings and ensuing recommendations) the reader is referred

to the next chapter.

;

Although there is a rich amount of detailed data available from this study

that can be explored further, the major issues to be addressed in reporting the

study findings are the acceptability, usefulness, and perceived need of a Spanish

-21-
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edition of Ranger Rirk for students and school administrative and teaching staff

And the extent and nature of recommended changes for increasing its utility. An

important question to be discussed is the extent to which these findings differ

by participating school's location (geographical region and population density)

and students' characteristics (Hispanic origin, age level, and Spanish compe-

tency); The reader is cautioned to remember, however, that this is a pilot

study and any findings or conclusions are at best suggestiVe and should be

followed up further before more definitive conclusions can be made;

California

Azusa. The sample in this small southern California community near Los

Angeles comprised Only 27 Students from two combined 7th- and 8th-grade ESL

classes, one frOM each Of two intermediate schools in the ...z.usa Unified School

DiStrict. Of these 27, 14 were identified as males and 11 as females. No fur-

ther demographic data about the schools or students were provided for this site.

Very few students had seen the English version of Ranger Rim 's Nature

Magaz-im. The three who reported doing so, had seen it only once, all in

school and one also at home; all said they had liked it. Seventy-eight

percent of the students said they spoke Spanish at home, with four of the five

who did not coming from one school. Although 48% stated that they could read

Spanish "very well," 33% described themselves as only reading it "pretty well"

and Il% "a little bit." NeVertheless, most. students (85%) reportedly found

the SpaniSh in the magazine easy, with only three responding It was "neither

diffiCUlt nor easy." Reflected in the overall figure of 52% who stated that

their teacher did not read to them was the fact that in one class the teacher

did and in the other ho/AhA did not; Only one student, however, said the

teacher translated any of the Spanish words;
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All but four students (85%) said they did further magazinerelated

activities in school; In both classes those who did said they used all the

magazine and answered questions. Somewhat fewer (67%) reported doing further

activities outside school. Again most said they used all the magazine and

answered questions; but a few mentioned building the Boxosaurus. Approximately

a third of the students (four from each class) said they discussed the magazine

with their families and/or friends; but only three of them specified further

("hedgehogs" "dinosaurs", and "a how grapes lose their weight");

When asked what they had learned, in one class five students said they

had learned about animals, and two said that they had learned to study; in the

other class; although many vague references to animals were given; twothirds

of the students listed specific facts that they had learned and several

mentioned acquiring greater concern for caring for animals and learning about

scientific methods. The learning of new words and poems also was reported.

Among the various features mentioned as liked most; dinosaurs; "Who

Knows?" and "Happy Bee" were the articles mentioned most often (by seven;

four, and three students, respectively); four students said they liked everything.

Only four students specified what they liked least (hedgehogs a "April

Foolers"). In both classes most students responded they liked everything (74%

overall). Consistent with these findings, most of the students said they

liked each of the four magazine features to be rated; 93% reported liking the

pictures; 89% the stories, 81% the games, and 74% the vocabulary and variety.

Vocabulary, however, received three neutral and two "dislike" ratings, and

variety received three "dislike" responses; In comparing this edition of

Ranger Rick with their other school materials, the Spanish and pictures were

mentioned most (by 52% and 33%, respectively), with several students also noting

it was interesting, enjoyable, and taught them new things.
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onsistent with these findings; all but one student wanted to continue

using the magazine; with 59% preferring it in Spanish, 26% in both Spanith

iand Englith; and only two students (7%) preferring it in English only. This

pattern was consistent across schools. Seventy-four percent preferred to use

it in school, but the one class accounted for eight of the ten students who

wanted to use it in the home (37% overall). Although one or two students

recommended that the magazine be used in kindergarten, 2nd, or 4th grade, most

chose 7th grade (52%), falloWed by 6th and 8th grade (37% each); As for sug-

gested changes, only two students indicated some change was desired; but they

did not specify its nature. In the additional comments written after completing

the questiOnhaire, nine of the eleven students in one class said they liked the

magazine very much, with four expressing their thanks. Only one student in the

other class commented further; but its content seems worth quoting, "It's a

magazine that every child should read; It is complete, easy and uses many

photos to illustrate materials on animals. Other magazines are lacking in this

respect; leaving us with the need and desire to understand the articles covered."

Since the same bilingual teacher served both schools, many responses to

the two Teacher Questionnaires received were identical; The differences noted

reflected primarily the differences in the Spanish and English skills of the

students in the two ESL classes. Although in both groups all the students

were described as speaking Spanish "very well, n in the one class 80% of them

were also rated at reading and writing it "very well," whereas in the other

class only 40% reportedly could read and write Spanish "very well," with 20%

described at being increasingly less proficient in each of the other categories.

Similarly, in the former class 40% of the students were described as speaking,

reading, and writing English "pretty well," 40% "somewhat," and 20% "hardly at
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all"; in the latter class only 20Z of the students were rated as speaking;

reading; and writing English "pretty well;" with 80Z of the students described

as Only Able to Oetfotiii thee-6 Skills "somewhat" (607 ) or "hardly at all" (20%);

In both classes the teacher spent 61 to 75 minutes of the Language Arts

period using all but the poems and "Dear Ranger Rick" (plus "Nature Club News"

in one class); and neither read nor translated any of the material. She AlSo

had used the Artivity_Guide to adapt ideas to the class and found it helpful.

This teacher enjoyed the magazine and liked most the fact that the magazine was

in Spanish and provided good information. Nothing was mentioned as least liked.

In evaluating the various magazine features she rated them all as "appropriate."

Students in both classes reportedly were enthusiastic about the magazine;

In the more skilled class; they were described as interested in everything

("They got into theM before I was ready for them to") and also as having read

it later in their free time; Although students in the less skilled class also

were reported to haVe been actively engaged during the class presentation the

teacher described them as being most interested in the pictures; many also

tOOk the magazine hbme for their siblings to read. A similar contrast was

noted in the teacher's response to what the students might have learned; In

the former class; she perceived they had learned as evidenced by their class

discussions and their fascination in what photographs could do to create "new"

animals; whereas in the other class she felt that despite their enjoyment they

had not learned much due to their very limited basic skillS.

No similar Spanish materials were reportedly available in either school;

Although uncertain whether an English edition of Kanner Rick was available,

the teacher had not read it before. She perceived the present Spanish version

as "very different" from the students' usual school materials because of its



subject matter and noted that science presently was not available for the ESL

students due to scheduling conflicts. As the quotes that follow indicate,

this teacher strongly favored continued use of the Spanish version for 7th-

and 8th-grade students in Language Arts as was done during the pilot phase;

In responding to the issue's educational value, she said, "At this age they

need to polish the knowledge of their native language; The magazine is well

written, and besides being a source of new information they have the chance to

see their language correctly written. They need the opportunity to read grade

level material in Spanish; also both oral and written as we did." When asked

about its potential use in ESL classes, she replied, "Administration is

realizing these students are shut out of some subjects (science) because of

team scheduling and are willing to let me include this in my time with them."

Thus, for the Mexican American students in this small California town, not

only was this Spanish issue of Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine highly enjoyable,

appropriate, and instructive, but the need appeared especially critical given

the fact that they were being cut off from motivation for and knowledge about

science areas, thereby severely handicapping them for its future use and enjoy-

ment.

Calexico. The Special Projects Office for the Calexico Public Schools

reviewed and approved the study and, following discussions with school adminis-

trative staff, four elementary schools from this California Imperial Valley

town adjacent to the Mexican city of Mexicali agreed to participate. A-1

of these schools served students in kindergarten through 6th grade and two of

them also had pre-kindergarten classes. School enrollment during this period

ranged from 470 to 617 (470, 547, 610, and 617). In three schools at least

99% of the students were Hispanic and on the average performed at one or more

grade levels below their expected grade level on standardized reading tests;
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The fourth school had slightly fewer Hispanic students (85%) and the average

reading achievement level was slightly higher (at one-half to one grade level

below expected grade levels). Sixty-five percent to 92% of the families of

students in these four schools were in unskilled, nonfarm or farm jobs or

unemployed (the unemployment figures for three of the schools ranged from 20% to

25%, but was only 2% in the fourth school where 80% of the heads of households

were farm laborers). With the exception of the school with 92% of the students

from the lowest socioeconomic level, the schools served a diverse population

with 20% to 25% of the students' parents in clerical/sales or professional/

jobs.obs.

In two schools, a 4th-, 5th-, and a 6th-grade class participated. In

the other two schools, four classes participated--a combined 3rd- and 4th-grade

and a 4th-grade class in both schools plus a 5th- and a 6th-grade class in one

and a combined 4th- and 5th-grade and a combined 5th- and 6th-grade class in

the other. Class sizes ranged from 17 to 30; with 359 students overall who

responded to the Student Questionnaire. There was an approximately equal

percentage of males and females among those who identified their sex (45% vs.

46%, respectively). In three of the schools, however, boys or girls predomi-

nated in some classes.

Only 10% of the students said they had seen the English edition of Ranger

Rick. Although the 35 students represented all four schools, almost half (16)

came from one school and one 4th-grade class in particular. For those who

elaborated further, most had seen it at home two to four times and liked it.

Ninety-three percent of the sample saie they spoke Spanish in their homes and

the majority said they could read it "pretty well" (41%) or "very well" (25%).

Twenty-two of the 23 students who stated they could not read Spanish at all were
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either in a combined 3rd- and 4th-grade or a 4th-grade class. Similarly, 53%

of the sample reportedly viewed the Spanish in the magazine as "easy" and 28 of

the 44 (12% of the total sample) who replied it was "difficult" were 3rd or 4th

graders. Half of the sample said their teacher did not read any of the magazine

to them. This differed, however, by class within school and, with the excep-

tion of the 6th grade, occurred at all grade levels. More students (65%) said

their teacher translated at least some of the Spanish. With the exception of

one 4th-grade class in which the students reported the teacher translated all

the words and a combined 3rd- and 4th-grade class in another school that said

most of the words were translated; most students (46%) reported only a few

words were involved;

Seventy-one percent of the students said they did further magazine-related

activities in school; Students in three of the four 6th-grade classes said they

did not, accounting for 74 of the 101 (28% of the total sample) who responded

"no." In describing what part(s) of the magazine was used the dinosaur article

was mentioned most (31% of the total sample), with "Nature Club News" and the

puzzles a distant second and third in frequency (8% and 6%, respectively).

_-

Responses varied widely, however, within and across schools. "Nature Club News"

and the puzzles were mentioned only by one of the combined 3rd- and 4th-grade

classes. In that same school all students in the 4th-grade class stated they

used "all" or "some of the parts," whereas all students in the combined 4th-

and 5th-grade class listed the "Build a Boxosaurus" article and all those in

the combined 5th- and 6th-grade class mentioned the dinosaur article. One

class in each of the other schools also listed tha dinosaur article as a sole

response, but in other classes all or almost all students referred to "animal

stories," or "science." As can be seen from the above descriptions, classes
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tended to give a single response. The only exceptions were the previously

mentioned combined 3rd- and 4th-grade class in which all students listed

"NatUre Club News" and "011ie Otter's Fun Pages;" a 5th-grade class in which

almost all the students mentioned both dinosaur articles and the "Ranger Rick

and His Friends" story; and another combined 3rd- and 4th-grade class in which

many of the students referred to Social Studies as well as Science.

Similarly; ranking activities by the overall percentages would be mis-

leading since classes within and across schools gave varied dominant responses.

For example; working on the puzzles and doing further research were mentioned

most overall (15% and 13%, respectively,of the total sample). Students in only

two classes; however; listed activities for either category. Also; for one

class, research consisted of doing the "mud and water" experiment; for another;

it meant using the encyclopedia to study more about the animals. In addition;

it Should be noted that even if students listed the same article; they may have

reported very different activities. For example, although the dinosaur article

was the predominant response in several classes; the predominant activity indi-

cated varied greatly -- reading; writing a composition; drawing, and doing the

pencil puzzles; Although building the dinosaur model was the only listed activ-

ity for one class; it was mentioned by only four other students in the sample.

Single class responses also were included in the "other" category. All students

in one class reported having group presentations and class discussions; whereaS

students in another class gave the ambiguous response "Social Studies." Thus,

in very few classes was more than one activity mentioned. The exceptions were

the combined 3rd- and 4th-grade class chat was involved in numerous activities

(puzzles; the mud and water experiment; and making pinwheels and kites) and

half of a 5th-grade class that described doing further reading in addition to
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writing compositions. Also, none of the 16 students in one 4th-grade class

who said they did follow-up activities specified what they were.

Many fewer students (40%) reported doing further magazine-related activi-

ties outside school. This varied both within and across schools. In one

school almost all the students in each of the classes said "yes," whereas the

reverse was truein another school. In the two remaining schools, students in

only one or two of the four classes said they did. In specifying what part of

the magazine was used, 15% of those who reported follow-up activities indicated

the "Ranger Rick and His Friends" story. The dinosaur story and "Build a

Boxosaurus" article were the next most frequent responses (12% and 10%, respec-

tively,of those who said "yes"). The majority of responSes; however, were in

the "other" category. Among these responses were "all" or "the articles" given

by 28% of this group. No other response was given by more than five students.

In describing what they did, reading and writing reports or compositions were

the two activities mentioned most by 36% and 28%, respectively, of those who

said "yes"). This was due, however, to its being the predominant response in

two classes eachi whereas "building a dinosaur" and "going to the zooIt were

each given by all the students in a single class. A few students mentioned

going to the library and studying more about various animals; and one student

reported that he "searched the sky and observed the birds." In further

examination of the class data, it became apparent that one 5th-grade class

gave the same response for follow -up activities inside and outside school

(reading and writing a resume of what was read) which suggests that they (and

probably other students) had difficulty making the distinction.

Only 35% of the students reported discussing the magazine with their

family and/or friends. Although at least one student in every class said that
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he/she did, in only three classes was it the predominant response and approxi-

mately half of them (60 of 124) were by 3rd and 4th graders. "The hedgehogs,'

"Ranger Rick and His Friends," and "Search for Supersaurus" stories were the three

articles mentioned most (by 17, 13, and 11 of the students, respectively), but

"animals" was the most frequent response--given by 21 students, 15 of whom

were in the same class. Various other articles were mentioned by one to four

students. Five students said they discussed all of the magazine. Included

among the responses in the "other" category were discussing the making of a

pinwheel in class and asking the student's parents if he/she could have a

dinosaur;

When asked what they had learned, most of this group of 3rd to 6th graders

mentioned specific story facts (29%), science subjects (20%), or article titles

or topics (19%). Learning about nature and various animals or about scientific

methods were next most frequently mentioned (by 15% and 13%, respectively);

Learning how to make things such as dinosaur models and pinwheels, how to care

for and protect animals and use nature's resources, and learning poems were

other less frequent responses. As in other sites, vague responses such as "I

learned about dinosaurs" or unique responses were among the most common (given

by 28% of the sample); Included among the specific responses that did not fit

into the other coding categories were the following: "I learned to read"; "I

learned many things I didn't know about"; "I didn't know that much Spanish; but

I learned things about dinosaurs"; and "New things, new words; and enjoyed the

book tremendously."

Classes varied in both the number of different responses given and the

ranking of various response categories. Few age trends were observed in the

response categories used. The 5th- and 6th-grade students described more
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specific story facts, and the 3rd- and 4th-grade students listed more story

titles and topics. Surprisingly, most references to learning about scientific

methods (41 of 47) were made by 3rd or 4th graders, but closer examination of

the responses themselves revealed that many were simple statements such as, "1

learned how the bones were protected (or unearthed)." Much less surprising was

the fact that conservation issues were'reported primarily by the older students;

As one 6th grader said, "I learned that nature is very good and we ought to care

for more things and protect the woods and places where birds and animals live:"

Also, the older students generally gave a greater variety of responses, both

intra- and interindividually;

When asked what parts of the magazine they liked best, the dinosaur

article; "Ranger Rick and His Friends;" the pictures, and the hedgehogs story

were mentioned by the most students (18%, 16%, 16 %, and 13%, respectively).

Classes differed, however, in the rank ordering of these and other features as

well as in the number of preferences reported. Almost all the students in one

of the combined 3rd- and 4th-grade classes listed "the animals" as their

favorite feature. In other classes, students named several different articles.

With the exception of the "Who Knows?" article, every article and feature

categorized was mentioned by at least one student; Sixteen students said they

liked the variety and everything in the magazine; Also; included among some

of the preferences noted in the "other" category were the Ranger Rick pledge,

"it's easy to read," the title, the questions asked, the better way it was

made;" and "how everything is well explained."

Many fewer dislikes were mentioned. In fact, 115 students (32%) said they

liked everything, including three classes where no more than two students said

they disliked anything; The dinosaur article, which had received the greatest
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number of preferred choices, also received the most "dislike" responses, but by

many fewer students (8% vs. 18%). The "Sea Poems" and the "April Footers" fea-

tures received the next largest number of "dislike" responses overall (6% and

5%i respectively). No other article was mentioned by more than nine students,

but with the exception of tie "Dear Ranger Rick" section, every article or more

general response category was mentioned by at least one student. Among the

specific responses included in the "other" category were the lack of questions,

the fact that the names were in English although the rest of the magazine was

in Spanish and as one student commented, "There aren't any dinosaurs left." In

one 5th-grade class several students referred to the difficult words ("because

I don't know much Spanish"). Another 5th grader said; "I didn't like the part

on dinosaur bones. I was frightened for I thought we too had bones with tunnels

in them." Such a response reminds us how important it is to encourage students

to verbalize their thoughts and feelings about what is taught so as to help

clarify misconceptions and reduce fears. Most of the other responses referred

to homework assignments rather than to the magazine itself--the questions asked,

the exercises, and writing summaries. In comparing the responses of the 3rd

and 4th graders with those of the 5th and 6th graders, it was noted that most

Of the "dislike" responses for the dinosaur article were given by the older group,

whereas those for the "Sea Poems" were primarily given by the younger group,

particularly one 4th-grade class.

The students also were asked to rate five features of the magazine and

the majority rated all as "liked." The pictures were rated as "liked" by the

most students (81%); followed by the stories (75%), variety (67%); games

(60%), and vocabulary (55%). The range of "dislike" responses was only 11 to

37; with the games and vocabulary receiving the most (37 and 30; respectively).

4 0
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Thirty percent of the students; however; rated the vocabulary as "neither liked

nor disliked"; only 6% to 14% of the students similarly rated the four other

features. In examining class responses, the rankings generally were similar,

but there were two classes where vocabulary received the most "like" ratings,

and three classes where almost all the students rated everything as "liked."

Neither result was associated with age, but two of the four schools accounted

for both findings. It also should be pointed out that in the one combined

3rd= and 4th-grade class in which a majority of the students said they could

not read Spanish at all; all the students said they liked the vocabulary (as

Well as All the other features);

When asked how this issue of Ranger Rick differed from their other school

materials, students mentioned the pictures most (23%); then the amount of in-

formation provided (13%) and the stories shout animals (12%); Nine percent of

the students said it was more interesting and entertaining, 7% noted its smaller

size; and 6% referred to the magazine's attractiveness and colors; the stories

(both in general and specific ones), the better quality of the magazine, and how

much they enjoyed it. Other differences noted were the inclusion of games; the

use of Spanish; the discussion of science topics; the greater variety; and that

it was easier to read and understand. Twenty-one percent of the students

gave vague responses or ones that did not fit the present coding categories.

Included among these "other" responses were references to Ranger Rick's_ pledge;

to physical differences such as being a magazine and having a soft cover and

different print; and to the absence of written exercises or tests ("I don't

have to work; I can just read it"). For a few students, however; the differ-

ences were negative--the words were too difficult, there was too much reading,

and, as one student noted, there was a difference in price. The following
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students' statements provide further insight into the students' reactions:

"It's very different from other books we have because it not only has things

to do but you learn more about nature"; "It's more fun; it has more photographs

and games"; "It has quality and many things I didn't know"; "It has lots of neat

stories. .It gives good It gives information that other books

don't have"; "There are no math problems nor do we have .to learn words. That

it is in paper bag form and the fact that it has a lot of animals and many

drawings"; "Because of its varied themes, although just as educational"; and

"It's informative; enjoyable; and short." For one student, the most salient

difference was "I read it all."

In examining responses across classes, the 3rd and 4th graders accounted

for the emphasis on the pictures (67 of the 84 students who gave this response),

whereas the 5th and 6th graders accounted for the second most frequent differ-

ence noted--its instructive, educational value (34 of the 45 responses); The

older students also responded more often that this issue of Ranger_Rirk was

more interesting and entertaining than their usual schoolbooks (24 of 33 such

responses. One 6th grader said, "It's more fun and not dull and boring like

most of the things." As might be expected, they also replied more often that

it was easier (9 vs. 3). On the average, the 5th and 6th graders gave a greater

variety or responses; but this was primarily due to the two combined 3rd- and

4th-grade classes in which most students gave a single common response ("more

pictures").

It is not surprising given the generally very favorable response to the

magazine indicated in the results described so far that most students (79%)

said they wanted to continue receiving it; only 42 students (12%) said they

did not. These 42 students were scattered across grade levels and schools,
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as were the 26 (7%) who said they did not care if they received it or not.

Although there was no significant difference across grade levels; half of the

students who said "no" came from one school- -the same school in which students

reportedly had the most difficulty reading Spanish; Overall; more students

(56%) expressed a preference for receiving future issues in both Spanish and

English; 25% Said they preferred it in English only; 16% in Spanish only, and

3% said they "did not know;" Although these results Were generally consistent

_

across classes, there was some variation within and across schools. In two

4thgrade classes, more students preferred to receive future issues in English

only and in one 6thgrade class; more students preferred 'to receive it in

Spanish only; Also; the three classes in which students preferred a Spanish

to an English edition were fram the same school and accounted for approximately

half the "Spanish only" responses (25 of 56). Since 80% of the parents of

Students in this school were farm laborers; more Hispanic students in this

School are likely to have parents with limited schooling and English competence

and/or be recent arrivals to this country;

As for the preferred location for reading future issues of Ranger Rick,

more Students chose school rather than home (52% vs. 43 %), with 9% indicating

their desire to read it also in other places such as the park, library; beach,

and on trips. Examination of the separate class data revealed three classes

(4th; 5th; and 6th grade) in which more students preferred to use it at home

and three classes two 4th grades and one combined 3rd and 4th grade) in which

the choice was evenly split. Some student§ provided rationales for their

choice: "In school I can study more"; "In school because at home I can do

nothing"; "At home because I have more time"; "At home because the teacher

makes me do a resume"; "At home because I go to play and don't read"; "At
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and in the day also"; "At school because I read better"; "At Sth-661 because at

home can't teach or explain"; and "At home because I can read on vacation."

And several students said; "At home, school, and in all places because it's good."

Slightly more than a quarter of the students (28%) recommended that

changes be made in future issues; The most frequent change mentioned by 26

students or 7% of the total sample) referred to the games; some Wanted more,

some wanted them easier, and some wanted a greater variety; The next most

frequently mentioned change was made by only 15 students (4% of the sample)

and referred to the pictures; most requested that there be more of them; but a

few wanted to delete certain pictures that were frightening or ugly. Ten stu

dents (3%) wanted specific articles deleted, eight (2%) wanted the Spanish

changed to English, and seven (2%) wanted more St-di-lea. Other suggestions

Were to make the magazine bigger; "add more beautiful paged, more Of what you

have," add jokes and riddles; include other animals, delete the yowza picture,

and make the magazine easier.. Included among responses in the "other" category

were the following: "Change the animals' names"; "Have only dinosaurs "; and

"Change the Spanish to French." With the exception of games; no age or school

trends were noted; 17 of the 26 students who suggested additional or revised

games came from the three classes in one school and across schools 18 of them

Were 3rd or 4th graders.

Despite these suggested changes, in addition to wanting to continue re

ceiving the magazine themselves, at least 45 Students recommended that future

issues be used at every grade level from kindergarten through 8th grade. AS

expected, more students recommended those glade leVels represented in the

sample. The 5th grade received the most choices (61%), followed by the 4th

.44
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grade (60%), and then by the 3rd and 6th grades (49% each). With the exception

of the three 6th-grade classes, in which more students recommended the magazine

be used at a lower grade level and one 4th-grade class that recommended it be

used at a higher grade level, students in the remaining classes selected their

own grade level most often.

The students' comments at the end of the questionnaire summarize best their

reactions to this edition of Ranger Rick. One 4th grader said, "I like the

magazine because it has a variety of things and can learn much more. I hope I

can continue reading it." Other 4th graders commented, "It's pretty. Everyone

should read it"; "I like it because it was fun reading it in class and with my

friends in cla66"; "Please include more instructions with games "; and "I think

Ranger Rick is a book to read better Spanish." Several students in one 4th-

grade class said they wished they would add more stories of Mexican children.

Another class phrased their comments in the form of letters to Ranger Rick.

5th-grade student stated, "We use it with eyes and ears and I like to read so

much and I can read it to my mother and father, sisters and brothers." Other

5th graders said: "I like it because it talks about nature. It teaches you

things that would be useful to you as you grow older. I also like it because

you learn new words in Spanish that you did not know before"; and "The vocabu-

lary was difficult. Nevertheless I learned much from it and liked to read it."

Among the various comments from 6th-grade students were the following: "Liked

it was
very much. Almost read the entire magazine every day because s very

interesting and vets, entertaining; Liked photos and stories. I liked all

except 'Happy Bee' cause I didn't understand it. But the rest I liked"; "It

was fun"; "I think it's a very good magazine. Shouldn't change anything"; "It

has unknown words to us which we should use more "; "I like the magazine very
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much for its easy reading and interests me a lot and should be enlarged"; "I

thoUght it was a very good magazine because I learned lett- of things I don't

know "; and "I like Ranger Rick because it has stories previously unknowt to me

such as solar energy; hedgehogsi and dinosaurs; Would like to continue reading

to continue to learn more."

School Questionnaires were received from all four schools. The respon

dents comprised two school principals; a bilingual resource teacher; and one

of the participating class teachers. Only one of the schools had an English

edition of Range r- available; and the respondent for this school was the

only one who had seen it before (more than five times at school and had liked

it a little);

All four respondents said they liked the magazine. When asked to rate

the various magazine features; the one principal said he/she liked them an;

whereas the other said he/she disliked the vocabulary; neither liked nor dis

liked the games; liked the variety of topics and interest leVel of the stories;

and liked the pictures very much. The bilingual resource teacher reported that

he/she liked the vocabulary and liked very much the other features; and the

classroom eacher ALSO said that he/she liked very much the variety and pictures

and liked the vocabulary and interest level of the stories. In responding to

what they liked most; two respendents mentioned the variety of stories and

"great" colorful photographs; Ail-Other listed the photography and activities;

and the fourth listed the variety of topics presented as well suited for 10

to 12yearoIds; Two staff members responded to what was liked least--the

vocabulary level and the fact that some activities such as in "011ie Otter 'a

Fun Pages" were too difficult for that teacher's students. Therie same two

respondents recommended changes for future issues--different editions for
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primary and intermediate level students and "more children experience type of

stories right along with what you now have."

Three staff memberS also had discussed the magazine with Some of the stu-

dents. One reported that the students liked the magazine very much, another that

they liked it, and the third one said that they neither liked nor disliked it.

Given the generally favorable reaction'of these staff and the Students in their

schools, they recommended that a Spanish edition of Ranger-Rick be continued.

One staff member was uncertain what grade levels to recommend, but in comment-

ing on its educational level stated, "First of all it would give the bilingual

classes a booSter because it would give those classes an opportunity to read

in Spanish. Secondly, it would give our recent immigrants from Mexico a chance

to begin and relate to our educational system because of the fact there are few

materials in Spanish." Two staff members recommended that it be used in grades

4 through 6 in Language Arta, Science, and Spanish, and the third recommended

its further use in kindergarten through 3rd grade. These School staff also

commented on its educational value: "This issue was well received by all the

students who looked at it. We would like to get more issues at a later date if

,_ fl u
you are going to continue producing It "A student population such as this

school's (75% of the students' families had been described as farm laborers

or unempi-,ed) has a great need for such materials." They also perceived its

value for both bilingual and ESL programs. "I feel this would help our (bilin-

gual) Science program; as we are laCking in Spanish Science materials." "It

would fit in very good in both the bilingual and ESL programs." "We have an

extensive (bilingual) program and would benefit from a variety of materials.

ESL (also) is a very important component in our curriculum." "It would really

help in the ESL program because it would make it more interesting because of

the beautiful photography."
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Teacher Questionnaires were completed for 10 of the 14 participating

classes. The findings will be discussed first for the two schools with three

classes each and then for the two with four participating classes;

As noted earlier, two schools had a 4th; 5th; and a 6thgrade class par

ticipating in the study Although no Teacher Questionnaires were completed for

the one school, the class transmittal forms indicated all three classes used

the magazine during a bilingual Science period. In one class it was part of

science unit on "animals and their environment"; in another class students were

assigned a certain amount of pages to read at home and the following morning

they discussed them in class. One of the participating teachers had responded

to the School Questionnaire and the responses indicated that both he/she and

the students found the magazine instructive and enjoyable. In the other school;

at lea-St 86% Of the students in all three classes were Hispanic, spoke Spanish

in their hoM6S; and Were enrolled in a bilingual program. The 4thgrade stu

dents were deaCribed as speaking Spanish "very well" and as reading and writing

it "pretty welL" They were rated as speaking and reading English "pretty well"

and writing it only "somewhat;" Eighty percent of the 5th graders also were

described as speaking Spanish "very welIi!! although 20% could do so only "some

what," and IO% "hardly at all." They were much less proficient reading and

writing Spanish; however; with only 34% rated as performing "very well and 26%

as "pretty wen"; again 20% and 10% were rated as only "somewhaC Or "hardly

at all" able to do so. Although 50% were described as speaking; reading; And

writing EngliSh "Very well (20%) or "pretty well (30%), 40% were rated as

able to do ad only "somewhat," and ()% "hardly at all." Almost all the 6th

grade students (95%) were rated as speaking Spanish "very well" and most as

reading and writing it "pretty well" (85% and 75% to 80%; respectively); Also;
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most were described as speaking and reading English "pretty well" or "very

well" (88% and 10%, 65% and 15%, respectively) and as able to write it

"Somewhat" or "pretty Well" (55% and 40%, respectively); none were rated as

"hardly able at all" to do any of these skills.

All of the classes used the magazine during Science and Spanish reading

periods; two for 46 to 60 minutes and one for at least 90 minutes. In the

4th-grade class, eight articles were selected because of the pictures and

content. The teacher read three of the eight articles (the two dinoSaur

stories and the hedgehogs article) and reportedly translated about half the

words. The 5th-grade teacher selected four articles that he/she thought the

students might enjoy more since they were familiar with some of the terms.

Individual students read aloud one of them ("Search for Supersaurus") and the

students read the remaining three articles on their own with the teacher trans-

lating a few words. The 6th-grade teacher chose four articles based on the

"nature of history involved, involvement of nature poetry, and cartoonistic

approach in science towards solar energy." Three of the four articles were

read by the teacher, but none of the Spanish was translated. None of the

teachers used the Activity Guide.

All of the teachers said they enjoyed the magazine. When asked what they

liked most, they listed the content ("Science presented in a much more simplis-

tic way than our (4th grade) Science book"), the pictures and topics, and the

variety. Although only one teacher responded to anything liked least ("The

vocabulary seemed a little too high."), when rating the various magazine fea-

tures the other two teachers rated the vocabulary as "somewhat inappropriate."

The :-)th-grade teacher made no ratings, but the other two teachers both rated

the pictures as "very appropriate" and the games as "appropriate" (the 4th-grade

9
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teacher added, however, that they needed teacher guidance ; the story topics

were rated as "very appropriate" -by the 4th-grade teacher and as "appropriate"

by the 5th-grade teacher. All three teachers suggested changes for future

issues--"Maybe some reading exercises inserted"; "A list of new words intro-

duced in the beginning of the article or a glossary at back of magazine. What

would be nice would be addresses where students could get further information ";

"Some of the language brought down to students' comprehensible level."

All three teachers also said that their students had enjoyed the magazine

and were actively engaged during its use. The 4th-grade students reportedly

liked most the pictures, particularly those of the animals and the "funny"

pictures in the "April Foolers" section. The 5th-grade students also had

especially liked the pictures and were actively involved in discussing what

they had learned; the 6th -grade students were described as liking most the

variety of topics involved; In commenting on what their students had liked

least, the 4th-grade teacher said that the stories may have been too long for

a 4th grader, and the 5th-grade teacher reported that the students complained

about naving to look up words in the dictionary and not having any dictionary

at home to use; In general; though, these teachers perceived their students

as not only enjoying but learning from the experience, as evidenced by their

class discussions, compositions, and the "visual view of dinosaur excavations

and close-up view of detailed animals." In one class both the teacher and the

students reportedly took the magazine home to read further.

Since one teacher did not complete the questionnaire, the following find-

ings are based on the responses of only two of the teachers. Both teachers

rated this Spanish issue of Ranger Rick as "somewhat different" from their

students' usual school materials because it was "more detailed in area of

c.
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archaeology and a good supplement to our Science unit" and "in magazine form

and more casual outlook." One teacher reported that the school used to haVe

"El Informadori" but it was too easy for 4th grade and above, and both teachers

said there were no similar Spanish materials presently available in the school.

Although the one teacher also stated they English edition of Ranger Rick was

not available and he/she had not read it, the other teacher said it was

available in the school's library and that he/she had read it in school two to

four times and had liked it a lot.

Given their generally favorable reaction to the magazine and the lack

of similar Spanish materials, they enthusiastically recommended its continued

use; The one teacher recommended it for 5th-grade Language Arts and Science;

the other recommended it not only for these subject areas; but also for

Spanish and for 4th through 8th grade. The latter teacher also suggested the

magazine would be useful for teaching 5th- through 8th-grade students to follov

instructions, but added that the necessary funds might not be available for

purchasing the magazine. In commenting on the magazine's' educational value;

they Said: "Good for Spanish Language Arts. Excellent supplement to our

science unit on dinosaurs. Pictures were A+ quality! "; "I think it's valuable

due to its information on animals. Unfortunately, we have too few magazines

in Spanish that do any justice to this area." The third teacher commented

earlier; "The Spanish edition of Ranger Rick is excellent as an enrichment

source towards science and social studies as well as a good periodical for

reading (practice/exercise) development." The two teachers who reSponded to

the question concerning the magazine's potential usefulness for various instruc

tional programs viewed it as valuable for bilingual programs--"teaching of

Spanish through content material,

51
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Excellent! . One teacher also noted it
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would be useful for ESL classes by providing "description of pictures; possi-=

bility of whole group ativity using previewireview;" This same teacher also

pointed out that the magazine could be used to cut out pictures for bulletin

board display;

After completing the questionnaire; the 4th-grade teacher commented that

the Student Questionnaire was too difficult for 4th graders to do alone. Con-

sequently, they had done it as a group which might have led to many similar

responses. Although not reported by other teachers, this may account for many

of the similar responses in other classes in this and other sites.

As reported earlier, the other two Calexico schools both had a combined

3r3 and 4th-grade and a 4th-grade class participating; with one school also

including a combined 4th- and 5th-grade and a combined 5th- and 6th-grade class;

and the other a 5th- and a 6th-grade class. No questionnaire was completed for

the 6th-grade class, however. Although in one school 86% of the students were

Hispanic in all four classes; in three of the classes at least 86% also spoke

Spanish in their homes and were enrolled in a bilingual program; in the combined

5th and 6th grade only 71% to 85% of the students spoke Spanish in their homes,

and only 56% to 70% of the 4th-grade class were classified as bilingual stu-

dents. With the exception of the combined 5th- and 6th-grade class, most of

the students were described as very proficient in speaking and reading Spanish

and moderately SO in Engligh; The students in the combined 3rd- and 4th-grade

class were rated as speaking Spanish "very well" and reading it "pretty well"

and as speaking and reading English "pretty well"; they were described as able

to write both Spanish and English only "somewhat." Most of the 5th-grade stu-

dents were rated as speaking and reading Spanish "very well" (60% and 70 %,

respectively); and as writing it "very well" (40%) or "pretty well" (30%);
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Most of these students also were described as speaking, reading, and writing

English "very well" or "pretty well" (30% and 40%, 20% and 60%, and 30% each,

reapeetiVely); 10% Of them reportedly could neither speak nor read it; nor 20%

Write it, however. In contrast, students in the combined 4th- and 5th-grade

class were rated as speaking, reading, and writing Spanish "somewhat" and Eng-

lish "pretty well" Most of the 6th-grade students were described as speaking,

reading; and writing Spanish "very well" or "pretty well " (100%;'80% and 20%;

and 50% and 10%; respectively). Although less proficient in English; the

majority were rated as speaking and reading English "very well" or "pretty

well" (20% and 40% each) and 50% were rated as writing it "pretty well";

substantial number, however, could do so only "somewhat" or "hardly at all"

(30% and 10%i respectivelyifor speaking and reading skills; and 30% and 20%;

respectivelyofor writing performance). As the following paragraphs reveal_,

-;
despite these differences in students' Spanish and English competencies and in

the extent and nature of the magazine's use, the teachers were enthusiastic in

their response to the magazine and their students generally found it enjoyable

and instructive.

Three of the classes used the magazine during Language Arts and Science

periods and one used it during Science only. The class transmittal forth de-

scribed them as bilingual classes and reported that three of them used the

magazine during Social Studies. it appears, however, that Science units are

often included in the Social Studies curriculum. More than 90 minutes were

spent on 10 of the articles in the combined 3rd- and 4th-grade clASS. The

;

teacher reported that some of the out:standing Spanish readers read seven of

these articles the class and he/she translated only a few of the words;

the 4th-grade class more than 90 minutes were also spent on 10 articles; but
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the teacher read eight of them and also translated a few words. The combined

5th- and 6th-grade class spent 61 to 75 minutes on the first eight articles.

None, however; were read to the students; although the teacher translated a

few words. Students in the combined 5th- and 6th-grade class read nine of the

articles they wanted to read first during the 30 to 45 minutes devoted to the

magazine's use. In this class the teacher reportedly translated none of the

words. Two of the teachers used the Activity Guide ("the pinwheel idea" and

"everything up to page .28") and both reportedly found it helpful.

All of the teachers said they liked the magazine. Three of them said

they liked the pictures best ("beautiful," "great"); with two also mentioning

the interesting articles and good quality; one said he/she liked the variety

best. Only two teachers responded to what was liked least and both referred

to the vocabulary ("Kids couldn't relate to some of the words"; "Vocabulary a

little intensive or high for limited Spanish speakers"). These same teachers

also suggested that the vocabulary be modified in future issues ("Improve the

wording of some articles"; "Have different reading levels--easier ones"). An-

other teacher recommended the future inclusion of other science topics such as

agriculture and mechanics. All four teachers were generally very favorable in

1

their ratings of the various magazine features. All rated the pictures as 'very

appropriate"; the story topics were rated "very appropriate" by one teacher and

as "appropriate" by the others; the games and activities were rated as "very

appropriate" by two teachers, "appropriate" by one, and as "somewhat inappro-

priate" by the 4th-grade teacher; and the vocabulary was rated as "appropriate"

by three teachers and as "somewhat inappropriate" by the teacher for the com-

bined 4th- and 5th-grade group which was earlier described as least proficient

in Spanish.



With the exception of some of the limited Spanishspeaking students in the

combined 4th and 5thgrade class, all the students were described as actively

engaged when the magazine was presented. In describing what their students

appeared to like most, the teacher for the combined 3rd and 4thgrade class

reported the stories and pictures that illustrated them ("interest remained high

throughout each period while we read and discussed each article"); the 4th

grade teacher listed the dinosaurs and hedgehogs; the teacher for the combined

4th and 5thgrade class said the "fantastic pictures"; and the teacher for the

combined 5th and 6thgrade class listed the art projects because "they all

brought something in to make a dinosaur." The 4thgrade teacher and the teacher

for the combined 4th and 5thgrade class were the only ones that reported

anything their students did not like; the former referred to some of the poems

and the latter to the difficult vocabulary and reading comprehension level.

Three of the teachers also reported their students' further followup

activities--reading the magazine on their own; reading it with their parents;

and checking the spelling of dinosaur names;

All the teachers, however, thought their students had learned from using

this issue of -Ranger _Rik. They commented as follows: "They were eager to try

the experiment "Magic with Mud"; "Information in magazine well presented.

Students continued discussing the information in the magazine several days

after we read it "Recalled facts about what was read"; and "They were inter

ested in going to the library and checking out books and looking for information

in the encyclopedia" When asked to rate how different the magazine was from

their students' regular school materials, two teachers described it as "some

what different" (one noting it was in a different form--magazine instead of

textbook, and the other not specifying any reason), one as "very slightly
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different" because of the "good pictures"; and one "not at all" because it was

"very complete and good variety." These responses not only indicate the four

teachers' different reactions to the magazine, but also the varied interpreta-

tions they gave to the term "different."

According to these teachers, the English edition of Ranger Rick was not

available in the school, nor had any of them read it. They also reported the

lack of similar Spanish materials in the school. Given this lack and their

favorable reaction to the present Spanish edition of Ranger Rick, they all

recommended that it be continued in their school. One teacher did not specify

grade levels or subject areas for future use, but two teachers recommended it

be used in grades 4 through 6 in Language Arts, Science, and Spanish, and the

fourth teacher recommended that although it be used for 4th- through 6th-grade

Science, it only be used in 5th and 6th grade for Language Arts and Spanish.

All four teachers perceived the magazine's educational value. Their own

words express it best. "Most knew the meanings of the words that were in the

articles, yet those words might not be in their vocabulary." "Excellent." "I

personally think this magazine is very well put together, especially with great

pictures to follow along. This magazine has a very good intensive vocabulary,

especially for the fluent Spanish speaker." "I've been a bilingual teacher

for 4 school years and your magazine is one of the best bilingual materials I

have seen. It is great for teaching Science." Also, when asked to comment on

its potential usefulness for bilingual, ESL, and other instructional programs,

they were very positive about its use in bilingual classes. They commented as

follows: "We could use this high interest material to improve reading compre-

hension and content areas"; "This is the appropriate program to use it in due

to the fact that we also study and learn Spanish"; "Excellent"; and "Teachers
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Will be eager to subscribe to this magazine; Is one of the best in Spanish."

Only two teachers commented on its usefulness for ESL classes; one said it was

"okay" and the other that its use was very limited;

The teachers' additional comments upon completing the questionnaire only

reiterated their enthusiastic response to this pilot use of the tagatine. "I

wish to see you in the future here at (deleted) schddl. Thanks" The

quality of the magazine is superb. The children really enjoyed the magazine;

They took it home and shared it with their parents." "Try to have Ranger Rick

implemented at our school site!"

The sample in the foUrth school comprised a combined 3rd- and 4th-grade,

4th-grade, a 5th-grade, and a 6th-grade tlaaa; Since no questionnaire was

received for the 6th-grade class, the findings reported below are limited to the

first three classes. At least 86% of the students in these classes reportedly

were Hispanic, spoke Spanish in their homes; and were enrolled in a bilingual

or transitional program. The 6th-grade class transmittal form also indicated

this class was comprised of students in a bilingual or transitional program.)

The substitute teacher who completed the questionnaire for the combined 3rd-

and 4th-grade class did not rate the students' skills .n speaking and writing

Spanish, but described them as reading it "somewhat"; they Were rated as speak-

ing English "pretty well" and reading and writing it "somewhat." Most of the

4th-grade students were rated as speaking Spanish "very well" (85%), reading

it "somewhat" (50%) or "pretty well" (35%), and as writing it "somewhat" (70%).

_ _

In contrast, 50%, 60%, and 70 %; respectively, could speak, read, and write

English only "somewhat"; 20% reportedly could hardly do any of these skills.

Most of the 5th-grade student§ were described ; speaking; reading, and writing

Spanish "pretty well" (99% and 80% each, respectively). As expected, they were
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less' proficient in English; with 50% described as speaking; reading, and writing

English "somewhat"; 28% "pretty well;" 2O "very well;" and 2% "hardly at all."

The extent of time the magazine was used varied from one to several periods

and in only one class did the teacher read any articles to the class. The

substitute teacher for the combined 3rd- and 4th-grade class had the students

Spend 30 to 45 minutes during free reading time in a Social Studies (and Envi-

ronmental Sciences) period. The teacher neither read nor translated any of

the Spanish and did not specify what parts of the magazine were used. The

4th-grade class spent 61 to 75 minutes during Science with eight articles;

Their teacher read seven of the articles and translated approximately half of

the words; The 5th-grade class spent more than 90 minutes during discussion

time in their Science class on three articles that "looked interesting" (the

two dinosaur stories and "Ranger Rick and His Friends" story). The teacher

reportedly translated a few words; but did not read any of the stories to

the class. According to the Class Transmittal form; the 6th-grade class

also used the magazine during class discussion time, but the amount of time

spent and the articles used are unknown. None of the teachers used the

Activity Guide, but two said it was not available.

The three teachers who completed questionnaires all stated they enjoyed

the magazine. All said they liked the pictures best and one also mentioned

the interesting stories, particularly the Dry Mesa excavation ("Search for

Supersaurus"). Only one teacher noted anything liked least--the lack of

follow-up--and recommended that future issues include such activities; no

other changes were suggested. In rating the various magazine features, all

three teachers rated the story topics as "appropriate"; two rated the pictures

as "very appropriate" and one as "appropriate"; and two rated the games and
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activities as "appropriate" and one (the 4th-grade teacher) as too difficult

and "somewhat inappropriate." Only two teachers rated the vocabulary; one

(the 5th-grade teacher) rated it as "appropriate," and the teacher for the

youngest group considered it "too difficult" and rated it as "somewhat inappro-

priate."

All three teachers perceived their students as actively engaged with

the magazine as evidenced by their interest in the pictures, in reading and

discussion; and in the dinosaurs. None of the teachers indicated anything

the students liked least, but at least in one instance the combined 3rd- and

4th-grade class) this was due to the fact that the students had read the

magazine on their own. The substitute teacher for the youngest group also

responded that he/she did not know if the students had learned anything; but

the other two teachers perceived they had, although only one elaborated further

("dinosaurs"). These latter two teachers also reported that their students

did further reading at home.

According to these teachers there were no similar Spanish materials in

the School. Two teachers rated the Spanish issue of Ranger Rick as "somewhat

different" from their students' usual school materials ("up-to-date and inter-

esting story topics"), and the substitute teacher for the combined 3rd- and

4th-grade group described it as "very different in content from the dull

Science book." In addition, the English edition of Ranger Rick was not

available in the school Of had any of the teachers read it before.

Thus, when asked if they would like to continue to have a Spanish edition

of Ranger Rick in their school, all three teachers said "yes." Their recom-

mendations, however, varied. In two instances the teachers restricted their

recommendations to their own classes, 4th-grade and 5th-grade Science, but the
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third teacher recommended it be used in grades 3 through 6 for Language Arts,

Science; and Spanish; They perceived both its general educational value

("colorful and exciting"; "very good") and its particular potential for

bilingual classes ("This would supplement our nearly nonexistent Spanish

Science area"; "Much potential in Science program"; "Could be used to supple-

ment our Science program"). Only one teacheri however; commented on its

potential use for ESL classes: "I can't see how this would help except to

strengthen L 1
(students) to go into L2

Site visits were made to two of the elementary schools participating in

the study that were located at opposite ends of this Mexican border town. Not

only is the community 90% Hispanic; but it serves a large daily flow of Mexican

visitors. In the one school I met separately with the principal and with the

bilingual resource teacher, after which 1 visited two of the participating

classes; a 5th grade and a 6th grade. Both administrative and teaching staff

and the students in this school were very enthusiastic about the magazine;

4
The students expressed their pleasure with the stories and pictures; the dino-

saurs were the favorite topic. The students generally reported no difficulty

with the Spanish vocabulary nor with the various gamep and puzzles. All soid

they wanted to receive more issues, but although they stated they liked having

the magazine in Spanish) most of the students indicated they preferred having

it available in both Spanish and English. When asked what changes they would

like to suggest two students requested stories and pictures about animals in

the desert.

In later discussions with the Resource teachershe emphasized the value

and need for an attractive Spanish magazine in the Science area. This teacher

was especially impressed with the relevance of the article on solar energy for
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this part of the country and believed the general emphasis on conservation was

considerable societal value.

In the other school I met briefly with the principal and then interviewed

two of the participating teachers that were available; One taught a 4th-grade

And the other a 6th-grade bilingual class; Both spoke very favorably of

magazine and expressed their concern for more and better Spanish materials for

their students. Since the 4th-grade class had just completed a unit on dino-

saurs the issue was particularly relevant; For this class, however, the

vocabulary seemed much too difficult; The teacher explained that most of the

StUdents were born in the United States and although they speak Spanish they

Cannot read it. She recommended; therefore; a simpler vocabulary as is done

in the textbooks they use;

The sixth-grade teacher reported that the students in that class had

no difficulty with the vocabulary. They, too, especially liked the stories

about dinosaurs. He stated that the different articles and the pictures were

very beneficial as they acted to raise the students' curiosity. When discuss-

ing the games, he noted that many of the students in the class had difficulty

distinguishing the animals and therefore were unable to match them appropriately

with the North or South pole. Both teachers strongly advocated continuing the

publishing of a Spanish edition. They also agreed that separate Spanish and

English magazines should be available; they should not be combined. They

believe that by keeping them separate one built interest rather than dependency.

We concluded our talk with their expanding on the need for more and better

Spanish materials; particularly in the science area, and their very favorable

reaction to this attempt.

The administrative and teaching staff at both schools indicated the con-

siderable difference in Spanish emphasis between Calexico and El Centro, a town
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15 miles north also participating in the study. Although Calexico is reported

to be 90% Hispanic, the El Centro community is only 45% Hispanic. In the

second school visited, for example, there was only one tagIo family enrolled.

Thus findings from both the questionnaire responses and site visit inter-

views indicated the enthusiastic response of students and staff in this

California farm area bordering Mexico to this Spanish edition of Ranger Rick

and the great need for Science materials for these students. For the youagest

students, a somewhat simpler vocabulary seemed indicated, but for the older

students and those newly arrived Mexican Nationals who had attended school,

the vocabulary and content were not only appropriate but eagerly received.

ChulaVista. Two elementary schools in Chula Vista, a suburb of San Diego

close to the Mexican border, participated in this pilot study; one served pre-K

to 6th-grade students and the other, a bilingual magnet school; served only 4th-

to 6th-grade students. Unfortunately, due to mail difficulties, questionnaires

were only received from the former school, although the site visit to the latter

provided very useful additional information. The school for which the following

questionnaire results are described,during the time of the study had an enroll-

ment of 446 students, 45% of whom were Hispanic. Fifty percent of their families

were described as working at unskilled jobs (35% nonfarm and 5% farm labor) or

as unemployed (10%). On standardized reading achievement tests, the students

in this school on the average performed at grade level.

The sample responding to the Student QueStionnaires comprised 28 students

each from a 5th- and a 6th-grade class who were described as in a "transitional"

rather than a bilingual program. Approximately a fifth of them had seen the

English version of Ranger Rick. Nine of these 10 students were in the 6th-grade

class and most had seen it in school; four of them had read it only once and
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only four reported liking it, with three neither liking it nor disliking

and one disliking it; Unlike most of the other students participating in

the study, including those at the other Chula Vista school, the majority of

these students (57%) reportedly did not speak Spanish in their homes; Although

slightly more than half (16) of the 5th-grade class did, only 29% (8) of the

6th-grade class did; Overall, 41% saidthey could not read Spanish at all,

and 29% only "a little bit" (11% said they could read it "pretty well" and 20%

"very well"). Again, the 6th-grade class had the most students (14) who

could not read SpaniSh At 511. An example of the difference in Spanish

literacy in the two clasSes is the fact that only one 6th-grade student used

the SpaniSh version of the questionnaire as contrasted with several vho did in

the fifth-grade ClaSt. 50t of the sample reportedly found the

Spanish used in the magazine difficult and 23% neither difficult nor easy;

More students in both classes reported it to be difficult, although to a

lesser degree in the 5th-grade class. Thus it is not surprising that 79% of

the students all of the 5th-grade and more than half of the 6th-grade students)

reported that their teacher had read the articles to them and that all said

he/she had translated at least some of the Spanish (75% said "all" and another

9% "most" of the words). All but one 5th grader and 16 of the 28 6th grader:;

said the teacher had translated all the words. Although these within-clASS

differences may result in part from student errors in understanding And/or

responding to the questionnaire, they may also reflect individual attention to

the studentS1 different levels of Spanish literacy.

Forty-three students (77%) said they did further activities in school,

including all but two students ill the 5th-grade class. The follow-up activities

were very different in the two groups, however. Almost all of the 5th-graders
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reported using the "Search for Supersaurusi" hedgehogs; and fun games sections

and all responded "pencil puzzles" to the question on activities. With the

exception of three 6th-grade students who mentioned the dinosaur or hedgehog

stories; the remainder who responded "yes" to this question referred to all

the magazine. In describing their follow-up activities they reported Yearning

to speak and read Spanish. Some students commented that they were putting

signs up around the room and working in small groups to learn the words. Only

four students (two from each class) reported doing any further activities

outside of school; but none of them specified what they did. Also, only 25%

(10 of the 14 being 5th-graders) reported discussing the magazine with their

families and/or friends and they specified various different stories.

The classes differed considerably in their responses to what they had

learned. In the 5th-grade class; 24 of the 28 students mentioned learning

about animals, specifically; mammals living in burrows; with a few also giving

vague responses that referred to learning about dinosaurs or hedgehogs; one

child mentioned learning new words. In the 6th grade; many different responses

were given. The most frequent category Of response also was learning about

nature or the development of various animals, but several students presented

specific story facts, as well as noting they had learned to read some Spanish;

to care more for animals and nature; to become familiar with scientific

methods and, as one student said; "I learned that it is hard for people that

don't know English."

For the combined sample; the games, hedgehogs; and dinosaurs were mentioned

most frequently as liked most (25 %, 23% and 20%i respectively). The puzzles;

however; were listed only by the 5th-grade students. In contrast, many fewer

students mentioned anything they liked least, with no more than three students
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(for the hedgehog article and for the Spanish used) mentioning any single

feature; A fifth of the students said they liked everything. With the ex-

ception of the vocabulary used, the majority of students liked the various

features of the magazine they were asked to rate. Pictures were liked most

(82%), followed by the stories (73%); variety (7O%); and games (66%); vocabulary

was rated as "liked" by only 48%. Although the rankings were similar in both

classes, the 5th grade was much more positive; expressing only three dislikes in

contrast to the 6th graders who gave 21 "dislike" responses (8 and 5 of which

were for vocabulary and games, respectively); These findings probably reflect;

at least in part, the greater lack of Spanish literacy in the older group, and

the frustration as expressed by one student of "not understanding the words

but wanting to know what they were saying."

In comparing this edition of Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine to their other

school materials; the most distinctive feature for this group of youngsters

was its being in Spanish; 41% of the sample indicated that fact. The other

features noted (but by no more than four students each) was its pictures, ani-

mals, stories; and games. Most of these other differences were noted by the

older students. Few (8 or 14%) indicated that they desired any changes to be

made in future issues, with three each wanting them changed to English and the

number of animal stories increased; Also mentioned was increasing the number

of stories in general and making the magazine funnier; All these suggested

changes came from the 6th-grade class since the one 5th-grade student who

requested a change did not specify its nature;

Despite their difficulties with understanding this Spanish edition; the

majority of students (75%) stated they wanted to continue receiving the

magazine; Only two students (6th graders) said they did not, but there were
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eight (six of them from the 6th grade) who responded they did not care either

way. Fifty-two percent of the total sample (20 of the 29 being from the

5th-grade class) expressed a preference for having the magazine in both

Spanish and English; with an additional 27% preferring it only in English;

only two students (one from each class) expressed a preference for a Spanish

edition only. Slightly more students expressed a preference for using it at

school than in the home (46% vs. 39%), but several indicated they would like

to use it in both places. A few students in both classes also mentioned using

it in other places such as friends' homes and on trips. One 6th-grader said

she/he "would like to share it at my mom's work; I think they'd be interested

in it." They also recommended that the magazine be used in every grade from

kindergarten through 8th grade; with the 5th grade recommended most by both

classes (59% overall); closely followed by the 6th grade (50%).

Only five 5th-grade students provided additional comments, but those that

did reported how much they enjoyed the magazine and wished it were published

weekly. One of them said; "It has valuable information and is the first book

I liked so much. I would like to read it more frequently so that I may learn

more Spanish." Thirteen 6th graders commented further. Most stated how much

they enjoyed the magazine and wanted to continue receiving it because it was

interesting, contained good stories and pictures; and helped them learn about

animals. Several noted; however; that they would prefer receiving it in

English "so that I can learn more." The one student in this class who responded

in Spanish; after noting his/her enjoyment of the magazine added; "It was

difficult cause no one in class; except eight of us; speak Spanish." Yet one

student responded, "I thought this magazine is fun to read and to look at all
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the colorful pictures and to play all the (illegible) and to find the words

that are in Spanish that look like English. I hope I can get some issues in

English, but when I learn Spanish I'll get Spanish and English Ranger Rick's

magazine. I really enjoy this magaZine." And as one student succinctly

stated, "I thought it was real nice and neat; I wouldn't like you guys to

change nothing in them:"

Only one of the two teachers completed the Teacher Questionnaire. The

Class was described as being 41% to 55% Hispanic, but only 25% to 40% reportedly

spoke Spanish in their homes; The; teacher commented that few were fluent in

Spanish or English. Most were rated as able to speak, read, and write Spanish

"hardly at all" (58%, 84%, and 87%, respectively), with only 28% and 13% each;

respectivelyidescribed as performing these skills "very well;" In contrast,

the majority (77%) reportedly could speak English "very well" and read and

Write it "pretty well" (60% and 91%; respectively):

The magazine was Used during Science periods for more than 90 minutes.

The teacher read six parts selected by the students and translated all the

words while doing so; "Since so many students don't read Spanish we did only

a little at a time;" The Activity Guide was nut used.

This teacher was very favorable in her reaction to the magazine; She

liked most the dinosaur articles and the "Sea Poems" and least "Dear Ranger

Rick." The pictures and story topics were rated as "very appropriate," the

games as "appropriate," and the vocabulary as "appropriate for Spanish speakers:"

No changes were suggested for the magazine or the Activity Guide;

The students were described as actively engaged while the magazine was

used and seemed to like the dinosaur stories most as they engendered more

active discussion. In responding to what the students liked least, it was
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noted that the non-Hispanic students had trouble waiting for the translation.

They all seemed to learn from the experience; however, as evidenced in their

recall of facts and later discussions of related experiences. Although the

teacher did not know if the students had used the magazine further, she

described taking it to her Spanish class as well as to her mother-in-law Who

does not speak English.

In addition to these very favorable reactions to this Spanish edition;

the teacher noted that the magazine was different in providing more up-to-date

information and that there were no similar Spanish materials in the school.

The English edition of -Rangar_Rick also was not available in the school; but

this teacher had read it several times before and liked it a lot. Given her

very favorable reactions it is not surprising that she recommended its continued

use, not only for 6th grade; but also for 4th and 5th grade and in Language

Arts as well as Science. She thought a Spanish edition would be excellent for

_
bilingual and ESL programs and indicated it also would be useful for their

teaching of Spanish as a second language. The following quote sums up well

this teacher's perceptions of the broad educational value of the magazine. "I

think this could be an excellent tool. For one thing, it really created an

interest in learning and improving Spanish. It is excellent as far as learning

new things it., Science; also for vocabulary building; listening and oral

language skills."

Site visits were made to both of the participating schools. Arrangements

had been made to observe the above two classes while the magazine was being

used. Unfortunately; both teachers were ill the day of my visit. Instead, the

principal and I met in the teachers' lounge to discuss the study, the magazine;

and the population being served at the school. He expressed his enthusiasm for
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the magazine he subscribes to It for his family) and the value of a Spanish

issue for many of the students. He also discussed the changing population in

Chula Vista. The Hispanic population has steadily increased, including many

young middle-class Hispanic families,in a community formerly comprised primarily

of Navy families; The school presently serves 440 to 450 students; 48% are

Hispanic and 55% are of minority status. Student turnover is a problem, with

approximately 25% turnover this past year. We then toured this attractive

one-story school, visiting the classes where the magazine would be used.

Students were actively engaged in various activities at the separate tables

scattered around the room and most were eager to show the principal what they

were doing. In a relaxed, friendly manner he also engaged the solitary and shy

ones. Afterwards we talked with a young Hispanic 3rd-grade teacher who had

seen the Spanish Ranger Rick magazine and was very favorable to it. She thought,

however, the vocabulary would be too difficult for the youngsters who would be

using it. As the principal pointed out, it would be more accurate to call the

bilingual classes in his school "transitional" rather than bilingual.

The second school visited was a magnet bilingual school for 4th through

6th graders. (As noted earlier, the data from this school were not received.)

There is also a ma .nc=c- st.hool in Chula Vista for kindergarten to third-grade

students. 4tp:n both magnet schools were establi-7.hed in response to desegrega-

tion policies, their sending districts were ::!nlarged. There -re approximately

370 ,Jtudents attending School; 75% of them are of minority status;

MosL linority students are Hispanic, but there is an increasing number of Asian

students and a few BlaCk sLudents. There are both bilingual-biliterate programs

and bilingual-transitional ons (to learn. English or Spanish). The

School is designed in an attractive one-story open-ranch interconnected style.



The neighborhood is essentially residential with houses on small lots.

Following our brief discussion over coffeei the principal invited me to

accompany her to the school assembly. With children seated on the floor and

staff standing or sitting beside the walls, a succession of diverse activities

took place. In addition to staff and student announcements of future activities;

there was the distribution of certificates of merit for superior performance

on specific math functions, class and individual entertainment (e;g;, square

dancing, comic monologue, dramatization of a poem about a problem child with a

student assisting by providing a Spanish translation). Also, one class pre-

sented a birthday gift to the principal accompanied by singing in Spanish a

song traditionally sung in Mexico on the morning of a female's birthday--a

song the class knew the principal liked very much; The assembly period was a

very relaxed; enjoyable time for allstudents, staff and visitor. Upon

leaving the large room, students frequently stopped to chat with the principal--

to wish her happy birthday, to share an experience, ask to meet with her

later. Several stopped to hug and/or kiss her. The principal responded with

hugs, smiles, active interest, and obvious delight.

It had been arranged for me to meet with the teachers who participated

in the Spanish Ranger Rick study when they shared a 25-minute free period. 1'e

met in the teachers' lounge and talked informally over coffee. All teachers were

very enthusiastic about the magazine and strongly urged its continuation. They

"loved" the pictures and thought it had a very good mix of stories.- They felt

the vocabulary level was appropriate and the translation very well done. The

bilingual- biliterate program teacher said she was using it for direct teaching

and for references. She intended to continue using it throughout the year.

Another teacher pointed out its value in her reading class for developing



dictionary skills and for studying prehistoric materials; One teacher; who

has a specific animal project for use with mentally gifted 4th- through

6th-grade minority students, was particularly enthusiastic about the magazine

_

for his classes; The teachers reported that the principal wants a book fair

in the spring to obtain sufficient money for a subscription to the magazine.

The science teacher then invited me to his class to describe his pro=

gram ir, more detail and to show his use of Ranger Rick materials. There were

approximately 30 animals being Card f-Lif -in cages and in an outside yard.

This teacher has paid for his own stibScription to Ranger Rick for the past

eight years and is very about the magazine. For eRample; he has

saved aluminum cans in order tt, buy it. He showed me his many files on dif-

ferent animals, etc. that he had prepared from various issues and which were

now carefully stored in cardboard containers. He praised all aspects of the

magazine including the poems and games; He particularly liked the end-of-year

index and hoped a Spanish one would be made available for school libraries.

Given his detailed knowledge of the magazine; he offered a number of production

-; _

suggestions such as using one-page features to separate articles fatilitate

their filing. As he said; "The magazine is too valuable to leave together as

a book; anyone doing a program in depth would separate and tear it up as I dO."

He thought the 17=eather_Guld& was "great" and had fantastic activities; he had

not known before that such materials were available; As I left the class, he

expressed his eagerness to try out any other Ranger Rick pilot materials; even

With his own funds.

When I returned to the principal's office; she reiterated her stiff's

enthusiasm for the Spanish Ranger Rick materials and her hope there would be

further issues; She indicated her willingness to cooperate with experimental

7.1
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programs, and described her current emphasis on increasing math achievement.

Then, cognizant of my next appointment in Chula Vista, she graciously drove me

there.

This visit certainly provided an example of the rich variety of experi-

ences a Spanish Ranger Rick magazine can provide when given an able creative

staff and enthusiastic administrative support; Thus; the findings from the

questionnaire responses and site visits indicated that this special edition of

Ranger Rick was an enjoyable and educationally valuable experience for students

with a wide range of Spanish skills. Despite difficulties in reading Spanish,

students in the one school perceived the benefit of learning Spanish while

learning Science also. With a more predominantly Hispanic and less advantaged

population, in the other school the magazine was a welcome supplement to an

already stimulating program. These positive results, however, reflect the

enthusisasm, creativity, and skills of the school staff involved;

El Centro. Four schools from this small town in the Imperial Valley in

Southern California approximately 15 miles from the Mexican border agreed to

participate in the study; The data reported here; however, are based on only

three schools since no questionnaires were received from one elementary school,

although school staff reported during a telephone conversation prior to mailing

the questionnaires how much their students had enjoyed the magazine. Two of

the three remaining schools were elementary schools serving 434 and 474 stu-

dents in kindergarten through 6th grade, and the third was a junior high school,

serving 700 7th- and 8th-grade students. In both elementary schools over BO%

of the students were Hispanic (81% and 85%, respectively); whereas only 56% of

the junior high school students were so described. Approximately half of the

students in both elementary schools came from low socioeconomic status (SES)
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families. In the one schoo 48% of the heads of household were employed as

farm laborers; and although only 10% were so described in the other school;

25% were categorized as unemployed and 18% as having unskilled, nonfarm labor

jobs. The latter school; however; served a wide SES range, with 12% employed

in professional or managerial positions and 24% in clerical or sales jobs; No

family rata were available fot the junior high school. On the average; however;

in the two elementary schools performed significantly different on

standatdiied reading tests. In the first elementary school; students were

d eactibed as get-Jet-Any scoring one half to one grade level higher than their

e xpected grade lec 1, whereas in the latter school they were described as gen-

o tally performing at one or more grade levels lower. The 7th- and 8th-grade

students were described as performing; on the average; at grade level to one

or more grade levels lower;

The three schools provided six classes for the pilot study--a 4th-grade

class in one school; a 4th-grade and a combined 5th- and 6th-grade class in

anothet; and three combined 7th- and 8th-grade groups in the third--with class

sizes from 17 to 33 The total number of students who responded to

the Student Questionnaire was 152; 59% (or 89) of these students were in the

4th through 6th grade and 41% (or 63) were in the 7th or 8th grade. Affiong

those who provided sex identification there was a slightly higher percentage

of females overall (48% to 44%), but the two grade level subgroUPS diffeted

markedly in their sex ratio. In the 4th- through 6th-grade group, 53% were

identified as males and 35% as females, whereas in the older group, the Oetcen-

tages were 32% and 67 %, respectively.

Appru:dmately a quarter of the sample (26%) said they had seen the English

edition of Ranger Rick; but 25 of the 40 students who said "yes" were in the

4th grade. Only 11 (or 17%) of the 7th and 8th graders said they had done so.
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For those who said they had seen it; all but three reported seeing it in school

(most (60%) only once); and three-quarters of them said they had liked it

Ninety-one percent of the sample said they spoke Spanish in their homes;

but their ability to read Spanish was much more varied. Thirty-eight percent

of the total sample reported rearing it "pretty welli" 31% "very welli" and

27% "a little bit"; only 5% said they could not read it at all. Reported

reading competence, however; differed by grade subgroup and within and across

schools. Approximately half (49%) of the junior high students stated they

could read Spanish "pretty welli" and 29% said they could read it "very well."

A third of the 4th- through 6th-grade group reported they could read it "very

well," but almost a third (31%) said they could read it only "a little bit."

The majority of students in the one elementary school stated they could read

it very well," whereas those in the other. school said they could read it "a

little bit." Most students in the total group and both grade level subgroups;

however; thought the Spanish. in the magazine was "easy" (50%) or "neither dif-

ficult nor easy" (41%); only 8%; or 12 students; said it was "difficult." As

might be expected, higher percentage of older students replied it was "easy"

(57% vs. 457)i with the reverse true for stating it was "difficult" (5% vs. 10%).

When asked if their teachers had read the magazine to them; 50% of the

total sample said "no;" but this varied by class within schools. Almost all

the 4th graders said "yes," as did one of the combined 7th- and 8th-grade

classes. Almost all the students in these same three classes also reported

that their teachers had translated at least some of the Spanish, as did half

the students in an additional combined 7th- and 8th - grad!' group. Overall, 55%

of the students said their teacher translated the Spanish. in most classes

only a few words reportedly were involved, but consistent with their greater
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difficulty reading Spanish, most of the students in the one 4th-grade class

responded that half of the words were translated.

Only 21% of the students said they did follow -up activities in school.

With the exception of three students from the other two schools; all those who

said "yes" came from the One 4t -grade class. These 4th graders all referred

to the "Search for SuOdrSaUrUS" story and their visit to the museum. The

three other stUdentS tafatted to reading different articles. Twice as many

students (43%) reported doing magazine-related activities outside school.

They included the same 4th-grade class; one combined 7th- and 8th-grade Class;

and slightly more than half of the other 4th-grade class. The overall portent-

ages for articles and activities used are meaningless since each of the classes

responded differently; Students in the one 4th-grade class repeted their

earlier responses (using the "Search for Supersaurus" story and visiting the

museum); Those in the combined 7th- and 8th-grade class all referred to th0.

"Happy Bee" story; almost all replied they wrote questions and a few mentioned

reading and taking a test. Only one child in the other 4th -grade class pro-

vided any addititinal informationstating that he/she had read. The single

youth who responded "yes" from one of the other combined 7th- and 8th-grade

groups said he/she had read the "Ranger Rick and His Friends" story. In addi-

tion, approximately a quarter of the sample (24%) said they had discussed the

magazine with their families and/or friends. Half of the combined 5th- and

6th-grade class reportedly did Sc, but the others were scattered across the

remnining classes; The "Search for Supersaurus" story and learning about

fossils and dinosaur bones were mentioned most often (7% of the total sample);

but no other article was mentioned by more than three students; Only one

of the older groups listed more than one story. One youth; however; noted

discussing those things with his /her family that were not understood.

5
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When asked what they had learned from the magazine, the most frequent

specific responses overall concerned learning about various scientific methods

such as unearthing and protecting dinosaur hones and using solar energy (22%);

story facts (M), and various science topics and story titles (12% each);

The rankings differed, however, across age groups; schools; and classes within

schools. The description of various scientific methods was highest in the 4th-

through 6th-grade group (35%) due to its predominant use in the one 4th-grade

class; story facts was the next most frequent category for that group due to its

use in the other two elementary school classes. Specific story titles were listed

most often (22%) by the junior high students, followed by specific story facts

and learning more about nature and animals (17% each); For both age groups,

vague responses such as "learned about dinosaurs" were given most by students

(26% of the total sample); Among the various other but less frequent responses

provided were those that referred to learning an appreciation f r conservation;

poems, new vocabulary, and projects such as building dinosaur models;

In reporting what they liked best, students ranked the dinosaur article

first (20% cf the total sample), then the "Search for Supersaurus" story (15%),

the poems (14%), and the "Ranger Rick and His Friends" story (12%). Again,

responses differed by age group and within and across schools. The elementary

school students listed "dinosaurs," "Search for Supersaurus;" and "hedgehogs" as

the three most favored articles (27%; 19%; and 13%, respectively); the junior

high school students listed as favorites the poems; the "Ranger Rick and His

Friends" story; and the various animal stories (30%; 22%, and 13%, respec-

tively). But for 13 mombers of the 4th-grade class that had expressed the

most difficult) reading Spanish there was nothing they liked; In general,

though; fewec students listed anything they liked least; Seventeen (11%) said
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they liked everything. Overall, the feature most frequently listed as diSliked

was the vocabulary (17%), followed by the poems (13%), and dinosaur article

(11%). HoWeVer; the vocabulary was mentioned only by the one 4th-grade class,

and 13 of the 17 Students who specified dinosaurs were enrolled in one of the

combined 7th- and 8th-grade classes; Another difference across grade subgroups

was the listing of the hedgehogs article by 9% of the 4th- throdgh 6th-grade

group and by none of the 7th- and 8th-grade students; whereas 11% of the latter

group mentioned the "Happy Bee" story and none Of the former group did; Of

course; these findings are probably due in part to differential exposure to

these articles in the two grade level subgrOdpS.

When rating the various features of the magazine; overall the pictures

received the most "like" responses (61%), with Stories, variety; vocabulary;

and games receiving many fewer "like" choices (49%; 42%; and 41% each; respec-

tively). Again; however; there were differences across grade subgroups and

within and across schools. With the exception of the pictures the elementary

school students generally rated the various features more favorably; for the

pictures, hOWeVer, 68% of the 7th and 3th graders vs. 55% of the 4th- through

6th-grade group said they liked them; Hore than half of the younger age group

Said they liked the pictures; stories; and variety (55% each and 51%; respec-

tively); with 47% saying they liked the vocabulary, and 39% the games; In

contrast; although 68% of the junior high students reportedly liked the pic-

tures; less than half said they liked the other features (46%; 44X; 33%; and

30%; respectively; liked the stories, games, vocabulary; and variety).

Vocabulary received the most "dislike" ratings; but this was primarily due to

the one 4th-grade class; students in the other 4th-grade class gave it the

-;
most "like" ratings. Similarly, in the junior high school; classes varied
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considerably in their ratings for both this and other features. For example,

stories, which received the second highest number of "like" ratings, also

received the highest number of "dislike" ratings: It should be noted; however;

in interpreting these findings that comparative percentages may be misleading

since a number of students; especially those in the younger grades; did not

respond to all or part of this item--perhaps because the response format was

too ditricult ror them.

Few students responded to being queried about the difference between this

issue of Ranger Rick and their usual school materials. For those who did

respond, the fact that it described animals in their natural environment and

was written in Spanish were the two most frequent differences noted (by 14%

and 11% of the total sample, respectively). But these results were due to two

elementary school classes which predominantly gave one of these responses.

For the junior high students; the most noteworthy differences were that it was

interesting and entertaining (19 %) and was easier to read, learn, and understand

(11%). ("It helps you understand things you don't know.") Included among the

other differences mentioned were references to specific articles and to the

fact that it was a magazine, had fewer pages; and more variety; Several stu-

dent-) in the combined 5th and 6thgrade class commented that it was the first

time they had magaiineS and "because there are not many magazines in Spanish."

Some of the older students; however; found it more boring than their other

school boOkS, althOUgh it should be noted that students in the same class

expressed the exact opposite.

In general, most of the students (78%) expressed their desire to continue

receiving the magazine. The difference between age groups; however; was strik

ing. Ninetyto percent of the 4th through 6thgrade group said "yes," whereas
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only 59% of the 7th- and 8th-grade group did. Fourteen percent of the latter

group also said they did not care either way. In examining the data by class;

however; only one combined 7th and 8th grade was negative toward the magazine.

In no other class in the sample did more than three students state that they

did not want to continue r.--.uiving it. More students overall (36%) and in

both grade subgroups expressed a preference for receiving the magazine in both

Spanish and English. A single Spanish edition received the-next most votes

(26%), with 17% overall requesting it be in English only. For the younger

students, Spanish and English only versions received approximately an equal

percentage of choices (27% and 26%, respectively), Whereas for the 7th- and

8th-grade students the percentage differed.considerably (24% and 5%; respec-

tively); These findings are consistent with the earlier reported results

regarding differences in students' abilities to read Spanish; The majority of

students overall (54%) and in both grade subgroups also preferred to use the

magazine in school. This was especially true for the elementary school

students (64% vs. 40%). Of course, the lower percentage for the older group

reflects in part the smaller percentage of students who said they wanted to

continue receiving the magazine. Some students gave as a rationale for their

choice more time to read; the opportunity to learn more; and the chance to

learn more Spanish.

This sample of El Centro students also recommended that future issues of

the magazine be used in kindergarten through 8th grade. Consistent with their

greater representation; the most recommendeJ grade levels were 5th, 4th, and

6th (51%, 47%; and 46%; respectively); followed by the 7th and 8th grade (36%

and 29%); However; not all classes gave their own grade level the highest

priority; Students in two of the combined 7th and 8th grades recommended the
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magazine be used most in laWer grade levels and one 4th-grade class recommended

that it be used in the higher grade levels. These findings are consistent with

the relative ease and difficUlty Students in these classes had experienced with

the magazine. Also; although their reaction was generally favorable; slightly

more than half Of the StUdentS (55%) said they would like changes to be made

in future issues. Those changes mentioned most concerned the poems (15%) and

the games (12%); For some students the games were too hard or not interesting

enough; OtherS wanted more or a greater variety of them such as the addition

Of crossword puzzles A third of the students in the 4th-grade class that

experienced the most difficulty reading the magazine expressed their desire to

have the magazine in English. Nine percent of the students referred to the

pictures; with most requesting there be more of them. Five percent of the

total sample; but 10% of the older students; wanted the magazine to be expanded

with more stories, pictures; and a greater variety of animals and activities.

Additional comments ware Made upon completing the questionnaire by u.le to

all members of a claSS. Most expressed how much they enjoyed reading the maga-

zine and hoped to continue receiving copies. Some reiterated their specific

liken or diSlikeS and/Or suggested changes. The following comments from dif-

ferent SChOO1S And grade levels exemplify some of the more specific statements

Made. "I used it in the lecture period in silence and it seemed very interest-

ing because it taught things that I didn't even imagine existed and I think

it's very useful." "I used the magazine at home as something to entertain

myself and there was nothing I disliked; only that it's good for us ;" "I use

it to understand the things it explains. It's good because it helps me learn

and know about things of the world." "I liked it because it has pictures;

beauty; and interesting things." "With more activities and more stories and

so
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poems. I liked them a lot and wish to study them because we learn to read and

write." "I liked the 'Happy Bee' because it was very interesting and the poems

because they were very beautiful." "I think that it helped us to help animals

and take care of them." "It was very interesting; My classmates and I know

words we didn't know or understand and looked them up in the dictionary, but

it was very interesting and I used them over and over again;" "I think the

magazine has to be printed because it's the only one in Spanish;"

Two School Questionnaires were received; one completed by a teacher in

one cf the elementary schools and one by the junior high school principal.

Both were very familiar with the English edition of Ranger Rick and liked it

a lot. One respondent had a subscription for his/her children. Although

available in the elementary school library, it was not available in the junior

high school. The various features of the present issue were rated as "liked

v- !1" by the junior high school principal. Although not speaking Spanish

he reported that the teachers had told him that they liked the Spanish

version very much. The elementary school teacher said he/she liked the inter

est level of the stories and Ch. pictures very much; liked the vocabulary and

variety; but disliked t e games; When asked what they liked most, the teacher

said, "As usual the pictures were excellent and the stories interesting"; the

principal succinctly stated "Spanish;" Although the latter noted nothing as

liked least or recommended any changes; the elementary school teacher said the

games were "difficult and dull" and suggested they be changed; Both respondents

had discussed the magazine with their students and reported they also enjoyed it;

Although they indicated there were no similar Spanish materials in the

scho;1) ine principal noted that school staff visit nearby Mexicali in Mexico

to purchase relevant materials. Given the enthusiastic reaction they and their
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students had to the magazine and a perceives; need for additional Spanish mate-

vials, they both recommended its continued use. The elementary school teacher

recommended it for 5th- and 6th-grade student§ in Language Arts, Science; and

Spanish; and responded that it "would be Well received by the student and

would be of value in teaching Science." Also, he/she perceived its potential

value for the bilingual programs in the Spanish component of the science pro-

gram; but thought it would be of lesser value for the ESL program; The junior

high school principal ecommended its continued use for 7th- and 8th-grade

students in Spanish classes as well as for those in the bilingual; ESL, or

transitional programs. He enthusiastically stated; "We would use a Spanish

edition. My teachers say it would be valuable and that they would use it;"

In a later comment he added; "My teachers enjoyed this edition. We would order

Spanish copies and use them; Do it!!"

Teacher Questionnaires were completed for all six participating classes.

In reporting the results; I have Separated those from tl, Aementary school

and the junior high school. As will be noted, there was considerable variation

Within these groups in students' skills and attitudes as well as in teachers'

uses and attitudes toward this edition of Rangier Rick;

In the one elementary school only 56% to 70% of the 4th-grade students

were deSCribed as Hispanic and as speaking Spanish in their hOmes; in the

dther school at least 86% were Hispanic in both the 4th=Trade and combined

5th- and 6th-grade classes; although a slightly 16Wer percentage (71% to 85%)

Of the older group were described as speaking Spanish in their homes; In the

first school, 80% of the 4th graders were rated AS Speaking Spanish "very

Well" ar "pretty well" (40% in each category); 50% were described as reading

it "pretty well;" and 43% "so- but the majority (83%) were rated as

82
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able to write it only "somewhat." In contrast to students in many other partic-

ipating classes; they were more proficient in English; Although the class

comprised an equal percentage of students who spoke English and Spanish "very

well" or "pretty well" (40% each); a majority also were rated as reading

and writing Lnglish "very well "pretty well (30% and 35 %, and 20% and 35 %,

respectively). In the other elementary school; 22% of the 4th-grade students

were rated as speaking Spanish "very well" and 64% as "pretty well ", 53% were

rated as reading it "pretty well" and 33% as "somewhat"; and 66% were described

as writing it "hardly at all." With the possible exception of writing skill;

they were somewhat less proficient in English, with 14% and 39% rated as

speaking and reading English "very well" or "pretty well," respectively, and

52% able to write it "somewhat" or "hardly at all" (26% each); however; the

teacher was unable to rate 18% of the students on their writing skill; The

students in the combined 5th- and 6th-grade class reportedly had similar

Spanish speaking and reading skills (25% and 50 %, and 30% and 40% were rated

as speaking and reading it "very well" and "pretty welli" respectively); but

they were somewhat more advanced in their Spanish writing skills than the

4th graders as 10% and 30% were rated as writing "very well" and "pretty

well;" respectively; and only 40% as "hardly at all." Similarly, 50% were

rated as speaking and reading English "very well or "pretty well (20% and

30 %, respectively for each); with parallel percentages of 10%,and 30% obtained

for proficiency la writing English. Students in both 4th-grade classes were

enrolled in bilingual programs; the 5th- and 6th-grade students were in an ESL

program.

For the one 4th-grade class the magazine was used for more than 90 minutes

during Social Studies and Language Arts periods; The teacher read five of the
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articles; including the two on dinosaurs since they were currently studying

them. Half of the words had to be translated as well as the general ideaS for

the nonSpaniSh Speaking students in the class. In the other school; the 4th

grade teacher spent 61 to 75 minutes during Spanish periods. The studentS read

the "Build a Boxosaurus" and puzzle pages; and the teacher read the remaining

articleS, translating a few words as needed; This teacher commented; "I Wanted

to see whit motivated students more; I wanted to see their reactions leid par

ticipation in the discussions." The combined 5th and 6thgrade group used the

magazine for 61 to 75 minutes during a morning reading period and the 6thgrade

students also used it in afternoon Sedial Studies class. The students

read the "Search for SUPerSaiirUS" and hedgehog stories in front of the class;

the remaining articles Were used by the students on the own. The teacher

reported translating a few of the words-. Both 4thgrade teachers used the

Activity Guide, the "Diversion con fosiles" and "Recorrido por el mused" in

one class and as background information in the other; and found the Guide at

least somewhat helpful; Each teacher; however; recommended changes- -the incIu

Sion of more suggestions and that it be geared to the Language Art program;

Each of the teachers had different preferences. One especially liked

the detailed information on removing anthropological discoveries from the

ground; another liked most the way the subjects were presented; and the third

thought the pictures were "great" and the Subjects of high interest: They

also indicated differenr magazine features as liked least. One 4thgrade

teacher snecified the vocabulary be-cause "it became very tedious when you had

to translate practically every other. word ;" The other 4thgrade teacher

listed the poems, and the teacher for the combined 5,A1 and 6th grade group

thought the puzzles were very difficult; unattractive; and dull. In rating
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the various magazine features; all three teachers said the vocabulary was

difficult and "somewhat inappropriate." 4th-grade teacher thought the

story topics also were too difficult and; therefore; "somewhat inappropriate,"

but the other two teachers rated them as "appropriate" and interesting.

Although both 4th-grade teachers described the games as "appropriatei" with

one noting that they were exciting, the teacher for the older reiterated

that they were difficult and dull and rated ther.1 as "very inappropriate." All

three teachers found the pictures very attractive, with two rating them as

"very appropriate" and one as "appropriate."

Based on these reactions, the three teachers had various suggested changes

for future issues. Despite the difficulty experienced with the vocabulary, the

one 4th-grade teacher was uncertain if the vocabulary level should be changed;

"I'm not sure becrqe if the vocabulary were to be chatiged to accommodate the

limited vocabulor f the children they would never be exposed to the rich

Spanish vocabula:f it ..ow contains." The other 4th-grade teacher; however;

thought some of the expressi.ons in Spanish sh,,c.ld be changed as well as the

names of the characters because it was difticuJt for the limited-English stu-

dents to pronounce them. In add !.ion to more simplified vocabulary, the teacher

for the 5th- and 6th -grade students -ecommended more attractive and easier

puzzles and fewer or no spelling errors.

In describing their stud,mts' reactions to the magazinei the one 4th-grade

teacher noted that the students "Loved the pictures and stories; seemed quite

interested, aJlted many questions and told of their own experiences that they

thought paralleled the Stories." In addition, "they were atro:tive and curio

at the museum." The teacher for the 5th- and 6thgrade students also reuoxLed

that they were actively engaged, and; based on their discussns, appeaccd to
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like the pictures and choice of subjects most. Although the Other 4th-grade

teacher also reported that the students liked the pictures most, they lore

described as only somewhat engaged because tae reading level was somewhat dif-

ficult for them; Despite the enthusiasm and involvement described for the

one 4th-grade class, that teacher also noted that the students became frus-

trated at not being able to rollow the reading by themselves. Not surprisingly,

given earlier comments, the students in the combined 5th- and 6th- grade class

were described as liking least the puzzles. Only the students in the one 4th~

grade class were described as doing further follow-up activities. "They loved

to look at the pictures and they tried to do the art projects alone." All

three teacherS, however, viewed their students as having learned from this

relatively brief expose`_ to the magazine as evidenced by their interest in the

stories "and that makes good learning "), their greater awareness of nature;

And the comprehension ard retention displayed in their discussions.

Both schools reportedly had the English edition of aaager Rick in the

library; but there were no similar 3panish materials in the schools. fhe

teachers in the one school viewed the present Spanish issue of Ranger tick as

somewhat different from their students' regular school materials because of

the subjects covered and because the studentb "are not much acquainted with

nature:" The 4th-grade teacher in the other school used a very different basis

for rating the magazine as "very slightly" different. "It sounds like someone

their on age having these experiences which makes it easier for them to relate

cc than when you read it out of r. .00k. 1.1.5q keeps the children's attention

for a longer period of time."

In commenting on its educational value, 1_1c. one 4th-grade teacher replied,

"It could be very useful, but they tust be used with a great deal of guidance.



Children get lost in the vocabulary quite fast because most of these Children

who come to school speaking mostly Spanish have a very limited vocabulary;

they have seldom been exposed to the vocabulary found in books. They U8Ually

use the least sophisticated words that are necessary for communicating." The

other 4thgrade teacher noted; "It's a great edition for students whose readit

level is good"; and the third teacher stated; "It would he of value as motiva-

tibtial and enrichment material." When asked to comment on the potential use

of a Spanish edition of Ranger Rick in bilingual; ESL, or other instructional

programs, the one teacher said, "I would like to have the same magazine in bot

_
languages so that we could use it (in bilingual programs) for Social Studies;

Language, and Science. In ESL programs I would use it in English to teach the

children vocabulary and expression." In the other school the 4thgrade teache

thougt it had low potential use for bilingual programs and very low potential

use in ESL programs; He/she added; however; "I would like to see a magazine

like Ravger Rick in Spanish at a lowe( reading level (easier to comprehend).

It's a very good magazine. Very intersting; The teacher for the combined

5th and 6;i grade class noted that the bilingual programs in that school were

Mainly in the lower grades and those students would be unable to read at the

levei of the magazin-. Ihus despite their general favorable ruction to the

magazine itself, only the one "th grade teacher from the higher academic athie

ing school recommendedAt's contin,:cd use--for 4thgrade students in Language

Arts, Science, Spanish, and Social Studies; Even this recommendation was modi-

fied to -state; "If the vocabulary continues co be as diffitUlt; I Weit...1 move

it to higher grades ;" The other 4t:.--grade teacher responded, "Nd, because

was too hard," and the tea,her for the combined 5th and 6thgrade group was

rtain; From the comments described, an edition with simplified 1.,cabulary

would have been endorsed by these teachers also.
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were completed for the three combined 7th- and 8th-

grade classes from the junior high school. In two of the classes; at least

860 of the students were Hispanic and spoke Spanish in their homes; one of

these was an ESL class and one was comprised of students in a transitional

program. The third class consisted of limited English-speaking transitional

students, 71% to 85% of whom were Hispanico but a much. smmdler percentage of

them (25% to 40%) reportedly spoke Spanish in their homes. Less than 25% of

this class were in a bilingual or ESL program. All of the students in the

first two classes were described as speaking Spanish "very x,.11"; all of the

students in the transitional class and 75% of those in the ESL class also were

described as reading and writing Spanish "very Students in the limited

English-speaking class were rated as speaking and reading Spanish "pretty

well" and writing it "somewhat." The English langymge skills of the students

in these three classes were reversed. All of the ESL students were described

as speaking, reauing, and writing English "hardly at all." Although 85% of

the transitional program students were rated as speaking ane writing English

"somewhat" (50%) or "hardly at all" (35%), 75% repL-tedly could read English

"pretty well." Students in the limited English-speaking class, however, were

described as speaking and reading English "very well" and writing it "pretty

Well."

Given differences in student and teacher characteristics, the magazine

was sed differently in the three classes. For the transitional program stu-

dents, 30 to 45 minutes were: spent during a Spanish class. Apparently the

students used the entire magazine on their own and no translation was -ovided.

Si.,. of the articles wce read to th S:3L class over more than a 90-minoLa

intr-val. Moil teacher noted that the students expressed interest in baying
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those parts read orally during the regular reading program. He/she commented,

"Ordinarily we do not read Spanish materials during reading period in Out ESL

class. We did this to better fill out the questionnaire." Again, no transla-

tion was provided; More than 90 minutes were also spent with the magazine for

the limited English-speaking students.. The teacher read three of the articles

(the two on dinosaurs and the one on solar energy) during Spanish class and

translated a few words. None of the teachers used the Activity Cu-itte;

One teacher did not respond to what he/she liked most; but one of the other

teachers mentioned the dinosaurs, and the third one said he/she especially

liked the way in Whith facts and concepts were presented. Ncne of them indi-

cated anything they liked least, but the ESL teacher suggested that lower

level vocabulary be used in some sections since some students found the

vocabulary a little difficult; In ratiiiig the various magazine features, the

ESL teacher indicated all were "appropriate" for most of the students; the

teacher for t-t, 'isitional students found the vocabulary difficult and

theref .
somewhat inappropriate," but rated the remaining featUreS a- "nppro-

priate"; and the teacher for the limLted English-speaking students rated both

the vocabulary and nit.ores as "very appropriatv" a-d the topics and games as

"appropriate."

All the teachers described their students as actively engited when the

magazine was used. Two did not specify what their students veullo to like most

or least, but the ESL teacher reported that the students said they liked the

many interesting stories, although a few had trouble with the Nocabulary

refuSed to read Otajiy ih Class Ouiy Oti! teacher sa.d the students did further

magazine-related activities, but these wet.: specifi,?.d. All the teachers

alad perteiVd theit students as having learn L. irom the expericr,:e but only
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the one teacher elaborated further--"they found the stories interesting and

told their parents about them."

None of the teachers knew if the English edition of Ranger Rick was in

their school nor had any of them read it before. Also; none of them were

aware of any similar Spanish materials in the school. They all viewed the

present Spanish issue of Ranger Rick as "very" to "somewhat different" from

their students' usual school materials, with one teacher explaining that "the

approach for presentin information is different and appealing to most students."

Although the ESL teacher was uncertain about recommending its continued

use, the other two teachers recommended that it be continued in 7th and 8th

grade, with one teacher specifying its use for Science and Spanish classes:

This same teacher commented, "It would be a new experience for most of these

students, but at least tuey'll get exposed to sn fferent." The ESL

teacher responded; "Instruction as well as in;j:et. ail cla.:s must be

in English since it is the use of the English language that we are trying to

teach. The English edition would be too difficult f our ESL students since

the vocabulary we use is a controlled vocabulary." Commenting later, however,

he/she did indicate some potential educational value of a Spanish edition of

Ranger Rick for these students. We have a 15-minute period set aside in our

school for silent reading. The ESL students, of course, must read materials

in Spanish since they are very limited in English. The Ranger Rick magazin2

serves this purpose;"

A site visit was made to the junior high school in El Centro since it was

the only school in the Imperial Valley sample that served upper - elementary

grade students. Upon arriving at the school; the principal met with me

briefly He was very enthusiastic about the program; but said he did not want
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to eiacuss specifiL. reactions since ht felt til.aiThers and s,:udents could do

that better. He then broult Sr_ one of the participating classes which was

lbeated on the second floor. While the teacher continued working at the '-oard,

he introduced me to the Hispanic aide sitting :ri the back of the room and

explained the purpose of my Also; he asked her to accompany me later

to the ESL class since many of the students in that c' were recent arrivals

from Mexico and had very limited skills in English.

After he left; the teacher concluded the lesson and came over Lb intrOdUce

herself; Since the principal had previously informed her of thy visit; she

introduced me to the class and explained the purpose of my visit. As I asked

the 23 7thgrade students present about their experience with the magazine,

several stucInts took their copy of the magazine out to review. The students

expressed their pleasure in the various stories (particularly the dinosaurs)

and pictures. They also said they liked the games and did not find them

diffitUlt to dd. Several, however, admittd to having difficulty reading cue

magazine, and there was general consensus that future issikes should be in both

English and Spanish;

Following my discussion with this clas.., the aide bcoUght me to an ESL

class for 7th and 8thgrade students. Since the teacher was home the

class was being supervised by a ye!ing male teacher with liMited Spanish skills.

After introducing myself and explaining the purpose of my visit, I asked for

,e,neral comments and :eactions. Several students offered facts that they had

learned, and a male student described one of the stories in detqi1; This

class, too, particularly enjoyed the articles about dinosaurs; They reported

hai;ing no difficulty with the Spanish vocabulary and were enthusiastic about

haying the magazine available in Spanish; In later discussion with the aide,

9j
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she explained that these students, in contrast to the previous class visited,

were recent ::rivals from Mexico and were fluent in Spanish. Given the rigo-

rous curriculum in most Mexican elementary schools, they were advanced in both

oral and reading skills. Consequently; she predicted they would have little

difficulty learning English and there was no "danger" in having them continue to

oe exposed to Spanish materials. The students in the other class; however; had

been in this country for all or most of their school years and had limited Span-

ish reading skills even though they could comprehend Spanish when spoken.

Before leaving (deleted) Junior High, I met again briefly with the principal.

He reiterated his very favorable reaction to the magazine and the pressing need

for such curriculum materials. He described the frequent trips by teachers

across the nearby Mexican border to buy school text::;, etc., in Spanish ("I'll

wet them wherever I can.") and noted that Spanish science materials, in particular,

are essentially nonexistent for bilingual programs. In closing, he said; "Just

tell National Wildlife we're roridy as z;oon as they are When they announce

another Spanish issue; just include an orAei form with the announcement."

Results from the questionAaire response and site visit interviews indi-

cated that students and staff in this sm5i1 California town generally found the

magazine enjoyable and useful. Some of the elementary school students, however,

ft_id the vocabulary too difficult, and their teachers did not recommend con-

tinued use of a Spanish edition. Some junior high school students found the

magazine more appropriate for younger students) but most were actively engaged

when it was presented ani desired to continue using it. As the rite

report ivAicated, the junior high principai strongly endorsed its cow:inuation

due to the Lack of ap;yzopriate science macerials for Six.nish-speaking students.
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_
As noted earlier; El Cenrro is approximately 15 miles north of Calexico.

The differences in the receptivity and use of a Spanish editiOfi Of Renge..1 Rici
-;--

in these two sites in part reflect the difference the perce.,itage of Hispanic

families in the area (45% in El Centro vs. 90% IP and the very dif-

ferent sociocultural context. El Centro is a growing industrial area with

businessMeh flYing in to the local airport. The emphasis on English

:--
competency for employ;,61 alffers; therefore, from Calexico where business

deal daily With the large number of Mexican visitors;

Long Beach. The Assistant Director of Researc for the Long Beach

Unified School District assisted us in locating schools to participate in the

study. The resulting L,-;ag Beach sample comprised students from two elementary

schools in this urban community neighbori:Ig Los Angeles. One Schtiol served

920 students; 53% of whom were Hispanic, in pre-kindergarten through sixth

grade; They were described as generally performing at one-half to one Or more

grade levels below their expected grade level on standardized readitg Achieve-

ment tests ant! as coming from families whose nousehold heads Were employed in

skilled or unskilled; nonfarm labor jobs (40% each). The ether school ALSO

comprised students in pre-kindergarten through sixth grade, but figures on

enrollthent size and !-7-centage of Hispanic students were not provided; On the

avei-age, students were described as performing at one-half to one grade level

belOW national norms on reading achievement tests, and most came from verl,

economically disadvantaged families (60% of household heads were in unskilled,,-

tOrifarm labor jobs; 5% were farm laborers; and 15% were unemployed).

Forty-four students from thecc two schools responded to the Otudett

Questionnaire.
_

Three groups particip -ed from the one school--a th _ a

6th grade, and a comb-ned 3rd and 4th-grade group of 8, 12, and 13 students;
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respectively; Only one combined 4th- and 5th -grade class of 11 students

participated from the second school; Based on the 40 studullts 1,ovided

sex identification information; 53% of the sample were females and 39% males.

The predominance of girls was primarily due to on class with eight of eleven

students female. Half of the sample said they had seen the English edition of

Ranger Rick; and 19 of these 2 said they had seen it in school. Ten of them

reported seeing it only once, with five seeing it two to four times, and the

remainder five or more times; all but oee said they liked it. With the excep-

tion of one student, the 22 students came from three of the four study classes,

and the five who mentioned seeing it at home el' came from the same combined

4th-and 5th-grade group.

Approximately three-quarters (73%) of the students said they spoke Spanish

at home; but only 53% said they could read Spanish "pretty well" (30%) or "very

Well" (23%). Thi. .y-nine percent said they could read it "a little bit," and

7% said they could "not read it at all." As might be expected; the majority

of those who reported that ti'y could read it very well were in the 6th-grade

class; and the three students who said they could not read is at al were in

the two youngest groups. Similarly; 45% of the students reported that the

Spanish in the magazine wts "easy," 30% that it was "neither difficult nor

easy;" and 23% that it was "difficult." Although seven of the ten who fcind

it difficult were in the tw( youngest grov.ps, 14 of the 20 who said it was

easy also were in these came two clasns, In only the youngest class did the

teacher reportedly read the magazine to ai!: the studentsi .in'4 for this same

class and also the 6th-grade class the teacher reportedly translated at leaet

some of the wfrds.
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Apprdkitately half of the students (48%) said they did further magazine

related activities in school; these 21 students comprised the entire combined

3rd- and 4th-grade group; three-fourths of the 5th-grade class; and two std-

dents from the combined 4th and 5th grade; They all used different partS Of

the magazine aLd did different activities, however. The youngest students all

referred to the "Green Velvet Princess" story and said they drew pictures; the

5th-grade students referred to the "Search for Supersaurus" .story and reported

looking at fossils; and the two student:.; from the combined 4th- and 5th-grade

group said they read the "Ranger Rick 5nd His Friends" story. Only two students

(or 5% of the sample) said they did ! !-ther magazine-related activities outside

school; with the one Stddent saying 1),Ishe had read all the book and the other

not providing fiither information. Also, only five students (or 11% of the

sample) Stated they had discussed she magazine with their families and/or

frig S. The two from the youngest group indicated the "Green Velvet PrinceSS"

st; only One of the three 6th-grade students responded further and that

youth Said that he/She had discussed "where I read."

In deStribing what they had learned; 27% of the students listed specific

fatta, :whereas 14% only reported story titles or topics. Nine percent each

Said they learned bout nature and animals and/or about scientific methods; and

7% referred to conservation. A few students mentioned learning about scien-

tific topics such as solar energy and fossils, being motivated to read and -learn

more; and learning to care for animals and not to be afraid. One student also

mentioned learning new worn Most students (34)%, however; gave vague respOnses

such as "I learned a lot." All of the combined 4th- and 5th-grade group com-

mented on how much they had liked their experience with the magazine. Some

different responses in the "-G,nel" ca'regory were: "1 learned not to be afraid
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when someone wants to be your friend," and "I learned that is fun to read."

As might be expected, the 6th graders listed more story facts and the youngest

group gave the most vague responses.

When asked what they liked most, the "Green Velvet Princess" and "Ranger

Rick and His Friends" stories were mentioned most (by 20% and 18% of the sample,

respectively). Eight of the nine students who selected the "Green Velvet

Princess" story, however, came from ;:he combined 3rd- and 4th grade class,

.whereas "Ranger Rick and Hi ends" was mentioned in the three other classes.

In the various classes numerous other articles or features received one or two

votes. When asked what they liked least, the most common response (by 36%)

was "I liked everything." The next most frequent respcyose, the "Search for

Supersaurue" story, was given by only four 5th-grade students or 9% of the

sample), followed by the "April Foolers" and hedgehogs artic.'es (7% each).

With the exception of the "Search for Supersaurus" story; no category was

mentioned more than twice in any class; Since one class did not rate the

various magazine features, and seven additional students did not resrond

this item or gave indeterminate responses, percentages based on the total sam-

ple would be misleading. For the 31 remaining students, 74% said they liked

the stories and pictures; the vocabulary, variety, and games were liked by 51%,

48%, and 45%, respectively. Although the photo checked as "liked"

by all students who responded and the stories rc, one "dislike"

rating, the vocabulary and variety oth received four ' lelike" ratilii:s, and

the games, seven. In commenting on differences between the Ramger_Hick magazine

and their other school materials, the students noted most the inclusion of

particular articles such as the dinosaur stories, the focus on na'!'lre and

animals; the colorful pictures; use of Spanish, attractive foruat; and their

enjoyment with it. Also noted were the magazine's variety and size;

9 6
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Approximately threequarters of the students (73%) expressed their desire

to continue receiving the magazine, with another 11% who said they did not care.

An approximately equal percentage of the total sample preferred to receive it

only in English or Spanish (32% vs; 30%; respectively); 14% expressed a prefer

ence for receiving it in both languages. Most of the "English only choices

however; were made by the youngest group which also had expressed the greatest

difficulty reading Spanish. More students preferred to use Ranger Rick in

,

school rather than at home l48% vs. 34%), d this was generally consistent

across classes. Only four students said they would like to see changes made

in future issues. Two in the youngest group wanted it easier, one student

wanted the hippopotamus picture deleted, and the other did not specify the

desired change.

In addition to their generally favorable reaction to the magazine and

their desire to continue receiving it, at least two students recommended it be

used in each of the elementary school grades. Their own grade levels, however,-

were recommended most, with the 4th, 5th, and 6th grade recommended by 45%,

36%; and 34% of the students, respectively. Their additional comments after

completing the magazine reiterated their enjoyment; with many expressing their

appreciation for receiving the magazine; Two students who were articulate

in English also commented: "My sister is learning Spanish and she tried to

read it. It was a good learning experience for her"; and "I think this Spanish

edition of Ranger Rick is a good idea for Spanish people."

School Questionnaires were completed for both schools, one by a teacher

and the other by the school's bilingual specialist. Both indicated that the

English edition of Ranger Rick was currently in their schools. One school had

it in the library and the other was using two issues in the primary grades;
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but only the one respondent had read it before (at least five times in school

and had liked it a lot). The one teacher liked all the various features very

much; the other teacher liked the pictures very much and also liked the variety

and interest level of the stories, but he/she disliked the vocabulary and games

as being
-. _-

little too difficult and requiring a little too much specialized

vocabulary, respectively. The one teacher liked most the stories and pictures

and did not comment on anything liked least or on desired changes. The bilingual

specialist liked most the "good variety of articles" and the "high quality trans-

latibh," but noted, "For our students (inner city) the ideas were good but the

vocabulary needs to be a little easier." Re /she also suggested the addition

activities to help reinforce the scientific vocabulary presented; Both

teachers had discussed the magazine's use with the students and reported that

they, too; liked it

Although the one teacher noted there were no similar Spanish materials in

the'schboI; the othet-teathet-teferred to the use of-EL-Informadori- a Spanish = --

English newspaper from San Diego which, though different froth Ranger Rick in

content, was similar in use as supplementary material in Spanish. Both viewed

a Spanish edition of Ranger Rick as having educational value, the one succinctly

stating "excellent," and the other elaborating that it provides "educational

Materials in Spanish to help develop concepts and vocabulary in (the student's)

primary language." The bilingual specialist perceived its potential as supple-

mentary material for bilingual but not ESL programs; "ESL is English; Spanish

Ranger Rick is for bilingual situations." The other teacher noted that the

magazine would be very good for children in monolingual Spanish programs,

especially in the upper grades; "There is a very limited amount of good reading

and science materials;" In general, then, these teachers were very paSitiVe in

9a.
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their reaction to the magazine one to the extent of requesting information on

obtaining a subscription) and recommended its continued use at several grade

levelS and in different subject areas. The one teacher recommended it be used

in 3rd- through 6th-grade Language Arts and Science; and the other that it be

Used not only in those two subject areas; but also in Spanish for 4th- through

6th-grade students.

All the participating teachers completed the Teacher Questionnaire. The

information they provided indicated diversity within and across schools in

students' Spanish and English competencies and in the extent and manner of

the magazine's use.

In the school with three participating classes; at least 86% of the stu-

dents in the combined 3rd- and 4th-grade group were described as Hispanic and

as speaking Spanish in their homes. They were rated as speaking Spanish "very

well" and reading and writing it "somewhat;" but as speaking English only

"somewhat" and reading and writing it "hardly at ail." All were in bilingual,

ESL, or transitional programs; All of the students in the 5th-grade class

were Hispanic and reportedly spoke Spanish in their !tomes. These students

Were described 4s speaking Spanish "very well," reading it "pretty well;" and

writing it "somewhat" to "pretty well;" They all were enrolled in a bilingual

and/or transitional program; In contrast, only 56% to 70% of the 6th-grade

class comprised HispanIC students and fewer reportedly spoke Spanish in their

homes (41% to 55%); Consistent with these data; although 60% were rated as

speaking Spanish "very welli" 30% were described as speaking it "hardly at

all." Also, only 30% were described as reading it "pretty well" and 50%

"hardly at all." Ninety percent reportedly could write it only "somewhat" or

"hardly at all" (60% and 30%, respectively). Similarly, they were described

99 .
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as more proficient in English than were students in the other two classes.

Sixty percent reportedly could speak it "very weIli" and 50% and 30%; respec-

tively, could read and write it "pretty well." There were those; however; who

Could hardly perform any of these skills (20%, 30%, and 30%, respectively).

The teacher for the youngest group used it during Science for 61

75 minutes. He/she chose to read the "Green Velvet Princess" story because it

was "easier and organized enough for me to want to use it in a lesson," and

translated a few words. In the 5th-grade class it was used by the bilingual

specialist for Spanish reading. More than 90 minutes were spent on five of

the articles, but none were read by the teacher nor any of the words translated.

It was also used during Reading period for the 6th-grade group; with 46 to 60

A

minutes spent on the "Sea Poems" and "Ranger Rick and His Friends" story. The

students read these articles by themselves with no translation by the teacher.

None of the teachers used the Act--i-va-ty_Gulde, but one requested that it be

revised to pertain more to indoor class activities.

All three teachers said they liked best the photographs; one also men-

tioned the articles; The teacher for the youngest group liked least the

difficulty level and recommended that the magazine be made easier. One of

the other teachers mentioned the scientific vocabulary and the third commented

that some translations of names seemed awkward (e.g.i Dinosaurios.jiM) but

neither of these teachers recommended any changes. In rating the various

magazine features; they all stated the vocabulary was too difficult and rated

it as "very" or "somewhat inappropriate." The games also were viewed by two

of the teachers as "somewhat inappropriate" ("over their heads"); the third

teacher did not rate them. The story topics were described as too hard and

therefore "somewhat inappropriate" for the youngest group; but the other two
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teachers rated them as appropriate. All rated the pictures as very appro-

priate;"

The students in all three classes were degdribed as actively engaged when

the magazine was used and as liking most the pictures. ("They [the photos]

were easy to look at and pretty"; "The pictures really sparked their interest

to read more about the article.") The 5th-grade teacher also noted that the

students especially liked the "Search for Supersaurus" article as reflected in

their comments. Only the 6th-grade teacher mentioned anything the students

liked least--the vocabulary because it was very difficult for them to read.

FLA./ever; this class was also described as doing further independent reading.

The three teachers all perceived their students as having learned froM the

______-
experience as exemplified by their recall of facts; interest in animal stories,

and the pictures they drew to describe a butterfly's life cycle.

Two teachers described Ranger Rick "somewhat different" from the stu-

dents' usual instructional material; one beCAUSe it "dealt with specifics and

we work with generalizations in nature," and the other because "we have a need

for supplementary reading material in Spanish, Science; and Social Studies."

The third teacher did not respond to thiS item. Although the English edition

of Ranger Rick was in the school being used in the primary grades and all three

teachers had read it at least several times, with two of them liking it a lot

and one a little, they reported no similar Spanish materials in the schobl. In

response to the generally favorable reaction they and their studentS had to

this Spanish edition of Ranger Rick they all recommended its future use at

several grade levels in different subject areas. Their respdhSeS varied, how-

eVer; in part apparently due to the different age levels and subjects taught;

The teacher for the youngest group recommended it be used for Language Arts and

=
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reading Spanish in grades 2 through 4; the 5th-grade teacher recommended it for

4ththrough 6th-grade Language Artsj Spanish; and Science classes; and the

6th-grade teacher recommended it be used with 6th-, 7th-, and 8th-grade students

in Language Arts and Science. In describing its potential educational value;

they commented: "This is great; but very difficult; If you make it easier; I

can use it the bilingual program"; "I would like to have copies each month";

and "It is a high quality; high interest magazine with intellectual content

that can be used to develop the reading and thinking skills of the students.

It can provide supplementary reading and science for bilingual programs."

The bilingual teacher in the other participating Long Beach elementary

school described a different student population. Only 25% to 40% of the stu-

dents in this combined 4th and 5th grade were Hispanic and spoke Spanish in

their homes. Fifty percent were described as speaking Spanish "very well;"

but only 25% as reading and writing it that well. Although 40% were rated as

speaking, reading; and writing English "very well," another 30% could perform

these skills "hardly at all." This teacher used Rang -r- -ii -_k_ during Language

Artsj Science; and Spanish with monolingual Spanish students to read on their

own. Five articles were used over several periods comprising more than 90

minutes; no translation was done. This teacher; too; did not use the Activity

Guide, but he/she suggested that some activities be included that children

could do independently in the classroom;

This teacher was very enthusiastic about the magazine and liked most that

it provided good material for monolingual Spanish children. There was nothing

he/she liked least, and no changes were suggested. With the exception of the

games which were rated as "somewhat inappropriate," the other features were

rated as "very appropriate." The students also were described as liking the
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magazine. They reportedly were actively engaged when it was used and appeared

to like the stories and pictures best; ("I saw students reading the stories

and smiling at the pictures.") The teacher said he/she did not know what they

might have liked least; The students' recall of facts also provided evidence

to the teacher that they had learned from the magazine.

The teacher viewed the magazine as "very different" from the students' reg-

ular school materials since it provided good science material. Although the

English edition of Rangar-Rick_ was available in the libraryi'he/she had not

read it and liked the present issue a lot; "especially since it's in Spanish."

Given the lack of similar Spanish materials in the school and the enthusiasm

for the Spanish edition of Ranger Rick, this teacher strongly recommended its

future use in 4th-; 5th -; and 6th-grade Language Arts; Science, and Spanish

classes; He/she viewed its potential educational value as excellent because

monolingual Spanish students need good reading and science materials ("There

is a very limited amount of such materials (especially science) for the new

arriving students in upper grades"). The teacher's enthusiasm for the magazine

also was evidenced in the comments made at the completion of the questionnaire.

Not only did he/she wish to order a :....abg-ataption for the class; but volunteered

any further help we might need from a bilingual classroom.

For the Mexican American students and their teachers in this urban Cali-

fornia community, the Spanish edition of Ranger Rick was not only generally

enjoyed,but apparently helped serve a definite need for appropriate science

materials while providing useful supplementary material for other subject

areas. The large differences in Spanish literacy, however; suggested the need

for a broader range of vocabulary level in future issues. A similar greater

breadth in the complexity of story topics and activities also was suggested.
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Los Angeles. Three Los Angeles schools participated in the study: two

elethettaty SChdOlt and one junior high school. Although site visits were made

to all three schools; responses to the questionnaires were obtained from only

one school. This school; an elementary school in the northeast area of Los

Angeles; at the time of the study served 890 students in kindergarten through

6th grade, 87% of whom were Hispanic. Although no statistics were ptoVided on

their families' socioeconomic backgrounds, the principal had noted during the

site visit that there is considerable transiency among the school population

since this neighborhood is a "stopping off" place for many arrivals to Los

Angeles. Students were described as performing one-half to one grade level

lower than their expected grade level on standardized reading achievement tests;

TwO classes Participated: one a 4th-grade class with 20 students and the

other a 5th-grade claSS with 23. There were more girls in both classes (53%

of those in the total sample who identified their sex were girls and 44% were

boys). Only two students; both 5th graders; had seen the English edition of

Ranger Rick before. Both said they saw it in school, but they did not indicate

their frequency of use or whether they liked it All but two students reported

speaking Spanisn in their homes, but only 28% described themselves as reading

Spanish "very well"; 35% said they read it "pretty well," 23% "a little bit,"

and 14% "not at all." Although 63% stated that the Spanish in the magazine

was "easy," 26% found it difficult, and 12% said it was "neither easy nor

difficult;" Despite these similar patterns in both classes, in one class (the

5th grade) the teacher read the stories to the students, and in the other one

he/She did not. In both classes, the teacher translated at least some of the

words; the 4th grade repotted their teacher translated most of the words,

whereas the 5th-grade class gave varied amounts, with most responding that

only a few words had been translated.
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_ ____
Only three students in the sample said they did any further activities in

school; and they did not elaborate further. Similarly, feW students (six 5th

graders) reported doing any further work outside school, but with the exception

of two students, no further specification was provided. One of these two

students referred to the dinosaur story and the other described the experience

of seeing a fox in the mountains near his house. Eleven students; or 26% of

the total sample, said they discussed the magazine with families and/or friends.

The most frequently mentioned articles were the dinosaur and the "Green Velvet

Princess" stories.

When asked what they had learned; all the 4th graders provided story

facts, whereas the 5thgrade group mentioned learning about solar energy and

scientific methods. Several in this 5thgrade group, however, said they had

Yearned nothing; When asked what they liked most, the articles on solar energy;

and the "Search for Supersaurus" and "Green Velvet Printess" stories were men

tioned most (by 37 %, 26 %, and 16% of the total sample, respectively); the "Search

for Supersaurus" and "Green Velvet Princess" tallies, however; were due to the

4th grade only, whereas solar energy was a favorite topic in both classes;

Again there were several 5th graders who expressed negative reactions to the

magazine by saying they liked nothing. When Asked what they liked least, the

din-OS-auk Story was the only one mentioned more than twice--by 7 students, or

16% Of the sample, with six of the seven from the 4th grade. In general, few

student; responded to thiS item, and eight 5thgrade students said they liked

everything.

In ranking the various features of the magazine, only pictures and stories

received a majority of "like" responses (67% and 53%, respectively), followed

by vocabulary (44%), variety (42%), and games (21%). The low ratings are due
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in part to the fact that for this item and those following many of the 5th-grade

students did not respond; but we do not know if this was due to disinterest;

difficulty in understanding the directions for the item, insufficient time;

and/or other factors. With the exception of the games; the majority of the

4th graders liked the various features; 14 of them (70%), however; rated the

games as "neither liked nor disliked." The fact that the magazine was in

Spanish and that some pictures were drawings and some photographs were the two

most frequently mentioned differences (49% and 40% overall) when comparing the

magazine with their usuri school materials, but again, these results are due

to the 4th-grade responses. All 4th graders mentioned the magazine being in

Spanish and 17 commented on the pictures. The 5th graders gave only six respon-

ses, including three vague replies such as "it's different in other things" or

"in everything."

The overall percentage describing the students' desire to continue

receiving the magazine (63%) is also misleading due to the fact that less than

half of the 5th-grade class responded to this item; Nineteen of the 20 4th-

grade students said "yes "; and one said he/she "did not care "; whereas eight

5th graders said "yes"i one said "noes and one said "don't care "; and the

remaining 13 students did not respond to the item. The 4th-grade students

expressed a strong preference for receiving the magazine in both English and

Spanish (11 vs. 4 for Spanish only and 3 for English only). Only five 5th

graders specified any preference; three favored a Spanish edition; two an

English edition, and one dEsired having both English and Spanish editions

available. The majority of 4th graders preferred to use it in school rather

than at home (15 vs. 8), whereas approximately an equal number of those 5th

graders responding desired to use it in each place (5 vsi. 4).

10
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Only in students (21%); eight of them 4th graders; said they would like

to see any changes made in the magazine. Seven mentioned specific articles

(three each the dinosaur and "Green Velvet Princess" stories and one the "April

Foolers" feature) and one gave a vague response; the one 5th-grade student who

expressed a desire for change requested "some fun things to do." In addition,

all elementary school grade levels were recommended for future use of the

magazine by at least someone in both classes; The 4th grade liSted the 3rd

grade most (95%) and next the 5th grade (75%). The seven 5th graders who

responded to thiS item gave five votes each for the 1st; 2ndi 3rd; and 5th

grade; four votes for the 6th grade; and two to three votes for each of the

Other gtAdos; Only one student; a 5th grader; commented further after complet-

ihg the questionnaire. That student said, "It's educational and tells of many

things such as solar energy."

Both class teachers completed the Teacher Questionnaire; The 4th-grade

teacher; however; omitted a number Of items; including those describing the

students' competencies in Spanish and Ehgligh Although in both classes over

86% of the students were Hispanic and were described as speaking Spanish at

_

home; only 41% to 55% of the 5th-grade class were described as being in a

bilingual or ESL program. Most of the 5th-grade students were deSeribed as

speakihg, reading, and writing Spanish "pretty well (80%, 55 %, and 50%, respec-

tiVely); with another 15% and 10% each rated as speaking; reading; and writing

it "very well." In contrast to the majority of students in many of the other

study sites, these students could also speaki read; and write English at least

"pretty well." Forty percent were described as speaking English "very well;"

And an additional 35% "pretty well"; 50% of theM were rated as reading and

writing it "pretty well" and an additibilal 10% "very well;"
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Both classes used the magazine during Science period, the 4th-grade class

for an unspecified amount of time, and the 5th-grade class for 45 to 60 minutes.

In the 4th-grade class, the teacher used the "Search for Supersaurus," "Back-

yard Dinosaurs?j" and "Green Velvet Princess" stories, and although he/she

translated most of the words, none of the stories were read to the students.

The 5th-grade teacher read eight articles he/she thought would interest the

students. Neither teacher used the Activity Guide, although the 5th-grade

teacher noted he/she had tried to and desired the inclusion of more specific

questions about the articles.

These teachers differed crnsiderably in their reaction to the magazine.

The 4th-grade teacher perceived the various features as "appropriate" and liked

most the variety; interest level; and activities and liked least the fact that

some words were difficult; The 5th-grade teacher did not respond to what was

liked most or least; but rated the vocabulary and games as "somewhat inappro-

priate" and difficult and the topics and pictures as "appropriate." Neither one

recommended changes when first asked, but the 4th-grade teacher later commented

that he/she would like the magazine to be bilingual.

Both teachers described their students as actively engaged while the maga-

zine was being used. The 4th-grade students were described as liking the

pictures most ("they kept wandering through the book"). The 5th-grade students

reportedly liked the dinosaurs most. Neither group was described as liking

anything least. Although the 4th-grade teacher felt the students had learned

as indicated by their recall of facts, the 5th-grade teacher responded that

he/she did not know;

The 4th-grade teacher perceived the Spanish edition of Ranger Rick as "very

different" since it presented information in a relaxed, story-like matter,
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whereas the 5th-grade teacher perceived it as "somewhat different" by providing

enrichment. Although both reported there were no similar Spanish materials in

the school (nor an English edition of the magazine); their experiences With

the present issue led to very different recommendations. The 4th-grade teacher

recommended its continued use in 3rd through 6th grade in LahgUage Arts; Science;

and Spanish; whereaS the 5th-grade teacher did not recommend its continued use.

The 4th-grade teacher perceived the potential value of a SpaniSh edition for

bilingual classes -- "Great for science; reading; and quiet reading." He/she also

felt the pictures would be useful for ESL students. The 5th-grade teacher;

hOWeVer, felt that the magazine would need to be simplified "because of the

limited experiences of the students in the class."

These findings from both the Student and Teacher Questionnaires exemplify

the variability in responses that can occur both within and between claSSeS in

the same school. The extent to which they result from differences in Students'

and/or teachers attitudes; skillS; and prior experiences is unknown. The

site visit report from this school elaborated on these differences and provided

some insight into poSSible causes.

Upon arriving at thiS school in northeast Los Angeles I fifSt met With the

principal; he had expressed much interest in the Spanish Ranter Rick issue and

in my visiting the school; We discussed the school population and bilingual

program. The school is 85% Hispanic; with 250 of the 900 Hispanic students

classified as having limited English proficiency. Although there are five

bilingual classes at the Kindergarten level, by sixth grade there is only one.

(There are also bilingual Chinese classes.) There is considerable transiency

among the school population since this neighborhood is a first "stopping off"

place for many arrivals to Los Angeles. The school building is an old one and
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overcrowded. Unlike many other schools in the Los Angeles area which have

decreasing enrollments, the enrollment at this school has increased, and stu-

dents are on a double shift.

The principal then showed me the locations of the two bilingual classes

participating in the study, one a 5th grade on the second floor and the other

a 4th grade located in an adjacent bungalow unit. Both teachers had been

alerted to my visit. I first visited the 5th-grade classroom. Immediately

upon entering the room the teacher; a middle-aged Anglo woman; took me aside

to tell me she did not like using the magazine and that it was of little

interest to the students in her class; She pointed out that most of the stu-

dents in this class were at a 3rd-grade reading level and the magazine was

more appropriate for other students; Although there is an aide who visits the

class to speak Spanish for those who need it, she was not present at this

time. The teacher then motioned me to one of the four tables in the room

where I could sit with a group of seven students. The students, five girls

and two boys, were noncommunicative at first, but slowly became more attentive

and interested in my questions. Several boys from another table joined our

group, and students at other tables stopped their work to add comments to what

was being said. Most of the students reported they liked the magazine and had

looked at a number of different parts, but little enthusiasm was expressed.

One girl, who reportedly had recently arrived from Puerto Rico, said she liked

the magazine very much and had read all of it; Several students found the

drawings somewhat "strange" (funny) and one girl was emphatic in her dislike.

("I can't read Spanish.") When asked whether they preferred to have the maga-

zine in Spanish or English, the majority said they preferred it in English.

When asked why, one girl said,"because English is more good." Another desired

change was the inclusion of pictures of teachers and classes.
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I next visited the fOurth-grade bilingual class. The teacher WAS A young,

friendly; Hispanic woman. She was very enthusiastic about the magazine and

described those parts that had been used so far. She was nattitulativ enthusi-

astic about the story of the caterpillar turning into a butterfly. The maga-

zines were Lept on the cla room shelf because she thought they would be "gremf"

to use throughout the year; She also described how the questionnaires had been

administered; She had presented each question in both English and Spanish,

making sure the students understood it, but emphasizing they were to answer

whatever they wished; The students thOught it was a test and said they liked

it "because it was easy." The teacher noted that the vocabulary level was a

little difficult; but mainly because the student;; were used to more colloquial

Spanish; Also, a few studentS could not read Spanish; For these students,

had translated the ideas and then let them use the mnazine as they cou] d.

The teacher expressed her belief in the importance of having the studentS

maintain their Spanish Skills, and both Spanish and English are used on A

regular basis for inStruction.

We then joined a table Of eight girls to discuss their reactions to the

Spanish Ranger Rick issue. The girls appeared shy; with many SMileS and gig-

gles. With encouragement from the teacher; they became more verbal. They

expressed considerable enjoyment with the magazine, both for its stories and

pictures, and were pleased to have it in Spanish. None, however; reported

showing it or discussing it with their parents. FollOWing this discussion the

teacher elaborated further on reactions to the magazine. She noted that some

students express a preference for English because their parents stress the

importance of having them learn English. As one parent told her, "Just tell me

if she doesn't do her English, and I'll get on her case." Thus thig teAcher



predieted mixed parental reactions to having r, Spanish magazine in the classroom.

As for herself, she feels such materials are very important and needed. Also,

she would like to have the magazine in both English and Spanish so that she

could compare words and show students how words are not translated literally.

Upon returning to the school office, the principal brought me to an

adjacent room to meet the bilingual coordinator. After thanking her for her

assistance in coordinating the distribution and use of the study materials, we

discussed her reactions to the magazine. She was very enthusiastic, saying

she loved the magazine with its variety of stories and excellent photographs.

She thought the vocabulary level was satisfactory, as she felt it important to

challenge the students. She preferred, however, that the magazine be in both

Spanish and English--in successive sections, not side by side. In commenting

on the classes I visited, she noted that the 5th-grade students were at or above

grade level in Spanish, but that the teacher probably had difficulty reading the

magazine. The "Puerto Rican" girl in that class who was so enthusiastic about

the magazine had newly arrived from Cuba; her parents both had scholarships for

graduate study at UCLA. The coordinator also noted that the teacher for the

6th-grade bilingual class at the last moment did not use the materials. I ex-

plained that the teacher could still participate in the study if she wished, or

if not, could distribute the magazines to the students rather than returning

them. I then returned to the principal's office to express my appreciation for

a very pleasant and informative visit; and he arranged for a cab to take me to

my next appointment.

Despite the predominant enthusiastic acceptance of the new Spanish Ranger

Rirk materials at this school, my visit pointed out the important interaction

between instructional materials and teacher behaviors. These materials are not
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"teathet-proof"; The contrasting classroom experiences demonstrated the impor-

taut influence teacher attitudes and teacher-student interactions have on

students' attitudes and behaviors

Following a 15-minute cab ride from (deleted), I arrived midmorning

(deleted) Elementary School in the Highland Park area of north LOS Angeles to

meet with the bilingual coordinator; We discussed the Spanish Ranger Rick Maga-

zine in the waiting area of the school office. She was very enthusiastic about

this experimental issue. "I loved it, but then I love Ranger Rick anyway."

She commented on how good it was to have Spanish materials in a format students

were used to and favored. "We usually have newspaper print in only black and

white... The English materials have-all-the_meat_things=neat_pictures, neat

stories, and there are no science materials in Spanish."

Sinte the 4th-grade class had not completed the questionnaire, the coordi-

nator had arranged for me to meet with the combined 5th- and 6th-grade level

bilingual class. A student was summoned to the office to bring me to the

classroom; which was located on the second floor, *Upon arriving thelc; the.

teacher; a young Black female; welcomed me and returned to her desk. I then

introduced myself to the students and briefly explained the purpose of the

study; After showing them a copy of the magazine to refresh their memories, I

asked for their comments and reactions. There were approximately 25 students

present, most of whom appeared Hispanic, sitting at lined-up deskS. When I

entered the classroom, they Were doing seat vork. After a slow beginning,

an increasing number of students responded. Their reactions were generally

favorable. They were Very definite about wanting more issues and expressed

the hope they would come soon. In general, they reported having no difficulty

With the vocabulary or with reading the magazine. No changes were suggested.
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Ofte.boy; however; wanted to know more about how they got the bones depicted in

the magazine and how they made the various photos. Later the teacher reiterated

how much the students had enjoyed the magazine and expressed how much She liked

it; "We just don't have anything like it." She noted that she does not know

much Spanish; but she has an aide who translated for the student-S. The aide was

not present during thy visit. Upon leaving I again expressed my thanks to the

bilingual coordinatOr for the school's assistance.

Since (deleted) Junior High School is only a block frOfti thit elementary

school; T was able tb wan there .inunediately following thy ViMt to meet with

tin, English department chairman who coordinated the study ifi this school;

During lunCh in the Staff cafeteria he introduced me 65 several of the teachers

participating it the study and we then discussed the SChbOl and plans for my

visit. This junior high school is a large two=StOt9 building with several

wings and with a large outdoor play arp;I. It serves approximate3y 1;800 stu-

dents; of whom 60% to 65% are Higpanic; There is an increasing number of Asian

students attending the school; many of whom have limited EngliSh

I first met with One of Mr. 's English classes. There were 19

8th-grade students present, evenly divided by sex. Since thiS was a regular

class; with no previous use of Spanish materials; the teacher had used the

period devoted to the Spanish Ranger Rick issue as an opportunity to compare

Spanish and English words as a tool to better understanding the English

language. He joined me in asking the students abbUt their reactions to the

magazine, and we had a very openi relaxed discussion; When the students were

asked if they thought it "wierd" to be given Spanish in an English class; they

gave a few affirmative nods; but then generally agreed it was fun. Dui-ihg the

program class Mr; (deleted) had pointed out how they could sound, out the
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Spanish, and in so doing understand even if they werenot used to reading

Spanish. When he asked an Asian girl, who he described as just beginning t

learn Spanish, what her reactions to the magazine had been, she said she liked

it very much and had found it a helpful addition to her Spanish studies. After-

wards Mr. (deleted) again expressed pleasure in using the magazine (although

he was concerned that he didn't do it "right") and repeated how much the

students had appeared to enjoy it.

I next visited an ESL Math skills class that had recently used the maga-

zine. The teacher was a young Hispanic male. Apptoximately half the class of

24 students were Asian, and most were males. There was much commotion in the

halls as students changed periods, and prior to the start of the class the

teacher was overheard giving many sharp reprimands and warnings hiS departing

and entering classes. After checking attendance, he introduced me and my

purpose for being there. It was difficult, however, to get the students to

give more than monosyllabic responses. Although the students said they liked

the magazine, few specifics were given. When I pointed to various sections of

the magazine they showed familiarity and some nonverbal signs of interest, but

most of the time they focused on the teacher, possibly seeking clues for

responding. The students had difficulty identifying the picture on page two;

the teacher thought it was a camel. Later, when I talked to the teacher, he

explained he had just handed the magazines out for the students to use as they

wished. Although ihe teacher liked some of the stories, especially the solar

energy one, he said he would prefer having the magazine available in bOth

English and Spanish so as to be able to use it with all of his students who,

at present, only share their common limited English proficiency.
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Unfortunately; there was insufficient time for observing a class, since

it was located in a distant auxillary building. Instead, I met with a former

ESL teacher during one of her conference periods. ThiS teacher; a young Anglo

woman; had used the magazine during the Asian NeW Year when the Asian students

were absent. She had the students read in Spanish and she did also; saying;

"Let's see how good I am in Spanish," with the students correcting her pro-

nounciation as needed. She reported having mixed feelings about using the

magazine; although she noted that the students enjoyed it; As she explained;

"Our push here is to get them to know English so they can compete." Neverthe=

less; she reported that the stories had stimulated a "wonderful" discuSSibn

Abibut the origin of man from both religious and scientific points Of view; and

that she had been surprised at the students' level of sophistication.

Upon returning to the school office I met the principal; and okpresse:i my

appreciation for his and the staff's assistance. Prior to my departure I was

introduced to another ESL teacher. Since there were so many Vietnamese students

in her class she had used the Spanish Ranger Rick magazine as supplementary

material; as a reward for finishing work. She reported that the students had

liked it very much. We push so much English, they rarely get Spanish;" As

for herself; she thought the magazine was excellent --"good translation; good

pictures; good stories."

Thus; as indicated by the questionnaire responses and the site visit

interviews; this Spanish edition of Ramer tick; although generally favorably

received, had mixed reception in this site due to differences in teacher and

Student attitudes and competencies in Spanish and to the difficultieS posed by

bilingual classes that comprise students of different ethniC groups with only

limited English competency in common. For such classes, both an English and
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Spanish edition seems necessary. The experience in this site also emphasized

the need to recognize that "bilingual" should not be equated with Hispanic.

Despite the large number of Mexican Nationals and Mexican Americans in Los

Angeles, this metropolitan area serves a continuing large immigration of Asian

youth requiring special educational assistance.

San Francisco. Two schools participated in the study from this north

California city, one an elementary school serving students through 5th grade

and the other a junior high school serving 865 students in grades 6 through

The elementary school only sent demographic information on the combined 4th-

and 5th-grade bilingual class participating in the study. Seventy-two percent

of the 25 students in this class were Hispanic. They were described as gener-

ally performing at one or more grade levels below their expected grade level

on standardized reading achievement tests. Their families represented a diverse

array of socioeconomic backgrounds. Although 40% of the students came from

economically disadvantaged families (30% of the household heads were described

as unskilled, nonfarm laborers and 10% as unemployed), other parents had skilled

labor, clerical/sales, or professional/managerial jobs (30%, 20%, and 10%,

respectively). Slightly over a third (35%) of the junior high students were

Hispaui,t, and were described as performing, on the average, one-half to one or

more grade levels below their expected grade level on standardized reading

achievement tests. Most of the Hispanic students were described as coming from

Central America, and although approximately half of them reportedly came from

professional families, it was pointed out that schools in their countries of

origin have been closed so long that most of these students have had no school

for a couple of years. Three bilingual combined classes of 23 to 25 6th-, 7th-,

and 8th-grade students from this junior high school participated in the study.
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The total number of students who responded to the Student Questionnaire

was 96. Twenty==fiVe Of them were in the combined 4th- and 5th-grade eleMentary

school class, and 71 were enrolled in the three combined 6th- through 8th-grade

junior high classes. Males and females were approximately eqUally represented

in the total sample (49% vs; 48%), but there were a few more males in the

younger group (14 vs; ll). Approximately one-fifth of the stiidehtS (19%) had

seen the English edition of Ranger Rick; this was consistent across groups;

Their patterns of use, however; varied. The five elementary school students

were approximately equally divided between seeing it at home or in school and

_

between 2 to 4 or 5 or more times; all reported liking it. Ten of the thirteen

junior high students said they saw it at Sthotil, and 61% said they saw it only

once and liked it. Moreover, 11 of these 13 students came from one class.

Eighty-eight percent of the sample said they spoke Spanish in their hotheS,

but this varied considerably by group (64% vs; 96% for the younger and Older

group, respectively). Nine of the 12 students who said they did not Were ele-

mentary school students. In responding to how well they could read SpahiSh,

41% of the total Sample replied "very well," 39% "pretty well," and 21% "a

little bit"; no bile reported not being able to read it. As might be expected,

A higher percentage of the younger group said they could read it only "a little

bit" (36% VS. 15%); but a slightly higher percentage of the younger group (44%

vs. 39%) also said they could read it "very well." The results were more pre-

dictable when the students responded
_

the difficulty they experienced with

the Spanish in the magazine. Fifty-nine percent said they perceived it as

"easy;" 25% as "neither difficult nor easy,' and 16% as "difficult." TWelVe

of the 15 students who found the Spanish difficult were in the elementary

school (48% vs. 4%). Thus, it is not surprising that the teacher for this com-

bined 4th- and 5th -grade class was described as having read the articles to
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the students. The teacher for one of the junior high school classes and for

39% to 56% of the other two classes reportedly also did so, resulting in 79%

of the total sample who said at least some of the magazine was read to them.

Seventysix percent of the sample also said the teacher translated at least

some of the Spanish; All the elementary school students said "most" of the

words were translated; almost all the junior high students isn one class said

only "a few" words were translated; whereas in another class in which all but

one student said the teacher translated the Sp'anish, the extent varied from

"a few" words to "all", with 57% saying "all." Perhaps in this class individual

help was given to students as they read on their own.

Fortytwo percent of the sample reported they did further magazinerelated

activities in school, but this was primarily due to the 25 elementary school

students, all of whom said they had; Only 15 of the junior high students said

"yes," and nine of these were from one class. All the elementary school stu

dents responded that they had used "all the parts" and had done the "mud and

water" experiment. Most of the junior high students (7) mentioned the dinosaur

article, but several other stories were mentioned also; the most common activity

reported was writing story outlines.

Many fewer students (12%) said they did any further activities outside of

school; All 12 students who raid they had were in the junior high school; and

they were approximately equally divided among the three classes. Responses were

highly individualized; no more than two students across classes said they used

the same article or did the same thing; These responses included reading more

stories, reviewing questions for a test, discussing the magazine with their

family, building a dinosaur model, and reading other books about the animals.

Thirtyfive percent of the students said they discussed the magazine with

;-;
their families and/or friends. This ranged from 25% of the elementary school
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students to 39% to 65% of the students in the three junior high classes. The

dinosaur and hedgehogs stories were mentioned most (by 14% and 12%,

junior

respec-

tively, of the total sample), but this was primarily due to the fact that they

were the only two stories mentioned by the unior high class that had the most

students who said they discussed the magazine. The next most frequently Men-

tioned articles ("Search for Supersaurus" and "April Foolers") were listed by

only three students each.

When asked what they had learned, various story facts were given by the

largest percentage of students (39%); learning about nature and /or animals was

the next most common response (28%), followed by science topics and story titles

(20% each). As might be expected, a greater percentage of the older than the

younger students listed story facts (44% vs. 24%), whereas a greater percentage

of the younger students gave the more general response that they had "learned

about animals' (44% vs. 23%). In contrast to the general findings in other sites,

references to conservation topics were made almost solely by the younger group

(48% vs. 1%). The students who gave this response, however, primarily referred

only to the topic of solar heating and did not elaborate further. Also, the two

most frequent responses by the younger group concerned learning about science

topics, such as fossils and diatoms, and Spanish (52% each); only 8% and 1% of

the older students, respectively, gave responses in these categories. The only

other category of response used by more than 4% of either group was the one for

vague or miscellaneous responses. This category was used by 39% of the sample

(24% of the younger group and 17% of the older group). Mot::: of the responses

were vague ones such as (1 learned about) "dinosaurs;" "important things;" or

"a lot"; a few older students said they learned "nothing." Further examination

the class data indicated that in contrast to the usual finding, almost all
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the 4th- and 5th-grade students listed a variety of topics (e.g., "Spanish

WetdS, solar heating, fossils; diatoms, and possum playing dead"); whereas the

Older students generally gave single and often common responses. For example;

most of the specific story facts referred to only one or two facts about the

dinosaurs or hedgehogs (such aS dinosaurs being cold- or warm -blooded).

Some of the actual responses exemplify better the variety of things stu-

dents felt they had learned. One elementary student commented: (I learned) "the

things that I never heard and other important things and the things my parents

showed me that I never saw before and how to write more Spanish and talk more

good Spanish." Some junior high students responded: "I learned lots of impor-

tant things I didn't know. Many secrets of nature. I don't know the number

of good thingS I learned"; "You learn maybe what you don't know and you learn

more to read in Spanish if you don't know how to read and how t0 translate in

EngliSh"; I learned to read better "; ; I learned the ability animals have "; and

"I learned some poems; also about hedgehogs and a lot more about nature."

When asked to list what they liked most in the magazine, "Ranger Rick

and His Friends;" Search for Supersaurusi" "Backyard Dinosaurs? and the maga-

zine's variety were mentioned Pi-6-st often (by 20%, 17%, 16%, and 14% of the total

sample; respectively). The rankings within the two grade level groups varied

considerably, however. In the combined 4th- and 5th-grade class, 14 of the

students (56%) listed "Ranger Rick and His Friends"; the next most frequent

article or feature mentioned was the "Sea Poems" and the "Green Velvet PrinCesS"

story; but both were listed by only three students. In contrast) "Search for

SupersaukUS)" "Backyard Dinosaurs?;" the variety) and the hedgehogs story were

the four responses given most often by the older group (21%) 20%, 18 %; and 14%;

reSpettively); There also was a greater variety of responses in each of the
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junior high classes, with stories, pictures; and the activities mentioned by

7% or more of these students.

Many fewer students listed anything they liked least. In fact, 36 of

thet said they liked everything; including at least half the students in two

Of the junior high classes; The two articles mentioned most overall were the

hedgehogs story and "April Foolers" feature (by 10% and 9%, respectively). In

examining the class data; approximately a quarter (24%) of the combined 4th

and 5thgrade class listed the hedgehogs story, whereas only four StUdentS or

11%) in the three junior high classes did. More of the younger StUdentS also

mentioned the two dinosaur stories. On the other hand, the "April Foolers"

feature was listed by only one elementary student, but by eight junior high

students (six of whom were in the same class and referred specifically to the

dog killing the possut). Further examination of other specific responses

revealed that the same article was considered liked and disliked (even by

the sate individual) because of some specific section or story detail. For

example, although many students said they liked the dinosaur article, a few

students responded they did not like what was told about birds possibly being

dinoSaurs long ago. As can be seen, however, the actual number of studentS

using any single specific response category was extremely small; none were

mentioned by more than eight students. AIso, the category for vague or miS=

cellaneous answers was predominantly comprised of the reply, "I liked every

thing" (36 of 42 responses). Four of the elementary school students referred

not to the magazine but to the questions the teacher put on the board, and

one of the older students mentioned the outline he/she had to prepare.

Similarly, the majority of students rated the various magazine features

as "liked." The stories received the most "like" ratings (80%), followed by
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the pictures (75%), games (73%), variety (59 %), and vocabulary (58%). Although

overall vocabulary, variety, and games received the most "dislike" ratings (7%

each), vocabulary and variety received many more neutral "did not like nor

dislike" ratings (28% and 24% vs. 11%, respectively). In examining the class

data, it was found that preference rankings and the number. of "dislike" ratings

differed by SCh661 and by class. Almost all the 4th and 5th graders liked the

games and pictures, followed by the stories and variety; less than half (11 or

44%) liked the vocabulary; and an additional 11 students said they "neither

liked nor digliked it." Among the junior high classes; in one class of 25

students at least 19 said they "liked everything" Games, which received the

fewest (19) "like" ratings, also received four of the five "diSlike" ratings.

In the two other classes; both with 23 students, the variety received the 16Weet

number of "like" ratings (with vocabulary next lowest), but the students in

the one class gave only two "dislike" ratings (one each for games and pictures);

whereas the other class gave 14 "dislike" ratings (four each for vocabulary

and variety, and two each for stories, games, and pictures).

The students were asked to describe in what ways, if any; this issue of

Ranger Rick differed from their usual school materials. The most frequent

responses giVen overall referred to the number and quality of the pictures

(22%), the content on animals and nature (20%), the amount of information pre-

sented (16%), the inclusion of games and activities (14%), and the teaching of

science (11%). With the exception of the reference to science (which was made

by only one student), these also were the differences most noted by the 4th

and 5th graders. The inclusion of science topics was mentioned most by the

junior high students (but essentially by only one class); with statements that

"they enjoyed it more" and "it was better prepared" the second and third moat
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frequent responses. These were followed by the features mentioned previously

for the total sample; Moreover, the older students gave a greater variety of

responses and pointed out that this issue of Ranger Rick was in Spanish, was

more interesting and entertaining, had different stories, greater variety, And

was more attractive and easier. Twenty-eight percent of them also gave vague

or "other"'responses (as contrasted with none for the 4th and 5th gtedet§).

Eleven of these 20 responses were "I don't know."

Again, the students' own responses may be more valuable in helping the

reader understand these findings. Some of the comments made by students in

the different classes were as follows: "It has more pictures, learned more

about animals, and it has activities and experiments to do"; "Because it's in

Spanish and easier to learn"; "I think it's more important than other books

A156-,It the same type of things" "It's different because it's more fun and at

the same time you learn easier lots of things"; "It talks of science. Its

different, it's a good magazine -well made and very pretty"; "It's the best

Spanish magazine; It has better pictures"; "Explains a lot of things of Many

years ago. Stories are very interesting and very attractive!"; "This is my

first magazine in Spanish"; "Puzzles, games, photographs, and articles "; "That

it has things I didn't know and with this magazine I learned about Science";

and "I can't tell you because I don't have nature here."

Given the generally favorable responses of the students, it is not Sur-

prising that 80% said they wanted to continue reading it. Although a majority

of students in every class said "yes," a higher percentage of the elementary

school did so than the junior high students (92% vs. 76%). All the students

in one junior high class responded "yes," but only 57% and 69% of the other

two classes did; and five to seven students in both these classes said "no" or
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"I don't care." Forty-seven percent of the students said they preferred to

r8C8iV8 the magazine in both Spanish and English. This was consistent across

schoOlS, but varied within the junior high school. More students in one of

the combined 6th-, 7th- and 8th-grade classes said they preferred to receive

it in Spanish only. Overall, a Spanish edition was the second; but much less

frequent choice (21%), with an Engligh edition preferred by 15% of the sample.

Examination of the class data, however, revealed differences both within and

across schools. In the elementary school class, students preferred an English

to a Spanish edition (6 vs. 1), as did those in one of the junior high school

classes (6 vs. 2). When asked to state where they preferred to use the maga-

zine, 53% of the sample chose school, 44% home, and 7% also indicated other

places such as the library or the bus. Again; responses varied within and

across schools. More 4th and 5th graders responded home than school (72%

Vs. 56%); the opposite was true for the junior high StUdentS (34% vs; 52 %);

although one clasis was evenly split. Also; many of the younger students said

they wanted to use it in both places. Some students explained their choices

by noting; for example, "In school be-cause you learn what you don't know"; "At

home because I could show it to my parents."

Only 11 students (11% of the total sample) said they would like to see

any changes in future issues. Nine of the eleven were junior high students.

A variety of SuggeStiong were offered; with none mentioned by more than three

students. Included were requests for adding pictures or deleting ugly ones,

changing the Spanish to English; and including more pictures and more stories

on animals. One student suggested that there be Spanish on one side and Eng-

lish on the other for those who did not know Spanish.

In addition to wanting to continue receiving the magazine themselves; at

least six students recommended it be used at every grade level ft-OM kindergarten
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through 8th grade The 5th; 6th; 7th; and 8th grades were recommended by the

most StUdentS 56 %; t`; 4t; and 41t; respectively). Students in the combined

4th- and 5th-grade class chose their grade level most; whereas more students in

611 three combined 6th- through 8th-grade classes recommended that the magazine

be used in 6th grade (perhaps partly due to their reported ease reading it).

Many of the students made additional comments after completing the ques-

nonnaire; Most of them reiterated what they had previously said--what they

had donei learned; enjoyed, and/or would like to have changed; The following

examples from different Classes provide some additional insight into the

students' reactions: "It's a pretty magazine, it is not bad; and you could

understand everything because it is in Spanish"; "The magazine was great and

I think kids from 2nd; 3rd, and 4th grades should read the magazine too";

We (4th graders) had comprehension and we talked about it. It was good because

We learned Spanish even though we did not understand it"; "The stories were

good and I used it everyday"; "First of all I would like it in English. Ond

Month in English and another in Spanish and they also should have animals or

pictures of animals from the zoo"; "I used it to learn. My family read it

too I tried to make the carton dinosaur; but I didn't do it well"; "It's

good teaching; Has a little of everything. It's instructive. I liked

everything and I wish all California and all around the world would have the

opportunity to use it"; "It's very fabulous, especially the diatoms and

investigation of dinosaurs and I like it all very much; especially the science

and I would like a little science fiction"; "Well; I think it's interesting

beC,e it eXPlainS some of the past well in interesting words"; "I liked it

very much. It's beautiful "; "I think this is a very interesting magazine.

learned a lot about nature and I had a chance to get a better vocabulary. I
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also learned plenty from the scientific descriptions as appeared on page 5 about

dinosaurs and other things"; "I think this magazine is good because I learned

many things. I used it to learn zoology, archeology; and to read better in

Spanish"; and "I like this magazine. Ranger Rick because it is very interesting

such as the story about Supersaurus. It's very nice, but to believe what you

wrote I need more evidence. My name is (deleted) and if you have any proof

to make me believe your story, I will wait for your answer. My address is

(deleted)."

School Questionnaires were completed by teachers in both schools. One

the teachers had participated in the study, the other was also a curriculum
k),

coordinator and counselor; Although the English edition of Ranger Rick was

reportedly not available in either school, the one teacher had read it numerous

times at home and liked it a lot. Both were enthusiastic about the present

Spanish edition. The one teacher said he/she liked all the various features

very much; the other also liked the variety, pictures, and interest level of

-.
the stories very much; and liked the vocabulary and games orly a little less.

When asked what they liked most; one indicated the story topics because they

were of high interest to the students and the other especially liked the

Teacher Guide because it was helpful. What they liked least was that "the

vocabulary was a little too difficult" and "there were no questions at ends

of stories." Consequently, the one teacher recommended that in future issues

the Spanish vocabulary be easier (and later commented that there be two edi

tions), and the other teacher recommended that questions or activities be added

at the end of each story. One of the teachers also had discussed the magazine

with students and reported that they; too; had enjoyed it.

Although there reportedly were no similar Spanish materials in the elemen

tary school; the junior high school respondent referred to El Sol. In comparing
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Ranger Rick with El Sol, he/she replied that this issue of Rang` Risk was very

appealing; provided more information in a more attractive pay; but added that

maybe it was too expensive in these days of cutbackS.

It is not surprising, given their enthusiastic response to the magazine,

that bdth staff members recommended its continued use in their schools. The

eleMentary schOol teacher recommended it for grades 4 and 5 in Language Arts,

Stiente, and Spanish; the junior high school teacher recommended it for grade6

6 through 8 in Spanish and Social Studies. Both respondents endorsed the thaga

iihe'a edUdational value ("much value- -high interest"; "adds information and

koot4letigo in other than a textbook context"). They also concurred that it was

potentially useful for bilingual programs: "Excellenttopics appeal to most

thildteh whether immigrants or long time in the United Statest; "It can be

.

used in a variety of ways in a social studies or science Bilingual class; Can

be very motivating." The one teacher also commented on its potential usefulness

for ESL programs: "Can be used, but only the EngliSh vet-Si-Oh." After completing

the questionnaire, the following comment summed up well both respondents'

reactions--"Very impressive format with a wide range of uses:"

Teacher Questionnaires were completed for three of the four participating

classes. The accompanying Class Transmittal forms suggested, however, that one

teacher was responsible for two of the junior high school groups.

At leaSt 86 of the students in the one participating elementary school

class Were enrolled in a bilingual program; 72% were described as Hispanit,

and 56% to 70% as speaking Spanish in their homes. Their teacher rated 65% of

theth as speaking Spanish "very well (15%) or "pretty well (50%), reading and

writing it "pretty well or "somewhat" (35% and 30%, and 30% And 35%, respec-

tively); 25% of them, however, could speak, read, and write Spanish "hardly at
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inan." They were described as considerably more proficient n English. Eighty

percent were rated as speaking it "very well" (20%) or "pretty well" (60%) and

65% as reading and writing it "very well" (10%) or "pretty well" (50%); only

8% were described as unable to speak English and 10% as unable to read and

write it.

Students in the combined 4th- and 5th-grade class used 11 of the articles

during the more than 90 minutes spent on the magazine in their Spanish class;

The teacher read five of the articles thought to be of most interest to the stu-

dents and translated about half of the words; the Activity Guide was not used.

This teacher enjoyed the magazine, especially the high interest topics, but

found the vocabulary level too difficult and recommended an easier Spanish

edition also be produced. In evaluating the various magazine features, the

story topics and pictures were rated as "very appropriate," the games as "appro-

priate," but again it was noted that the vocabulary was "somewhat inappropriate.

The students reportedly were actively engaged during the magazine's use.

The teacher said they appeared most interested in animals with some mysterious

element such as the dinosaurs, "Ranger Rick's Rare Wonders," and the diatoms; as

well as the fairy-tale quality of the "Green Velvet Pr ncess" story. If there

was anything the students liked least, it may have been the solar heating sec-

tion. ("At first they appeared intimidated by complicated looking schematics

of pipes, etc., but understood it later.") The teacher also nerceived the stu-

dents as having learned from their brief exposure to the magazine as eN idenced

by the fact that most of the students could answer written and oral questions

about articles.

According to the teacher; no similar Spanish materials are available in

this school; nor is there an English edition of Ranger Rick. The teacher,
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however, was familiar with the magazine and had read it at home More than five

times and liked it a lot. The present Spanish issue of Ranger Rick was rased

as "somewhat different" from the students' usual school materials because there

was much More focus on animals and nature than most textbooks. ThiS teacher

felt that the magazine had considerable educational value and "excellent

potential for bilingual programs--topics of high interest to almost all the

students." Thug; he/she recommended a Spanish edition of Ranger Rick for

future use in grades 4 and 5 for Language Arts; Science; and Spanish.

At least 86% of the students in the junior high school classes were

described as Hispanic; as speaking Spanish in their homes, and as enrolled in

the bilingual program; As noted earlier; only two questionnaires were completed

for the three classes; but the Class Transmittal form indicated that data for

the 8th-grade students were included with those for the 7th-grade students.

Both Teacher Questionnaires referred to groups of 6th-; 7th-; and 8th-grade

students. The teachers described the students as speaking Spanish "very

well," reading it "pretty well," and writing it "somewhat." The one class was

deScribed as generally speaking; reading; and writing English "pretty well,"

:

although the teacher commented that it was a "mixed group"; the other class

was rated as performing these skills only "somewhat."

Both classes used the magazine in a bilingual class during Social Studies.

The class transmittal form indicated the third class did so also; The one

class spent more than 90 minutes on three articles; The teacher commented,

"We aren't finished. l chose the articles that had some length to them. The

puzzles and jokes l felt they could do on their own." None of the articles

were read to the students, nor was any of the Spanish translated. Students in

the other class spent 30 to 45 minutes on six articles selected in response
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Student requests and because they seemed related; Although this teacher also

did not read any of the articles; he/she reportedly did translate a feW words.

One teacher used the questions in the Activity Guide to extend discussions and

found it helpful; but suggested that some tests on long articles and some bilin

gual vocabulary guides be added; the other teacher did not use the GUi-de.

Both teachers enjoyed the magazine. When asked what they liked most, they

replied; "The illustrations and the easy to understand texts. It'g a beautiful

looking magazine"; and "The scientific sublett8; the photographs." In commenting

on what they liked least; they said; "Technical words and words for animals

should have English translations even in a Spanish edition since most of them

do not easily translate and a few do not exist in our dictionaries"; and "Some

suggested activities are hard to carry out." Only one teacher suggested any

Changes fbr future issues--"A few mistakes; like in the division of syllables;

perturbed MO. But compared to other materials available; it's excellent."

In rating the various magazine features; both teachers described the pictures

as "Very appropriate," and the vocabulary as "appropriate"; the story topics

were rated as "very appropriate" by one and as "appropriate" by the other, but

the games and activities were described as "very appropriate" by one teacher

and as "somewhat inappropriate" by the other Siiite they were perceived as not

always suitable for class activity.

Both teachers reported that their student6 Were actively engaged when the

_

magazine was used. The one cless was viewed as liking best the photographs;

whereas students in the other class were described as interested most in the

stories; photographs; and games. Neither mentioned anything their students

liked least. ("The students seemed to like all of it.") The one teacher also

noted that the students were engaged in various followup activities homework,
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reading and answering queStions; learning vocabulary--and that both he/she and

the students were engaged in further pleasure reading. Both teachers also

perceived their students as haVing learned from the experience as evidenced by

their recall of facts and further inquiry and by the new information and out-

lining techniques they had acquired.

They reported that there were no similar Spanish materials in the school.

The Ehgliah edition of Rang_er_Rick_ was also unavailable and neither teacher

had seen it before; In comparing the present Spanish edition of Ranger Rick

to their students' usual school materials; one teacher viewed it as "very

slightly different" because "the students have had little prior exposure to

this sort of thing;" and the other rated it as "very different," but did not

elaborate further; Given their very favorable reactions to the magazine and

the lack of comparable materials; they both recommended that it continue to be

used in their school in grades 6 through 8; one suggested it be used in Language

Arts; Science; and Spanish and the other in Language Arts and Social Studies;

They enthusiaatiCally ehdOrSed its educational value: "Gives the bilingual

students a fine resource for a Science component of Social Studies"; and "It's

highly Valuable. It's amazing how many things we found to discuss and explain."

AlSO; they both felt it would be highly valuable for the bilingual program. AS

the one teacher commented; "Excellent range of materials; beautifully presented.

I hope we do get it next year;"

In summary; for this relatively small but diverse sample of northern

California urban elementary and junior high Hispanic students of Mexican and

Central American origini this Spanish edition of Ranger Rick's Nature- Magaz-ine

in general proved to be an enjoyable and instructive experience; The bilingual

teaching staff enthusiastically received the issue as a welcome and needed
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addition to the science materials currently available for these students; for

the 4th- and 5th-grade pupils; however; an edition with simpler vocabulary

was recommended.

San GabrieL. San Gabriel was one of two suburban California sites in

the study. The other, Chuta Vista, which was described earlier, serves stu-

dents near the southwestern border of the state, whereas San Gabriel is a

northeastern suburb of Los Angeles. Two San Gabriel schools participated in

the study, one an elementary school serving kindergarten through 6th-grade stu-

dents and the other an intermediate school serving 700 7th and 8th graders; 40%

of whom were Hisparic. Although no further demographic data were provided for

the elementary school, students in the intermediate school were described as

performing on the average a half to one grade level higher than their expected

grade level on standardized reading achievement tests. No family information

was available from either school, but San Gabriel is generally described as a

somewhat affluent area.

Each school provided one class: a combined 4th- through 6th-grade group

comprising students enrolled in a bilingual, ESL, or transitional program; and

a Spanish for Spanish Speakers class for 7th and 8th graders. The total sample

comprised 40 students, 19 from the combined 4th- through 6th-grade group; and 21

from the combined 7th- and 8th-grade class. According to their teachers; there

were more girls in each class. alle overall percentages from the Student Ques-

tionnaires (48% female vs. 30% male) were inexact given the fact that almost

a third of the combined 7th- and 8th-grade class did not identify their sex.)

Only a fifth of them (8) had seen the English version of Ranger Rick before

either at home or school. Most reported having seen it two to four times and

all but one student reported liking it. Ninety percent stated that they spoke
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Spanish at home, but only 20% said they could read it "very well "; 42% rated

themselves as reading it "pretty well," 28% "a little 1-it ;" and 8% "not at alt."

Almost half of them (45%), however, said that the Spanish in the magazine was

"easy." Thirty-two percent stated it was "neither difficult nor easy" and 22%

Said it was "difficult." These patterns were consistent across schools.

Although the younger class reported that the teacher had read the magazine

to theMi the combined 7th- and 8th-grade class all said "no." Similarly, the

teacher reportedly translated the Spanish for the younger class, but only for

A third of the older group; in both classes most students said only "a few"

words were translated; Only three students said they did further magazine -

related activities school, but only one provided information on what was

done (answering questions). A fpw more (9 in all) reported doing further

activities outside school, with the two 8th graders indicating that they had

studied more about the hedgehogs; only four of the seven younger students

provided specific information (three mentioned using the "Ranger Rick and His

Friends" story and one the dinosaur article, and two said they discussed it

With their MdtherS). Slightly over half of the students (52%) said they

diS6d6Sed the magazine with their families and/or friends; but 16 of the 21

were frOth the younger group. A variety of articles was mentioned, with the

"Backyard Dinosaurs?" article most frequently indicated (by a third of the

group), followed by "Ranger Rick and His Friends" (by 24% of the group).

Most of the students reported learning something from the magazine, but

the older students primarily described specific story facts, WhereaS few of the

younger students did so; with the exception of three younger students who

reported learning new Spanish words, their responses were either vague or

referred to learning in general about animals. In addition to providing many
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specific story facts, the older students also commented on learning the poems,

and about conservation and caring for animals. Two responded that they learned

"Nature is very beautiful" and that "One can do many things in life:"

When asked what they liked most, "Ranger Rick and His Friends" and the

dinOSAiir Articles were mentioned most overall; but the "Ranger Rick and His

Friends" story and the two dinosaur articles were listed most by the younger

61ASS and the "Backyard Dinosaurs?" and "Happy Bee" articles.by the older

students. With the exception of the "Ranger Rick and His Friends" story, no

feat6te received more than four votes; although several of the elementary

Sthbal students said they "liked everything." Many fewer responses were given

by both groups when they were asked what they liked least, with no feature

mentioned more than twice within a class; For the combined sample, "April

Foolers," "hedgehogs," and "dinosaurs" were mentioned moat (three times each);

In rating the various magazine features, the students said they liked most the

stories (80%), next the pictures (72%), then the variety and games (65% each),

and least the vOCAbUlarY (48%). Similar rankings occurred across grade levciSi

but fewer "likes" were expressed by the older class;

In comparing this magazine with their other school materials; the most

common difference noted was the pictures (by 15% of the total sample). Both

claSSeS Stated that it was a good and enjoyable magazine, but otherwise the

two groups focused on different aspects; the younger class commented more on

concrete features such as the use of Spanish, its size, and the presence of

animals and games; whereas the older students referred to the different types

of stories included and to it being more interesting and informative. Only

four students (all from the combined 7th- and 8th-grade class) mentioned de-

sired changes: the poems, confining the issue to nature articles only, using

English, and making it easier.
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ConSiStent With their generally favorable but differential class reactions

to the magazine; 80% said they wanted to continue receiving it; only one of

the younger group and four of the older students said they did not. There

was a predominant preference (42%) for receiving the magazine in both Spanish

and English (although this was true of 52% of the older class and only 32%

of the younger group), with an equal number (8 overall) preferring it in

Spanish only or EngliSh only. The younger students preferred using it at

home, whereas the older students evidenced a slight preference for using it in

school (10 vs. 6 and 9 vs. 8, respectively); At least one student recommended

that the magazine be used at each of the grade levels from kindergarten through

8th grade, but overall the 5th grade was preferred mast (70%), followed by

the 4th, 6th, And 7th grades (50% each); with each of the classes choosing

its own grade level most.

Almost all of the students wrote additional comments at the end of the

questionnaire. Several elementary students just said that they liked the

magazine very much, but others added that it was interesting; fun, had good

stories and photos; was pretty and colorful, and easy to read because of its

letter type and stories. One younger student said; "I liked it very much.

It's good and good feit Spanish kids to learn more:about reading." Amcing the

many favorable comments made by the older students were: "My mother and I

feel it's a good magazine "; "It informs us on animals unknown to us"; "I have

found new words "; and "I think it's fun to read such a good magazine."

School Questionnaires were completed for both schools--by the resource

program teacher in the elementary school and by the principal in the inter-

mediate SCh661. Although the English version of Ranger Rick was in neither

school' both individuals had read it; the one person did not specify further;
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but the other said he/she had read it more than five times at home and liked

It a lot. Both were generally very favorable in their response to this issue;

The elementary school resource teacher liked very much the interest level and

pictures and liked the other features too. The intermediate school principal

liked the pictures and stories very much, but thought the games not r2plicable

and "neither liked nor disliked" the vocabulary. Both liked most the pictures,

but differed in what they liked least. The elementary school staff member

expressed the need for more puzzles and games, whereas the intermediate school

principal referred to the vocabulary used. Also, the former listed no desired

-changes, but the latter requested an easier vocabulary and sentence structure.

The resource teacher had discussed the magazine with the students and

reported that they; too; liked it very much. "The children were very excited

about how the materials were presented and the fExt that they were able to read

and share the contents with their families." In contrast, the intermediate

school principal had not discussed the experience with the students but com-

mented that it was "too difficult for lower levels. Most Mexican students

have trouble with advanced Spanish Structure and vocabulary." It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that these two administrative personnel arrived at different

recommendations. For the intermediate school it was recommended that the

magazine not be used on a regular basis; but perhaps instead be used late in

the program year since there was no bilingual or ESL program per se, but only

a Spanish program in the school. For the elementary school it was enthusias-

tically recommended for 4th through 6th grade in Science and Spanish and was

Viewed as an excellent addition'to the bilingual program. As a final comment

this teacher noted, "I'd like to thank the appropriate person who allowed our

children to experience this magazine."
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TeaCher Questionnaires also were completed for each school--by the bilin-

gual teacher for grades 4 through 6 and by the Language Department Coordinator

in the intermediate school. Although both staff members described their stu-

dents as over 86% Hispanic and speaking Spanish at home; their skills in both

Spanish, and English varied; The younger students were described as speaking

Spanish "very well;" reading it "pretty well," and writing it "somewhat"; in

general they were rated as performing these skills in English "pretty well."

In contrast, although the older students also were rated as speaking Spanish

"very well," they were described as being only "somewhat" able to read and

_ _

write it; their English competencies were even poorer--generally speaking it

"hardly at all and reading and writing it only "somewhat." Both classes had

25% to 40% of the students enrolled in a bilingual or ESL program.

These aifferences in student characteristics undoubtedly accounted in

part for the differences in the nature and extent of the magazine's use in the

two SChckila and in the teachers' final recommendations. In the elementary

school it was used for 30 to 45 minutes during after-school activities; with

the teacher reading the "Search for Supersaurus" article selected by the stu-

dents and translating a few of the words as needed; The older students spent

46 to 60 minutes during their Spanish class "reading" the entire Magatine on

their cwri; no translation was provided.

When these teachers were asked what they liked most, the elementary school

teacher responded, "the whole issue"; the intermediate school teacher said;

"the interesting topics." The former replied "nothing" to what was liked least;

the latter said, "the technical vocabulary." Both, however, viewed the pictures

as "very appropriate" and the vocabulary as "somewhat inappropriate;" The story

topics and games also were rated as "very appropriate" by the elementary school
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teacher and only somewhat less so ("appropriate") by the intermediate school

teacher; Neither teacher had used the Activity Chide not suggested changes for

it or the magazine;

Both teachers described their students as actively engaged when the maga

zine was used. The younger students were described as loving the coloring

used, the presentation of various themes, and the activities; and as disliking

nothihg; the intermediate school teacher provided no information on what the

Older students had liked most or least; Also; the younger students were per

ceived as having learned during the pilot exercise as evidenced by their class

participation anJ recall of facts; whereas the intermediate school teacher did

not know if the students had learned anything.

eitherThe English version of Ranger Rick reportedly was not available in either

school; and neither teacher had seen it before. Both also reported there were

no similar Spanish materials in the school and the present magazine was dif

ferent from the school materials currently being used by their students. The

intermediate school teacher particularly noted that the magazine was "wry

different" beCaUS6 "nature science and live science are not usually taught."

Nevertheless, the very different experiences these teachers had with this

_ _
Spanish_edit ion _led them to very different recommendations. The elementary

school bilingual teacher recommended it for use in 4th through 6th grade in

Lahgtage Arts; Science; and Spanish; whereas the intermediate school Spanish

teacher did not recommend its continued use as he/she "didh't think it can be

used until late in the year." Their comments prOVide further insight into

their conclusions; The elementary school teacher, while noting it was "a

little too sophisticated for the students in this school," thought it was an

"excellent magazine for extra activities and easily coordinated into the
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bilingual reading program." He/she later commented, "I found your magazine to

be very informative, all topics nicely presented, and it kept the interest of

students pretty high." The intermediate school teacher, however, commented,

"They had difficulty reading the technical vocabulary and unusual sentence

structure. My students are predominantly Mexican. Much of the magazine is

Castilian."

. .

Thus, even in a small area serving youths of similar Hispanic origin; the

variations in staff attitudes and experiences and student competencies produced

very different results for the acceptability and use of the present Spanish

edition of Ranger Rick; These data also point out that one cannot assume stu-

dents' Spanish skills by age or grade level nor by their proficiency in one

mode of communication;

Examination of the findings from the seven study sites in California indi-

cated that for this diverse sample of predominantly Mexican American urban;

suburban; small town; and rural 4th- through:8th-grade students with a wide

range of Spanish and English language skills, the pilot use of a Spanish

edition of Ranger Rick was generally perceived by both students and staff as

an appropriate, useful, and enjoyable learning experience. For those older

students with limited English proficiency the need for appropriate Spanish

science materials seemed especially critical; The variability within sites

(and often within Schools), due in part to differences in students' character-

iStica and teachers' attitudes and skills and the particular sociocultural

context in a given site,precIuded evidence of significant differences between

urban suburban and small town/rural sites. Also, for the present sample. the

increasing immigration of Asian children and youth with limited English skills

appeared to pose a special problem in the Los Angeles community for identifying
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appropriate instructional materials in bilingual or limited English proficiency

classes.

Florida

Miami. Following review and approval of the study by the Miami Dade County

School Board, local staff identified schools of diverse characteristics serving

Cuban youth. Four elementary schools in the Miami Dade County area participated

in the study. The schools varied in grade composition, size of student enroll-

ment, and percentage of Hispanic students, and in the socioeconomic background

and academic achievement level of their students. The students participating

in the study were enrolled in various programs (bilingual, ESL, transitional,

Spanish for Spanish-speaking students) and varied in both their Spanish and

English language competencies.

The four schools were located in different areas of the county -in south

Miami, Miami Beach, and Hialeah. The two Miami city schools each served

approximately 900 pre-kindergarten or kindergarten through 6th-grade students.

The one school, however, was only 36% Hispanic most of whom were Cuban with

some students from South America). Students in this school, on the average;

performed one-half to one grade level below national norms on standardized

reading achievement tests and many came from very low socioeconomic status

families (46% of household heads were in unskilled jobs or unemployed--40% in

unskilled, nonfarm labor; 1% in farm labor, and 5% unemployed). The remainder

came primarily from families in skilled labor (30%) and clerical/sales (23%)

positions. In contrast; 81% of the students in the other Miami city school

were Hispanic (almost all Cuban), performed on the average at grade level, and

came from families predominantly (50%) in professional or managerial positions.

The remainder had clerical (25%) or skilled labor (20%) jobs, and 5% were

unemployed. The Miami Beach school was a large middle school serving 1200
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-
4th, 5th, and 6th graders, 75% of whom were Hispanic; In general, these

Students performed a half to one grade level below their expected grade level

on standardized reading achievement tests, and 60% came from families who were

in unskilled, farm labor or were unemployed (30% each); The fourth school, in

a middle-income urban area, served 980 kindergarten through 6th-grade students,

75% of whom were Hispanic. Most of the Hispanic students were Cuban, but

approximately 25% were of Puerto Rican origin. The students in this school

generally performed at grade level on standardized readihg achievement tests

and all came from upper-lower or middle-class families (40% were in skilled

labor, 50% in clerical/sales, and 10% in professional/managerial positions);

The number of classes and types of programs represented in the study

sample also differed across schools. The one Miami city school provided a 4th-i

5th-, and a 6th-grade Spanish for Spanish-speakers' class with class sizes of

17, 48, and 41, respectively. The other Miami city school provided seven

ClASSeS: a 4th-, 5th-, and a 6th-grade Spanish class; a 4th-, 5th-, and a 6th-

grade Spanish for Spanish-speakers' class; and one combined 5th- and 6th-grade

ESL Science class--with class sizes ranging from 22 to 41. The other two

schools each provided two classes--one a combined 4th- and 5th-grade and a

6th-grade class and the other a 4th- and a 5th-grade class. The former served

students in a Bilingual Curriculum Center program, whereAS in the latter school,

students were enrolled in an ESL program. Class sizes in the former school

were 29 and 45 and in the latter, 27 and 19, respectively.

The total number of students responding to the Student Questionnaire was

435,with slightly more males than females (49% vs. 47%) among the 418 who iden-

tified their sex. Classes within schools, however, varied in the extent

which one sex predominated. Of these 435 students; only 75 (or 17%) reported

having seen the English edition of Ranger_Riok, with most of them having seen
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classes, with overall percentages ranging frcm 8% to 12% for building the

Boxosaurus, doing library research, drawing, writing compositions, and answer-

ing questions. One class drew pictures and wrote reports on dinosaurs; another

answered questions about what they read; a third class reported writing poems;

and students in the remaining two classes described several activities--building

the dinosaur model, drawing story illustrations, doing further reading and

library research, and answering questions during later class discussions.

A slightly smaller percentage of the overall sample (34%) reported doing

further magazine-related activities outside school. This percentage included

three of the five classes described previously, plus approximately two-fifths

of another; the remaining students comprised a few individual students and a

third to a half of four other classes. Again, the dinosaur article was most

frequently mentioned (by 18% of the total sample), but articles and activities

reported varied across classes. One class mentioned only the dinosaur article

and students said they investigated the subject further; including asking ques-

tions in the community; Another class in the same school referred only to the

"Muddy Magic" activity described in the "Nature Club News" feature and to doing

experiments; In a different school the dinosaur article led to building or

drawing a dinosaur, learning about fossils, and answering questionnaires. In

the remaining classes, various articles were listed and the primary activity

described was reading or rereading stories, with a few students building the

carton dinosaur or doing the puzzles.

Almost half of the sample (47%) reported discussing the magazine with

families and/or friends, and the most popular topic was the dinosaur article

(42% of those responding; or 20% of the total sample): Again, classes varied

in the extent to which students did so, and there was no apparent pattern by
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particularly evidenced in the ratings given various features of the magazine;

The percentage of students who said they liked a particular feature ranged from

77% to 89%, with the photographs liked most, closely followed by the stories

(85%), variety and games (78% each), and vocabulary (77%). There were only 35

"dislike" ratings and the vocabulary used received the most of them (12).

In differentiating this edition of Ranger Rick from their other school

materials, the students most often indicated the photographs (33%).and that

the content was more interesting (30%). Other frequently mentioned differences

were its use of Spanish (16%), attractiveness (14%), stories (11%), ease of

understanding (11%), articles on animals and nature (10%), and the provision

of considerable new information (9%). Responses in the "other" category often

focused on physical features such as the fact that it was a magazine and had

good quality paper and print. Some classes emphasized the attractive colorful

photos; others emphasized the interesting stories and varied topics and activi-

ties. In the school serving the most economically disadvantaged Hispanic

students, most youngsters noted how much better it was to have the magazine

written in Spanish (*It's in Spanish and it's better like that to understand";

and "It's written in Spanish and has good topics and activities"). Although in

more advantaged family circumstances and more facile in English, students in

another area of the county expressed similar thoughts and feelings. "It tells

many interesting things and explains things easier." "I learned a lot in less

than an hour." "It's different because it tells you everything with prints

and easy vocabulary." "I learned a lot of things from such a tiny magazine."

From another school in another part of the county, several students said, "It

has variety and alSO teaches and is more interesting." One class in an apparent

consensus stated what was repeatedly expressed elsewhere; "This magazine is
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simple and easy to read. It has many pretty pictures and interesting stories.

They are short with live4 themes."

Given the enthusiastic response to the magazine; it is not surprising that

almOSt everyone (94%) wanted to continue receiving its with only eight Students

saying they did not and five indicating they did not care either way. The eight

students who said "no" were distributed among four classes; with four of the

five "dOn't tare" responses coming from the same classes; Overall; the Majority

of students (52%) expressed a preference for receiving the magazine in both

Spanish and English, with 28% preferring it in Spanish only, and 17% in English.

PreferenteS varied Within schools; For example; in one of the SthdOlS With

only two classes; i9 of the 27 students in one class preferred to receive the

magazine in Spanish; whereas 17 of the 19 students in the other class preferred

to receive it in both Spanish and English. ()lily two classes expressed a pref-

erence for a single Spanish edition and only one class for an English edition;

but several did indicate approximately eqUal preferences for either Spanish or

dual versions; Also; an approximately equal number of students reported they

wanted to use the magazine at home or at school (51% vs. 52 %, respectively).

Many students said they wanted to use it in both places; with a few (3%) noting

other places such as the park; library; beach; and so forth. Again, classes

within SthbolS differed in the extent to which they preferred -cite location over

another. Only in one school, with 60% of the student body from faMilieS in

unskilled jobs or unemployed; did the students express a consistent strong

preference for using the magazine in school; although most of them preferred

to receive it in Spanish. Several students. in thiS Sthtiol explained their

choice by saying that the teacher could help theM. Such statements may not

only reflect a supportive school, but indicate the importance of such assistance
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regular part of the tUrriculum. The following quotes from the different schools

exemplify the feelings of many. "I used very well this magazine. I liked much

its stories and activities and also I liked how it described the stories. I

Would like for them to continue making it because it delights me!" "Liked it

very much: My mother read it and liked it also." "I read other bOOkS and

compared them to this one. I liked this one best." "I think this magazine

was great and also I like the idea of reading it in Spanish." "I learned

things I didn't know and I liked it very much." "My father liked it and said

it WAS good for me." "It's marvelous and the photos fantastic." "I think

this book is good to read because it shows you how to read better and it shows

you things you don't know." "It is good to learn about animals. The drawings;

the stories and the reading are nice and I think anybody would agree with me

if they read it." "Liked the stories, questions, and poems. Good to learn to

read." "I feel very happy t have the chance to read this magazine; It is

very interesting." "I like this magazine so much that I would like to buy an

issue for my Mather." "I liked this magazine because I learned a lot about

nature and I would like to have this magazine always because it's beautiful

and in s-ciehte we did very interesting experiments;" "I liked it a lot because

it's interesting and pretty; I liked it also because it teaches many good

things. "We used this magazine in Science class and I think I would never

like to change it because it's a nice way to learn."

Only one School Questionnaire was received. Both the principal and tur-

rico= coordinator completed it for this south Miami school. Both respondents

indicated that the English version of Ranger Rick was in the athOdl library;

_

and both had read it two to four times and liked it a lot. They also liked

the present Spanish version very much, liking most the pictures and stories
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reading English "very well" and 40% "pretty well," with parallel percentages

of 30% and 45% for writing skill; 20% and 5% were described as only able to

perform these skills "somewhat" and "hardly at all," respectively. Most

students in these three classes were enrolled in a bilingual program with 35%;

10%, and 2D% of the 4th-, 5th- and 6th-grade students, respectively, reported

to be in an ESL class.

The magazine was used in this school during a 30-minute Spanish for Spanish-

speakers' class period. All the teachers read several articles to the students

(four; five, and eight in the 4th, 5th, and 6th grade, respectively); but no

one reported translating any of the Spanish. None of the teachers used the

Activity Guide.

The teachers' reactions to the magazine were essentially identical. They

all liked most the pictures and storiesi which they described as "excellent",

and listed nothing they liked least. They all recommended that if any changes

were made; more individualized activities such as puzzles and games shodld be

included. HOWever, they thought all the features were "appropriate" and two

teachers rated the pictures as "very appropriate." They also all indicated

tl-rat-thwi-r-s-rtrd-enrs-h-ad-b-een-ac-ta-ve e ng-a g ed-when-the-maga-z-ine-we-s-used-i-b-ad

liked beSt all the stories about the animals and disliked nothing, and had

used the magazine further at home and/or in school. These three teachers also

responded that their students had learned from the experience, but no specific

information was provided.

Although they did not know if the English edition of Ranger Rick was cut-

rently in the school; two of the teachers had read it in school and had liked

it a lot. They rated the present Spanish edition as "somewhat different" from

their students' usual school materials, but did not specify in what way(S)
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In response to their very favorable reaction to the magazine and the lack of

SiMilAt Spanish materials in the school; they recommended its continued use

in grades 3 through 6 for Spanish and grades 4 through 6 for Language Arts.

These teachers all commented that the magazine had very interesting materials

And the children enjoyed it, and they felt it had widespread potential educa

tional value for bilingual programs-7in Science, Social Studies, Language Arts)

and Reading.

All seven teachers in the second south Miami school completed the Teacher

Questionnaire. The magazine was used in three Spanish classes, three Spanish

for Spanish speakers' classes, and one ESL Science class. To facilitate describ

ing the Teacher Questionnaire findings, the following paragraphs summarize the

data according to these three groups.

Sixty percent of the Students in the three Spanish classes (a 4th, 5th,

and 6th grade) were described as speaking Spanish "very well" and the remainder

"pretty well." They were less proficient in reading and writing it, however,

With 60% described as performing "pretty well" and 20% each "very well" and

"somewhat." Their English proficiency was not described. At least 86% were

enrolled 1715-1TrritTOITtor ESL la-rug-Lam.

In these three classes the magazine was used one week daily fdt_25. minutes.

All teachers used the same 11 articles, reading them to the students and trans

lating a few words; No one used the Activity Guide. All said they enjoyed

the magazine very much and noted that it was very informative and colorful;

Nothing was reported AS diSliked, and no suggested changes were made. They

agreed in rating all the magazine features as "appropriate."

They also all reported that their st; ants appeared actively engaged

When the magazine was used and enjoyed it, but that students had different
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or wanted changed. In rating the magazine's various features; all of them

rated the pictures as "very appropriate" and the vocabulary and games as

"appropriate"; the story topics were rated as "very appropriate" by two of the

teachers and as "appropriate" by the other.

All three teachers also described their students as liking the magazine

very much and being actively engaged during its presentation. The 4thgrade

teacher said the students liked the photographs most as iddicated by their

comments. The other two teachers reported their students liked most the

"Backyard Dinosaurs?" article and learning of the relationship of dinosaurs to

present animals; None of them indicated anything the students did not like.

They all agreed their students had learned from the magazine as evidenced by

their interest in science and in solar energy, and "their amazement at the

existence of the correlation between dinosaurs and present animals."

They perceived the present magazine as "somewhat different" from the

students' other instructional materials by providing exposure to science and,

according to one, "It's a magazine, the pictures, the variety, etc." No similar

Spanish materials reporteely were in the school. Also, the English edition of

Ranger Rickwasnot -available,narJhadanymoofir--heinrea"4itbefore. Given their

own and their students' enjoyable experience with the present Spanish issue,

they recommended it for continued use at least in 4th through 6th grade (and

for two teachers up to the 8th grade) as enrichment in Spanish for Spanish

speakers classes. They viewed it as "a good complement to their education

and "to complement their Spanish and Science."

The seventh group participating in the study from this school was a 6th

grade ESL Science class. The students in this class were described as speaking,

reading, and writing Spanish "very well," whereas their ability to speak English
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reportedly varied from "somewhat" "veryvery well and their ability to read and

write it from "somewhat" to "pretty well."

This teacher used the magazine for one 45=minute period, reading the

"Search for Supersaurus" story because "We wanted to start from the beginning

working towards the end." He she reportedly translated only a few of the

words. The Activity Guide also was not used by this teacher. When asked what

was liked most, the teacher responded "everything"; e/she did not comment on

what was iiked least and Said "nothing" needed to be changed. The pictures

were rated as "very appropriate" and the other features as "appropriate," but

the teacher remarked that some of the vocabulary acid topics were somewhat

difficult.

The Students were similarly described as very enthusiastic about the

magazine. The teacher reported that they liked best the pictures and the way

it Was Written--"simple and funny at times)." There was nothing they appeared

to dislike. He/she also felt that they had learned many facts.

This teacher perceived the magazine as "very different" from the students'

usual school materials because it was fun and easy to understand. He/she also

reported there were no similar Spanish materials available in the school nor an.

English edition of Ranger Rick. This was the teacher's first experience with

Ranger Rick, and since both he/She and the students found it so enjoyable, the

teacher recommended its future use in grades 3 through 6 in Science, Spanish,

and possibly also in Language Arts. For this particular ESL class, however,

he/she noted that simple English would be preferable. Nevertheless, this

teacher commented, "It is a wonderful young magazine. I would like to see it

in the classrooms.' He/she expressed concern, though, about what would happen

_if one decided to use it for six to eight weeks and then it ran out, and
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regretted not having the present issue long enough to enjoy with all his/her

students.

The two classes participating in the Miami Beach school were part of the

Bilingual Curriculum Center program. One was a combined 4th- and 5th-grade and

the other a 6th-grade class; both were ESL classes. Students in the combined

4th- and 5th-grade class were described as speaking and reading Spanish "very

well" and writing it "pretty well," but as only able to speak, read, and write

English "somewhat." The 6th-grade students were characterized as speaking,

reading, and writing Spanish "very well," but the teacher did not know how

competent they were in English.

Both teachers used the magazine for 46 to 60 minutes over a two-week period

during Language Arts; Science, and Spanish classes. The teacher of the younger

group reported reading 11 articles; but not translating any of the Spanish.

The 6th-grade teacher had the students use six of the articles and read two of

them, translating a few Spanish words while doing so. Both teachers said they

selected the articles used because the students were motivated by these par-

ticular readings. Both teachers used "all" of the Activity Guide and found it

very helpful. They suggested, however, that there be fewer outside classroom

activities.

They both reportedly enjoyed the magazine very much. The 4th-grade teacher

liked most the story about condors. The 6th-grade teacher also especially liked

the condor story and, in addition, the articles on fossils and diatoms. Both

replied "none" when asked what they liked least. They suggested, however, that

future issues include something about space and the planets. In rating the

various features, the teacher for the younger group indicated they all were

"very appropriate"; the 6th-grade teacher also rated the story topics and
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less so and rated theM as ppropriate."

Both teachers perceived their students as actively engaged when the maga-

zine was used and as liking most the dinosaur articles as exemplified by their

going to the library for further information; drawing pictUreS, writing reportsi

and building the carton dinosaur. Although the teacher for the combined 4th-

and 5th-grade group reported there was nothing that the students liked least,

the 6th-grade teacher said the poems were liked least. Both teachers stated

that the magazine had helped the students learn to do research in the library,

and when commenting on the magazine's educational value said that it helped the

students learn about prehistorid animals, fossils, and other living animalS.

The magazine was viewed by the two teachers as "somewhat" to "Very dif-

ferent" from their studentS' regular school materials, but for the same

reason--because it is updated and provides information based on recent research.

Neither had read the Engligh edition before nor was it available in the school.

Given their very favorable response to the present issue, their Students' en-

joyment; and the lack of similar Spanish materials in the school; they both

recommended it be used in grades 2 through 6 for Scietite and Spanish; The

teacher of the younger group alSo recommended it be used in 4th-; 5th-, and

6th-grade Language Arts classes. Both teachers commented further that the use

of this Spanish edition of Ranger Rick had been an excellent experience. As

the one teacher said; "I enjoyed this magazine very much and so did my students.

It was quite a learning experience for both."

Teachers for the 4th- and 5th-grade classes from the Hialeah area school

also completed the Teacher Questionnaire. The student composition was described

as being at least 86% Cuban, with the remainder from Argentinai the DeMinican
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Republic; Columbia; Nicaragua; Peru; and Puerto Rico. The 4th-grade students

were described as speaking and reading Spanish "pretty well" and writing it

"somewhati" but as only able to speak; read; and write English "somewhat."

The 5th-grade students were rated as speaking Spanish "very well;" but reading

and writing it only "somewhat." They reportedly could speak; read; and write

English "hardly at all." Students in both groups were enrolled in ESL classes.

In this school the magazine was used in a Health/Science period for 30

minutes on five consecutive days. The 4th-grade teacher had the students use

three articles, and he/she read three others without translating any of the

Spanish. The 5th-grade teacher had the students use two articles and read

five additional ones to them; he/she reportedly translated a few of the words.

Both teachers included the first two dinosaur articles and the hedgehogs story;

The 4th-grade teacher had used the Activi.y Guide (community inquiry about

dinosaurs) and sald he/she found it helpful; but the 5th-grade teacher responded

that the activities in the Guide were too complicated for the students to follow.

Both teachers commented that it required too many things to be done outside the

classroom.

The 4th-grade teacher said that he/she liked most the interesting way the

material was prscnted and the vivid illustrations. The 5th-grade teacher also

liked best the excellent pictures as well as the interesting articles; Both

stated that what they liked least was that the vocabulary was too hard at times

for the students; They also both suggested that future issues include some

questions at the end of some of the articles regarding what had been learned.

Both teachers perceived their students as actively engaged when the magazine

was used The 4th-grade teacher reported that while reading the articles the

students became excited over them; and this often led to class discussions.
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The 5th-grade teacher also noted that the articles led to class discussion and

added that the students especially liked the pictures; Although the 4th-grade

teacher responded that the students had enjoyed everything and disliked nothing;

the 5th-grade teacher stated that the students had a hard time understanding

the meaning of the words. Both teachers agreed, however, that their students

had learned from the experience as exemplified by their recalling facts during

class discussions and relating what they read to their personal experiences.

As an additional indicator of their enjoyment and interest, both teachers and

students reportedly had taken the magazine home to share with their families.

iAs far as the teachers knew, there were no similar Spanish materials in

the school, nor an English edition of Ranger Rick. Neither teacher had read

Ranger Rick before, and they found the present issue "somewhat" to "very dif-

feren:" from the students' usual school materials because of its presentation,

information, and motivating qualities. Both recommended its continued use;

The 4th-grade teacher recommended it for 4th- through 6th-grade Science classes

and possibly Spanish. The 5th-grade teacher recommended it be used in 5th- and

6th-grade Science and Spanish classes. In commenting on its educational value

the 4th-grade teacher said, "It is motivating and interesting and also being

in Spanish; the students' home language, they are able to enjoy them more

while getting the most out of them academically." The 5th -grade teacher

similarly responded., "Because of the students' lack of the English language,

the magazine gives the students the opportunity of learning and enjoying them

more."

Thus in this urban sample of predominantly Cuban youngsters from very

diverse backgrounds and competencies in Spanish and English, the magazine was

enthusiastically received by school staff and students. It was found useful
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in a variety of curriculum areas and in both bilingual and ESL programs. The

following two teachers' comments illustrate well the reactions of participants

in this site. "I would like to continue using Ranger Rick regularly because

of the educational content and the beautiful way it was presented; It's a good

magazine and we enjoy working with it." "I would like very much to use Ranger

Rick regularly, because I find it worthwhile, the children enjoy it and are

able to learn from it even more that from just one source. I think that the

fact that it is in Spanish is not the best of it. It is the educational

content presented in an enjoyable way that makes it such a good magazine."

Illinois

Chicago. Following review and approval of the Ranger Rick study by the

Bilingual /Bicultural Education Department of the Illinois State Board of Educa-

tiot and by the Assistant Superintendent in charge of curridUlUM and the Office

of Research and Evaluation for the Chicago Board of EducatiOh, site visits

were made by members of the Chicago Bilingual Office to locate schools of

diverse characteristics currently serving Hispanic students that would be

interested and able to fit the study into their schedules. Eight schools from

this large midwestern city were able to participate in the study within the

required time period. Some requested demographic information on students and

schools is unavailable since Sample Description forms were not obtained from

this site, but the Sch&ols were located in four different city school districts

and althOUgh serving a majority of Hispanic youth (74% to 83%), the student

enrollment comprised different mixes of ethnic groups; The majority of Chicago

HiSpahid students participating in the study were of Puerto Rican background,

but the percentage varied across schools from 32% to 65%.

At least one school served only kindergarten through 6th-grade students,

whereas others included grades 7 and 8. The number of participating classes

lei
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from each school varied from two to six. Two schools provided two classes

each (one a combined 3rd and 4th grade and a 4th grade, and the other a com-

bined 5th and 6th grade and a 4th grade); two provided three classes each

(both a combined 4th and 5th grade and a combined 7th and 8th grade, and one

a combined 5th and 6th grade and the other a combined 5th through 7th grade);

two provided four classes each (one with two 4th grades, a combined 4th and

5th grade, and a combined 5th and 6th grade, and the other with a 4th grade, a

combined 4th and 5th grade, a combined 4th through 6th grade, and a combined

6th through 8th grade); and two schools provided six classes each (one with

two 4th grades, a 5th grade, a combined 5th and 6th grade, a combined 7th and

8th grade, and a combined 4th through 8th grade; and the other with one 4th

grade; a combined 3rd and 4th grade, a combined 3rd through 5th grade, a com-

bined 4th and 5th grade; a combined 5th and 6th grade, and a combined 4th

through 6th grade). Class sizes also varied in each of the eight schools and

ranged in order from 25 each; 26 to 39, 28 to 34, 26 to 30, 18 to 26, 19 to

34, 4 to 27, and 25 to 32. The three groups with less than 10 students all

came from the same large school.

The total number of Chicago students who responded to the Student Ques-

tionnaire was 736; 572 (78%) were in the 3rd through 6th grade and 164 (22%)

in the 7th or 8th grade or a class consisting at least in part of these older

students. Fifty-four percent of the total sample identified themselves as

females and 43% as males; approximately the same percentages occurred for the

3rd- through 6th-grade subgroup (53% vs. 45 %); with a somewhat larger discrepancy

for the older group (55% vs. 37%). Only five classes had more boys and these

were scattered across four schools, with four of tne five classes comprised at

least in part of 4th graders;
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Only 16% Of the total sample had seen the English edition of Ranger Rick;

most of theth had seen it at school and only once, and only 16 of the 116 said

they "did not like it" or "neither liked nor disliked it." The students Who

said they had seen Ranges' Ric before were scattered across classes and ethools

With similar percentages for both age subgroups. However, one combined 4th and

5th grade, in which all reported seeing it once in school and liking and

59% of a combined 7th and 8th grade (in another school) who reported reading

it several times both at hothe and school comprised 43% of the students who had

seen the magazine before.

In this Chicago sample almost all the students (95%) reported speaking

Spanish in their homes, and 73% said they could read it "very well (39%) or

"pretty well" (34%); only 3% (20 students; 19 of them 4th graders) said they

could "not read it at all." This pattern was generally consistent across

schools and age groups, with the exception that in the older group only one

student reported not speaking Spanish at home; a slightly higher percentage of

them (42% vs. 38%) stated they could read Spanish "very well," and none

reported not reading it at all Similarly, almost two-thirds (63%) of the

sample said they found the Spanish in the magazine "easy," 24% said it was

"neither difficult nor easy," and 13% said it was "difficult." Again,

higher percentage ,af the older group stated it was "easy" (70% vs. 60%), and

very few replied it was "difficult" (2% vs. 16%). Although classes within

schools varied in their reported ease in reading Spanish, two 4th-grade classes

in different schools accounted for 40 of the 89 students in the 4th-through

6th-grade age group who said the Spanish in the magazine was difficult; in the

_
one class all responded it was difficult.

Using percentages based on the total sample; half of the students said

the teacher did and approximately half said he/she did not read any articles
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to them (50% vs. 49%). Thig differed)' however, by school (with two schools

having no classes where the teacher reportedly read to the students and two

where he/she did), by clasa Within the remaining schools, and by age group

with 58% Of the 4th- through 6th-grade group and only 21% of the older group

who said "yes"). As would be expected, the teacher read to the students in

the two 4th-grade blagaeS where the students expressed the most difficulty

reading Spanish. In general, a smaller percentage of the teachers (40%)

reportedly translated any Of the Spanish. Consistent with the students'

Stated readifig abilities, this varied greatly by age group, with teachers

reportedly doing so for 47% of the 4th- through 6th-grade group, but for only

18% of the older students; When translation was done, according to half the

students (or 20% of the total sample) it usually involved only a few words;

Fiftr=five percent Of the students said they did further magazine - related

activities in school. Again, this differed by school and by class within

some schools. Overalli More Older students said they did further activities

in school than did the younger age group (65% vs. 52%); but five of the nine

classes in which all the StUdents said they did more were at least partially

comprised Of 4th graders. The dinosaur article was mentioned most often (17%)

as being used and the "Build a Boxosaurus" and puzzle activities next most

frequently mentioned (by 11% and 9% of the total sample; respectively). The

dinoadUr story was listed most by the 4th through 6th graders (19%), and the

"Build a Boxosaurus" and puzzles by the 7th and 8th graders (17% eath); The

older group also gave a much higher percentage of "other" responses than did

the younger group (13% vs. 1% based on the total sample), but 20 of the 22

older students included in this category said they "read everything;" It

shouA be notedi however, that although in three classes all or almost all

1.64
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students mentioned the dinosaur article, in other classes everyone mentioned

different article (e.g., the hedgehogs story or "Ranger Rick and His Friends"),

or no one story or feature predominated and a variety were mentioned.

In describing what they did, building a carton dinosaur and drawing were

mentioned most overall (by 15% and 13%i respectively); but activities differed

by age groups and by classe7; within and across schools. The most frequent

response for the 4th- through 6th-grade group was drawing; based on the total

sample, 17% of this group responded in that category versus 1% in the older

group. Although similar Percentages in both groups mentioned building the

BOktiaaUkU6 (14% vs. 17% for the younger and older groups; reSiseCtiVelY), a

larger percentage of the alder group listed doing further research and reading

thdh did the younger group (14% and 10% vs; 7% and 3%; respectively). The

most frequent category used by the older group was "other," with "tests" being

the most common respon3 in that category; Again; the differences across

classes in the nature and extent of what was done should be noted, with only

one activity being mentioned in some classes (e.g., drawing, going to the

museum; taking a test; reading) and severat different-activities such as read7

ing, drawing, rriting reports, building dinosaur models, and so forth listed

in -cithk. One 5th grader who described writing a report on dinosaurs and

draWing an illustration for it added, "it was the host activity I ever had."

Fewer students (33%) reported d(..ing magazine-rvi:ated activities outside

-hool. Again; this varied both within and across schools. Also, on the aver-

age, a larger percentage of classes with 7th- and 8th-grade students reported

such activities than did those with 4th; 5th, and 6th graders (41% VS. 31%).

The "Search for Supersaums" article was mentioned most by both grade subgroups

(by 18% of the older group and by 6% of the younger group), but for the younger
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subgroup the puzzles were equally often mentioned, followed by the hedgehogs

story (4%); for the older studentsi"Build a Boxosaurus" was the article with

the second highest response frequency (12%). These various rankings, however;

were usually determined by those classes. in which students primarily gave the

same response (e.g., the hedgehogs story by ail students in one 4th-grade Clegg

and "011ie Otter's Fun Pages" by everyone in a combined 3rd- through 5th-grade

class). Similarly, activities varied across classes and age groups. Reading

was mentioned most overall (by 11% of the total sample), but thiS was due

its being mentioned most in the 4th- through 6th-grade Subgroup which was much

larger than the 7th- and 8th-grade subgroup. For the older group, building a

model dinosaur and doing further research on the articles read were mentioned

most (by 18% and 14% of this group, respectively): Several mentioned doing ex-

periments at home; for example, "helping a grape lose weight" and "painted the

cold water pipe black and made water run hot." Others remarked that they "went

home and read this fantastic magazine" and "read it at home to learn more."

Again, in some classes only one or two activities were mentioned, whereau in

others, students reported a number of different activities. Among the responses

in the "other" category were a visit to the zoo by one of the 4th-grade classes

and one student's comment that he/she started asking questions.

Slightly over half of the students (55%) reported di6CUSSing the magazine

With their families and/or friends. Although classes varied within schools,

in general a larger percentage of the 4th- through 6th-grade group did so than

the older youth (59% vs; 43%). Using percentages based on the total sample,

the "Search for Bupersaurus," "Backyard DitiodaUrS?" and hedgehog stories were

discussed most often (by 18%i 12 %, and 7%, tesp8ctively); This was a consistent

pattern across age groups. Again, in some classes students gave only one or
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two responses, whereas in others, students mentioned many different parts

the magazine. Many students, however, did not specify what they discussed; so

that the percentages are not only lower but may be misleading.

When asked what they had learned, the most common responses across classes

referred to nature or animals in general (26%), specific story titles or topics

(20%), story facts (19%), or science topics (12%). The rankings of these cate-

gories differed across age groups, however. For the 4th- through 6th-grade group,

general references to animals Elnd stcxy titles were given most often (by 29%

and 23%, respectively), followed by story facts (14%) and science topics (10%);

for the 7th- and 8th-grade group; story facts were given by 35%i followed by

science topics (19%), general statements about natnre and/or animals (16%), and

story titles (9%). A number of students also mentionee learning about caring

for animals and the environment, various scientific methods, new vocabulary,

and not being afraid of the unfamiliar.

In some classes; particularly at the youngest grade level, the students

gave essentially the same response with reference to a single story (e.g., how

hedgehogs eat and live); in other classes, students provided several different

_

specific facts. In one combined 5th- and 6th-grade class particular attention

was paid to the social and emotional areasi as several students mentioned that

they had learned not to be afraid (e.g, "we must get used to looking at big

things or animals so we will never feel fear") and that "we should make friends

and help each other." Conservation issues were apparently particularly stressed

in a combined 7th- and $th-grade group, as several students in that class stated

that they had learned to value animals more and to save energy. As one student

responded, "I learned how to take care of an animal and for all life and how

we can save energy and not squander it." Twenty percent of the sample gave
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vague or "other" responses. Among the "other" responses were many comments

about enjoying the magazine and finding it interesting; as well as statements

by several 4th graders that they liked the cover best; One 5th grader said;

"The schoolbooks are Make=btlieve stories just to learn to read; This book

tells you true stories."

In describing what they liked most in the magazine, the response given

most frequently by the total group (21%) and the grade subgroups was the dino

saur article. The second most frequent response for the total sample (16%)

was the "Ranger Rick and His Friends" story; with the "Sea Poems;" "Search for

Supersaurus," and the hedgehogs articleS also mentioned by at least 10% of the

students; When examining subtotals for the 4th through 6thgrade group and

the 7th and 8thgrade group, a few differences emerged. For the younger

group, the "Sea Poems" and the hedgehogs story were mentioned by 15% and 12%,

respectively, but only by 6% and 5%, respectively, of the older gr,:ip, whereas

"Search for Supersaurus" Was listed by 21% of the older group, but only by 11%

of the younger group. In addition, 10% of the 7th and 8th graders Said they

liked the variety in the magazine; this feature was mentioned by only 5% of

the students in the lower grades. Again, different classes evidenced different

preferences; This is probably due at least in part to the fact that classes

used different Sections of the magazine. With the exception of the "Dear

Ranger Rick" feature, every article was mentioned as a favorite one by at

least two students. StUdent6 also referred to the animals or stories in

general, the various activities; the vocabulary, and to the magazine being

about science.

Students gave many fewer responses in describing what they liked least.

The most common response overall (27%) and for each of the grade subgroups
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(28% and 22% of the 4th through 6thgrade and 7th and 8thgrade groups,

respectively) was "I liked everything" or "There was nothing I liked leaSt."

Of those articles listed; the most frequent one overall and for the grade sub

WAS the "April Foolers" feature. The second most frequent response was

the hedgehogs story 67.)i but this was primarily due to the older students;

20i wheffi liSted it as contrasted with only 5% of the younger group; Eight

..'ant of the younger students, however, said they disliked the vocabulary;

i4heieu none of the older group did. In one combined 3rd -- and 4thgrade group,

almost everyone Said they liked least the "hard" vocabulary; No other article

or feature was iii-ta:i-0»d by more than five percent of the total sample or either

of the grade subgroups. In responding to both what was liked most and what was

liked least there was considerable variability across claSSeS in the number of

different responses given. Also; within the same class there were different

students who liked most and least the same articles as well as those students

who mentioned the same story as both liked most and least For example; several

students mentioned they liked most the "Ranger Rick and His Friends" story; but

that they liked least the different ways people killed condors. Some students

explained that they did not like a particular article because they did not under

stand it (og;; the diatoms); one student listed the "Green Velvet Princess"

story and then commented, "because I liked so much the others." Among responses

in the "other" category were references to homework assignments rather than to

the magazine itself;

The majority of students said they liked the various magazine features

listed; The stories and pictures were rated as "liked" by the most students

(81% and 80 %, respectively); with 71% of the sample saying they liked the games;

64% the variety, and 61% the vocabulary. With the exception of the vocabulary
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rating, this pattern was generally consistent across the two grade subgroups.

Although ranked fourth, vocabulary was rated as "liked" by 71% of the 7th and

8th graders, but only by 61% of the students in the lower grades. For the

former group, variety, which was in fifth place, was rated as "liked" by only

59% of the students and by 64% of the latter group. In general, however, the

older students gave a higher percentage of "like" ratings. Vocabulary received

the most "dislike" ratings, but of the 126 students who said they disliked it

(17% of the total sample), 114 were in the 4th through 6thgrade subgroup;

particularly in the youngest grade level. Approximately all the students in a

combined 3rd and 4thgrade group and two 4thgrade classes said they disliked

it. Similarly, of the 44 students (6% of the sample) who stated they disliked

the games and activities; which received the next highest number of "dislike"

ratings, 43 also were in the lover grades.

When asked in what ways this Ranger Rick magazine was different from their

regular schoo3 materials, the largest percentage of students overall listed the

pictures (29%). Other frequent responses were that it was interesting and

entertaining (14%), had different stories (12%), was about nature and animals

(10%), was informative and taught a lot (9%), and was attractive and colorful

(9%). Six percent of the students mentioned its variety end how much they

liked it. Although these were the more common responses in both grade level

subgroups, the rankings differed somewhat. Twentyseven percent of the 7th

and 8th graders versus 10% of the 4th through 6th graders pointed out how much

more interesting Ranger Pick was, and t larger percentage of them also pointed

out how informative it was (16% vs. 6%), whereas twice the percentage of stu

dents in the lower grade levels listed the pictures (33% vs. 16%). Also, 10%

of the older students listed the inclusion of games and activities, and 7%
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mentioned that it was easier and explv!ned things better, whereas only 2% of

the 4th through 6thgrade group did; these differences probably reflect not

only different interests, knowledge, and abilities to differentiate in the two

subgroups (e.g., only one student in the school with only a combined 3rd and

4th and a 4thgrade class responded to this question); but also differences

in the instructional materials used at different levels. Other differences in

the magazine noted, but to a lesser extent; were the use of Spanish, its size,

and its name. Twelve percent of the sample also gave vague responses such as

"it's different" or ones that did not fit into the present categories such as

the fact that it was a magazine, that it used different print, and was "impor

tant."

Some of the students' actual responses may provide greater meaning to

these general statements. One 4th grader said, "This book is about real life- -

the others are fairy tales." Another 4th grader noted, "The pictures teach us

--a-rot of what we're going to read." A 5th grader commented that "the social

studies book has more pages than this one and only talks about war. This

is a nice book that has good drawings in it ;" The most salient difference for

one 7th grader was that "It explains things in a way which you can understand,"

whereas another stated, "It provides more information on nature than Science

books, and the vocabulary is easier." One 8th grader said; "I never had in my

hand a book that told me so much about nature and what is very important." A

7th grader similarly noted; "We never were told in school about these things

vie learned when we read this magazine." Two younger students said, "It's very

interesting and important because I get Spanish and English," and "It teaches

us with things to do." Finally, a 7th grader responded, "It's different

because it's interesting and leaves you with the desire to learn more!"
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Given these very favorable responses to the magazine; it is not surpris-

ing that almost all the students (91%) said they wanted to continue receiving

it; Only 18 students said they did not and 15 that they did not care; almost

all of these were in the 4th- through 6th-grade group (17 and 12, respectively),

with one 4th-grade class and a combined 5th- and 6th-grade group in another

school accounting for most of these responses. Overall, a slightly higher

percentage of students preferred receiving future issues in both Spanish and

English than in Spanish only (42% vs. 36%). Examination of the two grade

level subgroups, however, indicated a much larger difference for the older

group (52% vs. 34%) than for the younger group (39% vs. 37%). Consistent with

their greater difficulty with the vocabulary, the percentage of students who

preferred to receive it in English only was also twice as much for the younger

group than for the older group (13% vs. 67). Both for the total sample and

for the grade level subgroups; more students said they preferred to use it in

school rather than at home (63% vs; 49%); 12% said they wanted to use it in

other places such as the park, beach; library; and other relatives' or friends'

homes; A higher percentage of the 4th- through 6th-grade group than the 7th=

and 8thgrade group indicated they would like to use it at home (51% vs. 43%);

interpreting these group differences it must be pointed out, however; that

differences in language and location preferences occurred both within and

across schools. Also, some students gave rationales for their choice of loca-

tion: "At home because more tranquil and at school because can explain"; "At

school because this way we can help each other"; "At home because I like to

read whenever I car,"; and "At home to read different parts and talk with my

family:" Several said they chose school "because the teacher explains what we

don't understand:"
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Although they wanted to continue receiving the magazine; 30% of the stu-

dents said there were some changes they would like in future issues. As might

be expected given the greater experience; knowledge, and Willingness to

critical that is usually associated with age, A higher percentage of the

7th- and 8th-grade group recommended changes than did those in the lower grade

levels (37% vs. 28%). The most frequently mentioned change by 6% of the

sample) was to make it easier; but thig WAS mentioned only by the younger

subgroup; specifically the combined 3rd- and 4th - grille group and one 4th-grade

class. The next most frequently recommended changes were specific pictures

such as in the "April Fatilete section and specific articles (4% each); the

suggested changes were adding more pictures, stories; games; or poems; using

EngliSh, and including other animals such as horses ana dogs. Although a

4th- grade student desired shorter articles; a 7th-grade student requested that

they be longer with more detailed information provided. One fifth grader, in

contrast to his classmates; said; "Pleage do not change the Yowza picturei" and

an older student requested; "They put some stories I would write on my own."

Consistent with their expressed wish to continue receiving _Banger Rick;

at least 6% of the sample recommended it for future use in each of the elemen-

tary Sch661 grade levels from kindergarten through 8th grade. Since students

tended to give higher priority to their own grade level; the 4th, 5th; and 6th

grades received the most recommendations (61%, 60%; and 56 %, respectively)

given the greater number of study participants in those grades.

Moat of the students also made additional comments upon completion of the

questionnaire. Many reiterated how much they had enjoyed the pretty pictures,

interesting stories, and learning new words and About animals they had never

heard about; they also reiterated their degire to receive more copies. The
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following quotes from different classes exempliy the comments of many. "I

learned things I knew nothing about. One look at the magazine and I knew I

was going to like it." "I liked it very much for its storieg. They were both

colorful and interesting. It's the most interesting ever given in class.

think it's fun to read this magazine. I like the pictures and stories and I

"I

dittUtted it with my fridnds at school." "At the same time I was learning I

was having a lbt of fun." "This magazine is very good to learn more about

science and nature. It contains different kinds of stories that have great

interest -- themes interesting and people interesting--you learn about the

animals. The photos teach us reality of each thing and others encourage ima

gination with drawings; and will help us in the future; Thank you." "I wish

this book would not be the only pretty book there is; I would like that there

would be others like this one; I love it and learned a lot about nature. I

used it as a Science book. I enjoyed what the people did and also the imaginary

things." "It's the first book in Spanish I have liked. At firtt I thOUght I

wasn't going to like it. I learned much on dinosaurs." "I liked it for its

nature and aninv.1 stories, use of solar energy, and information of animals

unknown to me. Should have more books like this in school." " I enjoyed it

more than any other book I have ever read. It'e the best! I recommend it for

other dhildi-dri." "I was very happy with the magazine because it's interesting

and I like the photographs. But most I like the dinosaurs and hedgehogs.

With they would continue mailing it to us free of charge." "I learned to

appreciate nature and life." "The magazine is very educational and you learn

a great deal from the stories. The magazine is well organized and the photos

are very pretty." "It's good and it helped us in school to read, study, and

write." "I liked it because T. can read more and learn more things." "I used
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it in Science; Spanish; Social Studies, and Art. In Science for the animals;

in Spanish for comprehension and interpretation; in Art; the drawing and to

make the Boxosaurus; in Geography; situations where animals are found." "I

think it's very easy; very pretty, and very interesting; The stories on Super-

saurii:;' fossils increase my desire to study more." From a class where althest

all the StUdetta Said they could read Spanish "only a little bit" or "not at

all," a student Said; "The reading is good to improve my reading and tells

things Abbdt things I never knew." And a final very expressive comment from a

4th grader; "Whet I read this book, I felt like I was playing in the park. I

enjoyed it a lot."

Sehdel Questionnaires were completed by only three of the eight schools;

theSe tehdela included 12 of the 30 participating classes. They varied in

enrollment, number of participating classesi and grade levels represented; One

school had six groups representing 4th through 8th grade participating in the

study; another included four classes for students in grades 4; 5 and 6; and

the third included one 4th- and one 5th-grade class. The questionnaires were

completed by individuals in different staff positions--a principal, an ESL

teacher; and a teacher who helps coordinate the bilingual program in his/her

school. The principal was the only one who had read the English edition of

Ranger Rick before, and he/she had done so frequently both at home and school

and had liked it a lot. It was not presently available; however; in any of

the schools.

All three respondents liked the present issue of Ranger Rick. In respond-

ing to what they liked most, one noted the color photos and the story level

and variety; another referred to the information provided and the pictures; and

the third said it was "interesting." When asked what they liked least; they
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Said "nothing or that they "liked it all;" Only two of them rated the various

features; one rated them all as "liked very much," whereas the other rated

the pictures as "liked very much," the vocabulary and variety as "liked;" the

interest level of the stories as "neither liked nor disliked;" and did not

rate the games; Additional games and puzzles and simpler vocabulary were two

suggested changes Two of the staff had discussed the magazine with the stu-

dents and they; too, reportedly enjoyed this edition of Ranger Rick.

Given their favorable reactions and the reported lack of any similar

Spanish materials in their schools; they all recommended the magazine's con-

tinued use in different subject areas at various grade levels. The specific

recommendations differed, however. One staff member recommended its use in

Language Arts, Science, and Spanish for grades 1 through 8, as well as an

English version for ESL students. The two other respondents .;:both recommended

its use in grades 3 through 6 for Language Arts and Science, with one also

recommending it be used for Spanish in these same grades and the other recom-

mending it be used for Spanish only in grades 5 and 6.

All three perceived the magazine's positive educational value: "It has

good cultural value. Nice photos. Gives students a chance to read something

that seems to be written on a higher level"; "It's fine, but (as a K-6 school)

we can only use it in two classrooms because the language level is so high"; and

"This magazine is very useful in a classroom. The information is up-to-date

and the pictures are wonderful. The children love it." They also saw its

potential use in a bilingual program: "Much potential as a vocabulary builder";

"It is very useful in a bilingual program. The magazine can be used to teach

reading in Spanish, Social Studies, etc. and "We could use a hundred copies a

month." Only one person commented on its potential use in an ESL program.
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"As an ESL teacher, I get very few magazines for student use; I would appre-

ciate having such material in my area. English copies would help." The one

teacher's final comment summarizes well the favorable reactions these three

staff members had to the magazine. "I enjoyed the magazine. The childten

really liked it. I would like to continue using it. Thank you for letting me

know about this magazine;"

Teacher Questionnaires were completed for all but one of the 30 classes.

Given the variety of responses within and across schools; to simplify reading

findings are presented by schools, beginning with those with the smallest

number of participating classes.

As noted earlier, the magazine was used in two schools with two classes

each representing students from 3rd through 6th grade. In the one school; both

the combined 3rd- and 4th-grade group and the 4th- through 6th-grade group were

deattibed as speaking Spanish "pretty well" and reading and writing it "some-

Their competencies in English; however; differed; The younger group

wau rated as speaking, reading; and writing it "pretty well," and the older

group as only able to perform these skills "somewhat." At least 86% of both

groups were Hispanic, spoke gpanish in their homes; and were enrolled in a

bilingual program. Some of the younger students also were described as being

in an ESL or transitional program.

In both classes the magazine was used during a Science class for at

least 90 minutes. Eight articles were used, selected both for their science

value and the students' interest. The teacher of the younger group read four

of them, and the other teacher read them all; the former teacher reporteoly

translated most of the Spanish and the latter about half of it. Neither

teacher had used the Activity Guide.
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Both teachers said they enjoyed the magatirie. One especially Jiked the

colorful illustrations and format and the "Search for Supersaurusi" "Happy Bee;"

and "Rare Wonders" articles; the other teacher listed the "April Foolers,"

"Search for SupersaUrus," hedgehogs story, and games; Only one teacher noted

anything liked leaSt ("Diatoms"), although when asked to suggest changes; the

teacher of the younger group requested easier reading; In rating the various

magazine featdrea, both viewed the vocabulary as too difficult and thus "some

what inappropriate." Although the games were viewed as not easy by the teacher

for the younger students; they were rated as "appropriate"; the other teacher

did not rate thet. The story topics were rated as "appropriate by. one, but

were not rated at all by the other. The pictures were rated as "appropriate"

and "very appropriate;"

Their students, too, reportedly enjoyed the magazine, with the section on

dinosaurs mentioned as liked most by both groups. The younger students also

appeared to especially like the pictures. In responding to what their students

liked least; reading was listed for the younger studi... since "they could not

read the big words"; the "Diatoms" article was noted for the older students due

to the fact that they did not know much about it; Both groups; however; were

described as doing further reading--rereading stories from class or reading

thOSe they Missed; Also; both teachers perceived their students as having

learned from this relatively brief experience. ("They learned about dinosaurs

And different animals"; and "They were motivated to learn more about animals and

nature in general;")

Both teachers described the magazine as "somewhat different" from their

students' usual instructional materials because there were more pictures.

There was neither an English edition of Ranger_Ribk available in the school;
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nor had they read it before. Given the pleasure they and their students experi-

enced with this issue and the lack of similar Spanish materials in the school,

they both recommended that it be continued at their grade level--for 3rd-grade

Language Arts, Science and Spanish; and for 4th- through 6th-grade Science and

Spanish. Both viewed it as having educational value. The one teacher said,

"The vocabulary was hard for the to read. But I feet that this book is very

good for Science and Nature Research. I feel this book should be used in a

classroom." The other teacher, while also noting that the Spanish vocabulary

was somewhat difficult for the students to read, said, "But I feel that the

Spanish edition will be good for those with limited English proficiency. The

school should also have an English editio., for those students with more Eng-

lish proficiency than Spanish." Both teachers commented that it would help

greatly the Science component of the bilingual curriculum.

The other school with two participating classes, one 4th grade and one

combined 5th- and 6th-grade group, served students with stronger Spanish and

English compel:encies and used the magazine somewhat differently; but teachers

and students were equally or more positive in their reactions. The students

in both classes were described as speaking Spanish "very well." Although the

older students also were rated as reading and writing it "very well," 50% and

40%, respectively, of the 4th graders were rated as reading and writing it "very

well" and the remainder as doing "pretty. well." Most of the 4th graders were

described as speaking, reading, and writing English "pretty well" (76%, 64%i and

72%, respectively); the 5th- and 6th-grade group also were rated as speaking

and reading English "pretty well," but as writing it only "somewhat." The 4th-

grade students were all enrolled in a bilingual program, whereas the older

students were in a bilingual or ESL program.
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In the two classes the magazine was used not only during different

subject periods; but for different amounts of time and in different ways;

The 4th-grade teacher spent more than 90 minutes during Spanish; Language

Arts; and Science to use nine of the articles. He/the read five of them, but

did not translate any of the Spanish. The articles selected were those viewed

as "the more informative articles" and "the ones that could most add to the

studentt' education." The 5th- and 6th-grade group used all of the magazine

during a 30 to 45 minute period, but the teacher did not read any of the arti-

diet and translated only a few words; According to the teacher, all the

articlet were selected because "they all were relevant to what the children

have been studying. We found reading and discussing them pertinent to our

class." Both teachers used the Activity Guide. One used activities related

to the "Sea Poems," "How Lor, until Sundown," and "Watch for North"; the other

used the extra information provided and "Para Lrega a Saber Mass" Loth found

the Cui_c_ia helpful and suggested no Changet.

These two teachers were very enthUtiattit about themagazine. The one

teacher stated; "I liked everything abaUt the issue." The other liked best

the dinosaur articles as they were "most informative as well as inte&lting."

Neither mentioned anything liked least. ("Really no portion of the magazine

I could put in this category.") The only suggested change was to iidd a cross-

word puzzle that would involve all the articles included in the magasine;

general; they also rated the various featuret Of the magazine highly. The

teacher for the older group rated them all as "very appropriate." The 4th-grade

teacher also rated the story topics ("very interesting") and pictures ( "beauti-

ful") as "very appropriate," but the vocabulary was rated slightly lett highly,

although "appropriate," and the games were described as "somewhat inappropriate"

since they needed some explanation. 180
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Both teachers also reported that 'heir students were actively engaged

during the magazine's use The 4th-grade group reportedly liked best the

dinosaur articles, as evidenced by their asking many questions about the

stories and wanting more information on them; the other teacher did not

specify what his/her students liked best, but noted that "there was much

enjoyment and interest on the part of the students and they Seemed to realize

that learning is fun." Neither mentioned anything the students liked ieast.

Ag AdditiOnal eVidence of their enthusiasm for the magazine, both teachers

noted that both they and their students did further foll.,w-up activities such

AS doing the puzzles and reading those sections not covered in class. They

also felt their students had learned from the experience; for example, they

learned about solar energy, dinosaurs, and other animals, and their partici-

pation in cl discussions was high.

Both v '-he magazine as different from their student q' usual school

materials. One teache -sated it as "somewhat different" by "simply providing

another source of information"; the other cue thought it was "very different"

because of the variety of situations presented.. The school did not have avail-

able the English edition of Ranger Rick, although one of the teachers had read

it before at home several times end liked it a little. Also, there tephttedly

were no similar Stianig;i materials in the schodl. ThUS, th2i. both strongly

recommended the continued use of a Spanish edition of Range_t_RlOk in Language

Art; Scienae3 and Spanish. The one teacher suggested its future use in

grades 4 through 6 and the other in grades 5 an0 6;

Their comments as to its educational -value best exwr s the posltive ex-

perience this use of the Spanish edition[ of Kanner Rick was fzr them and

their students; "There is a good range zdf scientific articles for t"+e students.
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The quality of the paper end the photographs is excellent, which makes the

students feel they are receiving an edUtational tool; The persolsw.itzing of

the animals helps them to keep A better interest level in reading some of

the articles;" "A very informative and highly motivating magazine; It held

the children's interest from beginning to end. The variety of activities were

well worth the time taken to dc them." Both teachers also perceived its valu-

able potential use for bilingual programs. "It provides a good variety of

interesting articles and can be used for both Science and Spanish Language

Arts." "Most useful, informative, high interest; variety of activities all

made this a valuable and worthWhile magazine." The one teacher also noted

some potential value for ESL programs; "The photos can be used to practice

oral English, but the fact that the text is in Spanish makes it a less than

Valuable tool for ESL."

There also were two schools with three participating Classes) each having

a combined 4th- and 5th-grade and a combined 7th And 8th-grade errs; with

brie also having a combined 5th- and 6th- grade, and the other a combined 5th-)

6th-; and 7th-grade class. As the following description of the findings from

the Teacher Questionnaires indicate) differences in student characteristics and

use of the magazine varied both within and across schools; buZ the generally

favoratle response to the magazine by staff and students did not.

In the one school; altheUgh three Class Transmittal forms were forwarded,

only two Teache- Questionnaires were completed; Since similarities in hand-

writing suggested that one C; the teacto;:s taught two of the classeS; the

teachers' reactions may be representative of all three classeS; some of the

student data; however, remain lacking. E percent or more of the

Students in each of the classes were Hispanic. and spoke Spanish in their
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homes; all were enrolled in- a-bilingual- transitional program. .Although we

-;
do not know the level of the youngest students' Spanish and English skills,

99% of the students in the combined 5th- through 7th-grade class were described

.

as speaking Spanish "very well" and 50% of them as also reading and writing it

"very well," with 45% and 40%, respectively, doing it " pretty wall." In

English, however, only 25% were described as speaking, reading, and writing

"very well"; 50% were described as speaking it "hardly at all." The teacher

said he/she did not know the English reading and writing skills of the remain-

ing students. The majority of students in the combined 7th and 8th grade vere

also described as speaking Spanish "very well" (60%); with an additional 30%

speaking it "pretty well." Half of them were rated as reading Spanish "very

well" and an additional 40% as reading it "pretty well"; the respective per-

centages for writing Spanish were 20% and 70%. Although 60% reportedly cr-ld

speak English "pretty well," 50% and 79%, respectively, were described as able

to read and write it only "somewhJL.t'; 20% were rated as performing these skills

"hardly at all."

Ali three classes in this scholl used the magazine about 30 minutes daily

for a week during the Science period. The one tezcher noted that it w--- also

used for Reading, Spanish, and Arithmetic. All articles w.re used in the com-

bined 5th-, 6th-, and 7thmrade class and all but the "Piper Grows Up" story

in the 7th- and 8th-grade class; in neither class did the teacher reportedly

read any of the stories nor translate any of the Spanish; Neither teacher used

the Arrivity_Guide- hi t the o '.e teache7: r,!ted that it was necessary; and although

there had been insufficent tires to use it; he/she read it later for fuLur:

Both teachers responded favorably to the magazine. The one teacher said

ae/she liked bes: "the organization, the vocabulary which was more or leLa at
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grade level; that the pictures with bright colors were great motivation for

reading, and the material and related information for further reading"; the

other Leacher especially liked the "Search for Supersaurus" story; In respond-

ing to what they liked least; one teacher commented that there was not enough

time "to examine minutely and make use of the valuable information presented;"

and the other said there was need fee- more written materials. Both teachers

recommended more student activities such as guides, questions; or crossword

puzzles at the end of some selections to reinforce the students' voe.abulary

and comprehension, as well as activities for self-evaluat:on. The one teacher

rated all the magazine features as "very appropriate," but the other teacher

left the item blank

In describing their students' reactions, both teachers reported they

were actively engaged during the magazine's use, and appeared to like most the

colori pictures. The teacher for the 5th-, and 7th-grade group also

stated that Cie students were iLterested in the study of nature and the arfmal

theme and, as additional evidence of their interest; had taken the magazine home

to read. These teachers also perceived their st-ients an having learned from

using the magazine:; as evidenced by their recall of facts and LI "their spon-

taneous conversation, interest in continuing learning; and their different

concepts while talking."

ieithar teacher knew whr:ther the EngliJh edition of Ranger Rick was in

schoolj nor had they re=d it before. They viewed the present issue as "somewhat

dirterent" from their sut.dents' usual classroom materials because; according to

one) "of its preentatiov; vocabular, and colored pictures to as,r-iate infor-

mation, ' :and to the "it doesn't fii the 7th- and 8th-grade cu,-riculum."

Neither knew, however, if there were similar Spanish materials in the-schocI.
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Nevertheless; they recommended the continued use of a Spanish edition of Ranger

Rick in the middle-school grades in more than just Science; The one teacher

recommended it tor 4th- through 6th-grade Science and Spanish; and the other

one recommended it for 4th- through 6th-grade Science and Language Arts. Both

teachers perceived its potential educational value as a supplementary tool. One

teacher commented, "It fulfills the needs of the Spanish-speaking students."

The Other teacher said; "The magazine was very iUtereatitig as a supplementary

Science magazine. Format is a little immature for 7th and 8th graders; Arti-

dleg on fossils and diatoms very suitable and interesting to 7th and 8th graders

Since it reinforces the Science curriculdM. MOSt articles do not fit into the

Science curriculum for upper grades but are good supplementary reading and

science enrichment."

At least 86% of the students in the three classes in the other school also

were Hispanic and spoke Spanish in their homes, and all were enrolled in a

bilingual With the exception of one class; their Spanish And : English

skis:, were less developed thah those of the students in the previously described

schocilS. Students in the combined 4th and 5th.grade Were tletribed as speaking

and leading Span__ 'pretty well" and writinr "somewhat," but speaking; read-

ihgj and Writing Englis% "hardly at all." All StUdentt it the combined 5th- and

6th- grade class; however; were rated as speaking Spanish "v7y well;" and 90%

Of them as reading and writing it "pretty Well." Half of eren were described

as apeakiAg English "pretty well;" with another 4C% speaking it "somewhat."

Seventy percent were rated as reading and writing it "somewhat" and 25% cf them

as "hardly at Ill." Ninety percent of the Ftudencz in the combined 7th and Sth

grade were rated by their teacher, who Biliugual Coordihi-tor, as speak-

ing Spanisn "petty well"; 80% were rated ,T.s reading and *-rit ing only
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"somewhat" and 10% "hardly at all." Only 50% reportedly could speak English

"somewhat" and 30% "hardly at all"; the parallel figures for reading and writing

English were 60% and 30%, and 35% and 6r.%...

The magazine was used in the 4th- and 5th-grade class during their Spanish

period for 76 to 90 minutes. The teacher read but did not translate the "Search

for Supersaurus" story and "Dear Ranur Rick" article "to teach the students the

importance of discovering fossils and to explain the reasons to wrap an the

bones in chalk and also to teach the importance of how to express their own

opinion and ideas after they read any stories." The teachers for the combined

5th- and 6th- and combined 7th- and 8th -glade groups spent more than 90 minutes

with the magazine during Science and Spanish; the former reading five of the

stories and having the studento read more on their own, and the latter reading

10 of them, including translating some words. ,e teacheil used the

Activity Guide to introduce activities any: di, of 'Tiew; and they

both reportedly found it helpful.

All three teachers were enthusiastic about the magazine. One teocher said

he /she liked "the whole magazine. Another commented, "This magazine has dif-

ferent topics to discuss and good motivation pictures," and the third said that

what he/she liked best was "the way it is developing' ideas and the identity of

specific de.:cails." All three responded there was nothing they liked least. The

only suggested change was that future issues include more current news. As one

teacher noted; 'Every seztion was very clear and understandable." 1i rating the

various features; the teachers for the two lower grade levels described all as

"appropria,':e." The 7th- and Elth-grade teacher rated Cae vocabular:, and story

topics as "very appropriate," the former etymology study and tI latter for

promoting attitudes toward the themes; the games were rated "appropriate" and

"encouraging"; as were the pictures which were considered "fascinating."
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The students sr: all three rIanseA also were described as enjoying the

magazine. Both the co:Aim-I 4th- and 5th-grade and the 7th- and 8th-grade

groups reportedly liked most the "Search kik Supersaurus" story and least the

picture on page two, but the teacher for tie older students noted tha 'although

the picture confused most, it was humorow, to some. The 5th- and 6th-grade

class was described as liking best the "Backyard Dinosaurs?" story and. dislik-

ing nothing. All three teachers also perceived their students as having

learned while enjoying the process. The teacher for the youngest group

reported that they "learned how to preserve fossils, and they did their own

experiments with chicken bones and mud." The teacher for the oldest group

noted that the students "identified details as facts, reason and fantasy with

example: as well as doing argumentative and descriptive paragraphs.'

The English edition of Ranger Rick reportedly was not available in this

school and none of the teachers had read it before. They All perceived t-1,e

present Spanish edition of Ranger Rick as "somewhat different" from

students' usual materials because "one can See clearly a picture of what were

discussing," it has "more special information," And ti:e "comparison and con-

trast in the process is very interesting." Only the Bilingual Coordinator

indicated there was some similar Spanish material in the school=="World Newsmap

cf the Week."

GiAin their favorable experience with the magazine and the general lack

of similar matetiZ1s; all three teachers strongly recommended its continued

use in a variety of grades and subject areas; The 4th- and 5th=grade teacher

reccriiMended it for future use in Languge Arts in grades 3 through 5, in Science

in gi.adeS 4 and 5, and in Spanish in grades 2 through 6. The teacher for the

combined 5th and 6th grade recommended it for Language ArtS and Science from
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kindergarten through 8th grade, and the Bilingual Coordinator recommended it

for 4th through 8th grade in Language Arts, Science, and Spanish.

In discussing its educational value, one teacher stated) "Wonderful! Net

only do the students learn, they enjoy themselves in the process." In ccmment-

ing on its value for a bilingual program, they said, "A big help for reading

and vocabulary"; "I think it would be a wonderful idea"; and "It is very helpful

to state a topic or subject; stating the purpose in sentence forms and recast-

ing them." The Bilingual Coordinator also indicated its potential use in ESL

programs. It has good motivation to discover meanings." He/she also stated

that an additional value was that (the magazine) "encouraged the use of diction-

aries by abundant scientific vocabulary for elementary students;." This teacher

also commented, "It permits an etymological study that adds understanding to

the way words acquire weanings. Your stories are fascinating behind the word

usage, coming from a variate sort of experiences."

Two schools had four classes participating in the study. The one school

had two 4th grades, one combined 4th and 5th grade, and a combined 5th and

6th grade. At least 86% of the studento in each class were Hispanic, spoke

Spanish in their homes, and were enrolled in a bilingual program. With the

exception of the students in the combined 5th- and 6th-grade class; who were

described ea newcomers to the country and were rated as speaking Spanish

"pretty well," almost all the students reportedly spoke Spanish "very well."

Ix the one 4th-grade class, 56% to 70% of t%e students were described as

reading and writing Spanish "pretty well," whereas the other Lth-grade class

rilpertedly could do so only "somewhat." The majority of studants in the

cemb5.ned 4th- r..nr: 5th-grade class were rated as 1%,.ading aid writing Spanish

"very well" (70. and 60%,'respectively), with the remainder &Ariz,- so "pretty
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well." The combined 5th- and 6th-grade class was described as performing these

Skills "pretty well:" The English skills for this scho(1l sample, however;

were markedly lower. Students in the one 4th grit?,:: were rated as :.peaking,

reading; and writing English "somewhat"; 75% ,i in the uther:4th-grade

class were described as speaking English "somewhat, but the teacher did not

know their English r/,'1. g and writing competencies; Most of the students in

the combined 4th- .th-grade bilingual class were described as speaking,

reading, and writing :,E.Lish "hardly at all" (90%, 70%, and 60%, respectively),

with 1% performing these skills "very well," and the remainder only "somewhat."

The students in the combined 5th and 6th grade were rated as speaking, reading,

and writing English "somewhat."

As will be discovered in the following paragraphs, despite these differ-

ences in students' Spanish and English competencies and the different ways

each teacher used the magazine, both teachers and students found the magazine

educational and enjoyable,

The :ic) 4th- -grade classes used the magazine during a Science class for

61 to 75 minutes. The one teacher used four articles, whereas the other one

used a different story, "The Green Velvet Princess," because they were cur-

rently studying butterflies and ot!:er insects. Neither teacher read to the

students nor translated any of the Spanish; The combined 4th and 5th grade

used the magazine during Reading and Science for 30 to 45 minutc.s. The

teacher read the hedgehogs story at the students' request and translated a

few words. In the combined 5th- and 6th-grade classi Ranger Rick waE used

during a Spanish period for 46 to 60 minutes; the teache, read the "Ranger

Rick and His Friends" story, but did no1' translate any of Spanish. Only

one teacher used the Activity Guide, the section on "World Without Codors,"



but did not find it helpful. He/she suggested that simpler activities such as

games and drawings be included as well as definitions or a clear picture of

whatever is described.

All of the teachers reported liking the magazine, and all listed the photo-

graphs as one of the features liked most. '.,:hree of the four also referred

the stories, and one commented, "Ease of reading, appropriateness of materials,

themes children like, and fantastic pictures." In responding to what they

liked least, one teacher said he/she "liked it all," :;=,wo did not comment, and

one replied that most activities did not apply to bilingual inner-city children.

The only suggestoci change in the magazine was the addition of some exercises

or questions related to differe:At topics. In discussing the various features,

one 4th-grade teacher rated all as "very appropriate," and with the exception

of the vocabulary which was rated as "appropriate," so did the other 4th grade

teacher; Although the story topics and pictures also were rated as "very

appropriate" by the teacher for the combined 4th- and 5th-grade class; he /she

rated the games as "appropriate" and the vocabulary as "somewhat inappropri-

ate." For the new arrivals in the 5th- and 6th-grade group, both the vocabulary

and games were consic2red "somewhat inappropriate" and the topics and games as

"appropriate." Of curse, the extent to which such ratings reflect differences

in students' abiJities and interzsts, and/or in teachers' pro.ferences, rating

standards and interpretatil-os, and so forth, is unknown.

According to the teachers, the exceptioc of the newcomers' class,

their students also enjoyed the magazine and were actively engaged during its

use. Students in all the classes were: dstribed an liLing most the pictures.

:he 4th graders, in particular, were described as follows: "Very excited;

talking about how beautiful the pictures werr and "Ti"I. loyd the pictures;
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games, and some stories; I could see and hear them discussing what they saw in

the pictures." Although for the three younger groups there was nothing that

their teachers perceived them not liking; the teacher of the 5th- and 6th-grade

group indicated the vocabulary was too difficult ("It took a long class diS=

cussion for them to understand what they were reading about"). Nevertheless;

ror this class as well as two of the others; the teachers reported that their

students had learned from the experience such facts as the butterfly cycle and

how people had contributed to both extinction and protection of condors;

one teacher; however; commented that there had not been enough time to evaluate

their learning.

The English edition of RanpF Rick reportedly was not available in the

SCh661, nor had any of the teacis read the magazine before. Three of the

teachers rated the present issue as "very different" from the students' usual

SthoOl materials because it provlded "totally new information about animals

they have heard cbout but never seen up closei" in a "format more attractive;

iidte interesting, with specific information provided in an easy way to under-

stand and comprehend. Selections not too long to be boring--they were just

right." "For example; 'Green Velvet Princess' is presehted in a story; They

Could see all the changes in a butterfly in a story they really enjoy;" The

fourth teacher ral,.Z it as "somewhat different" and commented; "My students

(the combined 5th- and 6th -grade group) have very little experience reading

magazines or newspaper articles." All the: teachers reported there were no

similar Spanish materials available.

Given the diffiCUlty the newcomers in the 5th- and 6th-grade class experi-

enced using the magazine, their teacher did not know whether to recommend its

continued Use. The thre,. other Leachers; hir.:ever; were enthusiastic in their.
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recommendation,: and ftir Language Arts, Science, and Spanish in grades 3

through 6; anither for all three subjects in grades 5 and 6; and the third for

Language Arta and Spanish in grades 2 and 3 and Science in grades 4 and 5; Two

of the teachers commented on the educational value of a Spanish edition of

Ranger Rick. "It could be a useful addition to the Science and Social Studies

curriculum." "It's a marvelous magazine; The students were fascinated with

the illustrations, the atticlei the stories; They all seemed very happy

to have the opportunit read ic Spanish a magazine like Ranger Rick. It is

an excellent source of information for children (and enjoyment)." They also

noted its potential value for bilingual programs. "It has high potential to

reinforce animal names (in high interest stories) used or referred to in

English, Science; and/or Social Studies." "An excellen~ magazine that could be

used for many of the areas of study in the bilingual classrooms (Science;

Social Studies; Language Arts, Reading, etc.)."

The other school with four classes participating in the study included a

4th grade, a combined 4th and 5th grade, a 4th through 6th gta.;ai and a 6th

thrti!igh 8th grade. No questionnaire was received for the ol&tst group, but at

ledat 86% of the students in the other three classes were described as Hispanic

And as enrolled in a bilingual program; At least 86% of those in the two young-

est classes reportedly also spoke Spanish in their horre; somewhat fewer (71% to

85%) did so in the combined 4th- through t 'ass. The 4th-grade students

were rated as speaking; reading, and writinl r 'pretty well" and as also

speaking English "pretty well;" but as reading and writing it only "somewhat:"

Eighty percent of the students in the combined 4th- and 5th-grade :lass were

rated as speaking and reading Spanish "pretty well" and Writing it "very well:"

Although 90% of them were described as speaking English "pretty well," only 60%
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of them reportedly also could read and write English that well. In conLiast,

students in the combined 4th through 6th grade were rated as speaking Spanish

"pretty well" and reading and writing it "hardly at all," but as speaking

English "very well" and reading and writing it "pretty well." Although no spe

cific intormation was provided for the combined 6th through 8thgrade class;

the fact that it included students enrolled in bilingual, ESL; and transitional

programs suggests that there was considerable range in their Spanish and Eng

lish language skills.

As the following description will indicate, although used in different ways

and for different amounts of time in. these classes; both students and teachers

generally found this Spanish version of Ranger Rick an enjoyable and instructive

experience.

Three of the classes (the 4th, combined 4th and 5th, and combined 6th,

7th, and 8th grade) used the magazine during Science. The 4th grade also used

it during Language Arts, as did the combined 4th through 6thgrade class. The

4thgrade teacher, who was both a bilingual teacher and program coordinator,

spent 46 to 60 minutes using eight of the articles because "they fit into the

curriculum." None of them were read or translated by the teacher; but the

"Search for Supersaurus," "Happy Bee," and "Green Velvet Princess" stories

were studied in class; the "Build a Boxosaurus" article was a weekend assign

ment; and "Nature Club News," "Ranger Rick's Rare Wonders," "Nature Did It

First," and "Diatoms" became the Science lesson for the day. The teacher for

the combined 4th and 5thgrade class used the magazine for 30 to 45 minutes

during a Science period. Five articles were selected in response to the stu

dents' interests, three of which were read by the teacher. He/she also trans

lated a few of the words. The combined 4th through 6thgrade class spent
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61 to 75 minutes with the magazine during Language Arts. The teacher; a

Bilingual Category C Pullout teacher; read two of the four articles that were

used--"Search for Supersaurus" and the hedgehogs stories; These stories were

selected because "the students were attracted to the pictures and wanted to

know more about it"; most of the Spanish; however; had to be translated. The

first two teachers also used the Activity Guide; the one teacher specified

using the section relevant to the "Search for Supersaurus" story and reported

finding it helpful; but the other teacher did not elaborate further.

All three teachers said they liked the magazine. Two said they liked

the pictures best ("very attractive and interesting"); and the third reported

that what he/she liked best was that it was interesting to students. Only the

4thgrade teacher mentioned anything liked least. For this youngest group;

he/she reported; "The vocabulary at times was too advanced for students; Had

to explain and define many concepts." Later he/she also commented, "The

articles were too long for the attention span of my students." In rating the

various magazine features, one teacher rated all as "appropriate"; the other

two both viewed the vocabulary as difficult and "somewhat inappropriate," and

the pictures as "very appropriate;" but the teacher for the 4th through 6th

grade group rated the games and story topics also as "very appropriate,"

whereas the 4thgrade teacher rated the story topics as "appropriate" and the

games as "very inappropriate." Only one teacher; however, recommended any

changes for future issues--the inclusion of articles about different cultures.

The three teachers all reported that their students were actively engaged

during the magazine's use. In describing what their students liked most and

least; the 4thgrade teacher replied, "They enjoyed 'Search for Supersaurus;'

We had been studying about prehistoric animals so it tied in beautifully.
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They also loVed the ideaS given for creating a BOxoeahrus" Another teacher

responded that the students liked the pictures best ("They WE from page to

pagA latkiiig at the pictures. "). The 4th-grade teacher stated the students

liked least the "Backyard DitbSaUtS?" story because "it seemed too technical

in Spanish. The StUdettS asked too many questions and started to lose interest

and became bored." FOr StUdettS in the combined 4th- and 5th- grade class;

the teacher felt some of the pictures were "a bit grotesque." The teacher for

the combined 4th- through 6th-grade class reported that since these students

were unable to read the magazine; the only articles that appealed to them were

those he/she read to them;

Although none of the teachers reported any further follow-U0 activities,

they all perceived their students had learned from this brief exposure &: a

Spanish edition of Ranger Rick. Some of the evidence reported for these

perceptions were that students looked through the encyclopedia to find more

pictures dealing with prehistoric life and they were very eager to discuss

trips to the museum in reference to the dinosaur article;

An EhgliSh editiOt of kanger_lack was not available in this school, and

only one of the teachers had read it before (once in elementary school and had

liked it A little). Two of the teachers viewed the Spanish version as "somewhat

different" from the students' usual school materials. They commented: "It's

more up -to -date. The pictures are very current, some of the textbooks used are

outdated"; and "The material was more appealing than their texts." The third

teacher rated the magazine as "very different" because "We don't do any Science

lessons at all in this program" (the combined 4th-, 5th-, and 6th-grade class).

Given their generally positive reaction to the magazine and the fact that

there were no similar Spanish materials available in the school, they all
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recommended it for future use in the elementary school. They differed somewhat,

however, in the details of their recommendation. The Bilingual Coordinator

recommended it be used in grades 3 through 8 in Language Arts, Science, and

Spanish and commented, "At all levels it's perfect. We only tried the 4th

gradc!." The teacher for the combined 4th- and 5th-grade class recommended it

be used in 4th and 5th grade for Language Arts and in 5th grade for Science,

Whereas the teacher for the combined 6th- through 8th-grade group recommended

it be used in grades 4 through 9 in both Language Arts and Science.

In commenting on the magazine's educational value, one teacher said, "The

students enjoyed Ranger Rick very much and were very receptive of the materials.

They and myself look forward to receiving it every month." Although the teacher

for the combined 4th-, 5th-, and 6th-grade group liked the magazine, he/she

noted, "It's an interesting and different avenue of teaching Science. For the

particular group I have, it would be more helpful to have the English edition

of the magazine." All three teachers perceived its potential usefulness for

bilingual programs: "It makes a good Social Studies supplement as well as

Science"; (It provides) "more vocabulary"; and "It would be most appropriate

for category A and B students or C students who could read well in Spanish."

One teacher also noted its potential value for students in the ESL program--"It

will help introduce vocabulary to Level A language students."

As noted earlier, two schools had six groups participating in the study.

In the one school the sample comprised two 4th grades; one 5th grade, a combined

5th and 6th grade, a combined 7th and 8th grade; and a combined 4th- through

8th-grade group. Several of these groups comprised a small subgroup of studentS

who were given the magazine because they could read Spanish. The two 4th-grade

groups were two such subgroups. Six students came from one 4th-grade regular
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Reading class. Seventy-one percent to 85% of the students in this class were

described as Hispanic and 56% to 70% of them reportedly spoke Spanish in their

homes. Although 70% of them were rated as speaking Spanish "pretty well," the

teacher was unable to rate their Spanish reading and writing skills. These

students generally were more competent in English. Eighty percent of them were

rated as speaking English "pretty well and 20% "very well." All were described

as reading and writing English "pretty well." Less than 25% of the students in

this class were in a bilingual program. At least 86% of the students in the

other 4th-grade class were Hispanic and spoke Spanish in their homes. All of

them were described as speaking both Spanish and English "very well." Although

the teacher felt unable to rate the students' Spanish reading and writing

skills, he/she described them as reading and writing English "pretty well."

None of the students in this class were in a special program and the nine

students from this class who participated in the study did so as an extracur-

ricular activity.

At least 86% of the students in the 5th-grade class also were Hispanic and

spoke Spanish in their homes. Their teacher, however,. did not know Spanish

and was unable to rate their Spanish language skills. They reportedly could

speak, read, and write English "pretty well." None of these students were in a

bilingual program, and only four students in the class were sufficiently able

to read Spanish to participate in the study. The combined 5th- and 6th-grade

class also was a regular class. Seventy-one percent to 85% were Hispanic,

although at least 86% were described as speaking Spanish in their homes. These

students were rated as speaking and reading Spanish "pretty well," but the

teacher was unable to rate their Spanish writing skills. In English, howeveri

"
98% were rated as speaking, reading, and writing it pretty well and 2% as
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performing these skills "somewhat." The magazine was given to 13 students

(38% of the class) Who the teacher perceived as the only ones able to read it.

At least 86% of the combined 7th- and 8th-grade group also were Hispanic and

spoke Spanish in their hibMea. The 27 participants were specially selected and

taken out of their regular classes to participate in the study; All were rated

as Speaking and reading Spanish "very well." Ninety percent also could write

Spanish "very veil" and 10% "pretty well." All were described as speaking,

readihg; and writing English "pretty well." Five of the 27 students were in

transitional program; The 4th- through Sth-grade group was a bilingual ClaSS

in which at least 86% of the students were Hispanic and spoke Spanish in their

homes; Their teacher rated them as speaking, reading, and writing Spanish

"pretty well" and English "somewhat."

Given the very diverse characteristics of the participating groups in

this school it is not surprising that the magazine was used in a variety of

ways. The six 4th-grade students spent 61 to 75 minutes during their Reading

period to read various parts on their own that interested them; The teacher

did not read nor translate Any of the material. The nine participating 4th

graders in the Other ClASS were self-selected; as they used it on their own

during 46 to 60 minutes of "free reading" periods as well as at home as an

extracurricular activity; The teacher did not translate any of the Spanish

and did not know what parts of the magazine the students had used. The four

students in the 5th-grade class who were given the magazine also used it on

their own; but for at least 90 minutes. Since the teacher did not understand

Spanish, he/she was unable to translate any of the words, but according to the

students, all of the magazine was read. The thirteen students in the combined

5th- and 6th-grade class who were selected to receive the magazine used all of
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independently for Reading and Social Studies homework. As noted earlier,
1

specific 7th- and 8th-grade students were taken out of their regular Language

Arts classes to participate in the study; These 27 students spent 46 to 60

minutes in another room reading 12 of the magazine sections on their own

None of the Spanish was translated for them. The 16 students in the combined

4th- through 8th-grade group spent two periods during their Spanish reading

class on the "Backyard Dinosaurs?," "Sea Poems," "Happy Bee," and "Green Velvet

Princess" stories. The students voted for these selections, and the teacher

neither read any of the articles nor translated any of the Spanish. Given the

fact that almost all of the students in this school used the magazine on their

own, it is not surprising that none of the teachers used the Activity Guide;

Three of the teachers did not respond to what they liked most and least

in the magazine since they did rot read Spanish and/or felt the question was

not applicable for them. The remaining three teachers said they liked best

the high quality photography, the high interest value and good picturesi and

the variation of topics; Only two teachers commented on what they lik6d

least--the difficulty of some words and "not to have the magazine long enough

for making an intelligent evaluation." In rating the various magazine features,

one teacher said he/she was uncertain; two rated all of them as "appropriate";

one rated the pictures as "very appropriate" and the other features s appro-

priate"; and both 4th-grade teachers rated the vocabulary and story topics as

"somewhat inappropriate," the games as "appropriate and easily followed," and

one rated the pictures as "appropriate," and the other as "excellent" and "very

appropriate." None of the teachers suggested any changes for future issues;

All of the teachers reported that the participating students had been

actively engaged in the magazine. Although one teacher said he/she did not know
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what the students had liked most or least, three teachers mentioned the pictures

as liked most ("The colorful pictures led to cultural questions about nature";

"The pictures--they all mentioned it one way or another"; "The picture of the

ugly hippopotamus. They couldn't decide what it was. The word was unfamiliar

to some Spanish dialects. Mexicans thought the word referred to an octopus.").

One of the 4th-grade teachers said the students liked most the games "because

they flipped through the magazine and stopped there first." The other 4th-

grade teacher reported that the students liked the information and activities

on dinosaurs most, as evidenced by the fact that they motivated questions and

discussion. Only two teachers mentioned anything their students liked least.

The combined 7th- and 8th-grade group reportedly thought the stories were too

long and one of the 4th-grade teachers said the students did not like some of

the graphic animal pictures Both 4Z-h-grade teachers also reported further

follow-up activities--adding the magazine to the class library, and reading it

at home and discussing it with their families. The teacher for the 4th- through

8th-grade bilingual class commented that he/she planned to use it in the future;

Moreover, the students in this class had decided to form a Nature Club.

When asked if they thought their students had learned anything from this

brief exposure to Range-r-Ri_ck, three of the teachers said they did not know;

All three had students who worked independently at school and/or home with the

magazine. The remaining three teachers perceived that their students had

learned; as evidenced by their questions and discussions in class, the fact

that they "kept reading without picking their eyes up," and "their expressed

desire to read more about dinosaurs."

Although a few teachers were uncertain, the majority stated the English

edition of Ranger Rick was not available in the school. Also, only one of the
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teachers had seen it before (frequently at home and liked it a lot). Four of

the teachers perceived the present Spanish issue of Ranger Rick as "somewhat

different" frOM their students' usual school materials because it had "more

detailed facts on animals," "a wider range of information," and because of

"preseritation; colorful; realistic, titles, interesting." An-Other said it

WAS "very different" because of the curriculum, but did not elaborate further;

the sixth teacher said he/she did not know. Md§t Of the teachers stated they

did not know if there were similar Spanish itaterialS in the school; but the

bilingual teacher said there were none.

Thus; given the generally favorable response they and their students had

to the magazine, with the exception of the one teacher who did not read Spanish

and therefore felt unable to make a recommendation; the teachers recommended

its continued use in their school. They Varied, however, in the grade levels

and subject areas suggested. The recommendations were as follows: library

use for kindergarten through 8th grade; kindergarten through 8th-grade Spanish

and grades 1 through 8 in Language Arts and Science; Language Arta and Science

for grades 3 through 8; grades 4 through 8 in Language Arta; and 5th- and 6th-

grade Language Arts as well as ESL and bilingual programs. In commenting on its

educational value, those teachers who responded said: "The magazine has high

interest level"; "None except that it allows them to keep the skill of reading

Spanish. I do not think they would have read all of the magazine if it had not

been in Spanish"; and "My students enjoyed the reading of it very much. I think

that will motivate them to do some outside the classroom reading.' Wheh

asked what potential a Spanish edition of Ranger Rick might have for bilingual,

ESL, or other special programs, the teacher with only four students Able to

read Spanish said; "None in a bilingual program." The other teachers thought
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differently, however. They commented: "The publication seems highly useful in

bilingual or ESL programs"; "Great potential"; "My students liked the magazine.

Perhaps since they are not in a bilingual room they could use it in the library";

and "It is a good supplementary reader." The bilingual teacher commented further

on completing the questionnaire, "My students enjoyed the reading. They all

want to continue using a similar magazine for reading. Pictures and colors are

very attractive."

The other school had a very different set of six classes: a combined 3rd

and 4th grade, a combined 3rd through 5th grade, a 4th grade, a combined 4th

and 5th grade, and a combined 5th and 6th grade. In all classes at least 86%

of the students were described as Hispanic and as speaking Spanish in their

homes. The students varied considerably, however; in their competencies in

Spanish and English. Eighty percent of the students in the combined 3rd and

4th grade were rated as speaking, reading, and writing Spanish "somewhat," and

10% each as "pretty well" or "hardly at all." Seventy percent of them were

rated as speaking, reading, and writing English "somewhat," and 30% "pretty

well." As evaluated by the Bilingual Reading teacher; 80% of the students in

the combined 3rd- through 5th-grade class were rated as speaking Spanish "very

well" and 15% "somewhat"; the comparable percentages for reading and writing

were 70% and 15% and 50% and 20 %, respectively. They were considerably loss

proficient in English as 65% were rated as speaking; reading; awL writing

English "hardly at all," (45%) or only "somewhat" (25%). The 4th-grade stu-

dents were described as speaking Spanish "pretty well," reading it "hardly

at all," and writing it "somewhat"; they were rated as speaking; reading;

and writing English only "somewhat." Students in the combined 4th and 5th

grade were rated as speaking and reading Spanish "pretty well" and writing
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"somewhat"; and as also speaking English "pretty well"; they were not rated

on their English reading and writing skillS. Seventy-five percent of the stu-

dents in the combined 5th- and 6th-grade class were rated as speaking Spanish

_

"very well" and 25% as "pretty well "; the comparable percentages for reading

and writing Spanish were 50% each, and 25% and 50%; respectively They alsO

were generally prOficient in English, as 75% were described as speaking; read=

ing; and writing it "very Well"; and 25% only "somewhat ;" Students in the

combined 4th through 6th grade were rated as speaking and writing SpaniSh

"somewhat" and reading it "pretty wellui but as speaking English "pretty

and reading and writing it "somewhat." All were bilingual classes; two also

served ESL or transitional students;

Despite these differences in the students' Spanish and English language

skills and differences in the application of the magazine as will be described

below, the following findings indiCate that this initial experience with a

Spanish edition of Ranger Rick was an enjoyable learning experience.

The combined 3rd- and 4th-grade class spent 30 to 45 minutes during their

Law;uage Arts and Science period on the three dinosaur articles and the "Sea

Poems;" The teacher did not read any of the articles, but he/she reportedly

translated half of the words. The 4th graders in the combined 3rd- through

5th-grade class spent more than 90 minutes during Science. The teacher read

the three dinosaur articles Since they had been discussing animals and had

spent special time focused the idea of extinction. Although reportedly

he/she did not translate the Spanish; time was spent prior to reading explain-

ing (in Spanish) about half of the words. The 4th- and 5th-grade students

from this group also used the magazine for more than 90 minutes in Spanish

Language Arts with the Bilingual Reading teacher. During this class period;
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11 of the articles were used, but the teacher did not read any of them and

translated only a few words. The 4th-grade class spent 46 to 60 minutes

during Social Studies and Language Arts on five of the articles; )ne of which

("Piper Grows Up") the teacher read; The teacher did; however; translate half

of the words; The teacher for the combined 4th and 5th grade selected four

articles during Science period that he/she felt were easily intelligible for

the children and read one of them ( "011ie;Otter's Fun Pages") as well as

translating a few words. The students were then free to read other parts

that interested them on their own. Eight of the articles were used in the

combined 4th- through 6th-grade group over a 90-minute period during their

;

Spanish class. The particular articles chosen were selected because they looked

appealing t the students. None of the articles were read to the students nor

was any of the Spanish translated. The combined 5th- and 6th-grade class spent

more than 90 minutes with five articles in the magazine during Science and

Spanish. The teacher read all five of them to the students, but only translated

a few of the words. Only one teacher used the _Oxide, given the limited time

available, but that teacher found it helpful and suggested it also be in color.

Although one teacher did not respond to the question, the remaining

teachers all expressed their pleasure with the magazine. Two of the teachers

said they liked most the colorful pictures; two mentioned the illustrations

and articles; one responded, "the illustrations, puzzles; and 'Rare Wonders'

and another said, "concisei interesting, very picturesque, succinct is it!"

When asked what they liked least, two responded "none" ("all interesting");

three mentioned the need for easier vocabulary; and one listed the puzzles.

In rating the various magazine features, all rated the pictures as "very appro-

priate"; the story topics were rated as "appropriate" by all but one who rated
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it as "very appropriate"; the games were rated by two teachers each as "very

appropriate," "appropriate" and "somewhat inappropriate"; and the vocabulary

was rated as "appropriate" by three teachers; "somewhat inappropriate" by the

combined 3rd and 4thgrade and the 4th through 6thgrade teachers, and "very

appropriate" by the 4thgrade teacher. Only two teachers recommended Chatiget

for future issues: inclusion of a glossary of technical terms and deletion

of Englith names in a Spanish text because they are hard to pronounce and

meaningle66 and slow down reading (e.g., '011ie Otter' is ohgee ay ohter)."

All the teachers described their students as actively engaged when the

magazine was used: In describing what their students appeared to like most;

two referred to the pictures ("the beauty and realism"), one to the new infor

Matitin, another to the animal articles; and one responded, "All; especially

the dinosaurs and hedgehogs." When asked what the students liked least; thtee

teachers did not respond or said "nothing"; two referred to the picture of the

hippopotamus; and one commented that "Dear Ranger Rick" interested only the

better achievers. The Science teacher said that at first students disliked the

terminology of tedhilidel terms, "but once we went through them; liked it. It

was good fOr all Of us." As additional evidence of their students' engagement,

some teachers reported that students took the magazine home and shared it with

their families and/or did various followup activities such as making a dino-

saur model; drawings; and discussihg their next visit to the museum. Two

teachers noted that they, too; used the magazine further and/or shared it with

their families.

The teachers not only perceived their students as having enjoyed the maga-

zine; but also as having learned from the experience; Included in the evidence

to support their views were the students' recall Of story facts; newly acquired
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knowledge about different kinds of animals, and the fact that many children had

taken out library books to study more about dinosaurs.

One teacher reported the English edition of Ranger Rick was in the library,

but the others said "no" or "don't know." None of them, however, had read it.

Only one teacher knew of any similar Spanish materials in the school - -Luis Rey

Ciencias. Three teachers perceived the present Spanish edition of Ranger Rick

as "somewhat different" from their students' usual school materials because it

was "current, limited topic area, can be handled without fear of damaging" and

"when I presented dinosaurs as a possible extinct animal I did not have firat-

hand experience of what was related to us in 'Search for Supersaurus' and, too,

the pictures were marvelous." Two teachers viewed the magazine as "very dif-

ferent" ("It provides specific information about new topics or [ones] they

didn't remember."); however, one teacher said it was "not at all different,"

but provided no rationale for this rating.

Given the generally favorable response by teachers and students to the

magazine and the limited availability of similar materials, the teachers recom-

mended that the magazine be continued in their school across several grade

levels and subject areas. Two teachers recommended it be used in 4th grade in

Science and Social Studies, with one teacher also adding Language Arts, SpaniSh,

and Fine Arts; two recommended it be used in grades 4 through 6 in Language

Arts, Science, and Spanish; one recommended it be used in grades 4 and 5 for

Science and Spanish; and another recommended it be used in grades 4 through 8

for Language Arts and Science.

The teachers' comments on the magazine's educational value express best

their reactions to the magazine. "Very favorable. All children liked it.

New fresh material profusely illustrated." "The educational value is great
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for Social Studies and Science." "It's a useful supplement to Spanish reading

and Science program." "It'S a good edition and it's a help in the development

of the Science class." "Afferds them the educational information that is both

professionally done and interesting for their ages; Especially in discussing

the materials! They are so knowledgeable and can express themselves ever So

much better in Spanish than in EngliSh" With the exception of the teacher for

the combined 3rd and 4th grade, they also agreed that it had potential value for

use in bilingual, ESL, or other special instructional programs. "Very useful

for Science in bilinglial
6As a supplement to Science and Social Studies

materials." "Definitely. In Reading; Language Arts, in Science, and Social

Studies. If Other editions are as informative; I'm all for it!" "I think it

is a good magazine that can provide additional educational material to the stu-

dent."dent." AlSo, one teacher later commented, "It is difficult to find interesting

And educational fun materials in Spanish unless one goes out of the country."

In this large midwestern city, the special Spanish edition of Ranger Rick

was enthusiastically received by a large diverse sample of Hispanic youth,

predominantly of Pherte Rican origin, and their teachers. Both school admin-

istrative and teaching Staff generally perceived the content as appropriate

and both they and their students found the experience very enjoyable and

informative--not only teething the students many things they did not know but

motivating them to want to learn more.

New Jersey

Union City. The coordinator for the Bilingual and ESL programs for the

Unien City Public Schools reviewed the study with school administrative and

bilingual teaching staff. Three schools in this urban site adjacent to New
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York City participated in the Ranger Rick Study. Although demographic data

for the individual schools were not provided, 83% of the 7,700 students in the

Union City schools were reported to be Hispanic (predominantly Cuban), and

approximately 60% of the students were described as coming from families whose

parents were unemployed or working as unskilled laborers. Students in these

schools were described as performing, on the average, at one or more grade

levels below their expected grade level on standardized reading achievement

tests. With the exception of a few ESL students, all the participating stu-

dents attended bilingual classes. The three schools provided eight classes:

one a combined 7th- and 8th-grade group; another a 4th-, 5th-, and 6th-grade

class; and the third, a 4th-, 5th-, 7th-, and a combined 6th- and 7th-grade

class. Class sizes ranged from 14 to 20.

From the eight study classes, 141 students responded to the Student Ques-,

tionnaire. Of these, only 36 (26%) were in the 7th or 8th grade, and the

majority (57%) were male. Only eight students (6%) reported previously reading

the English edition of Ranger Rick magazine; most had read it at home for five

or more times and enjoyed it. Ninety-nine percent said they spoke Spanish at

home. Forty-five percent each stated they read Spanish "pretty well" or "very

well"; none reported not reading it at all. Examination of the grade level

data indicated that the youngest students had the highest percentage (75%) who

said they read "very well." Overall, 90% said they thought the Spanish in the

magazine was "easy", but this ranged across classes from 69% to 97%, with the

older students reporting the most difficulty.

Slightly more than half of the students (55%) reported that the teacher

read the articles to them, although for the four classes in one school he/she

did not. Only 20%, however, said the teacher translated any of the Spanish.
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With the exception of two students, thit occurred in only one 5th- and one 4th-

grade classj and for most students only a feW words Were involved. When asked

if they had participated in furthet magazine - related activities following the

class period devoted to its usej 70% of them reported doing something in school.

The most ftequent responses were using the "Build a Boxosaurus," "Happy Bee,"

and "Ranger Rid( and His Friends" articles (21 %, 14 %, and 12%, respectively)

and drawing or building a dinosaur model (24% and 22%, respectively). Other

less frequent responses were studying the animals more (8%) and writing a corn-

position (6%) Responses differed within and across schools; hOWeVet. The

"BUild a Boxosaurus" article was mentioned by the 4th- and 5th -grade students

in one school; and 18 of the 20 students who referted to the "Happy Bee" story

were in the combined 6th- and 7th=grade clatt. Also, doing further research

and writing compositions were only mentioned by ttudents in the 6th grade an'

above.

Only 37% (mostly 4th graders) said they did something outside of school.

Few of the 4th graders specified what they did. "Ranger Rick and His Friends"

and the "Happy Bee" stories were listed most (by 10% and 7%, respectively,

of the total sample), primarily due to the combined 7th- and 8th-grade and

combined 6th- and 7th-grade students; Again; drawing was mentioned most (by

11% Of the total sample); and then further research (7%) and reading (Ea);

StiMe of the oldest studehts mentioned studying other animals in danger of

extinction such as whales and the North American eagle. Fifty -four percent

said they discussed the magazine with their ftiendt or family (again, mostly

the 4th-grade students as well as one combined 7th- and 8th-grade class). The

dinosaur story; "Ranger Rick and Hit Friends;" "SearchSearch for Supersaurue

were mentioned most (by 15%, 12%, and 9%, respectively, of the total sample).
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When asked what they had learned from the magazine, 40% of the total sam-

ple reported various story facts; the next most frequent responses were story

titles or to)ics (24%), and learning about nature and animals (8%) and conser-

vation issues (7%). In general, the younger 4th-grade students listed general

topics only; whereas the eldei. Students stated many different specific facts

(e.g.; about the condors). In addition) ten students in the 7th- and 8th-grade

class mentioned a recogniZed heed for conservation and discussed the solar

energy article. One atddeiit alga commented, "I liked the magazine because

it's in Spanish and one learnS better in the language he speaks;"

Students at All grade levels stated they liked the pictures best c18% of

the total sample). The next most frequently mentioned favorite articles or

features were the dinosaur story (13%), the stories in general (12%), And the

animals (10%). Other preferences listed by 6% or more of the sample included

the variety and "Happy Bee" story (9% each); the hedgehogs article and the

"Sea Poems" (7% each), and the "Ranger Rick and His Friends" story and "April

Foolers" (6% each). Many students referred to a variety of features Such as

exemplified in the following quote: "What I liked most was its illustrations,

its vocabulary development and its color, and that it is in Spanish because

there are no science magazines in Spanish." Classegvaried, however; both in

the ranking and range of responses given. For example, the older students

mentioned more often that what they liked most about the magazine was that it

was interesting, provided important information, and also taught through

pictures. Many fewer 'students mentioned anything liked least. All the 6th-

grade student§ Said they liked "everything." In describing what they liked

leaSt, the "April Foolers" feature was mentioned most (by 26% of the total

sample). The hedgehogs story was the second most frequent response 12%). No
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other article or feature was mentioned by more than 5% of the sample;

rating the various magazine features, the majority of students said they liked

them all. Only 17 "dislike" ratings were given; Although the 7th and 6th=

grade students said they liked all the magazine features approximately equally

well; the younger students were primarily responsible for the overall range in

the percentage of "like" responses (i.e.; 68% for variety to 80% and 81% fOr

the stories and vocabulary; respectively). The percentage of students who said

they liked the pictures and games were 78% and 74%, respectively.

In comparing this issue of Ranger Rick with their other school materials,

the most frequent differences noted were that the magazine was more interesting

and enjoyable (28%); had more (and colorful) pictures (16%), and was in Spanish

(10%). Other less frequent differences mentioned were the variety and ease of

understanding (7% each), that it was more enjoyable and better made (5%), and

had different stories (5%). Some of the comments were as follows: "Our books

don't have as many pictures and such good Spanish as the one you showed us";

"It'S different because it has different variety; isn't boring; and it's easy

to read"; "It is different because it has many pictures, the paper is better;

its colors are pretty; and it is easy to understand"; "That it's very interest

ing. There are easy topics that interest my parents"; and "It deals with

antique things in a modern way."

Consistent with the previously reported findingsi almost all the students

(96%) said they wanted to continue using the Ranger Rick magazine. Half of

the students said they preferred to have the magazine in Spanish; 35% said

they would like to have it in both Spanish and English, and only 5% expressed

a preference for an English edition only. There were no apparent age or

school trends. OVerall, 66% responded that they wanted to use it in school
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and 56% in the home. So:he students explained their choice of location: "In

school because I can ask my teachers if I don't understand"; and "At home be-

cause _here's more tranqUility and calm." Almost all of the students in the

combined 6th= and 7th=grade 'class (who were described by their teacher as new

entrants into the country) said they preferred to use the magazine at home.

The two other classes with (slightly) more students preferring to use it at

home were from the same school;

Only ten students (7%) stated they would like any changes in the magaiihej

articlebut when asked to be specific; four gave only the name of aspecific rtitle

(e: ;; "Backyard Dinosaurs?"); two mentioned the hippopotamus picture, and one

the drawings. One student responded, "Make it biggerP When asked to recom-

mend the grade levels in which the Ranger Rick magazine should be used; students

usually selected their own grade level most. Overall; the grade levels students

checked most were the 5th; 4th, and 6th, in that order (by 64%, 59%, and 55%;

respectively, of the total sample).

At leaSt several Students in every class wrote additional comments after

completing the questionnaire; Most reiterated how much they had enjoyed the

magazine and wanted to continue receiving it. Some examples from differeht

classes include the following: "I used it as an important book and I learned

many things from it.... Well, the whole magazine is goOd I like it because

it is entertaining and through that one learns something"; "My comment about

the Ranger Rick magazine is that it's very beautiful and contains interesting

things that call attention to everything. Also for its photographs; its

paper; the stories, and I would like to continue receiving it because it

interests me a lot and I wish to continue reading it"; "Because it teaches us

different things such as how to make a boxosaurus and it also teaches us to
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love animals and to not treat them badly but to become their friends"; "I

would like to knOW more science through this magazine"; "What I think about

the magazine is that it is very interesting because one's self can learn

somethitg about such animals. Furthermore; experiments could be done using

all the facts in the readings; It is also good because it has activities that

entertain. It is interesting and good since we can know the various animals

that existed millions of years ago; We can also know stories; etc. "; "The

authors of this magazine have studied a lot"; "I have used the magazine in the

best Way possible; I showed it at home and my parents became interested in

it"; "I like the magazine a lot because it brings very interesting stories

like solar energy and also we learned a lot; us students and teacher. I thank

you very much because the questions in the questionnaires will help how I-am

in school"; and "GongtatUlations for such a pretty magazine!"

Teachers frdiii seven Of the eight participating classes completed the

Teacher Questionnaire. Allindicated that almost all the students were Hispanic

and spoke Spanish at home. Most of the students were described as speaking

Spanish "very Well" and reading and writing it at least "pretty well." Teachers

in several classes noted that 50% spoke English "hardly at all" and 70% could

read and write it "hardly at all." The combined 6th- and 7th-grade class was

comprised of newly arrived Hispanic immigrants; almost all of whom were described

as speaking; reading; and writing Spanish "pretty well" (95%; 90%; and 85%;

respectively); but as speaking; reading; and writing English "hardly at all."

Except for one Spanish class; the magazine had been used during the

Science period. (One teacher had also used it with the same students during a

Social Studies and Reading period.) Teachers differed in the length of time
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devoted to using the magazine, but all but two used it for at least two class

periods. They also differed in the number and nature of articles used (from

one to all). Most said they chose articles relevant to their particular

curriculum; Since most were Science classes, this led to using the "Search

for Supersauraus" article in two classes and "Green Velvet Princess," "Happy

Bee," and "Ranger Rick and His Friends" in one class each. one teacher noted

they were currently studying animals in danger of extinction as part of the

curriculum and thus the "Ranger Rick and His Friends" story was particularly

relevant. Several teachers noted, however, that the students read other

articles in the magazine at home or that they used other sections in other

class periods (e.g., using the poems for creative writing and "Dear Ranger

Rick" for practicing writing letters). Except for a few words, none of the

teachers translated the Spanish. Only two teachers reported using the Activity

iGuide, although one said he/she would have used it if the class had not

recently completed several varied activities on a similar topic. The teacher

for the combined 7th- and 8th-grade class indicated he she had used the Guide

for an individual research project and also for Endangered Species Day, and

one of the 4th-grade teachers had used "Fossil Fun."

All the teachers were very positive in their response to the magazine.

All rated the various magazine features as "appropriate" or "very appropriate"

(the latter especially indicated with regard to the photographs). Several

teachers stated that what they liked best was the variety of topics and the

pleasant way they were presented. One teacher responded that what he/she

liked best was the Spanish ("their language") and another referred to the

well-prepared objectives and excellent photos. Only one teacher (with 4th-

grade students) reported that some of the topics were difficult for the
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students' reading level. That same teacher, however, rated the vocabulary as

"appropriate." One teacher for the combined 7th-and 8th-grade group, although

liking very much the present variety, suggested there be more stories for 12-

to 15-year-olds.

All the teachers also reported that their students were actively engaged

while the magazine was presented, and that they especially liked the pictures

as well as enjoying the stories and games. Most of them (as well as the

teachers) reportedly took the magazine home to read more. As one teacher

stated; "They were impressed to find a magazine in Spanish and very impressed

with the photos." Few indicated anything their students liked least; those

that did referred to the hippopotamus and/or hedgehog pictures. They all also

perceived that their students had learned from the experience as evidenced,

for example, by the projects done during and outside school, the questions

posed in class discussions, and their desire for further learning.

When asked if and how the magazine was different from the students' regular

school materials, teachers varied in their responses. Two said it was "not

different at all"; four said it was "somewhat different;" but for different

reasons ("since it was in Spanish; they could read it"; "vocabulary easier";

"additional and more up-to-date information provided"); and one said it was

"very different" because it was "much more attractive."

With the exception of one teacher who said "don't know," they reported

that there were no similar Spanish materials currently in their schools.

Most did not know if the English version of Ranger Rick was available, and

only one had previously read it (and liked it a lot). Given the need, however;

for appropriate Spanish materials and their enthusiastic response to this

Spanish edition of Ranger Rick, they all recommended the magazine's continued
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use; Five teachers recommended the Spanish edition only for their grade

level in Language Arts and Science classes, but two recommended that it also

be used in Spanish, and one in Social Studies; two teachers recommended it

be used in grades 4 through 8 in Language Arts, Science, and Spanish.

The most important information, however, is provided in their comments

concerning the educational value and potential of a Spanish edition of Ranger

Rick for bilingual, ESL, or other special instructional programs. As to its

educational value, one teacher responded that it was an excellent supplement

to the science curriculum: "Its clear-cut approach leads to effective learn-

ing, and by including the latest research it increases the students' interests;"

Two other teachers also stated that the magazine not only reinforces weft

scientific knowledge, but is useful as an introductory activity ("It brings

about children's curiosity for a given subject"ji In noting its potential

fbr bilingual programs, one teacher commented how difficult it was to find

Science current events in Spanish, especially regarding endangered species:

"Since a major concern in Spain and Latin America is feeding their popula-

tions, the concept of preserving animals is unfamiliar and not taught." The

teachers also responded that it was good reinforcement for Spanish, while

at the same time being excellent reading material in Science; one teacher

expressed his/her pleasure that since the magazine was in Spanish the students

had something worthwhile they could read. The value for ESL classes was

also indicated, since "the many photos would aid word recognition." One

teacher, howeVer, indicated a preference for having the magazine available in

both English and Spanish so as to be more useful for both ESL and Spanish

classes.
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In summary, these teachers found the magazine instructive, interesting,

pleasant; and "unusual to find so well-written in Spanish." Although one 5th-

grade teacher wanted the vocabulary scaled down to enhance comprehension, and

several mentioned the specific hippopotamus and hedgehog pictures as interfer-

ing with the students' interest in reading these articles, in general; these

teachers found the magazine highly appropriate for these inner-city Hispanic

youth and filling a need presently not being met. The following quote from

a teacher who used the magazine not only during Science, but also during Social

Studies and Reading periods summarizes well these teachers' reactions: "I

really enjoyed it. I am delighted with the edition of Range-rRir_k_ magazine.

It is the first time that we have something like this in Spanish. The material

is very colorful and beautiful. We hope it will continue."

The Coordinator for the Bilingual and ESL programs in the Union City

schools arranged for me to attend one of the periodic afternoon meetings he

held with the teachers in the bilingual program since this would provide an

opportunity to meet all the 4th- through 8th-grade bilingual teachers who were

participating in the Spanish Ranger Rick Study in one location,. The meeting

that day was held in one of the three schools in Union City participating in

the study. The school is located only a few blocks from the central business

district.

Prior to the meeting, I had a brief friendly chat with Mr. . After

introducing me to the staff associate who was to conduct the meeting with the

3rd- through 8th-grade teachers, he left to meet with the first- and second-grade

teachers who were located in an adjacent classroom. Following the scheduled

agenda, I was introduced to the groups There were 11 teachers in attendance, a

diverse group whose age appeared to range from the twenties to the late fifties;
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Two were males and, with the exception of one teacher of Italian background, all

were Hispanic and predominantly Cuban. All eight classes participating in the

study were represented; the three remaining teachers taught third grade. (It

is interesting to note that the two bilingual program teachers who refused to

participate in the study also did not attend this meeting.)

After briefly reviewing the purpose of the study, I opened up the meeting

general comments. The group was extremely favorable in their responses.

The teachers praised the quality of the magazine, not only in its content, but

in its physical features such as the print and paper used. Several noted the

excellence of the Spanish translation, which they reported was in marked con

trast to most Spanish materials currently being used in the schools; One teacher

criticized the adequacy of the poetry translation; but, as the other teachers

noted; it is very difficult to adequately translate poems and rhyming is often

sacrificed;

Most teachers mentioned using the magazine for more than one class period

and in two instances, in two different subject areas, Language Arts and Science.

Some teachers were still using it. In several classrooms, the stories had led

to individual or class projects such as constructing dinosaur models, writing

book reports, and making illustrations in various art media. When asked about

the appropriateness of the vocabulary used, the comments again were generally

highly favorable. Both the 4thgrade and 8thgrade teachers responded that the

vocabulary was 'neither too easy nor too difficult." Only one teacher, who

also had 3rdgrade students in her classroom; reported some difficulty with the

vocabulary.

The teachers also reported how enthusiastic their students had been about

the magazine; All of them commented on how much the students had enjoyed the
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various story topics, particularly the story about dinosaurs, and the photo-

graphs; Although some fith-grade students reportedly had said they thought

some of the stories were too childish, their overall reaction to the magazine

remained very positive. In diacussing the various stories in the issue, one

teacher commented [IOW affected the students were in learning about the need

to save anithalS, and hOw several students reported trying to explain to theit

parents hot4 important this was. This same teacher noted that this was a very

"AMericah" concern, unfamiliar to many Hispanic families. For example, in

Latin AMetiCan countries where poverty is great, she felt the emphasis in texts

would 136 on using animals for food, not on saving them; Thus, this was a very

new concept to many students and their families, and, in her opinion, an itPtit=

tant one for them to learn;

Throughout our lively and friendly conversation, numerous instances

were given of the students' delight with the magazine. Several students had

requested information on subscribing to the magazine. (When asked, the

teachers did not know if an English version was available in their schoo1

library.) Many students kept the magazine in their desks to read; One

teacher laughingly deactibed having to reprimand a student for "sneaking"

reading the magazine dUring another class period; As the teachers departed,

they expressed the hope that this experience meant the Union city Board of

Education would approve obtaining more issues. They emphasized how great the

need was for up -to -date and varied Spanish materials.

Aftet the teachers left; I discussed the magazine with Mt.

and his associate. Both reiterated the teachers' favorable comments. They

praised the magazine's content and the quality of the translation, and they

thought the vocabulary was appropriate for the students in their program.
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Although the majority of students in the Union City schoolsare of Cuban

background; only 40% of those in the bilingual program are Cuban. The

remainder are from a variety of Hispanic cultures. Despite this diversity

of students and teachers; this Spanish issue was perceived as a very useful

tool in achieving their educational objectives.

Thus; findings from both the questionnaires and the site visit indicated

that for these inner-city Hispanic youth, many of them new arrivals to the

country, Spanish edition of Ranger Rick was not only greatly enjoyed by both

students and school personnel, but served a considerable need for appropriate

Science materials.

_ _
Vineland. After reviewing and approving the study; the Assistant Super-

intendent of Elementary Education for the Vineland Public Schools arranged for

the participation of a diverse array of classes serving Hispanic youth in this

southern New Jersey rural area. Vineland has a sizable Puerto Rican population.

Many families had originally migrated to this area for farm job , but then

settled in the community. Two Vineland schools participated, one serving grades

1 through 4 with 42.5% of the 458 students Hispanic, and the other serving

grades 5 through 8, with 32.7% of the 682 students Hispanic. Fifty-five percent

of the students in both schools were described as coming from families where the

household head was employed as an unskilled laborer or unemployed. Students in

these schools reportedly generally performed at grade level on standardized

reading achievement tests.

The 77 students who responded to the Student Questionnaire came from five

claSSeS; two classes wen:: in the elementary school (a combined 3rd- and 4th-

and a 4th-grade class) and three in the middle School (a 5th,= 6th;- and a

combined 7th- and 8th-grade class). Included among these classes were two
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bilingual tla§e (the combined 3rd- and 4th-grade and the combined 7th- and

8th-grade). Of these 77 students, 61 were in grades 4 through 6 and 16 in

gtade 7 and 8; 58% of them were female; with no IS having more males.

Twenty-three (30%) of the students had read the English version of Ranger

Rick; but only one of these was in the oldest class. Approximately half of

these students had read it at home; most of them only once; and most of them

said that they had enjoyed it.

Seventy-three percent of the students reported speaking Spanish at home;

but 57% said they only could read it "a little bit" (32%) or "not at all" (25%);

In the one 4th-grade class; none of the 20 students reported speaking Spanish

at home; and 15 of them said they could not read it at all; the remaining five

replied they could read it "only a little bit." In the remaining classes; all

but one student spoke Spanish at home and only four reported not reading it at

All. Sitilarly, although 14% of the total sample indicated the Spanish in the

magazine was "difficult;" and 32% said it was "neither difficult nor easy;" 10

of the 20 4th graders chose the English version of the questionnaire, and Of

the ten who used the Spanish version; four stated it was "difficult." Although

overall 51% and 64% of the students reported that the teacher read and trans-

lated the magazine; respectively, this was only true of the lower elementary

school. E'er the 4th-grade class in which no one spoke Spanish and few said

they could read it at all, the teacher reportedly translated everything; in

Other classes he/she only translated a few words;

With the exception of three students; only the combined 7th- and 8th-grade

bilingual class reported doing further magazine-related activities in or out

of school (23% and 19%; respectively; of the total sample). These students

-;

wrote reports on what they had read and liked; all chose to Write about the
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dinosaur article; The other three students built the carton dinosaur, drew

a model; experimented with plants; and/or did some of the puzzles.

Slightly over half of the students (39 or 51%) said they had diStdSSed the

magazine with their family or friends; 27 of these 39 were in the youngest

class, and they all responded that they discussed "animals." The most frequent

response from the other students were references to the dinosaurs. It should

be noted, however, that students in the 4th-grade non-Spanish speaking class

did not respond to this question nor to the following items 10 through 14. In

describing what they had learned, the few responding mostly listed article

titles; only seven students provided specific story facts.

"Animals" was the topic listed most frequently as liked best (20% of the

total sample, with 18 of the 20 choices coming from the youngest class);

f011oWed by the pictures (12%) and stories (10%). The oldest class was more

diverse in its choices and listed the solar energy article most. AMong the

responses listed in the miscellaneous category was the following one: "Well

it had a lot of things that made me laugh harder than I ever did." Overall;

the "April Foolers" feature was indicated as least liked (32%), but with 23 of

the 25 choices again coming from the same one class. Many fewer negative than

positive responses were given (47 vs. 67). Except for four 5th graders who

stated they liked least the fact that the magazine was in Spanish; various

other features were chosen by only one or two students. For the four classes

which rated the various magazine features) the pictures were preferred most,

then the stories, variety of topics, and games. Based on the total sample, the

respective percentages were 70%, 47%, 40%, and 3M The vocabulary used was

least liked (by 22% of the total sample), with 15 students in the youngest

group (the 66MbihAd 3rd- and 4th-grade class) who said they "disliked" it, and
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none who said they "liked" it. This same class was also responsible for the

low overall ranking of the games, since 22 of the 23 "neither liked nor dis-

liked" responses came from this group. It should be noted that in contrast to

the other classes) the 7th- and 8th-grade bilingual students all reported

liking the vocabulary used in the magazine.

When asked what, if anything, was different about this magazine from

their other school materials; only 26 responses were given. The two most

common differences indicated were the pictures (by 12% of the total sample)

and the use of Spanish (10%). The next most frequent response; "It was more

interesting" was given by only two students; One 6th-grade student commented;

"I am glad they put Spanish Ranger Rick so everyone who knows Spanish not

English can enjoy it in the same way (those with) the English Ranger Rim

does."

Ninety-five percent of the students in this Vineland sample said they

wanted to continue receiving the magazine; with only three students saying

they "did not care." Given their limited Spanish skillsi it is not surprising

that half of theM (39 or 51%) preferred to have it in English and another 25%

in both English and Spanish; only 24% preferred to continue receiving the

Spanish edition only. As would be expected from the previous reported

findings; 15 of the 18 students who preferred the Spanish edition were in the

middle school; with 10 of them from the bilingual 7th- and 8th-grade class.

All classes preferred to use it in school (79% overall).

Only five students (all from the middle school) expressed a desire for

any changes in the magazine (e.g., "change to English;" "take out poems,"

and "make more interesting"). In addition to wanting to continue receiving

it themselves; at least six students recommended that it be used in every
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lower and upper elementary grade level from 1 through 8. The younger students

recommended continuing it in grades 2 through 4; whereas the middle-school

students recommended it be used in grades 4 through 8, with students at each

grade level selecting their own grade level most. The few students who pro-

vided additional remarks after completing the questionnaire commented on it

being in Spanish; about how much they had liked it--finding it fun and learning

a lot--and about reading it with their parents and siblings. One student said,

"I used it by reading it to othersj and what I thought about it was that it was

fun and taught a lot that I didn't know."

The principals at both schools responded to the School Questionnaire;

Given the very different characteristics of the students in the two schools;

it is not surprising that many of their responses varied. The English version

of Ranger Rick was in neither school, but the middle-school principal had read

it and liked it a lot; The principal for the younger elementary school stu-

dents liked the pictures in the present Spanish version most; but liked least

the lack of value for the English-dominant student. This principal pointed

out that the bilingual program was a transitional one rather than a maintenance

one and, consequently, a Spanish edition was of limited educational value for

teaching purposes, although it might be valuable for use as supplementary mate-

rial. The activities in the Activity_dGuiAe appeared suitable; but due to the

principal's limited Spanish, he/she felt unable to judge the various features

Of the magazine and had not discussed the students' reactions with them. This

principal also commented that the English-speaking teacher had said his/her stu-

dents were quite frustrated in spite of assistance from the bilingual teacher,

and that the bilingual teacher viewed the vocabulary as "inappropriate", but had

enjoyed the pictures and found them useful for oral expression.
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The principal of the middle school was much more positive about the maga-

zine and reported liking very much the variety of features, the interest Iavel

of the stories; and the illustrations. He /she liked most the science articles

and least the fiction stories. The students with whom it was discussed also

were reported as liking the magazine. Although no similar Spanish materials

were available in the school) the magazine's primary potential was viewed as

supplementary material in the bilingual classes and as a library resource.

Four of the five teachers who had students participating in the study com-

pleted the TeaCher Questionnaire. The large differences in the students' and

teachers' experiences and skills in Spanish led to very different uses of the

magaZihe and quite different reactions. In the lower eleffientary school the

combined 3rd- and 4th-grade bilingual class used the magazine during their

Science period: Although all the students were Hispanic and were described

as speaking Spanish "pretty well, " 90% of them were rated as "hardly able at

all" to read or write it. In contrast, 80% of them reportedly could speak

English "pretty well" and read and write it "somewhat." The Spanish magazine

was used between 30 to 45 minutes, and the teacher used the "April Foolers"

and hedgehog articles and translated about half of the words. This teacher

liked the pictures most and the long reading sections least. Although the

pictures were considered "very appropriate)" and the stories and games "appro-

priatej" the vocabulary level was considered much too diffiCiilt and "very

inappropriate." The students were described as actively engaged durinci; the

magazine's presentation because of the pictures, but they could not read the

articles. Nevertheless) they reportedly learned names of animals they had

seat; but had not previously identified;

The other participating clasS in this school was a regular 4th-grade

class comprised of English-dominant students. Only one student participated
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in an ESL program and was not in the classroom when the questionnaires were

used. Although 56% to 70% of the students were Hispanic, less than 25% were

described as speaking Spanish at home; All of them were described as reading

and writing Spanish "hardly at all," but English "pretty well." The magazine

was used in lieu of the students regular Social Studies period. Given the

frustration of using a Spanish translation with these students, less than 30

minutes was devoted to its use; with the teacher reading only the "Ranger RiCk

and His Friends" story and translating all the words while doing so. Neither

teacher used the Activity Guide.

Although neither teacher knew if the English version of Ranger Rick was in

the school, both had read it and liked it. Both agreed there were no similar

Spanish materials in their school. Although the bilingual teacher recommended

the magazine's use with younger students (with simpler vocubulary) for Language

Arts, Science, and Spanish, the 4th-grade teacher saw no further use for it.

The two teachers who responded from the middle school were much more posi-

tive in their reactions to the magazine. For the 7th- and 8th-grade bilingual

class students, all of whom were described as speaking, reading, and writing

Spanish "very well," but only 3% of them doing so in English, 76 to 90 minutes

were spent with the magazine during their Spanish class. The students were asked

to read all the sections and comment on them. No translation was required. This

teacher reported that he/she liked the up-to-date information most and disliked

nothing. All features were considered "very appropriate." The only change sug-

gested was to include stories about Latin Atherica. The students were described

as actively engaged, liking the photos and poems most, and disliking nothing;

The 6th-grade Science teacher was similarly enthusiastic. Since this was a

large regular team-teaching class, with approximately only 20% of the students
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Hispanic, only seven students participated in the study in a separate small

group. Approximately two claSS periods (46-60 minutes) were devoted to the mag-

azine, using seven articlei considered relevant to the science units that had

been or would be taught. The students read and discussed them together on their

own since the teacher did not speak Spanish; This teacher stated he/she liked

most the photographsj variety of content, and activity pages; and disliked

nothing. The students alati reportedly liked the pictures and activity pages most

The students kept rushing excitedly to me to show me photographs and comment

on them"). Although neither teacher tior students recommended any changeS, the

teacher noted that the vocabulary appeared too difficult since the students do

not read or write Spanish frequently at home or at school even though most speak

it somewhat: Neither teacher had used the Activity Guide, but the Science

teacher noted that it was "great" and would be helpful later.

Both teachers perceived their students as having learned from using the

magazinejas evidenced by their recalling facts in later discussions and refer-

_

ing to the stories in later Science periods. Both recommended its further use.

The bilingual teacher indiCated its use for 7th- and 8th-grade student§ in

Languages Arts, Science, and Spanish, and the Science teacher recommended

for Science in 5th through 8th grade; Although the regular English version of

Ranger Rick was in the school library, both teachers commented on the lack of

similar Spanish materials.

As can be seen in the above descriptions, the teachers in this site had

very different reactions to the magazine. Despite a relatively large Hispanic

population in the community, most of the students' competencies in Spanish were

quite limited; Whether or not they Spoke Spanish at home; few could read or

write it; For the younger StUdents, especially; adaptation to a much simpler
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vocabulary seems necessary. Nevertheless, while for some teachers this led

a very frustrating experience; for others it was most rewarding. The following

quote from the non Spanish speaking 6thgrade Science teacher exemplifies the

latter; "I felt the Spanishspeaking students were pleased that somebbdy tared

enough to publish a magazine in their language. They were; in a small way;

reminded of the importance of their cultural traits. This was obvious after

evaluating their comments; Many also felt proud to be able to db something

(read Spanish) that the majority of the students couldn't do." In emphasizing

the factual knowledge the students may acquire from the magaiine, it is impor

tant that such potential affective and social influences are not ignored.

In early December; Ms. Mercado from the Princeton office accompanied me

to Vineland; New Jersey to meet with students and staff at one of the two

SChoola in Vineland participating in the Spanish Ranger Rick study. As part

of a diattittWide reorganization last fall; this school began serving 5th=

and 6thgrade students as well as those in 7th and 8th grade. As we later

learned; despite initial community and staff fears; the change seems to have

occurred smoothly. At this school; 7th and 8thgrade students attend classes

on the second floor; and their schedules permit little, if any, contact with

the students in the lower grades.

After a brief meeting over coffee with the principal; he introduced us to

the bilingual and ESL program teachers. They share the same classroom; using a

partition to separate the students in their respective classes; The teachers;

one male and one female, then arranged for us to talk in a small combined group

with the 14 Hispanic 7th and 8thgrade students present who had participated

in the itanger_Ri_ck study; The discussion soon became lively as the students

became more at ease In sharing their reactions. When individually asked what
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parts of the magazine they had liked best, it soon became apparent that the

students had read it all; not just those parts covered in school. Many in-

stances were provided of sharing the magazine with other family members. One

student noted how pleased his mother and grandmother were to have something

from school that they too, could read. Several students expressed their plea-

sure doing the games and puzzles (although one student said the instructions to

the word game were too difficult), and they commented on the "great" photographs

and drawings. An exception was the photograph of the hippopotamus on page 2,

which the girls, in particular, thought was "too ugly." One student later

summed up well the interest in learning encouraged by the magazine when he said,

"I liked it a lot. I didn't just learn things; it encouraged me to seek out

more." That same student later requested detailed instructions for subscribing

to the magazine. We left these students with a strong sense of their enjoyment

with their class experience with the Spanish Ranger Rick magazine and with

having the opportunity to share their ideas and reactions with us.

In further discussion with the bilingual and ESL teachers, who also were

very favorable in their reaction to the magazine, they recommended that future

issues should continue to be in Spanish only. They perceived that an issue

that combined Spanish and English would not be helpful because it would not

motivate the students to work hard and to use other resources when they had

difficulty with the vocabulary.

Upon our return to the principal's office, he brought us to one of the 5th-

grade classrooms where three 5th-grade female teachers whose Hispanic youngsters

participated in the study were sharing a free period. These teachers reported

that they could give the magazine to only a few of their students since most

of the Hispanic students in these regular classrooms could not read Spanish
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Well enough to understand the content, though they were able to speak and under-

stand it. Since these teachers could not read Spanish; the children read the

magazines on their own. They reported that the student: had all said they

liked the magazine; but wanted it in English; One teacher noted, however,

"Maybe they said they wanted it in English so as not to be differeht from the

other kids." Although these teachers commented that a Spanish edition Of the

magazine would be valuable for bilingual classes, they perceived no value for it

in regular classes. To exemplify the diffiCulty using it with Hispanic students

in regular classes they pointed out that some of the participating students

reported their mother or grandmother had to read it to them. For these teachers,

such family involvement was not a "plus."

Following a brief lunch in the staff coffee room; the principal introduced

us to a male 6thgrade Stiefite teacher who was part of a three-t:acher team in

a large attractive open -area classroom. Since he did not read or speak Spanish

himself, he had given the magazine to a small group of Hispanic students who

could read Spanish to work with in a separate area in the classroom. He was

extremely enthusiastic about the magazine, particularly because of his back-

ground in science. He also expressed the desirability of having materials that

would enable these students to maintain their skills in the Spanish language;

He noted that prior to using the magazine he had rarely heard any Spanish spoken

in class; When reading the Spanish Ranger Rick issue, however, the students

were all actively discussing the magazine in Spanish. In addition; they seemed

proud to have something of their own. The teacher commented that these were

the same students who were geherally performing less well in class; this time

they could do something the other students could not do; When the teacher later

discussed the magazine with the students he learned that they liked the activi-

ties and photographs best, particularly the one on page two. The students had
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fun trying to identify this picture and had decided it was a newborn camel (wet,

etc.). It should be noted in contrasting the mock horror/disgust reaction of

the older bilingual class students to this picture; that these students were all

males. One of the students also had told the teacher his mother enjoyed reading

it, and another reported sharing the stories with younger siblings. For thete

students and the teacher the magazine was a big success. According to this

Science teacher, there is a great need for stimulating, creative science mate

rials. Although he reported using the regular English edition of Ranger Rick

whenever he could; he perceived that the availability of a Spanish edition for

the many Hispanic students in the community would fill a need presently unmet.

After an additional cordial chat with the principal about the magazine and

some of the other special programs and facilities in the school; we left very

appreciative of the friendly cooperation we received and encouraged by the over-

all positive experience students and staff had as participants in this study.

The questionnaire data and site visit interview emphasized the variability

that may occur within as well as between schools. The findings emphasized the

important influence that teachers' attitudes may have on students' reactions.

They also indicated that although a student may be categorized as Hispanic; such

labeling provides little information concerning that students' Spanish language

proficiency. Many of the Hispanic students in this sample; especially the

younger children; were not able to read the Spanish in the present issue of

Ranger Rick; thereby frustrating both students and teachers; For the older

bilingual students; however; it served a useful purpose and was welcomed by

both students and staff.

In reviewing the findings from the two New Jersey sites participating in

the study; both similarities and differences were revealed within and Adi666
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sites; Given differences in (a) population densities, with one site urban and

one rural; (b) the predominance of Hispanic studentsj (c) Hispanit origin; with

one site serving predominantly Cuban students and the other Puertd Rican youth;

and (d) the level of Spanish and English skills; with one site serving many new

Hispanic entrants to the cointry, there are few if any general statements to be

made concerning the state. Howeveri as the Vineland data indicate, there may

be considerable variability biith within and across schools in a given site that

make any composite comparative findings across population density and Hispanic

origin difficult at best.

New York

New York City. FollOwing review and approval by the Bilingual Bureau and

the Proposal Review Committee of the New York City Board of Education, district

bilingual coordinators disseminated information about the study to schools in

their area; Unfortunately, despite the enthusiasms of the Bilingual Bureau, the

lengthy review process enabled only a few schools to participate in the time

available. Five schools participated in the study from three of the five city

boroughs--the Bronx, Manhattahj and Queens. With the exception of one school

with two classes (5th and 6th), the remaining four included one class each (a

combined 4th and 5th, a combined 5th and 6th; and a 6th grade), with class

sizes ranging from fiVe to 31. Included in the sample were three schools in

Manhattan, including a small alternative academy, one school in the Bronxj and

One in Queens. All but one served pre-kindergarten or kindergarten through

6th grade; the fifth school comprised grades 3 through 5 only.

StUdent enrollment varied greatly across schools from 145 to 1,500i with

the Hispanic percentage also ranging from 55% to 95%. In two of the schools,

students were generally performing one-half to one grade below their expected
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grade level on standardized reading achievement tests. In two others, the

average performance was one or more grades lower. One school did not provide

a sample description; but since its location was in the, same school district

as one of the Other schools, these demographics should remain appropriate;

Although most of the schools did not provide percentages for the family socio-

economic categories on the Sample Description Form; one Manhattan school noted

that 97% of the families in that school were on public assistance. SimilarlY;

another Manhattan school noted that 70% of the families were employed in

Skilled, nonfarm labor jobs or unemployed; In contrast; the Queens school had

only 30% of students' families in these lower socioeconomic status categories

(all unemployed); with an additional 30% of the families in both skilled labor

and clerical/sales jobs; and the remaining 10% in the professional/managerial

category. This same school had the smallest percentage of Hispanic students

(55%).

The total sample responding to the Student Questionnaire was 130; Of those

Who reported their sex, 53 (or 42% of the total sample) were males and 46 (35%)

fethaleS (tine class did not provide sex identification data); Only 16 of these

130 StbdentS (12%) stated they had seen the English version of Ranger Rick

before; most of them had seen it in school; half just once; and all dhedked

that they had liked it. Ninety-three percent of the sample reported speaking

Spanish at home (only nine children from two classes did not). Overall, 45%

Said they read Spanish well," 41% "pretty well," and 15% "a little bit";

none said they could "not read it at All." Only two classes, however; had a

majority of students who responded they read well. Fifty-two percent of the

itotal sample stated the Spanish in the magazine was "easy," 38% "so-so," and

10% "diffitult" Consistent with these findings is the fact that of the 21
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children of higher socioeconomic status, 17 responded they read "very well" and

20 said the present issue was "easy;" whereas the class expressing the most

difficulty reading Spanish also expressed more difficulty with the Spanish

vocabulary in the magazine; with no one stating that it was "easy." Sixty per-

cent of the students reported that the teacher did not read to them; 47 of the

52 pupils who said he/she did came from two classes. Fifty-nine percent, how-

ever, stated the teacher translated some of the Spanish, but most said it was

only a few words. Consistent with the previous reported findings; one of the

two classes where this did not occur was the Queens class in which the students

responded the Spanish was easy.

Almost three-fifths (58% or 75) of the students reported doing further

activities in school (esseatially all the students in four classes and half in

another). Half of these students (37) said their activities were based on the

dinosaur article and 10 of them listed the "Search for Supersaurus" story.

Nineteen students (15% of the total sample) reported building the Boxosaurus,

and some did further library research for reports, but the second most frequent

category used (by 16 or 12%) was "other" since 13 students in one class in con-

junction with a concurrent class project on career education used the dinosaur

articles to describe the attitudes and skills of an archeologist. Only 22

students (17%) reported doing further activities outside school; the most fre-

quent responses were "reading more (3 %) "building a dinosaur model"; or

"studying more about animals" (2% each). Others mentioned going to the museum;

thinking about not killing animals; and one student responded, "playing teacher

at home and asking questions." Eighty students (62%); however; did report

discussing the magazine with their families and/or,friends, a majority in all

but two classes. Slightly more than half of these (44) said they discussed the
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.dinosaur articles; the next most frequent article mentioned was the one about

hedgehogs; When asked what they had learned, most responses (32%) were coded

AS vague or "other;" but 22% replied they had learned about nature or specific

animals, and 15% described specific story facts. A few also mentioned learning

about the need for conservation of natural resources and animals: Among some

Of the "other" responses given were "not assaulting animals", "memorizing poems";

and "learning new words" and/or "how to Speak Spanish."

When asked what they liked best, most students listed dinosaurs (18 %); then

"Ranger Rick and His Friends" (15%), and pictures (14%). Thirteen percent said

"everything." When asked what they liked least, several said "nothing" or reit-

erated that they liked everything. The most frequent specific feature listed

was "April Foolersu (34 or 26%). Only a few students noted other specific

topics, with no category receiving more than five tallies and most only one or

two. FOUr StUdents responded that they least liked the vocabuIarY("t o diffi-

cult") but two others noted typographical errors in one of the words. In rating

the various magazine features, these students generally reported liking the

pictures and games most (80% each), followed by the stories (78%), vocabulary

(73%), and variety (72%). Students in two classes rated nothing as "disliked,"

but of the 24 "dislike" tallies, nine were for the vocabulary. In this instance,

as in many others, summary statistics often conceal the variability within and

across classes. In contrast to the overall rankings; one class ranked vocabu-

lary highest and One liked the games least;

In comparing this magazine with their other class materials, the animal

stories, use of Spanish, and inclusion of games and puzzles were the differences

mentioned most (15%; 13%; and 8%; respectively). Several vague responses also

were Offered as Well as affective reactions such as enjoying it, and finding
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the issue more interesting, informative, and easy to understand. In noting

class differences, it should be pointed out that 13 of the 17 references to the

magazine being in Spanish came from the Queens class. Also; in thaSe classes

Where a Majority of the students found the Spanish easy, several mentioned the

"good vocabulary."

COnSiSteht with their expressed enjoyment in the magazine, almost all stu-

dents said they wanted to continue receiving it; only three students in the New

York City sample responded "no." More students (47%) expressed a preference

for receiving the magazine in both Spanish and English; 26% preferred to receive

it in Spanish, 21% in English, and three students checked "Don't know." Only

two classes; each in a different area of the city; showed a preference (slight)

for having it in Spanish only; Also; the class with the highest percentage of

students who preferred to have it in both Spanish and English was the same class

which expressed the most difficulty reading the present issue. The majority

(65%) said they wanted to use the magazine in school, but a large percentage

(46%) said they wanted to use it at home, sometimes in addition to school. Thir-

teen percent also mentioned other places (e.g., park, library; doctor's office).

Only 28 students, or slightly more than a fifth of the sample (22%), said

they wanted some changes made; Nine students from one class mentioned a specifid

page (usually the hippopotamus on page twaY1 nine other students desired that

the magazine be made easier (eight of them from the same class that expressed

the most difficulty reading the issue), and the remaining responses referred to

different specific articles. Consistent with their very favorable reaction to

the magazine; they recommended that it be used throughout the lower and upper

elementary school grades. OVerall the fifth grade was chosen by the most stu-

dents (74%), followed by the sixth (55%), fourth, and seventh grades (43% each);
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Only one class did not select its own grade level most (instead, the next lower

level); this 61aSS comprised thOSe students having the most academit difficulty:

The extent to which students provided additional comments ranged from none

almost all in any one class, in part due their varied proficiencies in

writing; as well as to the time provided and their interest. Some just reiter-

ated the parts they had read or the activities in which they had engaged. The

most common eithek responses Were that the magazine WAS interesting; pretty; lots

Of fun; liked very much (in the words of some students; "fantastic;" "wonderfuli"

"exciting "), and that they hoped to continue receiving it. One student expressed

his wish to join the Ranger Rick Club; In one class where most of the stUdentS

gave lengthy responses; several noted that it was the first Spanish magatine

that they had read. Several also mentioned discussing it not only in class but

with their parents; asking questionsi and liking it a lot. Two articulate stu-

dents expressed well the feelings of many: "I liked the magazine a lot; It

was beautiful. I learned many new words; and I liked the puzzles a lot; Every-

thing we discussed with care; I learned many new things about nature"; and "I

have used the magazine with much love and affection, and it interests me much;

For me it is very amusing and strange. I saw many very strange animals I hadn't

seen."

____

gThree School Questionnaires were completed; two by a bilinual program

director and one by a bilingual resource teacher. Only one of the schools WAS

reported as having the English version of Ranger Rick available and Only one of

these staff members had read it before; reportedly liking it very much; They

all gave very favorable reactions to this Spanish issue; although they differed

somewhat on specifics. All liked the photographs and variety of topics very

much, but one liked the games and interest level of the stories somewhat less.
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Although one program director liked all the features. very much; the vocabulary

Was liked to varying lesser degrees by the other two staff. When asked what

they liked most, again the photographs, variety of topics, and stories were

liAted. When asked what they liked least, two said "nothing;" but one replied

"the poetry" since it was "tog much a translation of English rather than an

adaptation." Although one individual stated no changes were needed or desired,

one person requested more accuracy in the use of accents and verb conjunctions

(e.g.; volavamos on page 27 and cajas on page 13), and the other ricked that

simpler vocabulary would maximize his/her different group's use.

These administrative staff had all discussed the magazine with the students

-;-_-
who had participated in the study and reported that they, too, had liked it very

much. No one reported having similar Spanish materials in their school, and

they all recommended that a Spanish edition of Ranger Rick be continued across

different subject areas. One recommended it be used in the 6thgrade Language

Arts, Science, and Spanish classes; another recommended it also be used in 5th

grade and in the current events period; and the third recommended its use in

3rd thrOUgh 5th grade for Language Arts, Science, Spanish, and Social Studies.

Their comments as to its educational value provided more detailed information.

"It provides enrichment to the curriculum in the child's dominant language."

"The children are exposed to very few magazines and newspapers that are written

in Spanish. A magazine of Ranger Rick's caliber can be used to reinforce that

which has been taught previously in terms of content, vocabulary and general

reading skills as well as to introduce new concepts, especially those relating

to science and nature."

In responding to its potential value for bilingual programs; they all noted

its value for reinforcement of content and skills in vocabulary development in
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science and social studies areas as well as for exposure of students to subjects

not usually covered in the curriculum by using the variety of topics the maga

zine offers.

In addition, two respondents for bilingual programs serving very economically

impoverished famine§ and a financially pressed school system commented on finan

cial aspects: "Because this magazine is not itself a curriculum, it is essential

that its price be within the means of the school and/or students"; and "Many of

the children expressed a desire to read Ranger Rick at home. Perhaps a subScription

could be offered to them through the school at a reason-1131e price. Most of our

children just don't have any reading materials at home where they can apply those

skills taught at the school."

With the exception of one teacher whose class had been observed, the

remaining five teachers completed the Teacher Questionnaire. Their diverse

descriptions of their students' Spanish and English competencies help explain

some of the varied student responses obtained. In one Manhattan school; stu

dents in the younger class were described as all speaking Spanish "very well",

with 70% reading "pretty well" and 50% writing "pretty well," whereas 80% could

only speak, read, and write English "somewhat. The older students in the same

school were rated as generally speaking Spanish "pretty well," but reading and

writing uuth it and English only "somewhat." The pattern of speaking Spanish

"pretty well" and reading and writing it less well was generally found except

in the Queens sCh-661 where 89% were described as speaking; reading; and writing

Spanish "very Well," and in the Bronx where they were described as generally

speaking, reading, and writing Spanish only "somewhat." These New York students

generally were described as speaking; reading, and writing English only "some

what," with a relatively Large percentage (30% to 35%) rated as "hardly at all"
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able to perform these skills; an exception was the Queens class which was

described as generally performing 'somewhat" to "pretty well;" two of the

clasSeS, however, the students' Engligh skills varied considerably; 35% and

50%, and 30% and 40% were described as reading and writing "hardly at all" or

"pretty Well," respectively; Probably in all classes some students were very

discrepant in their Spanish and English literacy skills and some were not, a'

factor that could lead to differences in both teaching and learning with any

instructional materials.

In part due to these differences in student characteristics, the nature

and extent of use of the Spanish edition of Ranger Rick differed across clASS=

rooms. The time varied from one to several periods; the number of articles

used in class ranged from one to eleven. Some articles were chosen because

they fit into current curriculum units, others due to students' perceived

or expressed interest. SoMe teachers included various followup activities

in other subject areas such as arts and crafts, library research; creative

writing, and letter writing; some gave homework assignments to read and/or

Write about Othet articles; and some limited use to the one class period and

the students' voluntary further activities;

All teachers were enthusiastic in their reaction to the magazine. They

generally liked the photographs most (according to one, "since they provide

concrete evidence of topics I was presenting"). Others also commented on the

good layout and the stories. All but one teacher said there was nothing to

list as leaSt liked--"the magazine was most informative and the children both

enjoyed it and learned from it. I can't find anything I disliked." The one

teacher, however, noted that the vocabulary was difficult. When evaluating

various different features of the magazine, several rated the vocabulary as
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"somewhat inappropriate." The photographs were consistently rated as "very

appropriate" and the other features (the story topics and games/activities)

as "appropriate".or "very appropriate." Similarly, in suggesting possible

changes, one teacher requested easier vocabulary, and two suggested including

a glossary of unfamiliar words for those experiencing difficulty and it moti

vate them to look up unfamiliar words." A unique suggestion offered by one

teacher was to have the children send in letters commenting on parts of the

issue and to publish them.

Only two teachers said they used the Activity Guide (and found it helpful);

although another said he/she had taken it home as a source of information for

future activities; The only change suggested was that it also be a resource

for activities in developing reading skins.

All the teachers commented on the active engagement of the students when

the magazine was used. All participated; Whether in class discussions or arts

and crafts activities. Most reportedly seemed to like the pictures best, and

many enjoyed the followup activities. One teacher noted that several students

asked if they could read the magazine during their lunch period; and most

teachers reported that their students took the magazine home to read and reread

articles and to discuss them with their families. As for what the students

liked least; two teachers mentioned their difficulty with some of the vocabulary,

and one mentioned the hippopotamus picture.

The teachers also all responded that their students had learned from the

magazine; as evidenced by recalling facts) the understanding revealed in later

discussion of topics; the preparation of experience charts about the information

learned; and their continued research on some of the articles. Their responses

to how the magazine differed from the Students' usual school materials; however;
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ranged from "not at all" to "somewhat." Some teacherS provided no specific

rationale for their response; but those that did said, "It let the students go

on to other areas once exposed to some of the stories "; "Although not generally

part of the curriculum, it could be integrated (into it)"; and "The information

was presented in a more technical and sophisticated manner and the photographs

were realistic." None of the teachers reported the availability of the English

version of the Ranger Rick magazine; and none had read it before.

All the teachers reported that there were no similar Spanish materialS in

their school; Given that fact and their general enthusiasm for the magazine,

they all. recommended its continued use. They all selected the grade level in

which they had used it, and all recommended that it be used in Language Arts;

Science; and SpaniSh. TWO teachers also recommended its use in Social Studies;

and one noted its value for individual reading during the students' free period.

As was true of the program directors' respanSeS, the teachers responses

to the open-ended questions on the educational value and potential use of

Spanish edition summarized best their feelings as well providing additiOnal

information; In response to its educational value; they said; "I'd like to

see this magazine; the Spanish edition, used as part of the science program.

Facts are presented in such an interesting and attractive fashith that students

seem to be more motivated and eager to read or have the stories read to them";

"It broadens childr6h'S knowledge in wildlife which these inner-city children

are not exposed to in language familiar to them. It serves AS enrichment

activity in addition to a regular reading program. It entourages these children

whose language is mainly Spanish to want to read such a Well-edited and inter-

esting, as well as beautifully illustrated, magazine as -RAmger_Rick which I

personally found a pleasure to read"; and "The Spanish edition of Ranger Rick is
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of great educational value. It presents information in an attractive and appeal-

ing manner. The Spanish edition provides the occasional alternative from the

day-to-day use of the developmental reader. It also sheds an attractive light

on the Spanish language. (If a nice magazine like Ranger Rick is written in

Spanish, then Spanish is a worthwhile language to know)." The remaining teachers

also pointed out how worthwhile it was--both educational'and enjoyable for the

children.

In response to its potential value for bilingual programs, the magazine was

again recommended for supplementary reading and enrichment. To quote from some

of the questionnaires: "Excellent magazine! Well translated!" "From the avail-

able material on the market being translated into Spanish, it appears yours is

the best I've come across." Some suggested changes, however, also were noted.

"I think its very much needed as a supplementary tool, but it should follow

more closely the curriculum; If not; it could be used for leisure reading or

individualized reading." Also; one teacher commented; "I believe when quoting

in Spanish; quotation marks are not used; instead a hyphen is used to indicate

a quotation." But the following teacher summarized well many of the favorable

reactions noted earlier. "I think using the Spanish edition is most beneficial

to any bilingual program in many respects. Primarily the children are exposed

to a Spanish language edition of a well-known magazine. The children can see

Spanish in a context which they are familiar with--that is, an informative

children's magazine. They can see that Spanish is not only a language to be

read and spoken, but a vehicle for information. A magazine like Ranger Rick

promotes a positive attitude towards Spanish which is essential in any bilingual

education program." And, in a final comment, this same teacher noted, "Enjoyed

using; hope it will be available. It is important that the children be exposed
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to magazines, nature; their native language and a host of other things. Ranger

Rfck combines all these."

As was noted in the section in the Procedures chapter describing the sam

pie; approval was received too late to include a larger sample of New York City

classes; But as the above descriOtion indicates, fo these urban economically

disadvantaged minority youngsters; the Spanish edition of Ranger Rick provided

a multifaCeted aid that contributed greatly to both the educational needs and

interests of students and staff.

New York City also was used for field testing the data collection materials

and procedures. Following review by staff at ETS and the National Wildlife

Federation of the Spanish version of Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine and draft

copies of the questionnaires that had been prepared for administering to stu

dents, teachers; and other relevant school personnel in the pilot study, a

field tryout of the datagathering procedures took place in two New York City

District 4 schools in midOctober.

Due to the efforts and clOse cooperation of staff in the New York City

Office of Bilingual Ed6Cation, particularly those in the District 4 Office;

arrangements Were readily made to observe two bilingual classes using the

Spanish edition of -Ranger_Rick_ and to interview participating teachers and

Administrative staff. In accord with the data collection strategy for the

Actual pilot study, both English and Spanish copies of the selected issue and

accompanying activity guide were made available to school staff prior to the

designated class period, and staff were instructed to use whatever content and

mode(s) of instruction they deeired.

Two achoola participated In this field tryout--a bilingual school situated

within a larger public school and P.S. --both schoolslocated in "Spanish
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Harlem. In the former school, a junior high 7th-grade bilingual class was

observed; in the latter, a 6th-grade bilingual class was observed. The author

was accompanied by Maria Santiago Mercado from the ETS Princeton Office. Imme-
.

diately following each observation the participating teacher and a member of the

school's administrative staff were interviewed concerning their reactions to the

magazine and the various English version questionnaires, and their perceptions

of the students' reactions.

The first observation took place in the alternative bilingual school during

a thirty-five minute Language Arts class period. Prior to distributing the

Spanish Ranger Rick magazine to the students; the teacher reviewed a class

assignment to prepare sentences using several Spanish words she had introduced

the day before; The words were from the Ranger Rick story "Piper Grows Up," a

story about a baby grebe that she had selected for the present class period.

After familiarizing the students further with the meaning of the words and

encouraging their discussioni she distributed the magazine and began calling

on students to read aloud from the selected story.

The teacher, a young Hispanic woman, continually moved around the class-

room) providing students frequent verbal and nonverbal positive reinforcement

as she posed many questions on the story content; called attention to the

various illustrations; and expanded vocabulary and ideas; The students were

actively engaged in the activity; with many volunteering to answer the various

questions posed, and all attentive to the story. The class comprised 25 stu-

dents, 7 boys and 18 girls, at least 80Z of whom were Hispanic. All students

were provided an opportunity to read aloud and/or discuss the story. Despite

differences in Spanish fluency) the teacher's warmth and encouragement facili-

tated students' willingness to read aloud and to attempt to answer the questions
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posed; At the end of the class period the students appeared delighted to learn

they could keep the Manger Rick magazine; with one student asking; "YOU mean

We can keep it forever and ever?" Following up the day's activity, the teacher

assigned them homework to write a report on the story discussed.

Immediately after the class period, we discussed over coffee the class and

materials with the teacher and principal. Both were very enthusiastic about the

magazine and expressed a strong desire for more issues. Although the teacher

reported that many of the articles included words not commonly used by the stu-

dents in her class, she felt they were appropriate. Thus to facilitate their

participation she had given them prior preparation on selected words. Both she

and the principal felt the various questionnaires were appropriate and feasible

and they could not foresee difficulties in responding. We ended our meeting

anticipating continued use of the magazine in this class as well as its future

use in other classes later in the year.

We then walked the several blocks to P.S. where we were directed to

the 6th-grade bilingual class that had been scheduled for us to visit. Again

we observed a 35-minute instructional period. This was a much larger class than

the one we observed previously; there were 37 students in attendance. There

was a more even sex aistribution. Also, there was greater ethnic diversity

among the students (Hispanic and Non-Hispanic White, Black and Asian); and they

evidenced a wider range of facility in speaking Spanish. (The class was de-

scribed as an English-=-dominant bilingual class.)

As in the previous dlASS, the teacher had carefully reviewed the Ranger

Rick materials; selecting for use that section that appeared most relevant to

the current class program; The story chosen was "Search for Supersaurus."

Sihde the class had been working on a unit that focused on knowing oneself and
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alternative careers in order to make better career choices, the teacher directed

the students to read this Ranger Rick story with the purpose of finding out

what an archeologist is and does--his or her activities, interests, attitudes,

skills, and personality. She had prepared a worksheet for recording these

aspects, and after a 10-minute period of silent reading, she elicited comments

from the class to fill in the record form she had drawn on the blackboard.

There was considerable discussion among the students as they read the story.

One student asked for a Spanish-English dictionary, after which the teacher

inquired how many others wanted one. More than half of the class requested

one and subsequently received it. During the reading, the teacher moved around

the classroom and helped students with many of the words, while other students

helped each other. During the subsequent class discussion, most of the students

actively participated. Even those with seemingly limited facility in speaking

Spanish made an effort to participate, as if not wanting to be left out When

responding became difficult, the teacher gave an increasing number of clues,

but waited for the students to find an appropriate response. Reinforcement

was frequent and positive. At the end of the class period, the students showed

considerable pleasure when they learned they could keep the magazines. One

child spontaneously approached the observers to say "thank you" for the maga-

zine; another asked if more issues would come. Several students suggested the

magazine also be used in other classes such as Spanish and Science.

In our subsequent discussion with the teacher she expressed considerable

pleasure with the magazine content and stated that the vocabulary level was

appropriate. Since this was considered an advanced class, some of their other

Spanish books are more difficult to read. In reflecting on the students'

obvious enthusiasm for the magazine, she said, "There are so few new materia1s
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available in Spanish; the children are excited when they get one." She also

noted that several of the students currently active in a school-sponsored

photography project spontaneously commented on the unusual effects achieved in

some of the illustrations.

This teacher also found the various questionnaires appropriate and easy to

complete, and looked forward very much to continuing using the magazine. She

already planned to follow-up on the work initiated during thiS claSS period.

We next talked to District 4 staff from the Office of Bilingual Education.

They were very enthusiaStic about the magazine and its wide applicability for

the students in their diStriCt. They AlSo had reviewed the different question-

naires and fbund theth appropriate and easy to complete. They gave their strong

endorsement to the program and offered their full cooperation for participating

in the pilot study.

In conclusion, in a field tryout of a Spanish version of th(2. April 1980

Ranger RiCk'S NatureMagazine in two inner-city schools, teachers; students,

and administrative staff showed enthusiastic acceptance of these new

For these 6th- and 7th-grade students of diverse ethnic background attending

bilingual classes, the story content and illustratioas in those sections used

were apparently highly engaging and stimulated discusSiOn and learning; The

vocabulary, although somewhat unfamiliar, with teacher guidance was not too

_difficult. And perhaps most important, the students seemed to have r,:lceived

something they were pleased and proud to have as their own. School administ2a-

tive and teaching Staff were uniformly enthusiastic about the potential value

of the material6 and their use in a diversity of content area settings. For

studentS, teachers, adMinistrators, and observers this tryout was a good learn-

ihg experience, and we all looked forward to more such experiences;
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Pennsylvania

Bethlehem. Following discussions with the Bilingual Coordinator for the

Bethlehem Area School District, she met with school administrative and teaching

staff to review the study's goals and procedures; Three kindergarten thk-Ough

6th -grade schools from this urban area in eastern Pennsylvania participated in

the study, each providing one combined class of 4th-; 5th -, and 6th-grade stu-

dents in group sizes of 8; 11; and 22. The three schools differed in the size

of their enrollment and in the proportion of Hispanic students represented; At

the time of the study; one school had an enrollment of 404 Students, 55.5% of

whom were Hispanic; another school was comprised of 215 students, of whom only

23;5% were Hispanic; and the third school had an enrollment Of 482 students;

65% of whom were Hispanic. Although no family background data were provided;

the majority of Hispanic students in this area are of Puerto Rican origin;

of the schools reported that their students; on the average; were performing

one or more grade levels below national norms; whereas in the third school;

students generally were performing one-half to one grade level below their

expected grade level.

Forty-one students from these three classes responded to the Student

Questionnaire. Of those who identified their sex; 12 were males and 24 were

feMaleS. Females predominated in all classes. Only two students said they

had seen the English edition of Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine. They both had

Seen it only once and Iiked it. All but one student reported speaking Spanish

at home. Most students said they read Spanish "very well" or "pretty well"

(56% and 32%; respectively). In the one large class, all but one student

stated they read it "very well"; none said ''ey could not read it. Similarly;

68% responded that the Spanish in the magazine was "easy ;" and 29% said it was
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"neither easy nor difficult "; only one student stated it was "difficult."

Again; in the largest class; all the students responded it was "easy;" wheteAS

in one of the other groups all of them said it was "neither easy nor difficult."

The teacher reportedly read to the students in only one claSS, and fot that

class and for a few students in the other classes; the teacher translated some

of the Spanish words.

Approximately half of the students (49%) reported doing further activities

in school, but this was based on all of the students in one class and half in

another. The parts used were "Search for Supersaurus," "Happy Bee;" and the

games. In the one classy drawings were apparently done as a class activity,

wheteAS in the Other class, some of the children said they read other articles

or did puzzles. Only one student in the entire sample reported using the maga-

zine further outside Sthotl--in this case, to read more. Although 61, '. said

they diS6USSed the magazine with their families and friends; again it was

universally reported for one class and half of another; the former all reported

they diS6USSed "everything" and the latter; "dinosaurs" and "April FooIers."

When asked what they had learned; the two most frequent categories used were

animals and story facts; In one 61aSS, all the students responded that they

had learned about animal life, whereas in the two other classes, 15 students

in all stated specific story facts.

The most frequent response by 41% of the sample) to the question concern-

ing what they liked most in the magazine was "everything"; "dinosaurs" and

"pictures" were the next most frequent replies (15% each). Eleven of the 17

who said "everything," however, were in the class in which students gave

identical responses to most questions. When asked what they liked least, most

students teOlied "hedgehogs" (20%) and "April Foolers" (10%); with one class
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all responding "hedgehogs," and the other classes giving varied responses.

Several of the recently mainstreamed students said that some of the stories

and words were too difficult. In general, however, fewer articles or features

were identified as not liked. The 39 students who rated the various magazine

features (95% of the sample) all said they liked the stories, and, with the

exception of one student who said he/she "neither liked nor disliked" them,

the pictures and variety; in contrast; only 68% said they liked the games,

and 59% the vocabulary. No student, however, said they disliked any of these

features. Again, in the one large class almost everyone rated everything as

"liked"; whereas in another class all said they "neither liked nor disliked"

the vocabulary used.

The most frequently mentioned difference noted by the students between this

magazine and their regular school materials was the animals (primarily because

the response "pictures of rare animals" was given by the largest class). other

differences expressed were that it was interesting, informative, and had good

stories ("Because I can understand it in Spanish and like the stories"; "It

teaches you new and different things"). The students in thissite were almost

unanimous in wanting to continue receiving the magazine; only two said "no" or

that they "did not care"; Almost threefourths (71%) of the sample expressed a

preference for having the magazine in Spanish; another five and four of those

responding said they would likt to receive it in both Spanish and English and

English only, respectively. Most (63%) said they would like to use the maga

zine in school; but a majority (56%) also wanted to use it at home.

Slightly over half of the students (21 or 51%) stated they would like

some change(s) made in future issues. In one class all 11 students (27%)

responded they wanted easier exercises. The next most frequently requested
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change (by 22% of the sample) was the page two picture of the hippopotamus.

Nevertheless, given their general enthusiasm for the magazine, students recom-

mended its use from kindergarten through eighth grade, with the 5th; 4th, and

3rd grades recommended most by 73%, 63%, and 61%, respectively). One class

recommended grades 3 through 5, another mostly 3rd and 4th grade, and the

third mostly 5th and 6th grade.

Examination of the additional comments written by the students after

completing the questionnaire reiterated their pleasure with the magazine. Ih

one class the students noted "the many interesting things,' "information that

was very scientific," and the desire to receive it more often. In another

class three of the students responded, "Thank you for the Spanish magazine."

Perhaps their attitudes are expressed best by the class that noted, "We have

read the magazine in school and it is our opinion that it is excellent."

Since this class was described as engaging in considerable discussion, it

seems more likely that the universality of the response was one of student

consensus rather than having been dictated by the teacher.

All three principals responded to the School Questionnaire; Two schools

reportedly had the English version of Ranger Rick a'7'ailable, one in the library

and one currently being used in the bilingual classes; the third principal did

not know if it was available. All, however; had read it before at least twice

and two reported liking it a little and one a lot. Although the principal

Serving a small percentage of Hispanic children did not respond to many of the

items; the other two principals were enthusiastic about the magazine; they per-

ceived all the features as pleasing and appropriate. One principal especially

liked the pictures and interest level of the stories and viewed both the

stories and games as interesting and educational. The other principal remarked
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that he/she liked it all; that the teacher and students were very pleased with

the test copy; and that they were all very appreciatiVe to have been able to

use it; What this principal liked most was "the fact_ that it was in Spanish,"

Neither principal mentioned anything they liked least; When asked for desired

changes, the one principal, however, did suggest more games and a vocabulary

level more suitable for elementary students; the other principal simply stated

that the present format was good. Two of the three principals reported that

there were no similar Spanish materials in their schools, but the third indi-

tated some similar materials in the ESL lab,

The two principals who responded recommended further and expanded use

a Spanish edition of Ranger Rick. The one respondent recommended its use in

grades 1 through 6 in Language Arts; Sciencej and Spanish, and the other recom-

mended its use in kindergarten through 5th grade in the bilingual Language Arts

_

and Science classes. In evaluating the potential use of a Spanish edition of

Ranger Rick in bilingual, ESL, or other special programs, the one principal

remarked that with three bilingual classes in the school a Spanish edition

would be an extremely valuable tool. ("The variety of topics, stories, games

And activities are a very good experience for the students; It motivates the

students to read;") The other principal also responded that the Spanish ed!.tiati

would ehhatite their bilingual program; and that there would be potential use

as a tie-in to the Social Studies program. He/she noted; however, that use of

the magazine in ESL classes was limited since "the time available ftit ESL limits

use of such support materials."

The Teacher Questionnaire was completed by All three teachers; As noted

earlier; all three participating classes were a mixed group of 4th; 5th; and

6th graders. Their Spanish and English competencies varied somewhat. The
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teacher rated the 61OSS Of 11 students as able to speak, read; and write Span-

iSh "pretty well," and as able to do so in English "somewhat." The small group

of eight, fiVe of them 4th graders and only one a 6th grader; all of whom had

recently been mainstreamed into a regular classroom; were described by their

teacher as fluent in speaking and reading Spanish (rating their performance

"very well") and as writing Spanish "pretty well." In contrast, their EhgliSh

speaking and reading fluency was rated "somewhat," and they were generally

described as "hardly able at all" to write English. In the third and much

larger class of 22 students; the teacher reported that although the students

could speak; read; and write "very well" in Spanish; they could perforth theSe

skills "hardly at all" in English.

All teachers presented the magazine during a Science period, but the

nature and amount of time spent with the magazine varied. One tlASS spoilt 30

to 45 minutes with four features chosen by the students that the teacher read

and; in a few instances; translated. Another class spent 76 to 90 minutes with

five features; some chosen by the students and some by the teacher as related

to the curriculum; bUt the teacher did not read to the students nor do any

translation. The third class spent more than 90 minutes; since the magazine

was used for a Reading period as well as Science; In this class; eight fea-

tures were used, with two stories read by the teacher with no translation

required Two teachers used the Activity Guide: one for the poems; "Ranger

Rick and His Friends; and the Nature Club; and one for the "Ranger Ritk and

His Friends" story only. Both reportedly found it helpful. The third teacher

said that although he/she had read it, it was not used since it was incompat-

ible with his/her teaching style.

These teachers were very enthusiastic about the magazine and generally

viewed it as appropriate for the students who participated in the study; With
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the exception of One teacher who rated the games as "somewhat appropriate;"

n11 Other ratings of vocabulary, story topics, pictures; and games were

"ApprOptiate "very appropriate." When asked what they liked most; the

responses were: u u"stories and animal photos ; topics discussed and pictures";

"excellent quality and material." No one mentioned anything they liked least)

and one teacher replied; "I liked the whole book." The only changes suggested

were additional activities and guides or questions for each article SO that

students could work more independently. One teacher; however; remarked, "I

think the way it is; is just fine."

Similarly; in describing their students' reactions; they all agreed that

they were actively engaged when the magazine was presented and liked best ..he

stories and pictures. Two teachers said there was "nothing" their students

did not like; the other mentioned the picture on page two; As one teacher

commented; "The students were delighted when they noticed the magazine was in

Spanish." They all also agreed that even in the short time involved; the

StUdehta had definitely learned. Although one teacher did not provide specific

examples for that judgment; the other two reported that the children asked

many questions, were involved in active discussion--"all raising their hands

to participate"--and their faces showed their understanding and enjoyment.

They all reported there were no similar Spanish materials in their schools,

and in comparing the present issue of Ranger Rick with the students' regular

class materials; two rated it as "somewhat different" and one as "very dif-

ferent:"i eren The two similar ratings focused; however; on very different aspects.

The one teacher noted the students' greater involvment in class discussion and

curiosity; the other commented on the attractive and colorful Way the magazine

was presented. The teacher who rated it as "very different" said he/she "never

saw a magazine of this quality uSpanish.



Thus, It is not suprising that they all strongly recommended its continued

use both across age groups and subject areas. The three recommendations were

as follows: 3rd- through 6th-grade Science; 3rd- and 4th-grade Science and

Spanish and 4th- through 6th-grade Social Studies; and 3rd- through 5th-grade

Language Arts, Science, and Spanish.

One teacher noted that the English edition of RangPr_ Rick was in library

circulation; but none of the three had read . They all indicated; however,

the potential educational value of the Spanish edition in their schools. They

all agreed on its excellent enrichment value for their bilingual classes;

think it's very valuable to awaken the curiosity of the pupils. It is an excel-

lent magazine for the classroom"; "We don't have any material like it. It

reinforces learning in an enjoyable way"; and It could be easily incorporated

into our Reading and Science classes." Cne teacher also noted its potential

educational value for ESL classes: "It could be used as a follow-up or for

individualized teaching."

In summary, the participating students and school staff in the Bethlehem

Area School District were enthusiastic in their acceptance of a Spanish version

of Range_r_Tdzkl_8__NsaAnNa_nagazine and provided evidence for its appropriateness;

need; and considerable instructional and motivational value for these urban

and predominantly Puerto Rican youth;

Zexaa

Ben Batt; The Palito Blanco Independent School District, which was lo-

cated in a rural area south of San Antonio; at the time of the study served

450 students in prekindergarten through 12th grade. Ninety-three percent

the student population was Hispanic and reportedly generally performed at one

or more grade levels below their expected grade level on standardized reading
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achievement tests. Eighty percent of the students came from low socioeconomic

families (45% and 30%, respectively, of household heads were employed as un-

skilled, farm or nonfarm laborers and 5% were unemployed). Although the school

district had originally signed up three ESL classes (a 4th; a combined 5th- and

6th -; and a combined 7th- and 8th-grade class), only two classes participated

and questionnaires were received from only seven 6th-grade students. The 7th-

grade students were described as unable to read the questionnaire, although

both Spanish and English versions were available.

The seven 6th-grade ESL students comprised five males and two females.

Six of them reportedly had read the English version of Ranger Rick in school

two to four times, and all had liked it. Although six students said they

spoke Spanish at home, they described themselves as generally not able to

read it well. Three stated they read Spanish "pretty well," three "a little

bit," and one "not at all"; six of the seven found the Spanish in the magazine

difficult. Thus; it is not surprising that the teacher reportedly read the

magazine to them and translated most of the words;

Although the students described doing no further magazine-related activi-

ties in or outside school, all of them said they discussed the magazine with

their families and/or friends. (The "April Foolers" feature and the pictures

were each mentioned three times, and one student referred to "all the strange

things. ) They all reported learning the names of animals, and two of thew.

mentioned learning about "strange" pictures.

When asked what they liked most, six responded "the animal stories" the

seventh student said, "I don't know because I can't read it"), but they were

less unanimous in what they liked least; two indicated the Spanish and on

each the hedgehogs; the puzzles; the "trick" pictures; and the bird.
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rating the various magazine features; all of the students said they liked

everything but the vocabulary (four checked "disliked;" and three "neither

liked nor disliked"); In comparing the magazine with their regular school

materials; the main difference noted (by five students) was the use of Spanish;

other comments made were that it was fun; interesting; and included more on

animals;

All the students said they wanted to continue receiving the magazine; but

five preferred it in English only and two in both Spanish and English; no one

wanted to receive it in Spanish only. For this group of students the majority

preferred to use it at home than (....11.3o1 (5 vs. 2). Despite their expressed

preference for an English edition of the magazine, no one requested that the

magazine itself be changed. Most students (4), however; recommended it be used

in grade 8, with one recommendation each for grade 6 and grade 2; The higher

grade level recommendation may reflect the difficulty these students experienced

in reading the magazine. All the students wrote additional comments after

completing the questionnaire. Most of them responded that they enjoyed the

puzzles and pictures; and some said they especially liked the "trick" pictures.

The School Questionnaire was completed by the Teacher Corps team leader.

efir

Ranger Rick was available in the school library, and he/she had read it at

least five times and enjoyed it a lot. With the exception of the vocabulary

which was rated as "disliked;" the other magazine features were described as

"liked very much." He/she reportedly liked most the science articles and

least the games. Although this staff member had not discussed the magazine with

the students nor were there any similar Spanish materials available; he/she

did not recommend its continued use in its present form; No potential was

seen for bilingual or ESL classes since the students could not read the
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Spanish, This respondent further commented, "A combined English/Spanish

edition with dual columns of print in either language would be helpful if the

Spanish was more appropriate for our area; Texas Spanish is not like your

magazine;"

The Teacher Questionnaire was completed by both the 6th and 7thgrade

ESL teathers Both teachers indicated that although their students were

Hispanic and spoke Spanish in their homes; all of the 6th graders and 95% of

the 7th graders could read Spanish "hardly at all." In contrast; the 6th

graders were rated as speaking; reading; and writing English "pretty well,"

-; _ ______
and 85% of the 7th graders were described as speaking and reading it "pretty

well", and 15% "somewhat." Their English writing skills, however, were

much poorer; with only 10% rated as performing "pretty well" and 90% "somewhat."

Both teaChets used the magazine in a Language Arts period for 30 to 45

minutes. The 6thgrade class used six of the first seven articles (omitting

"Whd KhOWS?"), and the teacher read three of them ("April Foolers," "011ie

Otter's Fun Games;" and the hedgehogs article) because the students were

interested in the pictures; Since the 7thg:ade students could not read the

Spanish edition; they only discussed the pictures; and the teacher read the

"Search for Supersaurus" story to them. Both teachers translated most of the

words; Neither one used the Activity Guide.

When asked what they liked most, both teachers listed the pictures; the

6thgrade teacher also indicated the high interest articles. Both of them

reported that they liked least the vocabulary and would like future issues of

the magazine changed to a simpler vocabulary level. Similarly; the 6th and

7thgrade teachers; respectively, rated the pictures and story topics as "very

approptiAte and "appropriate," and the games as "appropriate" and "somewhat
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inappropriate" (since the 7th-grade students could not read the instructions);

both rated the vocabulary as "very inappropriate."

The 6th -grade teacher stated the students were actively engaged during

the class session and that they liked most the bright colorful pictures in the

magazine and least the fact that it was too difficult to read. He/she noted

that the students shared the pictures later with their frietidt Also; they

appeared to have at least learned the names of several different animals. The

7th-grade teacher; however, said that although these students also liked the

pictures; they were not actively engaged during the class session since they

could not read the informationi and he/she did not know if they had learned

anything.

Both teachers indicated that there were no similar Spanish materials in

the school. Neither knew if there was an English version of Ranger Rick's

Nature Magazine in the school, although both had read it elsewhere and liked

it. They both viewed the present Spanish issue as "somewhat different" from

their students' usual school materials; with one teacher referring to its

science content and the other not elaborating further. Due to the fact;

however; that it was too difficult for these ESL students, neither teacher

perceived the magazine in its present form as having potential use in their

school; and they did not recommend its continuation;

Thus; for these Mexican American students in this small rural Texas com-

munityi a Spanish edition of -RArger Rick to be useful would require a much

simpler vocabulary to more adequately match the students' limited Spanish

reading skillS. Given the students' greater proficiency in English and

their preference for receiving future issues in English, however, an English

edition might be more appropriate at this time to encourage the students'
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learning and appreciation for the science topics covered. This seems particu

larly relevant when the students' families; as appears to be the case in this

instance; have had limited schooling and may experience difficulty reinforcing

their children's Spanish reading skills;

San Antonio. Following review and approval of the study design and

instrumentation by the Assistant Superintendent in charge of academic programs

for the San Antonio Independent Schools, appropriate Area Superintendents, and

the Office of Bilingual Education, a number of school principals and staff

volunteered to participate in this pilot study of the feasibility of a Spanish

edition of Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine.

The San Antonio sariple comprised 10 classes from five elementary schools

and two classes from two middle schools. The elementary schools served students

in prekindergarten or kindergarten through 5th grade; the middle schools served

students in grades 6 th7.)ugh 8. The schools were located in several school

districts in this large southwestern city; but the majority were located in a

large district serving primarily economically disadvantaged Hispanic families;

Three of the elementary schools had large student enrollments (730i 750; and

995), and two wore much smaller (229 and 335). No school enrollment data were

received f2.:-.in the middle schools. With the exception of one school, the par

ticipating elementary schools had a student populatirn that was at least 97%

Hispanic and which, on the average, pt.:formed one or moce grade levels below

, ,r expected grade level on standardized reading achievement tests. Almost

all of the families of the students in these four schools were employed as

unskilled; nonfarm laborers or were unemployed. One school checked only the

unskilled; nonfarm category the respective percentages for two of the other

schools were 76% and 10%i and 40% and 45%; and. in the school with the largest
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enrollment (995) and located in the central city area, 90% of the families were

described as aemployed. The fifth elementary school differed considerably;

58% of the students were Hispanic, they performed on the average one-half to

one grade level lower than their expected grade level on standardized reading

achievement tests, and they came from families in which most heads of household'

had clerical/sales or skilled labor jobs; The two middle schools provided deMO-

graphic data only on students in those classes they anticipated participating

in the study. At least 98% of these students were Hispanic and they generally

were performing one or more grade levels below their expected grade level on

standardized reading tests; most of their parents were employed in unskilled

nonfarm labor jobs or were unemployed (60% and 40%, and 95% and 0%, respectively,

for the families in the two schools).

Two of the elementary schools provided one class each (one a 4th grade,

the other a 5th grade); two schools both provided a 4th and a 5th grade; and

in one school three classes participated (a 4th, a 5th; and a combined 4th and

5th grade). The largest elementary school had planned to have several classes

participate, but :Ater further staff review of the magazine they decided that

the vocabulary and content were too difficult for their students, most of whom

came from very impoverished and poorly educated families; and many of whom were

recent arrivals from Mexico. One class participated from each of the middle

schools--a 6th grade and a combined 6th, 7th, and 8th grade. With the excep-

tion of one 5th-grade group of eight students; class sizes ranged from 17 to 29.

Two hundred and twenty-nine students responded to the Student Queation-

naire. Since only 17 (7%) Of these were in the 7th- and 8th-grade subgroup,

-;
comparative percentages across groups would be misleading. However, any

differences in the general overall trends between the elementary school and
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middle-school students are pointed out in the following description of the

findings. For those who provided sex identification; there was an approximately

equal representation of males and females (46% v . 50%). There were only four

classes (three favoring girls) with a difference of four or greater between the

sexes.

Only 30 students (13%) said they had seen the English edition of Ranger

Rick; Most of them had seen it in school only once (although almost as many

reported seeing it five or more time:7), and all but two said they had liked it;

All were 4th or 5th graders, bzir a.lthough all five elementary schools were rep-

resented, a third of them came ':om one 5th-grade class; Eighty-eight percent

of the sample said they spoke Spanish in their homes; in only two 4th-grade

classes, however, did everyone say they did. In describing their ability to

read Spanish, 54% said they could read it "a little bit," 21% said "pretty well,"

15% "very well," and 9% "not at all"; 12 of the 21 students who said they could

not read it at all were 4th graders. All of the students in the combined 6th-

through 8th-grade class said they could read Spanish "pretty well" (82%) or

"very well" (18%), but most of the 6th graders said they could read it only

"a little bit" and three said they could not read itat all. When asked to

rate the difficulty of the Spanish in the magazine, approximately a third each

said it was "easy," "neither difficult nor easy," or "difficult" (32%, 33%, and

31%, respectively). The 4th-grade students comprised at least 51% of those

who perceived it as difficult (the combined 4th and 5th grade was not included

in this percentage; it they had been, the percentage would have increased to

65%). All but one of the students in the combined 6th- through 8thgrade class

said it was "easy"; again, however, the 6th-grade students in the other middle

school reported considerable difficulty reading Spanish and 57% of them rated

the magazine's Spanish as "difficult."
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Slightly over half of the students (51%) said their teacher read the maga-

zine to them, but this differed by school and by class within school. As might

be expected, teachers reportedly read to the students in those classes where

students expressed the most difficulty reading Spanish. Thus, for example, the

teacher fOr the 6th-, 7th-, and 8th-grade class did not read to the students,

but the teacher fir the 6th-grade class did; Similarly; 54% of the students

said their teacher had translated at least some of the Spanish. For more than

half of these students (54%), who represented a 4th-, 5th-, and a 6th-grade

class; the teacher translated most or all of the Spanish.

Only 20% of the students said they did further magazine-related activities

in school. Thirty-five of the 46 students who did were in the two middle-school

classes, the remainder were scattered across classes and schools. The "HappY

Bee" story, dinoSaur article, and "April Footers" feature were the only parts

of the magazine mentioned (by 22, 13, and 3 students, respectively); 11 of the

22 students who listed the "Happy Bee" story were in the 6th-grade class,

wherea. 10 of the 13 students who mentioned the dinosaur article were in the

combined 6th- through 8th-grade class. The most frequently mentioned activity

was building models, but again, 21 of the 22 responses were given by the 6th-

grade class who reported building a solar home model; the one elementary

school student built a dinosaur model. The next most frequently mentioned

activity was the study of reptiles and amphibians by 10 students in the com-

bined 6th- through 8th=grade claSS. Two students in this same class also

reported doing vocabulary activities. Three elementary school students

reported drawing the hippopotamus and the dinosaur bones: Several students,

however, did not Specify what parts of the magazine were used or what they did.

Even fewer students (14%) reported doing any magazine-related activities

outside of school. The 6th-grade class accounted for 21 of the 33 students
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who said they did; the remainder were students from the various 5th-grade

classes. None of the 6th-grade students specified what part of the magazine

was used, but the elementary school students referred primarily to the "Build

a Boxosaurus" and dinosaur articles. Students in the 6th-grade class all

reported doing "projects" (specified later by their teacher as related to the

dinoGlir article), whereas the few elementary school students mentioned build-

',7 a dinosaur; drawing pictures from the stories; and looking up information

in the encyclopedia.

Approximately a quarter of the sample (24%) said they discussed the maga-

zine with familj r.ae./rPr fviends. With the exception of one 4th-grade class

and the combined 4th- and 5th-grade class in another school; there were some

students who reportedly did so in every class; only the 6th-grade class; how-

ever; had a majority of students who said they did. The dinosaur article;

hedgehogs story; and "April Foolers" feature were mentioned most (by 12, 9,

and 8, respectively; of the 55 students). The "Search for Supersaurus" story,

"the animals," and "all the magazine" were responses given by four students

each; no other response was made by more than one person.

When asked what they had learned; 23% of the students listed specific

story facts; 17% science topics; 11% story titles; and 10% said they learned

about various animals. Other less frequent responses were learning about

conservation issues and scientific methods (8% each) and how to build dinosaurs

and solar home models (3%). Among the many (79) vague and miscellaneous

responses given by 34% of the sample) were those by 27 students in one

4th-grade class who said they learned "nothing." Most of the responses in the

"other" category were vague references to learning about dinosaurs, learning

a lot, and so forth. In examining the class data few trends were apparent.

r.
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Most of the students who referred to scientific methods were in one 5th-grade

class and they gave highly similar responses about learning how the dinosaur

bones were dug up, and/or how the casts were put on bones. Most of the 4th-

grade students in another school referred to learning about fossils and dinosaur

bones. The students in the combined 6th-, 7th- and 8th-grade class all listed

various diverse topics (e.g., "I liked it because I learned a little bit of

Spanish, animals, solar homes, and dinosaurs"), Whereas most of the 6th -grade

students gave the same response--"learned about reptiles, mammals, dinosaurs,

and hedgehogs."

Students also were asked td list whatever they liked best and least about

the magazine. In responding to what they liked most; 44% listed the pictures;

the next most frequent responses were the dinosaur article; hedgehogs story,

and stories in general, which were given by 14% and 10% each; respectively;

The only age trends noted were that more than two-thirds (65%) of the students

who listed the pictures were 4th graders (69 of 101). Also, the 4th-grade

classes were more likely to give a few common responses rather than a more

diverse array. Particular classes, however, showed differential preferences.

For example, the 6th-grade students listed the "Build a Boxosaurus" article

most; one 5th-grade class mentioned the "Ranger Rick and His Friends" story

most, whereas most students in another 5th-grade class responded "Search for

Supersaurus" and the "Sea Poems." Included among the "other" responses were

enjoying the book's format and the way it was written. Six elementary school

students (four from one 4111-grade class); however, sai0 they liked "nothing."

Many fewer students reported any dislikes. In fart, 55 of them (24%)

said they liked "everything" al,d several others mentioned specific thY.ngs they

liked instead. The "use of Spanish" and "the vocabulary" were the two replies
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given by the most students (16% and 15a; respectively); Seven percent of the

students listed the "April Foolers" feature and the dinosaur article, but no

other specific article or feature was mentioned by more than 4% of the sample.

Included among the "other" responses were references to homework rather than

to the magazine itself. In examining the class data, all but one or two stu-

dents in a 4th- and a 5th-grade class said they liked "everything" (one 5th

grader responded, "The 'Happy Bee' because I hate to talk about houses and

it was too long") whereas all the students in the 4th-grade class who pre-

viously said they learned nothing, responded that they disliked the vocabulary;

Again, there was a marked contrast between the two middle-school classes; only

three students in the combined 6th-; 7th-; and 8th-grade class mentioned

anything they liked least; whereas 15 in the 6th-grade class did, with 11

responses referring to the magazine being in Spanish;

Consistent with the above findings; when asked to rate various magazine

features; the pictures received the most "like" responses (83%) and the vocabu-

lary received the least (40%); An approximately equal percentage of students

rated the stories and games as "liked" (67% and 66%, respectively), and 59%

said they liked the magazine's variety. Similarly, the vocabulary received

more than twice as many "dislike" ratings (34%) as any other feature, as well

as more neutral ratings (23%). Ratings differed, however, within and across

schools. In one 4th-grade class, all but four ratings were "liked4" whereas

in another 4th-grade class, the majority of students only liked the pictures

and games and gave numerous "dislike" ratings. In some classes, such as the

combined 6th- through 8th-grade group, all the features received approximately

an equal number of "like" ratings, whereas in others there was a small interval

y.
hierarchy or a close cluster with one distinctly different category kin this
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case; vocabular:7); In one school, neither class gave more than two "dislike"

ratings, and the combined 6th-, 7th-, and 8th-grade class gave none.

When asked to describe in what way this issue of Ranger Rick differed

from their other school materials, 53% of the students referred to it being

in Spanish. The next most frequent differences noted--the pictures, stories,

and better quality--were only listed by 9% and 8% each, respectively. Eleven

students (5%) referred to the inclusion of specific articles and ten students

(4%) said that the magazine was more interesting, fun, and informative; A

few students also mentioned the inclusion of games and activities and the

magazine's greater variety; Included among responses in the "other" category

was, "You don't have to study it or take it home for homework." Examination

of the class data, however, indicated variation within across schools.

Both the 4th-grade class in which all the students had said that they disliked

the vocabulary And the 6th-grade class referred solely to the Spanish. Spanish

was the predominant response in the remaining 4th-grade classesj but a few

students also noted other differences. ("It's different because it's in

Spanish and it tells how the animals live and how they were born too.") In

the oldest group, the combined 6th-, 7th-, and 8th-grade class, more students

pointed out that they liked the magazine and thought it was better made. With

the exception of one 5th-grade class and the 6th-grade class, students in the

older grades generally indicated various differences. Some of the following

comments exemplify these findings: "Because it's good for children and has

good stories"; "You get more information and helps you to understand things";

"It's difficult because we don't have any other books in Spanish"; "it's more

interesting and better than reading books and because it tells about things

we don't have"; and "In that this book has different and amusing stories where-

as school book:; don't."
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general, the students had enjoyed the magazine and most (72%) said

they wanted to continue receiving it; 15% said they did not care either way,

and 11% said they did not. Thirty of the 35 students who said they did not

care were 4th graders, with 22 of them from the one 4th-grade class that gen-

erally had responded most negatively. Similarly, more than half (54%) of the

26 students who said they did not want to continue using the magazine were 4th

graders. Responses differed, however, both within and across schools. Consis-

tent with the very favorable reaction to the magazine they expressed earlier,

only one student from the two classes in the higher achieving school said

he/she did not want to continue using the magazine. Despite the difficulty

experienced by many of the 6th-grade students reading the magazine, all said

they wanted to continue receiving it. As expected from their previous responses,

all the students in the combined 6th- through 8th-grade class also said they

wanted to continue using the magazine. In the other schools with more than

one participating class; there was one class in which all responded favorably;

and one that was predominantly negative.

Most of the negative reactions appeared to be related to the use of Spanish

and the students' limited competence in reading Spanish. More students (44%)

said they preferred to receive future issues in English only; 21% said they

preferred it in both Spanish and English; and 17% preferred a Spanish edition.

There Was some variation across schools, however. In two elementary schools

students preferred to have the magazine in both Spanish and English, and in two

schools; one elementary and one middle school, the students preferred a Spanish

edition. A slightly higher percentage of students (52% vs. 45%) said they pre-

ferred to use the magazine at home, but this also varied within and across

schools. More students in both middle schools said they preferred to use it in

2 69
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school, as did those in one of the elementary schools with a single 5th-grade

class. In schools with more than one class, preferences generally varied.

Also, in some classes most students said they wanted to use it in both places.

Only two students mentioned using it in the places (friends' or relatives'

homes). Some students pkevided rationales for their choice of location: "In

school because I like to think about it with my friends"; "In school because

my teacher tells me more"; and "In home because it's quieter."

Slightly more than a quarter of the sample (27%) indicated they would

like changes made in future issues. One elementary school accounted for 32

(53%) of the 61 students who requested changes. In contrast to the reSultS

from other sites, the oldest students did not request the most changes; only

one student in the combined 6th-, 7th- and 8th-grade class said he/she wanted

a change made, but no further information was provided. As might be expected;

the most frequently mentioned desired change (by 13% of the total sample) was

that the magazine be in English. Other changes requested were the addition

of more pictures and animal stories, more and better games the deletion of

certain pictures, and that the vocabulary be revised. One student suggested

that the magazine be in '..,oth Spanish and English.

Nevertheless, at least 33 students recommended that the magazine be used

at every grade level from kindergarten through Eth grade; Tice grade levels

most represented in the sample were selected most; with the 6th, 5th, and

4th grade recommended by 43%; 41%; anl 17%, respectively; of the total sample.

With the exception of a few 4th-grade classes in which more studentS rettit-

mended a lower or higher grade level; students generally seleCted their on

grade level most often. Almost all the students in the one 4th-grade class

that generally responded negatively. recommended the magazine be used in the
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2nd grade. With the exception of that 4th-grade class and the 6th-grade class

which only recommended be used in 5th and 6th grade, students in the other

classes recommended various grade levels, incli-iing six classes that checked

all of them.

The number of stue:ir,rn in a class who wrote additional comments after com-

pleting the questionnaire ranged from zero to all. Their responses exemplified

the varied reactions both within and across classes. For example; in one

4th-grade class, a student said; "I love it. It was a pretty book--all those

pictures in the book, whereas another said; "I don't like to read in Spanish

and never want read it again." In some classes, most gave a common response

(e.g., "I liked the pictures"); in other classes, students gave diverse com-

ments. Some students reportea facts they learned, whereas others reiterated

their likes, and sometimes, dislikes. A cross-section of responses across

classes include the following: "I think it was very well made--rhe stories,

the poems, I don't think it needs anything else" "I liked it because it was

with pictures. The stories were kind of good, but too long"; "They should put

it in English and Spanish and have more things to read"; "Add more games"; "I

like it.because it has many different animals. It teaches you to make things";

"I like it a lot. It's a good magazine and is in Spanish and it's very easy";

"Didn't understand the vocabulary because it was very hard"; "I like .Ranger Rick

a lot, bUt it better in English "; "I like to be a girl like other girls and

we liked it in Spanish and it looked neat in Spanish because we can learn and

talk in Spanish and do a lot of fun and win (when) you do nothing you can help

us to do something; I like the magazine; to use it is fun. Thanks for your

help" (written in English); "1 like to read about it; I like reading it with

the teachers; I like it a little bit because it was in Spanish"; "I use it for
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fun and to learn new things. I think it's a very interesting magazine"; "I

like to read the book most. I also like the pictures in the book. Could

you please send us some more Ranger Rick. I took the Ranger Rick home";

thought the magazine was exciting, interesting, and fascinating. I like the

story about porcupines and dinosaurs. I also liked pictures of the porcupine

family"; "I liked most the dinosaurs. Thanks for your help. Can learn to do

something and learn how to calk in Spanish. I like the pictures and stories

in the book a lot"; "I thought this magazine was different than other books;

not just because it's in Spanish cause it showed me things I never knew";

"Dear Ranger Rick; thank you for taking your time by doing the magazine and I

really enjoyed your magazine"; "1 really enjoyed the magazine. Send more

please"; "The magazine is most important. I learn more and can learn Science

also"; "It's entertaining and explains everything well"; "I thought this was

the most exciting book I've ever read at school or other places"; "I used it

in class and is very interesting. Because of it, I would like to contiue my

studies"; "The magazine is good for our reading and knowing words and pronuncia-

tion--important for better grades"; and "When asked by our teacher we all

wanted to respond it's very good."

School Questionnaires were received from two elesppntary schools and one

middle school; The principal and two kaachers completed forms for the one

elementary school; participating teachers completed forms for the other two

schools. They reported that the English edition of Ranger Rick was available

in the library in the middle school and in one of the elementary schools. In

the two schools where it was av3ilable, the principal of the elementary school

but not the teachers) and the middle-school teacher responded that they had

read it numerous times at home and liked it a lot.
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In general; these school personnel were positive about the present Spanish

issue Of Ranger Rick. Although the elementary schoOl teachers said they dis

liked ifie vocabulary; all of them liked the pictures very much; Two of them

also liked the variety of topics and interest level of the stories very much

and the Other said he/she liked them; the games were rated as "liked very much;"

"liked;" and as "neither liked nor disliked." The elementary school principal

also liked the pictures very much, and rated the other features as "liked."

The middle school teacher said he/she liked the pictures very much; liked the

vocabulary, variety; and interest level; and felt neutral about the games.

responding to what they liked most; two of the elementary school teachers rated

the pictures ("because they created a lot of diSCUssien") and one replied; "I

thought the format was interesting and attractive." The middle school teacher

responetA; "The readings were entertaining and the photographs were excellent:"

A/4 elementary school teachers denoted the vocabulary as liked least; with

&Lim; entin3 that he/she .eked least that "i:he children were unable to read

the magazine." The middleschool teacher liked least the Teacher's Guide and

the elementary school principal did not indicate what he/she liked most or

least.

ConSiStett A.th their dislikes; two of the elementary school teachers

recommended that the vocabulary be changed) with one suggesting "a very limited

and controlled vocabulary." The middleschool teacher recommended that a glos

sary or a section containing a glossary with perhaps some compariSon of regional

_
words be included in future issues. The other respondents left this item blank.

All the elementary school teachers said that they had discussed the magazine

with the students; two reported that most of the students neither liked nor

disliked it, and one replied that some students in the class liked it and some
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did not like it at all. In contrast; the middleschool teacher responded that

the students said they liked it very much.

Although none of the respondents reported any similar Spanish materials

in their schools; due to different experiences with the present issue of _Ranger

Rick; their recommendations for continued use varied; Two of the elementary

school teachers Were uncertain, whereas the third recommended it for use in

4thgrade Language ArtS; Science; and Spanish. The elementary school principal

recommended that it be available in the library; and the middleschool teacher

recommended it be used in 6thgrade Language Arts; Science;; and Spanish.

Their responses to the openended questions best reflect their views. When

asked to comment on the magazine's educational value; they said: "It is very

liQited since only a few children can read it independently. A feW others can

read it with a lot of help. Those that could read it realized some growth in

vocabulary'; ; It works well with other materials in the library"; "The Spanish

seemed somewhat difficult.. The children, therefore, -fled slightly discouraged

with it; But it was enjoyable"; "A Spanish edition of Rick would be

beneficial if on their grade levels. The one we used was too advanced"; and

"The magazine could be part of a Reading Center, it could also be used to intro.;-

duce unit (science) and could also be part of a Reading or Language Arts clasS."

Most, however, saw its potential use in bilingual, ESL, or other programs.

They responded as follows: "Possibilities with those who have a good founda

tion in Spanish reading skills"; "Could be used for monolingual Spanishspeaking

students"; "I don't teach bilingual or ESL classes, but it seemed interesting";

"It Would be very beneficial for bilingual students in Reading and Science";

and "Could be used in a bilingual program in a reading class, a reading center;

Science class; or science center," The concluding comment from a 4thgrade
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teacher reflects well the conflicting feelings of the teachers of the youngest

students and those with very limited Spanish reading skills; "The magazine

was excellent, just not appropriate for these particular students. I received

about 50 questionnaires but only could work through some lessons with a limited

number of students. Most of them could not comprehend enough to make the effort

or results worthwhile. I think there is a need for this type of magazine."

Teacher Questionnaires were received for 10 of the 11 participating classes.

One of the elementary school teachers did not complete a questionnaire, but since

he/she responded to the School Questionnaire (as did several other teachers),

his/her views about the magazine are represented. The data from the elementary

school staff will be presented first, followed by those from the middle-school

staff;

As noted earlier, two elementary schools had one class participating in the

study, a 4th grade and a 5th grade; Despite the absence of a Teacher Question-

naire, data from the School Sample Description form and the School Questionnaire

indicated that the 4th-grade class was at least 99% Hispanic and the students

spoke Spanish in their homes and probably had limited proficiency in both

Spanish and English. Consequently, the vocabulary in this Spanish edition of

Ranger Rick created considerable difficulty for both the students and teacher,

although certain features sch as the pictures were quite appealing and many

of the students expressed their pleasure in using the magazine. The individual

who completed the Teacher Questionnaire for the 5th-grade class in the other

school stated that only 25% of the class were Hispanic and spoke Rnanish in

their homes, but these data are not consistent with previous information that

the school population is at least 97% Hispanic nor the fact that the individual

also checked that 56% to 70% were in a bilingual or ESL program;
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According to the questionnaire; the 5th -grade class spent less than 30

minutes with the magazine during a Language Arts period; Although all the

articles were checked as used; the teacher did not read nor translate any of

the Spanish He/she also did not use the Activity Guide. Whoever completed

the questionnaire made several other responses difficult to interpret. For

example; when asked wh'at he/she liked most; just the word "dog" was listed,

although it a7 -,eared that the word "pictures" had been erased. Although re-

sponding "nothing" to what was liked least, it was recommended that in future

issues the birds be changed--another ambiguous response. All the magazine

features, however, were ,ced as "very appropriate"

The students were described as actively engaged when the magazine was

used and as liking best the pictures and least the penguins; The respondent

was uncertain, however; whether they had learned from the experience.

Although not, knowing whether similar Spanish materials were available; the

respondent viewed the Spanish edition of Ranger Rick as "not at all different"

from the students' usual school materials. The English edition of Ranger Rick

reportedly was not available, nor had he/she read it. The indivi.ual did not

respond to the question of the magazine's educational value, but when asked if

he/she perceived any potential use in bilingual, ESL, or other special programs,

the respondent replied, "I don't like Spanish." Not surprisingly, there ore,

he/she did not recommend the continued use of a Spanish edition of Ranger Rick

in that'school. Gi,. the small amount of time spent with the magazine and the

staff member's apparent lack of involvement in its use and negative attitude

toward Spanish, one would expect the experience for the students to have been

at best of limited value.

Two elementary schools had both a 4th- and a 5th-grade group participat-

ing in the study. As noted in the School Sample Description form, these
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schools varied considerably in the proportion of Hispanic students enrolled

and the socioeconomic backgrounds of students. For this study; however;

participating classes within schools also differed. In the one school, although

both classes consisted primarily of Hispanic students; the teacher for one class

described at least 86% of them as speaking Spanish in their homes; whereas

reportedly only 25% to 40% did so in the other class. Also sudents in the

former class were rated as generally speaking Spanish "somewhat" and reading

'and writing it "hardly at all," but as speaking; reading, and writing English

;

"very well." Students in the latter class were descrit:d is speaking Spanish

"very well," but only reading and writing it "somewhat." They, too, were rated

as speaking English "very well," but in addition, reading and writing it "pretty

well." Very few students in either class were enrolled in a bilingual progrz-..m.

The 4thk le group spent 76 to 90 minutes during their Social Studies

class to reac articles and to have the teacher read four others based on

the children's interest. Given the students' limited ability to read Spanish;

the teacher translated most of the words. The 5thgrade students spent 30 to

45 minutes on the mag;:zine during their Science class. The teacher read eight

stories to the class that were selecte,:! because they seemed most relevant to

Science studies and reportedly translated all the words. Neither teacher used

the Activity Guide.

When asked what thcy liked best, the 4thgrade teacher indicated the pic

tures and the 5thgrade teacher listed the "Search for Supersal.rus 11 story.

Altliough the latter teacher commented further that he/she enjoyed all the

stories, articles; and activities, C..le 4thgrade teacher relied that 'what he/

She liked least was the students' lack of interest; In rating the vario,:s

mIgazine features, both rated the pictures as "very approriate" anJ games
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as "Approptiate"; the story topics were rated as "very appropriate" ("are

relevant to Science") by the 5th-grade teacher and as "appropriate" by the

4th-grade teacher; and the vocabulary was viewed by both teachrs as difficult

and rated "very and "somewhat inappropriate" by the 4th- and the 5rh=gr646

teacher; respectively.

Since the 4th-grade students experienced so much difficulty with the

Spanish; they were described as not actively engaged when the magazine was

used; they repOrtedly; however; did enjoy the pictures and discussed them al.

length. In contrast; the 5th-grade students were described as actively engaged

and appeared to especially enjoy constructing the carton dinosaur, but they;

too; were described as liking least the fact that the magazine was in Spanish

and needed to be ttan:lated by the teacher. Similarly; the 4th-grade teacher

reported that the students had not learned; whereas the 5th -glade teacher

theiUght they had as evidenced by their interest in archeological excavations.

_

Both teachers reported there were no similar Spar6,oh materials the

school. The English edition of %anger Rick; however; was available in the

school's library and both teachers had read it there numerous times and enjoyed

it a lot. The present Spanish edition of Ranger Rick was viewed as "very dif-

ferent" from the 4th graders' other instructional materials because of "the

very interesting articles; but the Spanish thrned them off;" wheteaS it was

perceived as "not at all different' by the 5th-grade teacher becausv it "cor-

related very closely with their Science and Weekly Reader studies." Due

the fact that the Spanish had pi-oved tao ifficult for the students in their

classes; neither teacher saw its educationr1 value and did not recommend its

continued use As the 4th-grade teacher tomfnted, "The majority of student:

do not read or write Spanish so i.' was necessary to translate. This causes
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the effect of the intent to be lost." They also thought the Spanish vocabu-

lary too difficult for students in the bilingual program. The 5th-grade

teacher noted; however; "I believe the lower grades would benefit more from

the Spanish edition; By the time they are in fifth grade; their English

speaking; reading; and writing ability far outweighs their Spanish ability."

The experience of the students in the other school was quite different

and; therefore; led to very different recommendations. At lest 86% of the

4th-grade students were Hispanic, but only 71% to 85% were described as speak-

ing Spanish in their homes, and 56% to 70% were in a bilingual program. Most

of them (65%) were rated as speaking, reading, And writing Spanish "pretty

well," but 20% were rated as only able to perform "somewhat." As expected,

they were more proficient in Englishwith 90%, 85%, and 95%, resp.2ctivelv,

rated as speaking; reading, and writing it "pretty Well." Only 41% to 55% of

the 5th-grade students were described as Hispanic and only 25% to 40% of them

as spezlicing Spanish ln their homes; !ew, if any, were in a bilingual program.

They were rated as speaking Spanish "pre:ty lien," reading it "somewhat," and

able to it "hardly at all." Since they were in a regular class; they

would be expected to be more proficient in English. Their teachers ratel them

as generally speakag writing English "pretty well' and reading it "very

well."

Both classes used the magaLne for 30 to 45 minutes during :1 regular

Icience class. The 4th-grade teacher read the "Build a Boxosaurus" and hedge-

hogs articles to the students si-Ace they vere fascinated with the colorful

pictures and also interested iii aa_mal facts and stories. Approximately 1..aif

of the words were translated. Four of the Stories were used in the 5th-grade

but the teacher did not read any of them. He /she also trans:.nted about

half of the words, however. Neither teacher used the Activity Guide
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Both teachers enjoyed the magazine, especially the "beautiful" and

"colorful" photography. One teacher also indicated how much he/she enjoyed

the articles. Although the 5th-grade teacher responded that there was

nothing disliked since "every part was thoroughly enjoyed," the 4th-grade

teacher referred to the vocabulary because it was "difficult even for the

better Spanish readers." Consistent with these responses, the 5th-grade

teacher recommended no changes and the 4th-grade teacher said, "I would like

to see an easier edition with an easier reading level;" Their ratings of

the various magazine features were very similar. Both described the story

topics and pictures as "very appropriate," and the games as "appropriate;"

Consistent with their students' relative diffi. 'Ilty reading Spanish, the

4th-grade teacher rated the vocabulary as "very inappropriate" and the 5th-

grade teacher rated it as "somewhat inappropriate."

Bo!,t, teachers, however, viewed their studes As actively engaged when

the magazine wa.i used. The 4th graders appeared to like best the hedgehogs

story because "they seemed eager for in to continue reading the selection."

The fifth graders appeared most interested in the "Search for Supersaurus"

story and the teacher .-ommented that the topic had been discussed in a

previous Science lesson. Neither teacher indicated anything their students

liked least. The 5th-grade teacher, however; was uncertain if the students

had learned Pnything; but the 4th-grade teacher thought that his/her class

had learned--as evidenced by their recall of facts and their generalizing

what tney had newly learned to things they already knew.

Although the nne teacher did not know if there were similar Spr-rksh

materisls it the scho:" jr n English editior of Ranger Rick available, the

other teacher r id the were not. Neither teacher had seen Ranget Ri-:P
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before; and the 4th-grade teacher perceived the present Spanish issue as "very

diff,2rent" from the students' usual school materials because "it provided new

facts the children did not know." The 5th-grade teacher did not respond as to

its comparative difference;

Despite the difficulty with the vocabulary, these teachers and students

had enjoyed the magazine and both teachers recommended its continued use L'r

their respective grade levels. The 5th-grade teacher, however, recommended

it be used in Spanish classes, and the 4th-grade teacher in Science. Both

felt the magazine was potentially useful for students in the bilingual program;

although the 4th-grade teacher added that it would be beneficial for the ad-

vanced Spanish-speaking students.

One elementary school had a 4th-; 5th7; and a combined 4th- and 5th-grade

class participating in the study; Although at least 86% of the students in

all three classes were Hispanic and reported!), spoke Spanish in their homes;

few. if -r,t,7; enrolled in a bilingual or ESL program. All the 4thgrade

sty., IL:. were rated as speaking Spanish "somewhat," and 90% of them as able to

read and write it "hardly at all," with the remainder able to do so only "some-

what:" In contr?-01. 90% of the were descrih,: ac speaking, reading, and

writing English "pretty 4-ell"and only 10% as able to do so "hardly at all."

Students in the other two classes were somewhat more proficimt in Spanish;

Those in the COMbiiied 4th- and 5th-grade class were rated aF 'peaking Spanish

i
u

"pretty well," but they, too, were rated as able Ic read and write t hardly

At all." They were described, however, as speaking; reading, and

English "pretty iwc11;1 The oldest group vas more 07oficiert in both Spanish

and English; Ninety percent of the 5th werEt evaluated as speaking

Spanish "eery well' and 10% "pretty well;" Most (70%) rlso were able to read
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it "pretty Well," with 30% able to do so "somewhat" (20%) or "hardly at all"

(10%); the comparable percentages for writing Spanish were 50%, 30%, and 20%;

AltheUgh somewhat less proficient in spec -ring English than Spanish, they were

considerably more proficient in reading and writing English than Spanish.

Fifty percent of them were rated as speaking English "very well" and 40%

"pretty well"; the comparable percentaes for reading and writing English were

40% and 50%, and 30% And 55%i respectively,

The nature and extent of the magazine's use differed across classes, bUt

the teachers and students reportedly generally enjoyed experience. The 4th-

ClASS spent 46 to 60 minutes with the magazine during Spanish and Stiente

periods. The teacher read four of the stories that seemed most interesting to

the Students and, due to the students very limited Spanish skills, translated

most of the words. The magazine was used in d 4th- and 5th-grade

ClASS or 45 minutes a day for three days -Far. egular Language arts clas1;

The teacher read the two dinosaur stories and reportedly translated only a few

words; Since the 5th-grade students used the magazine Eor 30 to 45 minutes on

their own during their free readik:g time in a Language Arts period, no infor-

mation was provided on what articles were used. None of the teachers reported

using the Activity Guide.

All ti.-1 teachers enjoyed the magazine and noted in particular the photo

graphs snd "beautiful illustrations;" Two of the teachers also added, "The

subject matter '..as appealing to the students"; "The articles were ir-ereating.

EVerythihg was very informative;" Only the combined 4th- and 5th-g.rade teacher

responded id anything liked least -- "the Spanish was ve:y difficult,"--but both

that teacher and the 4th-grade teacher suggested that future issues be written

on a lower less difficult level; One teacher also recommended that the Activity
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GuidP contain m,re 'Aztivitiesiinebidi;ng work sheets to accompany some of the

articles;

In rating the various m2):;a4ine features, the pictures were rated as "very

appropriate" by two teachers and as " appropriate" by one; the story topes as

"very appropriate" by one teacher and as "arpropriate" ("the kids loved") by

two; the games as "appropriate" by two and not rated by one; and the vocabulary,

riot surprisingly, was rated as "somewhat inappropriate" by the two teachers

for the younger groups am: as "very inappropriate" by the 5d-grade teacher

(who also added that it was difficult for the majority of students). Given

the fact that the other teachers had noted earlier that the vocabulary was too

advanced for their students, and that the 5thgrade students were described

as much cor,. competent reading Spanish, the differences in degree in the vocab

ulary ratings probably reflects, at least in part, differences in teachers'

rating standards and/or willingness to give negative ratings;

All three teachers perceived their students as actively engaged duriH;

magazine's use; The 5thgrade teacher did not comment on what the students

appeared to lIke most, but the other two teachers both mentioned the photo

graphs. ([The pictures] "created a lot of discussion. Also they spent a lot

c! looking at the magazine.") The 5thgrade students, however, repoftedly

liked the picture of the yowz least (and the 4thgrade students, the difficulty

they experenced reading in Spanish). All three teachers also perceived their

students as learning from their brief exposure to the magazine. As evidence for

this view, they noted the students' good recall of information in class discus

sionip, their application of information, ,nd the fact that "they saw actual

pictures instead of diagrams as they usually do."

One teacher did not know if there were similar Spanish materials or the

English edition of Ranger Rick availial.le in the school; the other two teachers
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confirmed the lack of similar Spanish materials, but noted there was a copy

of Ranger Fick in the school library. Only one of the teachers had read

Ranger Rick before (several times in school and had liked it a little); Two

of the teachers compared the present Spanish issue of Ranger Rick with their

students' usual school materials and they both described it as "somewhat

different." The one teacher explained his/her response by saying that the

magazine had "actual pictures and was very informative."

Despite the desire for a simpler Spanish vocabulary; ell the teachers

recommended that it be continued in their school. Each r,:!commended his or her

own grade level; but suggested different subject areas. All three teachers

recommended its use for Language Arts, but the teacher for the combined 4th

and 5th grade recommended it also be used in Science, the 5th-grade teacher

suggested it be used in Spanish classes, and the 4th-grade teacher recommended

all three subject areas. In their comments, however, they reiterated both

their positive and negative reactions. "A Spanish edition of Range -Rick

would be of great educational value if it could be written on a lower level;

The words were too difficul:: for them to yea:d and understand"; "The children

seemed to enjoy it very much. This which included animals; particularly

the dinosaur, was very interesting. One problem; the Spanish was very diffi-

:uIt"; and "Only the top group could use it as a supplement." When asked to com-

ment on the magazine's potential usefulness in a bilingual or ESL program; one

teacher replied it was too difficult, but the other two teachers gage more

favorable responses--"It would be good to use for Reding and Science "; and

"Chilc'ren are very v'vhal in Spanish. Because of the subject matter they

seemed quite int.=! reinforr!ed their Spanish." Two teachers c-mmentea

f-t,7ther 'Ton completlo1 cf the questionnaire: "Ictivities should fv1.7.7
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selection to keep children interested"; and "It would be bettet in. a 6th or

7th grade or an accelerated 5th grade."

Following up on that last comment we will no., releW the iinditgs from

the Teacher Questionnaires for the two middle-i(!,(,-: classes that participLted

in the study. Each was located in a different school. The 6th -grade class

consisted of studera, east 86% of whom were Hispanic and spoke Spanish in

their homes. In ger,,rp they were described as speaking Spanish "pretty

well, " reading it "somewat,"h and writing it "hardly at an"; in English;

hOWeveri they were rated as speaking, reading; aTi(i writing it "pretty well."

Consequentlyi it is not surprising that less than 25% were enrolled in an ESL

program. Although at least 86% of the students in the combined 6th-, 7th-,

acid 8th -grade class in the other school also were Hispanic and were described

as speaking Spanish in their homes; their Spanish and English competencies

differed markedly; Their teacher rated them as speaking, reading, and writing

Spanish "very well" and English "hardly at all." They were enrolled in a

bilingual nr transitional program. Despite these differences in students'

linguistic characteristics, as will be noted below, bot!: staff and studeuts

found the magazine an enjoyable and instructive experience.

The 6th-grade teacher was a self-contained teacher and bilingual facili-

tator. He/she used the magazine for 46 to 60 minutes a eay for several days.

dir._.ing Science. The students worked with eleven articles and the teacher read

the remainder since the stories were interesting to the students and the vocab-

ulary was perceived as much easier to read and understand. However the teacher

reportedly translated about half of the words. The other class was ?art of a

special pilot program with Mexican ',.ionalc and Mexican Atheric-Ats who are

limited in English proficiency. The magazine was .used for 30 to A5 ites
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during Language period. Six of the articles in the magazine were read to the

class by the teacher and by the Mexican students since the language was above

the level of some of the Mexican American students. Given the students' gen-

erat high level of Spanish literacy, none of the Spanish in the stories was

translated; The 5th -grade teacher used the Activity Guide for the "Build

Boxosaurus" project and found it helpful; He/she suggested, however, that in

the future the Guide include more class projects and illustrations. Although

the other teacher did not ur.e the Arti-vityJGuide, it was recommended that

activities appropriate to both urban and rural and to wealthy and poor school

districts be inclu.dea.

Both teachers enjoyed the magazine. One expressed a preference for the

"interesting" articles and the other for the photographs ("like the children");

They bOth, however, liked the pencil puzzles least. According to one teacher;

these puziles were above the students' level. Each suggested changes for future

issues: "more articles with simple vocabulary" and "a glary with porhaps

some comparison of regional words." Although in different schools and teaching

students with very dif.Jerent language skills; these teachers rated the various

magazine features identically; The picturs and story topics were viewed as

"very appropriate," the vocabulary as "appropriate," and the games as "somewhat

inappropriate." The 6thgrade teacher elaborated that the voceulary u:,:d in

the games was too difticult;

xcth teachers perceived their soldelits as having been actively engaged

during the magazine's use. The 6th-grade students appearca to like the "Search

`or Supersaurus" article best as evidenced by their checking out books on dino-

saurs on their owni aski.ag lots Jf questions, and by Cle fat that "they could

hardly wait to make their dinosaurs." The students 3.n the c.ombined 7th-,
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and 8th-grade group were described as most impressed with the photographs;

AlthoUgh nothing was mentioned as liked least for the 6th-grade students (as

the reader may recall; most of these students responded on the Student Question-

rialto that they liked everything), the teacher for the older group felt that

these students did not like some of the rare terms nor the pencil games because

_ .

they were too difficult; In addition to enjoying the magazine, both teachers

perceived their students as having definitely learned from the experience. They

recalled facts, both in class discssions and in response to the questionnaire;

and they asked many more questions. The 6th-grade teacher also reported that

both he/she and the students did :ollow-up activities to gain ideas for the

dinosaur project and the student. alah took the magazine home to read to their

parents.

Neither teacher reported any similar Spanish materials in their schools;

didThe one school, hOWeVer, did haVe the English edition of Ilmiger Rick in the

Hbrary and the teacher in that school also had read it numerous time at home

And liked it a lot. Both perceived the present Spanish edition of Ranger Rick

as "very slightly" different from their students' regular schOdl instructional

materials. One teacher commented that the translation sometimes changed stu-

dents' views ..4nd the other responded that some of the information, such as on

the dinosaurs, was ne,-.

Given the very favorable reactions both they and their students had to

the magazine and the lack of similar Spanish materials, both teachers recom-

mended its continued at their respective grade levels. The 6th -grade

teacher recommended it for Language Arts, Science; and Spanish; the teacher

for the 6th-, 7th-, and 8th -grad> group recommended it be used in Science. In

commenting on.the preset issue':; educational value; they said: "the magazine
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could be part of. a Reading Center, it also could be used co introduce units

(science) and could also be part of a Reading or Language Arts class"; and

"AS a whole, the students learned quite a bit of Spanish vocabulary that was

not familiar to them before. It was a fun and learning experience for most of

the StUdehta. They were eager to learn more!" One of the teachers also indi-

cated that it would be useful for o bilingual program since it "could be used

in a reading class, readi center; science class; or science center." The

following quote made by if the teachers after completing the questionnaire

expresses well the potential value of a Spanish edition of Ranger Rick: "All

Of us in our class enjoyed the magazine. It was quite a new experience for all

Of ti-8 It gave those students who do not read English very well an opportunity

to 'show off' at something they do well for a change! All of us learned new

Spanish vocabulary words. It became a challenge for Ail of us, as well."

Site visits were made to four of the participating schools- -three elemen-

tary schools and one middle school. Dr. Valentina Flores from the ETS Regional

office in Austin accompanied me on these visits since she was very familiar

with the area. The Area 3 Superintendent, the Office of Bilingual Education,

and the area bilingual coordinators were most cooperative in making arrange-

ments for our visits. We selected schools for diversity--different areas of

the city, various grade levels, and special "i.e., Project Enable).

Unfortunately, unusually cold; rainy weather r tvo days there led to

increased absenteeism, but wC 6i11 were able to obtain a represe,:tative view

of staff and student reactions to this Spanish edition of Ranger Rick.

We first visited one of the middle schools and hari a lengthy and very

cordial conversation with the principal and special program ;;'ingual teacher

who was coordinating the study in that school. They both were very enthusiastic
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about the magazine and expressed the considerable need for more and better

Spanish instructional materials, especially for junior high students, and

particularly in the Science area; They discussed general needs in bilingual

education as well as those specific to the San Antonio situation. We arranged

to return the following day to observe one of the special program classes

using the magazine. Although the students had already read some of it, this

bilingual teacher planned to continue expanding its use since both she and

the students enjoyed it so much. They then provided directions to one of the

elementary schools in another part of town.

We next visited a 4th- and a 5th-grade classroom in a small elementary

school following a brief, friendly chat with the principal who was on luncheon

duty. (Due to time pressures or lack of knowledge, the principal was unable

provide us any specific information about the pilot study experience.) In

both classes, the teacher immediately turned the classes over to us and did

not participate in the discussions. Although the students generally responded

favorably about the magazine, their replies were brief and lacked enthusiasm.

It was difficult to determine if they were merely being polite in responding

positively. They did not mention any follow-up activities nor having discussed

the magazine with their families or friends and had no suggested changes to

recommend. Although they stated they wished to continue receiving the magazine,

they indicated that they would prefer to have an English version or at least

both a Spanish and an English ediCion in the future. Later, one of the teachers

informed us that the vocabulary was very difficult for this group.

When Dr; Flores and I completed our visit at School, we tele-

phoned the principal at another elementary school to inquire if it would be

convenient for us to visit study classes that afternoon. He was very cordial
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school.

This school was situated in an old building in a generally poor; commer-

cial neighborhood with no residential housing in the immediate vicinity. It is

adjacent to a major thoroughfare. Upon arriving at the school we had a very

friendly chat with the principal about the school and the study. He was very

enthusiastic about his school's participation, but appeared unfamiliar with how

the magazine had been used and with the staffs' and students' reactions. He

gave us directions to two classes that participated in the study, one situated

on the second floor of the main building and one in an auxiliary unit; and

accompanied us to the former.

There Were 26 students in attendance in this 5th-grade bilingual class;

The teacher first spoke with us alone, expressing her pleasure with the maga-

zine in general; She noted that she had taught art for five years and was

particularly impressed with the illustrations which she described as heautifuIi

The class had experienced difficulty; however; with the vocabulary. The teacher

reported that only nine of the 26 students were at the reading level far their

grade; the reading levels of the other students ranged from grade 1 to grade

4 Consequently; they had difficulty understanding the content in many of the

stories; She then turned the class over to us. After briefly describing the

purpose of our visit, we pointed to various parts of our sample copy of the

Spanish Ranger Rick magazine and attempted to elicit the students' comments.

Most of the students showed various nonverbal signs of approval and interest,

but few specific comments were offered. In response to our questions, however,

they indicated they enjoyed the magazine and wanted it to continue. They

preferred, however, that it be available in English.



After thanking the students and teachers in this class for their help

with our research; we visited the second classroom. This class, comprising

25 4th- and 5th-grade students of mixed backgrounds, was much more enthusiastil

about the magazine. Since the class was used to doing their work in English,

the teacher and those students who spoke Spanish read the stories together

and then discussed them. This teacher also reported that the Spanish

vocabulary was too difficult for her students. However; in talking with the

students, they volunteered facts they had learned from the stories discussed;

and they expressed the hope they would receive more Ranger Rick magazines.

In neither class did the students report discussing the magazine with their

families nor did they know whether the English version was in the library.

Before leaving the school; we again briefly chatted with the principal

who expressed considerable optimism in the achievements of the bilingual

program; He remarked, however; on the students' general unfamiliarity With

reading Spanish both in their homes and at school despite their ability to

understand it when spoken.

The next morning we visited one of the elementary schools participating

in a special Project Enable project, a bilingual program for gifted and

talented youth funded under Title VII. We first met with the Project Enable

coordinator, who discussed the project in general and then our study in

particular. She was very enthusiastic about the magazine and reported that

both teachers and students had enjoyed using it She then brougnt us to the

two classes participating in the study and introduced us to the teachers.

The first class; a 5th grade; comprised an ethnic mix of 21 students. Six

were black; four were Anglo; and of the remaining Hispanic students only

five reportedly could read% Spanish. The teacher actively partiCipated in
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our discusssion with the students. Using inquiry techniques, she encouraged

them to expand on their statements and to recall more of what they had done

and learned; Both teacher and students were very enthusiastic about the maga-

zine; especially the pictures and stories. The teacher explained that she had

read several stories; translated many of the words, and encouraged activities

they might do at home. For example, she built a dinosaur model for them to

copy at home. The students recalled many of the facts they had learned from

the stories. Several mentioned liking the poetry and wanting more games. Some

students also reported stories their parents had liked.

Following our discussion in this class, we met with the 4th - grade class.

There also were 21 students in this class with some ethnic diversity. Before

talking with the students; the teacher explained that despite their being in a

bilingual program they were reading Spanish at the 1st -grade level. Both the

teacher and students said they enjoyed the magazine, particularly the colorful

pictures. The teacher asked the students questions about what they had learned,

and the students recalled many story facts. The students appeared very inter-

ested in the magazine and wanted to continue to read them. In contrast to the

students in the other elementary schools we visited; these students said they

preferred to receive future issues in Spanish;

Following our class visits; we met again with the Project Enable coordi-

nator. She noted that for many of the students this had been the first time

they had a magazine in their hands. Few of the families have magazines in

their homes. She reported liking the magazine very much; but expressed a

preference for a somewhat simpler vocabulary. As she stated, these students

"have to deal with both new concepts and new vocabulary."

We then drove to the middle school to arrive just in time to observe the

combined 6th- through 8th-grade group use the magazine. For this particular
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session, only six of the students were involved (all girls) for their Language

period. (Four other girls and a boy were working at other tables on art proj-

ects, and one newly arrived Cambodian girl was given other work to do.) The

group using the Spanish edition of Ranger Rick took turns reading the story

"Piper Grows Up." Several vocabulary words and their definitions had been put

on the blackboard ahead of time. The teacher asked questions and/or elaborated

upon the content (in Spanish) after each student read one or two sentences.

Following the story, the teacher asked questions to determine the compre-

hension of earlier stories. The students appeared to be enjoying themselves

during the class; and they responded that they had enjoyed the magazine and

thought it was fun. The teacher reiterated how much she had enjoyed and

learned from the magazine and felt it helped introduce many subjects for

discussion. After expressing our appreciation to the class and teacher for

their cooperation; we briefly spoke again with the principal and thanked him

for his assistance and for a very enjoyable visit.

The findings, both from the mailed-in questionnaires and site visits indi-

cated that the magazine had a mixed reception in this large Texas city. For the

middle-school students and those elementary students with more advanced Spanish

reading skills, the magazine was a very enjoyable learning experience. Many

of the Hispanic children in this city, however, have very limited competency

in reading Spanish (or English). Moreover, the educational system is (and has

been for a long time) primarily focused on acquisition of English skills and

not maintenance of Spanish skills; Thus, for those Hispanic students whose

parents attended schools in this area; Spanish reading literacy generally

has not been developed and the students; although able to speak and orally

comprehend Spanish, are very limited in their ability to read or write it;
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Also, 'those students who entered bilingual classes in San Antonio schools in

kindergarten or the primary grades are usually more proficient in English

than in Spanish by 4th grade. Consequently, despite the favorable reaction

by school staff and students to the general nature of the magazine in many

of these classes, a much simpler Spanish version and/or an English edition

was preferred. Students and staff might also be more receptive to a simpler

version of Ranger Rick in the primary grades to expand the Science curriculum

in bilingual classes. For those middle-school youth who are limited in English,

however, a magazine such as the present one can contribute a great deal to the

present lack of adequate Spanish science materials. Since many Mexican stu-

dents annually enter the San Antonio schools at various grade levels, the

need remains considerable. Before concluding this section it also should be

pointed out that the findings indicated that for those students who expressed

the most difficulty reading Spanish; the extent to which the experience with

the magazine was a rewarding or frustrating one was largely dependent upon

their teachers' attitudes and skills.

Weslaco. Weslaco, Texas is a border town southeast of San Antonio.

After expressing interest in participating in the study, the Director of

Elementary and Secondary Curriculum for the Weslaco Public Schools reviewed

the study's purpose and materials with local school personnel who assisted

in the selection of participating classes. Questionnaires were received

from one large elementary school, which, at the time of the study, had a

total enrollment of 1,430 5th- and 6th-grade students, 96% of whom were

Hispanic and who, on the average, performed at a half to one grade level

below their expected grade level on standardized reading achievement tests.

The majority of students' families were of low socioeconomic status; 43% of
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household heads were employed as farm laborers; 4% as unskilled; nonfarm

laborers; and 9% were unemployed; Given the broad area served; however; the

-;
student population also included students from families employed in skilled

labor (8%); clerical/sales (2%), and professional/managerial (10%) positions.

The study sample comprised 97 students from three bilingual and /or ESL

classes one 5th grade; one 6th grade; and one combined group of 5th and 6th

graders) with class sizes of 33; 30; and 34; respectively. EaCh of theSe

classes had more fethale Students; resulting in an overall percentage of 58%

females vs. 40% males.

Only WO of theSe 97 students had seen the English edition of Ranger Rick's

Nature Magaz -i-ne; both had used it in their homes between two to four times and

reportedly enjoyed it When asked to describe whether they spoke Spanish in

their hameS and their ability tc read it; only one student reported not

speaking it at home; but only 32% said they could read it "very well"; 38%

said they read it "pretty well," 25% "a little bit," and 2% "not at all." The

6thgrade class was the only one having a majority of students who reported

that they could read Spanish "very welL" Approximately twothirds (64%)i

however; said the Spehih in the magazine was "easy," with only 4%--four stu-

dents (three of them 5th graders)--who said it was "diffiCUlt." The teacher

reportedly read the magazine for the majority of the students (60%); in the

6th grade he/she did not. But in all classes a majority of students stated

the teacher translated a few words (80% overall).

Only 18 students (19%) reported doing any further magazinerelated activi

ties in Sdhobl. Seven of the eight students in the combined 5th and 6thgrade

clasS who Said they did described doing crossword puzzles; the one student did

not specify what he/she did; The remaining 10 students were 6th graders, nine
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of whom said they used all the magazine; and one who said he/she used the

dinosaur article. These students reported taking books from the library and

doing further research as well as discussing the articles in class and answer-

ing questions. Similarly; only 11 students (11%, eight of them from the

combined 5th- and 6th-grade class) reported doing further activities outside

school, but with the exception of two 5th graders who described doing further

reading, the other students did not specify what was used or what they did;

The majority of the students (72%) also did not discuss the magazine with

their families and/or friends; For the 27 students who did, 25 came from the

two older groups. The combined 5th- and 6th-grade group all specified the

"Ranger Rick and His Friends" and the "Green Velvet Princess" stories, whereas

various articles were mentioned by the 6th graders; with the dinosaur article

mentioned most frequently. One of U.e 6th-grade students mentioned visiting

the museum with relatives; and another reportedly had informed his/her mother

it would be good for her to read the magazine.

When asked what they had learned, the majority of students (42%) stated

they had learned about nature and various animals, and 27% of them provided

-;
specific story facts. The classes varied considerably; however; in what they

reported learning. In contrast to what might be expected; the youngest group

deSeribed the most specific facts learned, primarily with reference to the

dinosaur articles: In the combined 5th- and 6th-grade group, 25% of them

referred to their concern for saving animals and other conservation issues,

and several mentioned learning new words and learaing to read and write. The

6th graders each mentioned learning about several different topics and was the

only group that indicated a strong interest

topics.

n solar energy and other science
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In responding to what they liked best, "Ranger Rick and His Friends," the

pictures, and the dinosaur story were most frequently listed overall by 28%,

24%, and 20%, respectively), with the poems also mentioned by almost a fifth of

the sample (18%). Every story as well as most feature articles were mentioned

by at least someone, with seven students noting that they liked everything. In

contrast, when asked what they liked least, many fewer responses were given.

The article most frequently mentioned (28%) was "April Foolers," followed by

the hedgehogs story (12%); no other feature was referred to by more than six

students. The relatively high percentage for the "April Foolers" feature was

primarily due to the fact that 61% of the 5th-grade students listed it. They

also were the only ones indicating the hedgehogs story; The most frequent

response to this question for the two older groups, however, was that they

liked "everything." In the 6th grade, especially, no more than two students

mentioned any particular article, and 20 of the 32 said they liked them all.

The overall ratings for the various magazine features indicated the highest

percentage of "like" choices for the stories (78%), closely followed by the

games and pictures (77% and 76%, respectively). Many fewer students stated

they "liked" the vocabulary or variety (55% and 44%, respectively). Twenty-

three students said they "disliked" the variety, and 28 said they "neither

disliked nor liked it"; the parallel figures for vocabulary were eight "dislike"

and 20 neutral responses; These rankings were consistent across classes, with

the 6th-grade students again being relatively more positive in their reactions;

In noting differences between this magazine and their other school materi-

als, the inclusion of animal stories and the use of Spanish were mentioned most

(by 16% and 14%, respectively, for the total sample)--the former primarily by

the 5th grade sand the latter by the two other classes. The pictures, stories,
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information, and ease of reading also were mentioned as distinctive features

by several students. As one articulate 6th-grade student responded, "the fact

that it was in Spanish; the stories were nice; and the photos looked or appeared

real." A third of the combined 5th- and 6th-grade group, however, listed non-

specific or vague differences that largely accounted for the highest percentage

of responses (21%) being in the "other" category. The specific responses in

this category'typically referred to physical features of the magazine such as

its letter type and soft cover.

Given their generally favorable response to the magazine, 85% of the stu-

dents said they wanted to continue receiving Ranger Rick's magazine, with only

nine students who said they did not, and four who said they did not care either

way. Most students (58%) preferred to have future issues in both Spanish and

English, with only 19% and 6% preferring in Spanish or English Only, respec-

tively. Also, 56% said they preferred to use it in school; although slightly

more than a third (35%) reportedly preferred to use it at home; Two 6th

graders noted that using it in the home would help familiarize the family with

it and also enable them to study it more. These overall main findings were

consistent across classes, but there was variation in the extent to which

secondary choices were made; For example, ten of the eighteen students who

preferred to receive the magazine in Spanish were in the 6th grace which, as

was reported earlier, generally found the Spanish in the magazine easy. Also,

unlike students in the 5th- and 6th-grade classes who expressed an almost

equal preference for using the magazine at home as at school, the combined

5th- and 601,-grade group preferred the home location considerably less.
1

In addition to their desire to continue receiving the magazine, at least

five students recommended its future use at every grade level from kindergarten
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through eighth grade; The most recommendations were made for the sample grade

levels; the 6th grade was recommended by 44% of the sample and the 5th grade

by 41%; The next grade level most frequently checked (by 39%) was the 4th

grade, primarily due to the fact that the 6th-grade students selected this grade

level most often rather than their own grade level as was done by the two other

classes. Perhaps this; too; reflects their generally finding the magazine very

easy to read.

Only 22 students, om 23% of the sample, expressed any desire for changes

in the magazine. Changing the hippopotamus picture or certain articles and

adding more stories were specified by the 5th graders; whereas more activities

and drawings were requested by the 6th graders; Only three students in the

combined 5th- and 6th-grade group requested any changes; and of these, only

one specified its nature--to change the Spanish to English.

Most of the students wrote additional comments after completing the ques-

tionnaire; All classes commented on enjoying the magazine; its good stories

and pictures; its attractiveness; and the amount of information it contained.

Some of the additional comments by the 5th graders were as follows: "The

magazine should be available in all schools to learn to read"; "It is very

good cause it talks about nature. There are few magazines of this type.

like the stories. Don't forget to make a film"; and "I showed it to my mother

who said it was an important magazine made so I may learn more." In addition

to commenting on the various articles they had enjoyed, several students in

the combined 5th- and 6th-grade group noted that it was fun and easy to read

(and thereby understand); Many of the 6th graders remarked on their desire

read it again and to receive more copies: "I liked it so much I read it

again"; "I read it with friends and at times at home. Aside from being
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pretty; it provides us with information on animal life and prehistbric animals ";

And "The magazine is pretty and easy: would like to read it again because of

its beautiful and interesting stories: It's fun to read." Some 6th-grade stu-

dents also had additional suggestions to make: "The magazine has vast informa-

tion on nature and scientific things. If you send it to Mexitd, it could be

used as a science book in the school"; and "It should be in both English and

Spanish and should be expanded to accommodate more information." And one 6th-

grade student expressed so well what we hope would occur with all instructional

materials being used in school: "And I think that to use it (not) only for

reading and for doing some of the things that the magazine says; but reading

it with much enthusiasm and with a desire to learn and to know everything that

happens around us, and perhaps when we are older we could be some of those

people who study and research these things:"

The School Questionnaire was completed by both the printipal and an

unidentified staff person. Both reported that the Ranger Ritk magazine was

currently not in the school. Although the principal had not read it before;

the other individual had done so and enjoyed it somewhat; Both said they

liked or liked very much the various features of the magazine; They both

reported especially liking the interest level of the stories; and one respon-

dent also liked very much the games. Although the principal did not mention

anything liked least, the other staff member listed the vocabulary. Neither

stated any changes they themselves desired; but the principal noted that the

_
teachers had suggested the inclusion of sports features and the use of Spanish

titles One respondent had discussed with the students their reactions to the

magazine and reported that they, too, had enjoyed it.

Given their favorable reactions the magazine and the lack of any simi-

lar Spanish materials in the school, both recommended its continued use; The
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staff member recommended that it be used for Language Arts and Spanish with

4th-grade students and for Science in the 5th grade. The principal recommended

its future use in 5th- and 6th-grade Language Arts and Social Studias classes.

He/she viewed the Spanish edition as appropriate and interesting for dominant

Spanish-speaking students and felt it would provide good supplemental material

in bilingual classes.

Each of the teachers completed a Teacher Questionnaire. As will be learned

in the following description, although the students were all either 5th or 6th

graders, the magazine was used in diverse ways depending at least in part on

differences in students' abilities and interests; the curriculum period in

which it was introduced, and teachers' interests, skills; and teaching styles.

Both the 5th- and 6th-grade students were described as speaking Spanish

"very well" and reading it "pretty well"; their Spanish writing skills varied,

with the 5th-grade students rated as performing "somewhat;" and the 6th graders

as "pretty well." Students in the combined 5th- and 6th-grade class were rated,

as reading Spanish "very well" and speaking and writing it "pretty well." Most

students in all three classes had very limited English skills. Both those in

the 6th-grade and combined 5th- and 6th-grade classes were described as speak-

ing, reading, and writing English "somewhat." The teacher of the 5th =grade

students, however, described them as performing at different levels, with most

speaking English "hardly at all" or "only somewhat," but ranging in their

reading and writing skills from "hardly at all" to "pretty well."

For two of the classes the magazine was used during Spanish and Science

periods; the third class used it during Science and Social Studies. One

teacher reported spending 30 to 45 minutes using almost all the sections, but

reading only a few; another used seven articles that were related to what
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the students were currently learning and read the other sections to them for

a combined time of 46 to 60 minutes; and the third teacher spent 30 minutes

daily for an unspecified period on each section, assisting the students' silent

reading while he/she read aloud, and then asked questions leading to extensive

discussion to check the students' fluency and comprehension. Except for this

last teacher who reportedly translated a few words, no translation of the Span-

ish was done. Two of the teachers reported using the Activity Guide and both

said they found it helpful.

These three teachers were extremely favorable in their reactions to the

magazine. Two_ stated they liked the entire issue, that there was nothing they

did not like. One especially liked the poems and the "Ranger Rick and His

Friends" story; the other commented that the magazine was "very well written,

the content was of high interest, and very few (3-4) had difficulty reading

it." The third teacher liked most the pictures; but noted that what was liked

least was that some of the words were too difficult for some students' reading

level. This may be due in part to the fact that he/she taught the youngest

group. Similarly; the first two teachers rated the various features as "appro-

priate" (or "very appropriate" for the pictures), and the third teacher rated the

vocabulary as "somewhat inappropriate." The only suggested changes were the

addition of more games and sports students have engaged in to help teach social

skills. In a later comment, more attention to cultural factors was requested.

The students in all three classes were described as actively engaged when

the magazine was used. The 5th-grade teacher commented, "They enjoyed reading

a magazine in Spanish. They loved the dinosaurs and other stories of animals

and liked reading about nature. Most of the girls, however, did not like

some of the pictures." The teacher of the combined 5th and 6th graders said,
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"I could see the students enjoyed reading it and working with it It was

interesting to note that the students noted other words that meant the same

thing AS what they used." This same teacher described the class as challenged

to seek out reference books and to read on their own. The 6th-grade teacher

also reported that the students were motivated by the dinosaur article) to

look for more books in the library. In addition, they discussed their own

experiences with solar energy and generally wanted to read more on the various

topics. These events were also indicators to the teachers that their students

had learned from the magazine. In specific response to the question as to

whether they perceived their students as having learned from the experience,

they replied that the students showed comprehension during discusSion, that

"they learned about nature," "th6y learnednew words and concepts," and "they

were challenged to learn more."

Although one teacher did not know if the English edition of Ranger Rick

was available, another reported it was in the library, and the third said it

was currently being used in the Science component. Only one of these teachers,

however, had read it befOre And he/she had read it often and liked it a lot;

They all indidated, however, the lack of similar Spanish materials in the

school. Also, ih deSCribihg how the magazine differed from the students' other

instructional materials, two teachers said it was "very different" because,

According to one, "The pictures explained and motivated them to learn and read,"

And to another, "The area is very limited as to museums and solar energy homes."

The third teacher indicated that it was "somewhat different" and noted that the

class does not have Science since ESL students spend so much time in Redding

and English.

Given the enthusiasm that they and their students reportedly felt for the

Spanish edition and the lack of similar materials, all three teachers recommended
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the magazine's further use. Their choice of grade levels and subject areas;

however; differed. The 5th-grade teacher recommended it for 3rd-grade students

in Language Arts, Science, and Spanish. The combined 5th- and 6th-grade

teacher recommended it be used in grades 3 through 8 in Science and Spanish as

well as for ESL classes. The 6th-grade teacher recommended it for 5th and 6th

grade in all three listed areas; These three teachers concurred in viewing a

Spanish edition of Range having potential educational value for both

bilingual and ESL programs; ("Bilingual students learn correct Spanish words

and sentence structure; It is a good way to practice reading in Spanish. ") It

was noted; however; that it might be good to have one story in English and one

in Spanish; and also that the value of the magazine in its present form would

depend on the students' reading level. responding to its potential value for

ESL students, these teachers commented that it would be useful as an introduction

science, would help students learn new words to add to their vocabulary, and

would be "excellent because their Spanish skills are well developed."

Thus, in a large elementary school serving a student population comprised

almost entirely of Hispanic youth and whose rural location near the Mexican

border makes it likely that new entrants from Mexico arrive each school year

at all grade levels; a Spanish edition of Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine was

enthusiastically received by students and teaching staff. For the youngest

students and others limited in reading Spanish; the need for a broader vocabu-

lary range seemed indicatedi however. The varied uses of the magazine in the

different classes demonstrated the wide utility of the magazine and the staff's

and students' comments showed its value for increasing students' motivation to

learn in general and their need and interest for learning about science areas

in particular.
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Three TexaS its participated--a rapidly growing urban area; a small rural

community, and a town on the Mexico border; In all three sites the study sample

included students of Mexican origin who were enrolled in bilingual or ESL pro-

grams, who varied it their Spanish and English competencies; and whose families

were long-term residents or new arrivals; Although students and staff generally

enjoyed the magazine; there were mixed reactions on continuing the Spanish ddi-

tion of azine in its present form. For many of these

youngsters the Spanish vocabulary in the present issue was much too difficult.

Most of the students could speak and orally comprehend SpaniSh; but many were

very limited in reading Spanish; Some of them were generally liMited in both

reading Spanish and EngliSh, whereas others were much more proficient in Eng-

lish. For the older elementary students in bilingual classes and those Mexican

Nationals proficient in Spanish; the magazine proved appropriate, useful; and

enjoyable. MOreoVer, the need for Spanish science materials for these students

was not being met and the magazine helped provide such information as well as

motivating the students in other academic areas.
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CONCLUSIONS

As was noted in the Introduction, this study attempted to: (a) determine

the acceptability and use of a Spanish edition of Rangtar Rick's NAtureMagazine

and companion Activity Guide; (b) identify the extent to which diverse groups

within the Hispanic community react differently to the edition; (c) assess and

analyze the extent to which the edition's content, reading level, format, and

so on are appropriate for the intended audiences; and (d) collect and analyze

recommendations from the field-test populations for the Spanish edition pro-

.

gram materials and services. In this chapter are described the conclusions

from our findings regarding the first three goals in the order they are listed

above; findings relating to the recommendations are included in the discussion

of the other three as relevant. The chapter closes with implications for

further study.

The following conclusions and recommendations are based on a large nation-

wide sample of students that varied on the following characteristics: Hispanic

origin (Mexican American, Puerto Rican; and Cuban),3 type of community (urban,

suburban, small town, and rural), family socioeconomic status, grade level

(four through eii,ht), and level of Spanish and English proficiency. Information

also was provided by school administrative and teaching staff. Questionnaire

data were received from seven states; 17 sites, 51 schools, 119 classes, and

2;734 students;
4 Most of the students in the sample were enrolled in bilingual

classes; but a considerable number were attending ESL or transitional classes

and there were a few instances of the magazine being used with students in

regular school programs. Site visits also were included in this pilot study

3Some Hispanic students from the Caribbean and from Central and South America
were included in the samples from Chicago, Miami; and San Francisco.

4Several additional classes participated, but their questionnaires either
were.not received or arrived too late for inclusion in this report.
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to explore in greater depth student and staff reactions and to assess the

physical and social context in which these responses were given. Since only

a small sample of schools could be visited, particular attention was given to

the representativeness of this subsample. Selection criteria included the

major design factors--Hispanic origin, geographical region, population den

sity and grade level. Thus, 25 classrooms in 16 schools at eight sites were

visited and 16 other teachers were interviewed alone in addition to principals;

bilingual coordinators, and resource teachers to provide greater insight into

the questionnaire responses obtained.

The April 1980 edition was translated

into Spanish and reviewed for vocabulary and language usage by native Spanish

speakers from Mexican and Puerto Rican backgrounds. It was sent along with an

Activity Guide in both English and Spanish to schools that agreed to participate

in the study; School staff were instructed to use the magazine for one class

period and to complete the questionnaires a week later. There was no specific

directive on how the materials were to be used so that teachers and school

administrators would be free to incorporate the magazine and suggested activi

ties into their class work in ways most likely to achieve their own instructional

goals.

As might be expected in a pilot study, emphasis was placed on a qualitative

or case study approach rather than heavy reliance on quantitative methods. This

approach accommodates the richness and variety of student; school; and site

charvcteristics and permits better understanding of the realities of education

for students with limited English language ability. The case study approach

also facilitates the generation of an array of educational outcome hypotheses

and permits the identification of those that appear most promising for more

extensive study.
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The conclusions presented here are generalized across all sites and sample

characteriStiCS. The concluding section in each site report in the Results

chapter gives reactions of the school personnel to the magazine, their recom-

mendations and comments on the educational potential of Ranger Rick as it

relates to their students and school. Many of the students' comments also are

included in the description of the questionnaire findings. The reader is

directed to this information for an understanding of the variety of uses and

values represented in this study.

Acceptability and Use

The findings indicated the generally high acceptability of the magazine

by both students and staff. The content, format, and translation were gener-

ally regarded as of exceptionally high quality; the majority of students in

every site liked the magazine and wanted to continue receiving it. Based on

their responses, using an issue that included articles on dinosaurs was an

obvious "plus" for the Students. The excellent detailed and colorful photo-

graphs were considered the highlight by both staff and students. The "April

Foolers" photographs and those of the hedgehogs were frequently rejected,

however; suggesting some caution in how such pictures are presented. Although

some sex-typing was suggested, with girls more often stating a dislike for

"those ugly pictures," there were a number of children) particularly the

youngest; who remarked on not liking them because they frightened them; and

these fears might have interfered with their acquiring the information

associated with the pictures. To avoid such reactions, perhaps teachers

might be provided with advice on how such pictures can be effectively intro-

duced and explained. Similarly, one student mentioned not liking dinosaur

bones because "I was frightened for I thought we, too, had bones with tunnelS
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in them." Such a response reminds us how important it is to encourage students

to verbalize their thoughts and feelings so we can clarify misconceptions and

reduce fears.

Although students generally listed the dinosaur articles and pictures as

what they liked best, almost every article or feature typically was mentioned

by someone in every site. Many fewer students listed anything they liked

least. As noted above, the "April Footers" and hedgehog photographs were

mentioned most often. Sometimes the same article was mentioned as liked most

and least by students in the same class--and even by the same student because

of a particular detail or section. Of course, what was liked (or disliked)

was limited to what was presented if the students did not read further on

their own. Also, students and teachers often reported similar likes and/or

dislikes, but the nature and direction of causality is unknown.

In every site, however, most students expressed their enjoyment with

the magazine, especially the colorful pictures, interesting stories, the in-

clusion of games and activities, and the many new things to learn. With the

exception of two classes, all teachers reported their students were actively

engaged when the magazine was used; The following quotes exemplify the

enjoyment these students experienced: At the same time I was learning I was

having a lot of fun"; and "I wish this book was not the only pretty book there

is." An inner-city 4th grader commentedi "When I read this booki I felt like

I was playing in the park. I enjoyed it a lot"; and two older youths in a

small rural community statedi "I think this magazine has to be printed because

it's the only one in Spanish" and "It seemed very interesting because it taught

things I didn't even imagine existed and I think it's very useful."

In several classes both students and teachers commented on the desirability

of including articles that referred to their local experiences (e.g., stories
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about desert animals in the Imperial Valley area and about Mexican children).

Thus, it is recommended that in planning future issues attention be paid to

including over the year articles of specific relevance for different groups.

Not only should this increase students' interest and enthusiasm for the

magazine and thereby increase their recognition of the relevance of science to

their lives, but also should facilitate their recognition and appreciation

for the breadth of opportunities in the sciences. A potential additional

social benefit would be the insight into the lives and experiences of others.

A few children suggested that there be more stories and illustrations related

to school. Although not specifically mentioned anyone in the present sample,

I would recommend that these and other articles include pictures of children

from diverse ethnic backgrounds--both to increase the magazine's relevance

to the user and to expand students' knowledge and awareness of their commun-

alities with other people. To increase the magazine's usefulness, one teacher

also recommended that future issues include addresses where students could

obtain further information on the topics presented.

Overall, more students preferred to have both Spanish and English versions

of the magazine available; perhaps in part reflecting the school's (and their

family's) desire for them to learn English. Also; most students stated they

preferred to use the magazine in school, although many expressed the desire

to use it both at home and at school. Among the rationales most frequently

given for choice of location were the following: "School because the teacher

can explain more"; and "At home to have more time to read it and to share it

with my family." Those students from the most economically disadvantaged

families were more likely to say they wanted to use

teacher can help us."

in school "because the
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The limited information on the usefulness of the Activity Guide probably

reflects more the fact that the study required only a very limited time with

the magazine (one class period) rather than the quality of the guide itself.

For those fel.- teachers who are continuing to use the magazine in their class-

rooms, the Guide appears to be quite helpful. Two of the few recommended

changes in it were the use of more activities that could be done in the class-

room itself and ones that could be done independently by the student. One

teacher also commented that attention should be paid to making activities

appropriate for both urban and rural and wealthy and poor school districts.

Teachers also suggested including in the magazine itself a few activities and

thought-provoking questions at the end of at least some of the articles to

assess and reinforce the students' comprehension and learning of new vocabulary.

The magazine was found useful in bilingual, ESL, and transitional classes

in Science, Language Arts, Spanish, and Social Studies as well as in regular

Science and Spanish classe, . Some classes used only one article, whereas

others reportedly used the entire magazine. Given differences in the way the

magazine was used, the number of articles used was only slightly related to

the amount of time spent. The actual manner in which the magazine was used

depended in part on the teacher's teaching style, current curriculum objectives,

scheduling pressures; and students' (and teachers') fluency in Spanish. What

and how it was used also depended in part upon who was coordinating the study

in a particular school. In some classes the magazine was readily integrated

into current lessons; in others it was used during a very distinct separate

session. In some classes the teachers and/or students read the articles aloud

and discussed their meaning; in other classes students read on their own.

Many teachers'used the magazine for more than one class period. Some teachers
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were very creative in using it across a wide range of subject areas and

several commented that there was so much in one issue they could use it for

several weeks or months. Many classes included follow-up activities such as

writing compositions, illustrating story features, visiting museums, doing

further library research; building the carton dinosaur or solar home models;

having later discussions (and sometimes tests) of what was read; andi in a

predominantly non-Spanish-speaking class; learning how to speak and read

Spanish; Other teachers left further use to the students' discretion; and

many students were described as reading the magazine during lunch and other

free periods as well as at home'and taking books out of the library on related

topics;

Many students also reported discussing the magazine with their families

and/Or friendS. This generally occurred most often with students in the

younger gradeS; perhaps in part due to the typical more limited discussion

abdut achbal activities between preadolescents and their families; A number

Of StUdehtS (and staff) commented on the parents' (and sometimes grandparents')

enjoyment with the issue; For some Hispanic families it was one of the few

materials their children brought home from school that they also could read

and enjoy. More of this probably would have occurred if in some schools the

materials had not been kept in the classroom despite our statement that each

student was to be given one for his or her own use.

There can be no discussion of the usefulness of instructional materials

without noting the teacher's contribution to their effectiveness. In reading

the questionnaires and interviewing teachers and students during the site

visits, the variability within schools and sites was striking. Teachers

within the same school differed in what they used; how they used it, the
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extent of their involvement in the study, and how valuable they perceived the

experience. The interested active teacher is more likely to have interested

active learners. A striking example of this occurred in those classes in which

most of the students had very limited Spanish reading skills. In Some of

these classes, both students and teachers were highly frustrated and negative,

whereas in other classea the magazine was used in such a way that the experience

was a very rewarding one and the students wanted to continue using the magazine

to learn more about animals and to learn to read and translate Spanish better.

In any future use of the magazine there should be active teacher as well as

administrator involvement in the selection and proposed use of the materials.

In most sites this was the case since school administrators left the decision as

to whether or not to participate and the use of the magazine to the individual

class teachers;

Group Differences

An important issue was the extent to which findings differed by the parti

cipating school's location (geographical region and population density) and

students' charaCteriatiCS (Hispanic origin, age level, and Spanish competency).

The variability within it and the particular sociocultural context in a

given Site precluded Obtaining significant differences between urban/suburban

and small town/rural communities. Acceptance was highest, however, in those

schools receiving the largest numbers of Hispanic students with limited English

proficiency since the need for appropriate materials was greater.

The data indicated that it would be too simplistic co describe particular

differences between Hispanic groups without recognizing the many confounding

issues involved. Not only doda Hispanic origin vary with geographic location,

but within groups differences between urban and rural areas, the extent to
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which ihdiViduals are new entrants to the country versus established families

educated in the United States, and variability in socioeconomic levels and

Spanish and English proficiency are but some of the salient factors preventing

such ethnic group comparisons to be made without serious errors. What the

.results did indicate, however, was that acceptance of the magazine was high in

all ethnic groups represented;

Similarly, age is a static: variable that tells one little about a student's

developmental level or linguistic competence. The fact that older students were

in a bilingual class often meant that either they had experienced difficulty in

the lower grades learning English and were generally performing poorly academi-

cally or that they were new arrivals to the country with limited English

proficiency and fluent to varying degrees in Spanish. The findings did indicate

Some age differences in story preferences and a greater expressed interest in

conservation issues by the older group. These findings, however, may reflect

teacher differences in what they chose to emphasize at different grade levels.

Differences in competence in the Spanish language did lead to different

findings, but this will be discussed further in the next section on the

magazine's appropriateness. It should be noted here, however, that being

classified Hispanic does not tell how proficient a student is in the Spanish

language nor does knowledge of proficiency in one mode of communication (e.g.,

speaking) necessarily indicate the level of proficiency in a different mode

(reading or writing).

Appropriateness

Although most features of the magazine were considered appropriate for the

participating students across grade levels, there were a considerable number of

StudentS and teachers who remarked on the level of difficulty of the vocabulary.
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Most of the students in this study spoke Spanish in their homes and could oral-

ly comprehend it, but that did not mean they could read or write it. This

was especially true for those Hispanic children who were not first generation

in this country, but it was also true for students who came from very poorly

educated families. Also, since many bilingual classes comprised students with

a wide range of skill in reading Spanish; school personnel recommended that

future issues include various reading levels as is common with other instruc-

tional materials used. Some school personnel suggested more idiomatic languagei

but this was not the typical response. Some bilingual teachers and coordinators

expressed a definite preference for the more difficult vocabulary and formal

Spanish structure as a desirable challenge for the students and "an opportunity

to see their language correctly written." Responses to this issue would appear

to depend also on the teacher's fluency in Spanish and his or her willingness

to spend additional time translating or using more reference materials. Some

teachers requested combined English and Spanish versions, whereas others

directly opposed doing this in order to encourage students to look up words

they did not know. Some optional degree of mismatch would seem beneficial as

a challenge rather than frustration; but this would require a wider range of

vocabulary levels in future issues

All bilingual classes; however; are not the same. Some differ in the

percentage of Hispanic students and the extent of heterogeneity influences the

need for both English and Spanish editions. For example, one participating

class in Los Angeles served a mixed group of Asian and Hispanic limited English-

speaking students. The teacher requested that both English and Spanish issues

be available in order to teach all the students at the same time. Also, some

teachers in classes with large numbers of non-Spanish-speaking students
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recommended having both versions available to facilitate two learning activi-

ties: each student could use the version in his or her primary language and

could develop skills in the other language. In any case, as suggested by

several teachers, a glossary of particularly difficult words or scientific

terms might be a useful appendix. A set of new words might also be placed at

the beginning of an article and, as was done in several classes, the teacher

might use them in prior preparatory exercises. Several teachers (and a few

students) noted that future issues should not use English names in a Spanish

text since they are meaningless, hard to pronounce, and slow down reading.

Similarly, for some classes, some of the story topics were considered too

difficult and/or too unfamiliar. This results in part from using the same

magazine for a wide range of grade levels. Older students, for example, were

more likely to prefer the articles on solar energy and diatoms. But again this

may have reflected the teacher's level of interest and/or expertise, especially

given the fact that typically in bilingual classes science was being taught by

teachers whose area of expertise was not science. Many students, however,

expressed their pleasure in having the opportunity to learn about unfamiliar

animals and facts. The games also received some mixed reaction. Some students

found the vocabulary and instructions too difficult to understand, whereas

others wanted more and a greater variety, such as riddles and crossword puzzles.

Many students, however, in differentiating this issue of Ranger Rick from their

usual school materials, noted that it explained things better and was easier

to understand. They often remarked that the pictures helped teach things better.

No school indicated the present use of similar materials in Spanish.

Particular mention was made of the fact that many of the bilingual classes

participating in this study did not offer science in the curriculum, and when
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it was offered,the school Often had to rely on poorly produced and noncurrent

ihfottAtibil: Teachers in different parts of the country noted that it was

difficult to find interesting; enjoyable Spanish materials without going out

of the country; Spanish science materials were reportedly essentially non-

existent: Without such materials available, it would be unreasonable to

expect that there would be an increase in the number of Hispanic students who

are competent and interested in science areas.

Continued produCtion of a Spanish edition of Ranger-Rick was strongly

recommended by most participants; particularly with some adaptation in vocabu-

lary levels. And it is important to note that its usefulness was not viewed

as confined to Stiehte, but also for Language Arts; Reading, Spanish, and

SOCial StUdieS. Although some teachers recommended solely for their own

grade level and subject area; most of them recommended that it be used for

several grade levels and subject areas; Additional uses suggested were for

teaching Spanish as a second language and as a resource in the school libtaty

Also; students across grade levels enjoyed it, although differences in ptefet-

ences for particular articles and/or features were noted. For exampl , the

older students not only preferred the solar energy article, but they were more

likely to point out that the magazine was more interesting and entertaining

than their usual school materials. We must heed, however, the fact that many

schools still concentrate their bilingual programs in the primary grades. This

suggests, therefore, the inclusion in every issue of material appropriate for

these lower grade levels or a separate edition.

Overall, there was a strongly favorable reaction as to the potential

educational value of a Spanish edition for bilingual classes with some

modification in the vocabulary level). Not only were its reinforcement and
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enrichment possibilities for the curriculum noted, but also the affective and

social consequences of having high quality, up-to-date Spanish materials for

increasing students' motivation for school, especially in the science areas,

and their pride in their Spanish culture. In some classes the students

"discovered" the utility of the Spanish language in classroom learning, and

the teachers expressed their pleasure in Ranger Rick's role in making thiS

possible.

There were many fewer ESL students in the sample. Conflicting staff

recommendations in this program make any generalizations highly questionable.

For some school staff, a Spanish edition (usually with an accompanying English

one) was viewed as very useful as an introduction to science, as an aid for

learning new vocabulary, and "excellent because their Spanish skills are well

developed." Often the magazine provided these students with enjoyable instruc-

tive material for their free reading periods. Others, however, expressed

very negative reaction, perceiving the additional use of Spanish materials as

conflicting with their educational philosophy. But as one bilingual coordinator

noted, the ESL students are the ones most likely to be missing science as a

consequence of their being pulled out of their regular classes for special

language instruction. Also, the ESL classes in this study often comprised

older students who were at least as favorable in their reactions to the maga-

zine and their desire for its continued use as were the younger students. In

addition, several teachers pointed out the limited amount of good reading and

science materials for monolingual Spanish-speaking students in the upper grades;

Many sociopolitical issues affect the choice and use of teaching materials.

Also as the site visits indicated, the sociocultural context in which instruc-

tion takes place must be considered in assessing educational outcomes; In
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locating the sample schools and in interviewing teachers, differing views on

bilingual education were highly manifest; One school principal administering

a school not more than 15 miles from the Mexican border gave as his/her reason

for refusing to participate, "Foreign materials are not allowed in our schools."

For other nonparticipants, agreement to participate in a study above third

grade was viewed as admitting failure of their bilingual program in the earlier

gi-Ade. In some of the participating schools, staff made clear they did not

have a maintenance program, and supplementary Spanish materials were apprePti=

Ate only for monolingual Spanish students. In others--often in the same Site==

Staff strongly expressed the desire for a maintenance program, while noting

that this was not the present administrative policy. Teachers in those classes

With students highly fluent and literate in Spanish viewed the emphasis on

changing them from a Spanish monolingual group to an English monolingual group

as especially unfortunate, since their literacy level suggested the ease these

students would have in learning English while still maintaining their Spanish

skills; For many of these students who live in areas where they are likely

continue to interact frequently both personally and in their later jobs with

Spanish-speaking people; maintenance of their first language seems particularly

advantageous; A Spanish edition of Ranger Rick would provide both a pleasur-

able and informative way to maintain these Spanish language skills.

Given the students' brief exposure to the magazine in this pilot study

seemed inappropriate to evaluate specific learning outcomes. Almost all

teachers, however, reported their students had learned from the expetienee-==

as evidenced by their comprehension and recall of facts in class dittUSSiOna,

their relating of articles to personal experiences, their learning of new words

And concepts and how to use dictionaries and other reference materials, and so
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forth. Many mentioned that their students were motivated to learn more

about the topics presented. They also noted that the pictures helped explain

concepts and motivated them to learn and to read. Although some students in

response to being asked what they had learned gave only vague answers or mini-

mal naming of story titles or topics, others listed numerous story facts and

stated they had learned new words, how to read and translate Spanish bettat,

to appreciate nature more; and to care for animals and conserve natural

resources. A common response was, "I learned many interesting things I never

knew before." Many commented that reading the magazine made them want to

learn more. Without further follow-up activities and reinforcement of what

was learned, however, such learning may be very transitory; Alsoj the extent

to which the positive findings are due to novelty is unknown. The present

study suggests the value of conducting a long -term study to evaluate the

impact of expanded use of a Spanish edition of Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine

on both knowledge about and attitudes toward science areas. Such a study

would provide school staff more preparation time to integrate the magazine

into the curriculum to meet particular educational objectives. The data also

suggest that such an evaluation include assessment of progress in the students'

general reading achievement as well as in their attitudes toward school and

learning in general. Of course, what is learned depends on both the students'

Abilities and past experiences, and the quality of instruction; Thusi infor-

mation on these variables also should be examined.

As noted earlier, there was considerable variability in the results within

and between schools in a Riven site; The site visit interviews provided some

insight into understanding these differences, but a more intensive and exten-

sive study would enable one to determine those characteristics of students,
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teachers, and administrators as well as the broader social context that are

associated with differential cognitive; affective; and social outcomes.

In summary, a Spanish edition of R;ck's was gen-

erally enthusiastically received by students and school administrative and

teaching staff; For the youngest students and others limited in reading

Spanish, the need for a broader vocabulary range; however; seemed indicated.

The varied uses of the magazine in the different classes demonstrated the wide

utility of the magazine and the staffs' and students' comments showed its

value fDr increasing students' motivation to learn in general and their need

and interest for learning about science areas in particular. For the older

elementary StUdehtS in biliiigual classes and those new arrivals to the country

proficient in Spanish, the magazine proved appropriate, useful; and enjoyable.

Moreover, the need for Spanish science materials for these students was not

being met and the magazine helped provide such information as well as motivat-

ing the students in other academic areas;

.

Despite the fact that this was a pilot study--a relatively brief experi-

ence restricted to one issue to serve a broad range of children and youth--the

findings definitely indicated that the approach repres. nted by a Spanish

edition of Ranger Rick has merit, can serve a variety of pressing educational

needs, and ought to be pursued further. Most important, the findings indicated

the tremendous need for science materials for Hispanic students with limited

English proficiency. If we want to increase these students' appreciat :Jn for

and understanding of science and provide equity in opportunity for careers in

science) we must provide more and varied modes of instruction; With some

adaptation) a Spanish edition of RAnger_Rick may provide one such alternative

for students in a particularly important period in their schooling; For many
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students the attractive format and interesting content encouraged them to read

and to want to read more. Such motivation is a necessary precursor to acquiring

information and understanding. Also, many of these students are finding school

A difficult situation with which to cope. The present study suggested that

materials such as these can contribute to the students' more positive attitudes

toward school and feelings of success.

We do not know the extent to which the very favorable reactions obtained

were due to the fact that the sample was a voluntary one. However, this would

be true of many special instructional materials used. Also, despite the

anonymity provided, students (and staff) may have felt pressured to various

degrees to respond positively. Nevertheless, the specificity of many responses

suggested that these positive responses were genuine. The teachers' responses

to the open-ended questions on the educational value and potential use of a

Spanish edition of Ranger Rick summarize best their feelings as well as pro-

viding additional information. In response to its educational value,

cross-section of teachers said: "I'd like to see this magazine, the Spanish

edition, used as part of the science program. Facts are presented in such an

interesting and attractive fashion that students seem to be more motivated and

eager to read or have the stories read to them"; "It broadens children's knowl-

edge in wildlife which these inner-city children are not exposed to in language

familiar to them. It serves as enrichment activity in addition to a regular

reading program. It encourages these children whose language is mainly Spanish

to want to read such a well-edited and interesting, as well as beautifully

illustrated, magazine as Ranger Rick which I personally found a pleasure to

read"; "The Spanish edition of Ranger Rick is of great educational value.

It presents information in an attractive and appealing manner. The Spanish
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edition provides the occasional alternative from the day-td-day use of the

developmental reader. It also sheds an attractive light on the Spanish

language; (If a nice magazine like Ranger Rick is written in Spanish; then

Spanish is a worthwhile language to know.)"; and "The children are exposed to

very few magazines and newspapers that are written in Spanish. A magazine of

Ranger Rick's caliber can be used to reinforce that which has been taught

previously in terms of content, vocabulary, and general reading skills as well

as to introduce new concepts) especially those relating to science and nature."

In response to its potential value for bilingual programs, the magazine

was recommended for supplementary reading and enrichment. To quote from some

of the questionnaires: "Excellent magazine! Well translated!"; "From the

available Material on the market being translated into Spanish, it appears

yours is the beSt I've come across"; "I think using the Spanish edition is

most beneficial to any bilingual program in many respects. Primarily the

children are exposed to a Spanish language edition of a well-known magazine.

The children can see Spanish in a context which they are familiar with--that

; an informative children's magazine. They can see that Spanish is not only

a language to be read and spoken, but a vehicle for information. A magazine

like Ranger Rick promotes a positive attitude towards Spanish which is essential

in any bilingual education program"; (In a final comment this same teacher

noted, "Enjoyed using; hope it will be available; It is important that the

children be exposed to magazines, nature; their native language and a host Of

other things. Ranger Rick combines all these"); "It is motivating and inter=

esting and alSo being in Spanish; the students' home language, they are able

to enjoy them more while getting the most out of them academically"; "Ease of

reading, appropriateness of materials, themes children like, and fantastic
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pictures" "I think this could be an excellent tool. For one thing, it

really created an interest in learning and improving Spanish. It is excellent

as far as learning new things in science; also for vocabulary building, listen-

ing and oral language skills"; "It is a high quality, high interest magazine

.

with intellectual content that car be used develop the reading and thinking

skills of the students. It can provide supplementary reading and science for

bilingual programs"; and "First of all it would give the bilingual classes a

booster because it would give those classes an opportunity to read in Spanish.

Secondly, it would give our recent immigrants from Mexico a chance to begin

and relate to our educational system because of the fact there are few

materials in Spanish." Yet as one teacher remarked, "I think the fact that

.

it is in Spanish is not the best of it. It is the educational content pre-

sented in an enjoyable way that makes it such a good magazine."

In conclusion, one 6th-grade student expressed so well what we hope would

occur with all instructional materials being used in school: "And I think

that to use it (not) only for reading and for doing some of the things that

the magazine says, but reading it with much enthusiasm and with a desire to

learn and to know everything that happens around and perhaps when we are

older we could be some of those people who study and research these things."

We must devote our resources to developing more and better materials that will

facilitate not only such hopes but their accomplishment. The present study

indicated that a Spanish edition of Ranger Rick has considerable potential

value, especially given able creative teachers and enthusiastic administrative

support.



APPENDIX A

Data Collection Instruments

1. Ranger Rick School Sample Description
2; Ranger Rick School Questionnaire
3. Ranger Rick Student Questionnaire

(Spanish and English)
4. Ranger Rick Teacher Questionnaire
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School Name:

RANGER RICK SCHOOL SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

Date:

A-1

School Address:
(Street/P.O. Box)

(City/Town) (State) (Zip Code)

School Composition (Circle all that apply.)

Pre-K K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1. How many students are enrolled?

2. What percentage of these students are Hispanic?

3. In generali_how well do the students in this school perform on
standardized reading achievement tests?

a. At 1 or more grade levels higher?

_b. At 1/2 to 1 grade level higher?

_c; At grade level?

d. At 1/2 to 1 grade level lower?

e. At 1 or more grade levels lower?

4. Please indicate the approximate percentage of Hispanic students in -your
school who live in families where the head of household is employed as
follows:

a. Professional /Managerial

b. Clerical/Sales

c. Skilled Labor

d. Unskilled Nonfarm Labor

e. Farm Labor

f. Unemployed
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5. Please describe the classes_to be included in the Rarger Rick Study by
filling in the appropriate boxes.

No;
Students Grade Program

8 -- _7-

Other
Bilin:ual ESL Transition

Other _

(Secif.) ( ecif )

a. Class 1

b. Class 2

c. Class 3

d. Class 4

e. Class 5 I

-.Class 6

g. Class 7

h; Class 8

To whom should materials be sent?

Nam

Title

Address (Street)

(City) (State) (Zip Code)

Phone

How many Student Questionnaires in Spanish?

How many Student Questionnaires in English?
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School Name:

RANGER RICK SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE

Date:

A-2

School Address:

(City/Town)

Your school role: (Check all that apply.):

-Principal Teacher

Curriculum Coordinator

la.

(State) (Zip Code)

Parent Bilingual Advisory Committee

Other (Please specify.)

Ranger Rick in English currently being used in this abh-661?

1. Yes b. In what ways?

2. No _ (Skip to
3. Don't know question

2a. Have you read Ranger Rick before?

1. Yes

2. No (Skip to question

b. Where? (Check all that apply.)

I. Home
2. School
3. Other (Please specify.)

c. How often?

1. Once
2. 2-4 times
3. 5 or more times

d. Did you like it?

1. Not at all
2. Hardly at all
3. Didn't like or dislike it
4. Liked it a little
5. Liked it a 1ot

3. Please comment on your perception of the edittatiOnal Value of a Spanish
edition of Ranger Rick for your school's students:



-2-

4. How did you feel about the following aspects of this issue?

A. Vocabulary
level

B. Variety of
topics

C. Interest level
of stories

D. Games/activities

E. Pictures

A-2

Disliked
vxy much

Disliked Didn't like
or dislike

Liked Liked very
much

5; What did you like most about this issue?

6; that did you like leas -r.

7. What changes would you like to see in any future issues?

8a; Have you discussed this issue with any students in the school?

Yes b. How did

1.

they like it?

Not at all
Haraly at all
Didn't like or dislike I
Liked it
Liked it very much

2. N (Skip to question
2.

3.

4.

5.
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9a; Are there similar materials in Spanish now being used in the school?

A-2

I. Yes b. What are they?

2. No (Skip to
3. Don't know question 10)

How does this issue compare for
your students? You might comment
for example, on such aspects as
usefulness, appropriateness,
appeal and so on.

10. Please comment on the potential for using a Spanish edition of Ranger
Rick in currert school programs:

a. Bilingual

b; ESL

c. Other (Please specify.)
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lla. After reviewing this experience; would you like the school to continue
using Spanish editions of Ranger Rick?

1. Yes

A-2

b. In what courses and at what
grade_levels, (Check all that
apply):

Kgh 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Language Art/
Reading

Science

3. Spanish

4. Other - Please
specify

r

2. No

3. Don't know

Any additional comments or suggestions you would like to make would be very

much appreciated; Please note them in the space below.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION!



RANGER RICK

CUESTIONARIO PARA EL ESTUDIANTE

Nombre de la Escuela:

Direccion:

Fecha

(Ciudad /Pueblo) (Estado) (Zip Code)

GradO EScolar del Alumno:_4_ 5 6 7 _8 Sexo: Masculino Femenino
(Circula uno)

la. Has len° la Revista Ranger Rick en ingldb?

A-3

Si b. zDdhde? (Indica todos los que se apliquen.)

2. No (Pasa a la
pregunta 2.)

2; LilabIas espafiol en case

1. Sz
2. No

1. Casa
2. Escuela
3. Otro (Especifica por favor.)

LCuan (Que tan) a menudo?

1. Una vez
2. Dos a cuatro veces
3. Cinco a mds veces

d. LCdirto to gusto'?

1. No me gust d"
2. Ni me gustd'ni me disgustd.
3. Me gustd

3. LCuall (Qud'tan) bien lees el espafiol?

1. Nada
2. Un poco.
3. Bastante bien
4. Muy bien
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4. LCugh (Que.tan) difrcil fue el espanol pars ti?

1. Dificil
---2. Ni difrcil ni facil

3. FAil

5; LTe leyo- el maestro

1. Sr
2. No

a revista en espanol?

6a. LTradujo la maestra las palabras de espanol a Ingle's?

A=-3

1. Sr b. i,Cudbto?

-2. No (Pasa a la
pregunta 7a.)

1. Solamente pocas palabras

2. Como la mitad de las palabras
3. Casi today las palabras
4. Todo

7a. LAlguna paste a partes de la revista to causaron llevar a cabo

otras actividades en la class?

1. sr b. iQue"" parte(s) ?

2. NO (Pasa a la
pregunta 8a;)

c. LQue actividades?



. lAlguna parte o partes de la revista to causaron hacer algo fuera
de la escuela?

; Sr b; tQue" parte(s)?

2; No (Pasa a la
pregunta 9a;)

c. tQue hiciste?

9a; lDiscutiste alguna parte o partes de la revista con to familia o
amigos?

1; sr b. Z,Que" parte (s) ?

2. No (Pasa a 1a
pregunta 10.)

10. Oud.f e lo que aprendiste de la Revista Ranger Rick?



11. LQue fue lo que mas to gusto d esta edicidh?

12. Oue fue lo que menos te gusto"?

13. LCeino te sentiste acerca de las siguientes cosas de la revista?
Marca el cuadro que creas que mejor describe cdino te sentiste acerca
de cada una de estas cosas.

a. El Vocabulario

b. La Variedad

c. Las Historias

d. Los Juegos/Las
Actividades

Las Fotografias

Me dis
gustd

Ni me
gustd
ni me _

disgustd.

Me gusto

A-3

14. LEn que manera es esta revista diferente a otros materiales escolares?
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-;
15a; LTe gustaria seguir usando la Revista Ranger Rick?

A-3

Sr b. LTe gustaria en ingleS o espanol?

2: No
3; No me interesa

(Pasa a is pregunta 16a.)

1. Espanol
2. Ingle's

3. Los dos espanol e ingles
4. No se

c. LEn donde to gustaria usar Inds la revista?
(Marca todos los que se apliquen;)

1. En casa
2. En la escuela
3. En otros lugares

(Especifica por favor.)

16a. Cre gustaria cambiar algo de esta revist

1 . Sr

2. No (Pasa a la
pregunta 17.)

b. aCuaaes serran los cambios?

17. LEn que.grados piensas que la_edicidh en espanol de Ranger Rick
deberra de usarse? (Indica todos los que se apliquen.)

1. Kindergarten 6. Grado 5
2. Grado 1 7. Grado 6
3. Grado 2 8. Grado 7
4. Grado 3 9. Grado 8
5. Grado 4
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Por favor escribe cuaiquier comentario que desees que nos indique como
has usado Ia Revista Ranger Rick's y que.piensas de ella.

iMUCHAS GRACIAS POR TU COOPERACION!
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School Name:

RANGER RICK STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Date:

A-3

School Address:
(City/Town)

Student Grade (Circle One.): 4 Sex:

(State

_Male

. Have you ever read the Ranger Rick magazine in English?

Female

(Zip Code)

Yes b. Where?(Check all that apply.)

2: No (Skip to Question 2;)

Do you speak Spanish at home?

1; Yes
2; No

3. How well do you read Spanish?

1. Not at all
2. A little bit
3. Pretty well
4. Very well

1. Home
2. School
3. Other (Please specify.)

How often?

1. Once
---2. Two to four times

3. Five or more times

d. How did you like it?

1. I didn't like it
2. I didn't like or dislike it
3. I liked it

4. How difficult was the Spanish for you?

1. Difficult
2. Neither difficult nor easy

-3. Easy

5; Did the teacher read the magazine to you in Spanish?

1; Yes
2; No
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. Did the teacher translate the Spanish words into English?

1. Yes b. How much?

1. Only a few words
About half the words
Most of the words
All of it

2. No (Skip to Question a.)
2.

3.

4.

7a. Did any part or parts of the magazine lead to doing some other activities
in class?

1. Yes b. What part(s)?

2. N (Skip to Question 8a.)

c. What activities?

8a. Did any part or parts of the magazine lead to your doing something
outside of school?

Yes What part(s)?

2. No (Skip to Question a.)

What did you dii?
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Did you discuss any part or parts of the magazine with your family
or friends?

A-3

Yes b. What part(s)?

2. No (Skip to Question 10.)

10. What did you learn from the Ranger Rick magazine?

11. What did you like most about this issue?

12. What did you like least?

13. How did you feeI abOut_the following things in_this magazine? Check
the one bin( that best describes how you felt about each of these:

a. Vocabulary

b. Variety cf Topics

c. Stories

d. Games/Activities

e. Pictures

DiS

t

like or
dislike LiIced
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14. In what ways is this magazine different from your other school materials?

15a. Would you like to keep on using Ranger Rick?

1. Yes b. Would you like it in Spanish or English?

2. No (Skip to 1. Spanish
3. I don't care Question 16a.) 2. English

3. Both Spanish and English
4. Don't know

c. Where would you like to use the magazine?

1. at home
2. at school
3. other places (Please specify.)

16a. Would you like to have the magazine changed in any way?

1. Yes

2. No (Skip to Question 17.)

b. What changes would you make?

17. For what grades do you think a
be used? (Check all that appIy)

Spanish edition of Ranger Rick should

1. Kindergarten 6. Grade 5
2. Grade 1 7. Grade 6

3. Grade 2 8. Grade 7

4. Grade 3 9. Grade 8
5. Grade 4
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Please write anything else you would like to tell us about how you used
Ranger Rick's magazine and what you thought about it;
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School Name:

RANGER R 1111. ONNAIRE

Date:

A-4

School Address:

Your Position:

(City/Town) (State) (Zip Code)

1; Grade Level (Circle all that apply): 4 5 6 7 8

2. Course/Program in which the Spanish edition of Ranger Rick was used?

1. Language Arts/Reading
2. Science
3. Spanish
4. Other (Please specify.)

3 How many students were in the class?

1. Less than 15
2. 15-19
3. 20-24
4. 25-29
5. 30-34
6. More than 34

4. Were there more boys or girls?

1 More boys
2. More girls
3. An equal number of boys and girls

5. What parcentage of them are of Hispanic origin?

1. Les n than 25%
2; 25-40%
3. 41-55%

-4; 56-70%
5; 71-85%
6; 86-100%

6. What percentage of the Hispanic students speak Spanish at home?

1. Less than 25%
2. 25-40%
3. 41-55%
4. 56-70%
5. 71-85%
6. 86-100%
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7. How fluent are the students in Spanish? Please estimate the percentage

of the class at each ability level for each of the three skill areas:

a. Speaking

b. Reading

c. Writing

_Hsxdly at all Somewhat Ptdtty .Well- -1.7-011-113- Don't know

8. How fluent are they in English? Please estimate percentages at each

ability level for each skill area:

a. Speaking

b. Reading

c. Writing

mardly at all Somewhat Ptetty _Don t know

9. What percentage of these students are in a Bilingual or ESL program?

1. Less than 25%
2. 25=40%
3. 41-55%
4. 56=70%
5. 71-85%
6. 86-100%

10. How much time was spent in class on this SpaniSh edition of Ranger Rick?

1. Less than 30 minutes
2; 30-45 minutes
3; 46-60 minutes
4; 61-75 minutes
5; 76-90 minutes

=TM; More than 90 minutes

11; Please comment on your perception of the educational value of a Spanish

edition of Ranger Rick for your school's students:
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12. Please indicate what parts were used and if they were read to the
students. Put a check mark in the appropriate space.

a. April Fooler

b. Search for Supersaurus

C. BaCkyard Dinosaurs

d. Build a Boxosaurus

e. WiSe Old OW1

f. 011ie Otter's Fun Pages

g. Sense and Nonsense
about Hedgehogs

h. Sea Poems

i. Ranger Rick & His Friends

j. Happy Bee

k. Nature Club News

1. Green Velvet Princess

m. Nature Did It First

n. Dear Ranger Rick

a. Ranger Rick's Rare Wonders

p. Diatoms

q. Piper Grows Up

Used Road to Stud of s

13. What Ied you to use those particular parts?

14a. Did you have to translate any of the words into English?

I

A-4

. YeS b How often.

. No (Skip to Question 15.) Ohly a feui words
About half the words

_Most of the words
All of the words
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15; What did you like most about the issue?

16. What did you like least?

17; What changes would you like to see in any future SpaniSh editions

of Ranger Rick's magazine?

18a. Did you use the Activity Guide?

A.:=4

. Yes
b. What did you use?

. No (Skip to Question 9.)

c. Did you find it helpful?

1. Yes
2. No

19. What changes would you like to see in the Activity Guide?

20. During the class session, did the students seem actively engaged

in using Ranger Rick?

-1. Yes
2. No

21. What did your students seem to like most in this issue? Please describe

what led to this impression.
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22. What did they seem to like least? Please describe what led to this
impression.

23; How appropriate was the language level and content for most of the
students in your class? (Pladae give a word or two in the appropriate
box that explains your rating. Forexample, if you rate the vocabulary
inappropriate; is it too easy, too difficult?)

a. Vocabulary

b. Story Topics

c. Games/Activities

d. Pictures

Very
Applorpirlate

Appropriate Somewhat
Inappropriate

Very
Inappropriate

24a. Do you think your students learned something from this issue?

. Yes

2. No (Skip to
3. Don't know Question 25a.)

. Please describe what you
observed that indicated
learning;_e.g., recall of
fact, application of
information, and so on.

25a. To what extent i4aatheinformation in this issue different from that which
the students had already learned?

1. Very different
2. Somewhat different
3. Very slightly different
4. Not at all different

b. In what ways?



26a. Did you or any of your Students use the milgnzine or Activity Guide

following the class period?

A=4

I. Yes

2. No (Skip to

3. Don't know Question 27a.)

b. Who?

1. StudentS
2. Ted-cher
3. BOth

. In what (way)S?

27a. Are there similar materials in Spanish now being used in the school?

l. Yes b. What are they?

2. No (Skip to

3. Don't know Question 28.)

28. Please comment on the potential for using a Spanish edition of Ranger Rick

in the school's current programs:

a. Bilingual

b. ESL

c. Other (please specify.)
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29a. After reviewing this experience; would you like the school to continue
using Spanish editions of Ranger Ritk?

1. Yes b. In what :nurses and at what
grade levels. (Check all that
apply):

Ktitj....-
; Language Art/

Reading

Science

Spanish

4. Other - Please
specify

2. NO (Skip to
3. Don't know Question 30a.

30a. Is Ranger Rick in English currently in use at your school?

I; Yes

2. No (Skip to
3. Don't know Question 31a.)

31a. Had you read Ranger Rick before?

b. In what ways?

1. Yes b. Where? (Check all that apply)

2. No 1. Home
2. School
3. Other (Please specify.)

c; How often?

1. Once
2. Two to four times
3. Five or more times

d. How did you like it?

1. Not at all
2. Hardly
3. Didn't like or diSlike it
-4. Liked it a little
S. Liked it a lot

34Q
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Any additional comments_or suggestions you would like to make would
be very much appreciated. Please note them below.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION!



APPENDIX B

Detailed Sample Description
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Detailed Sample Description by Site; School; and Grade Level

Site
Class
Code Grade Site

I. California

A. Azusa
School 1 A 7/8 11

School 2 A 7/8 16

Total 27

B. Calexico
A 3/4 29School 1
B 4 21

4/5 21
D 5/6 17

School 2 A 3/4 27
4 28

C 5 26
D 6 27

School 3 A 5 26
B 6 29

4 30

School 4 A 4 28

B 5 30

C 6 20

Total

C. Chula Vista
School 1

B

Total

359

28

28

56

D. El Centro
School 1 A 5/6 33

4 27

School 2 A 4 29

School 3 A 7/8 25
7/8 21

C 7/8 17

Total 152

T. California (Cont'd)

E. Long Beach
School 1

School 2

Total

F. Los Angeles
School 1

Total

G. San Francisco
School 1

School 2

Total

H. San Gabr!el
School 1

School 2

Total

II. Florida

A. Hialeah
School 1

Total

B. Miami
School 1

School 2

352

Class
Code Grade N

A 3/4 13
B 6 12
C 5 8

A 4/5 11

44

A 20
B 23

43

A 4/5 25

A 6-8 23
B 6-8 25
C 6-8 23

96

7/8 21

4-6 19

40

27
19

46

A 4 17
B 5 48
C 6 41

6 22
5 33
4 23
4 35

E 5 25

_6_ 41
5/6 30



Detailed Sample Description by Site, School; and Grade Levi

Site
Class
Code Grade

II. Florida (Cont'd)

4/5
6

29

45

B. Miami (Cont'd)
School 3

Total 389

III. Illinois

A. Chicago
School 1 6

_4
7/8 27
4 9

5/6 13
F 4-8 16

School 2 A 3/4 25
4-6 25

School 3 A 4/5 29

B 5/6 28

C 7/8 34

School 4 A 3/4 28
3-5 32
4-6 25

D 4 28
4/5 29

F 5/6 28

School 5 A 4 34

B 4/5 30

C 6-8 29

D 4-6 19

School 6 A 4 26

B 4/5 24

C 5/6 21

D 4 18

School 7 A 4/5 26

5 -7 30
718 28

School 8 A 4 26

B 5/6 39

Total 736

ont'd)

Site
Class
Code Grade

IV. New Jets

A. Unlen CiY
School 1 5 14

617 20
7/8 16
4 20

School 2 6 19
5 18

C 4 14

School 3 A 7/8 20

Total 141

B. Vineland
School 1 3/4 27

4 20

School 2 A 7/8 16
B 6 7

C 5 7

Total 77

V. New York
A 5 29School 1
B 6 18

School: 2 A 5 21
B 4 16

SchOO1 3 A 4/5 5

School A 6 26

SchOO1 5 A 5/6 31

Total 146

VI; Pennsylvania

A; Bethlehem
School 1 A 4=6 22

School 2 A 4-6 11

School 3 A 4=5 8

Total 41

3,3
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Detailed Sample Description by Site, School, and Grade Level (Cont'd)

Site
Class
Code Grade

VII. Texas

aan_latat_

7

8

School 1

Total

B. San Antonio

15

School 1 A 4 22

School 2 A 6 21

School 3 A 5 21

School 4 A 6-8 17

School 5 A 4-5 18
B 4 23
C 26

School 6 A 4 29
B 5 21

School 7 A 5 8

B 4 23

Total 229

C. Weslaco
5 33School 1

5/6 30
6 34

TOtal 97

RAND TOTAL 2,734



APPENDIX C

Arrangements for Data Collection

1. Confirming Letter
2. Field Study Description
3. Parents' Permission Form

(Spanish and English)
4. Shipment Letter to Sites
5. Transmittal Form
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Confirming Letter

Address

Dear

Date

C=1

It was a pleasure talking with you As we discussed, we would
be delighted to have the students and staff at your school participate
in a pilot study to evaluate the usefulness of a Spanish edition of
the Ranger Rick magazine published by the National Wildlife Federation.

The study would involve devoting one class period in November in
one or more fourth through eighth-grade classes to using the Spanish
version of an issue that National Wildlife has translated. The choice
of content (which includes various short stories, articles, and games)
and the procedure is entirely up to you and your staff. We would pro-
vide Spanish Ranger Rick magazines for all students and teachers par-
ticipating in the study. In addition, each teacher would receive a
guide with suggested activities in Spanish, each school would receive
both the magazine and the guide in English.

A week later we would like participating students and teachers to
complete a brief questionnaire describing how the magazine was used and
their reactions to it. We would also like to obtain a brief evaluation
of this Spanish issue from one or more other relevant individuals you
identify such as yourself, an area coordinator, bilingual advisor, or
parent.

You may wish to review the enclosed materials with your colleagues
to decide what classes would be able to participate in the study. After
selecting those classes to be in the study, I would appreciate your
completing the enclosed form and returning it in the self-addressed
envelope. If you should have any questions, please don't hesitate to
write or call me (609-734-5556) or Mrs. Arleen Barron (609=734=1765)
collect.
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We very much appreciate your willingness to participate in this
study. We look forward to our working together and hope by so doing
to contribute to understanding how we might better serve our Nation's
children.

Sincerely yours;

Virginia C. Shipman, Ph.D.
Senior Research Psychologist

VCS:ak
cc: Mrs; Arleen Barron

Enclosures
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The 1981 field study represents the interests of three organizations
in instructional materials for students of Hispanic background who have
limited English language ability The National Science Foundation is
supporting the project in line with its encouragement of efforts to mini-
mize language barriers to the development of student interest; appreciation;
and knowledge in the sciences; The National Wildlife Federation; as pub-
lisher of Ranger Rick's Magazine; wishes to extend the benefits of this
widely acclaimed publication to those with little or no command of English;
choosing Spanish speakers as the largest minority sf:udent population.
And Educational Testing Service is evaluating the use, acceptability; and
educational potential of the magazine in a variety of settings with large
Hispanic student populations;

The April 1980 edition of Ranger Rick's Magazine was translated into
Spanish and reviewed for vocabulary and language usage by native Spanish
speakers from Puerto Rican and Mexican backgrounds. It is being sant,
along with an Activity Guide in both English and Spanish, to schools that
have agreed to participate in the study. There is no specific directive on
how the materials are to be used so that teachers and school administrators
Gill be free to incorporate the magazine and suggested activities into their
ciasswork in ways most likely to achieve their own instructional goals. In

fact, information on what section or sections were selected and the rationale
for that selection is seen as an indication of how the materials are perceived
by educator practi:ioners.

The purposes of the field study are described as follows:

to evaluate the acceptance and use of an experimental Spanish
edition of Ranger Rick;

to identify the degree to which diverse groups of the Hispanic
population react differently to the edition;

- to assess and analyze the extent to which the edition's content,
reading level, format, and so on are appropriate for the intended
audiences, and

- to collect and analyze recommendations from the field-test popu-
lations for the Spanish edition program materials and services.

The study sample represents the three major Hispanic groups in this
country (Mexican American, Puerto Rican, and Cuban), grades four through
eight, urban and rural localities, lower and middle income families, and
several different regions.

Data will be collected from teachers, administrators; and students
_through mailed questionnaires and by both interviews and observation at
"a sample of the study sites.
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The final report will provide a detailed description of the study
procedures and findings, and a discussion of the implications of these
findings for further research and development.

For additional information about the project contact:

National Wildlife Federation
1412 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Gerald Bishop (703)790-4283
Managing_Editor
Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine

Educational Testing Service
Princeton, .N.J. 08541

Arleen F:Barron (609)7341765
Program Administrator_
Office fcr Minority Education

Virginia C. Shipman, Ph.D. (609)736-5556
Senior Research Psychologist
Center for Assessment and Research in

Human Development
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E 1.) t. C i ON I, TESTING SERVICE E PRINCETON; N.J. 08541

Co.) 0.:1 4.71,00

C I :,1./CIL C

i:`. A7;`'.

Apreciado Padre:

Necesitamos su permiso para que su hijo participe en un estudio para
evaluar la edicign espancda de la revista Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine.

National Wildlife Federation necesita saber si la Pdicion espanola de
1a revista serfa ail en nuestras escuelas y c6mo podrid ser mejorada. Para
lograr este prop6sito necesitamos la reaccign de su hijo hacia la revista.
La clase de su hijo usarg la edici6n espafiola durante una ldcci6n. A cads
nano se le darg una copia de la revista.

Se le pedira a los ninos que contesten preguntas e indiquen si les
guStaron varias partes_de la revista, c6mo creen que se puede mejorar, y
cugnto saben de espanol._ Se recogergn las respuestas en forma an8nima, y
toda informaci6n personal sera confidencial. Esto tomarg solo 10 o 15
minutos de una clase. Se llevarg a cabo una semana despugs de la presentacign
de la revista durante un tiempo que convenga a los estudiantes y a los maestros.

Las preguntas han lido revisadas por nuestro personal puertorriqueBo y
chicano; la Oficina Bilingue de Nueva York, y personal local.

Hay una gran necesidad de buen material para nuestros alumnos. Nosotros

creemos cue este estudio contribuirg al esfuerzo de crear nuevas fuentes
para la enzenanza. Nosotros agradeceriamos su permiso para que su hijo
participara en el estudio; sin embargo, la decisi6n sobre la participaci6n
de su hijo la toma Ud. Por favor complete el formulario adjunto indicando su
decisi6n y entrgguelo en la escuela de su hijo.

Sinceramente,

Virginia C. Shipman, Ph.D.

Por favor indique en la casilla correspondiente su decisign sobre la
participacign de su hijo en este proyecto. Firme este formulario y
entrgguelo en la escuela de 'su hijo.

/ / Apruebo

/ / Desapruebo

Firma

Fecha

36n
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Dear Parent:

C=3

PRINCETON; N;;L 08541

i4;. need your permission for your child to take part in the review of the
Spari-, edition of the Ranger_Rick's Nature Magazine.

National Wildlife Federation needs to find out if a Spanish edition of
the magazine would be useful in schools and if so, how it can be improved.
To do this we need your child's reaction to the magazine. Your child's class
will be using the Spanish edition during one class period. Each studeat will
be given a copy of the magazine to keep.

Ttie childrLf- vo.ld be asked to answer questions about how much they liked
or disliked varils parts of the magazine, how they think it could be improved
and how well they know Spanish. The children will not be asked to put their
name on their answers, and all personal information will be kept confidential.
This will only take about 10 or 15 minutes of a class period, and will take
place approximately a week after the magazine is used in the classroom
at a time most convenient for students and teachers.

The questions have been reviewed by our Puerto Rican and Chicano staff,
the New York City Bureau of Bilingual Education, and local staff.

There is a great need for good instructional materials for our students
and we believe this study will contribute to this effort; The decision as to
whether your child will participate is yours. We would greatly appreciate your
approval for your child to take part in this study; If you do not wish your
child to participate, she/he will not be asked to answer the questions. Please
complete the attached form indicating your decision and return it to your child's
school;

Sincerely,

Virginia C. Shipman, Ph.D.

Please check one box indicating that youeither_approve or do not approve your
child's participation_ in this project. Also, please sign this form and return it
to your child's school.

E7 I Do Approve

I Do Not Approve

Signature

Date

(OVER) 3 6
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609 -921 -9000
CABLE-EDUCTESTSVC

OFFICE FOR MINORITY EDUCATION
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PRINCETON; N;;J; 08541

We have sent you a shipment of copies of the Ranger Rick magazine.
Enclosed here are additional materials:

Student Questionnaires in Spanish
Student Questionnaires in English
Tea'her Questionnaires
School Questionnaires
Activity Guides in Spanish
Activity Guides in English
Class Transmittal Form(s)
1st Class Self-Addressed Envelope(s)

The questionnaires should be completed a week_after the class period

when the Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine was used. Since the field study

data will be analyzed by classes will you please have the_completed
questionnaires assembled for return separately by class (i.e., student

questionnaires, teacher questionnaire(s), and a_copy_of_the enclosed

transmittal form) and send to ETS in the prepaid self-addressed mailer;

The questionnaires completed by_one_or more_ representatives of the
school and/or your office can be included in a class package.

We hope that your teachers and students will enjoy the experience
and look forward to receiving your reactions. Please be assured that
the information will be confidential; the study reports will not identify
students, classes, or personnel. Means hile; if you have questions or need
more materials please call me at (609) 734-1765;

Sincerely yours,

(Mrs.) Arleen S. Barron
Program Administrator

ASB:mt
Enclosures
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RANGER RICK FIELD STUDY

Class Transmittal Form

For each class participating in the Ranger Rick field study please
provide the information requested below and attach it_to the package of _

student questionnaires and teacher(s) questionnaire(s) for that class. A
prepaid ETS return nailer has been provided for your convenience.

School: Grade:

Number of questionnaires attached:

Student Teacher

Date of the class session devoted to Ranger Rides -Natittmaga-time:

Was the magazine used in a regular class session?

If yes, what?

If it was by special arrangement, please describe:

Are the students part of a_regular program to develop English language skills?

If so what kind of program?

ESL

-----Bilingual

Transitional

Other: Please specify

We hope that you have enjoyed your participation in the Ranger Rick field study.

Our sincerest thanks for your cooperation.



APPENDIX D

Student Questionnaire Code List
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B

Other Parts?

7b. In Class _

8b. Odtbide of school

9b. Discussed parts

C

What Activities?

7c. In class

8c. Outside of school

RANGER RICK

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE CODC LIST

D

10. What did you learn? 11/12. Like- d most/least

used a thieUgh q from

column B and r to z

listed below

14. Different from 16. Change how?
others?

a. April Footer

b. Search for Supersaurus

c. Backyard Dinosaurs?

d. Build a BMWS-gurus

e. Wise Old Owl

f. 011ie Otter's Fun Pageg,

Puziles

g. Sense and Nonsense about

Hedgehogs

h. Sea PeetS

i. Ranger Rick & His Friends

j. Happy Bee

k. Nature Club News

1. Green Velvet Princess

2; Nature Did It First

n. Dear Ranger Rick

o. Ranger Rick'S Rare Wenders

p. Diatoms

q. Piper Grows Up

r. AnitalS

s. Vaguei other

t. Science
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a. Bbild Bokasaurus,

Dinosaur, Solar model

b. Read

c. Games, puzzles

d. Draw

e. Research/investigate/

encyclopedia/expt.

f. Write report, Story, etc.

g. Vague, other

n. Conservation

o. Story facts

p. Nature /animals

q. Personal relation

r. Science methods

s.

t.

U.

v.

w;

x.

Motivation

Science

Spanish

Poems

Build a dinosaur

New words

Y.

z. Vague, other

T. Title or topic

r. Variety

s. Pictures, drawing&

t. Spanish

u. Activities

v; Storiss /articles

w. Vocabulary

x. Animals

y. Science

z. Vague, other

a. Interesting/

entertaining

b. Use of stories

c. Specific article

d. LeSsons

a. Specific page

b. Bigger

c. Pictures, Drawings

d. Specific article

e. Games, puzzles

e. Likedit/well done, f, Easier
good

g. Poems
f. AniMAI stories _

h. More interesting
g. In Spanish

i. More stories
h. Pictures; drawings

j. More on animals
i. Variety

k. Span. to Eng.
j. Activities, puzzles

I. More variety
k. Eagy to reAd;

understand

1. Research material n. Vague, other

M. Utility

n. Informative 15C. Where Would you

like to use?
o. Different; specific

a. Other
p. New ways/things

b. Park
q. Attractive /colors

r. Size

s. Ranger Rick

t. Vague; other

u. Science

m. Make harder

v. Title

w. Vocabulary

c. Library

d. Beach

e. Other's Wise

f. Bus

g. Trips

h. Zoo
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